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PREFACE.

The present volume is designed to fill the gap hitherto

existing in respect of a text-book dealing with the

Textile Raw Materials and their Conversion into

Yarns. In response to a widely expressed desire for

a work of this kind, the Author has endeavoured to

arrange the available information on this subject so

as to harmonise with the Syllabus and Curriculum of

the Imperial and Royal Austrian Weaving Schools,

and render it suitable for establishments of similar

character, as well as for self-instruction on the part

of those engaged in the industry concerned.

The drawings have been exclusively made in the

form of sections, to facilitate their comprehension by

the student, and to awaken an interest in the objects

illustrated ; whilst the particulars with regard to the

detection and testing of the various fibres in yarns and

fabrics should enable him to undertake the practical

examination of these materials when called upon to

do so in his subsequent caresr.

That his endeavours wiir be appreciated, and that

his work will prove of assistance to both teachers and

students in their labours, is the earnest wish of

THE AUTHOR.
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TEXTILE RAW MATERIALS, ETC

INTRODUCTION.

The study of the textile raw materials and their conversion

into yarn forms the first great section of Textile Technology,

namely, the Technology of Spinning, that is to say, the science

concerned with the methods and appliances employed for

transforming the natural raw materials, suitable for spinning

and weaving, into articles (mainly yarns and fabrics) adapted

for the use of man.

Textile Technology comprises three main subdivisions :

—

I. The Study of Materials and the Technology of Spin-

ning.

II. The Technology of Weaving.

III. The Technology of Dressing and Finishing.

The first of these subdivisions, the Study of Materials

and the Technology of Spinning, affords information on all

the materials employed in the textile industry and allied

branches, as well as on the mechanical appliances and pro-

cesses used for converting the same into yarn.

The Technology of Weaving teaches of the appliances and

processes directly employed in the production of fabrics from

yarn, thread or thread-like material.

The Technology of Dressing and Finishing shows in what

manner and by what means the crude fabric can be further
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prepared, improved and beautified, i.e., finished and made fit

for market.

The present work deals solely with the Study of Materials

and the Technology of Spinning, i.e., that portion of Textile

Technology which affords to the spinner, weaver, bleacher,

dyer, printer and finisher, a thorough knowledge of the raw

materials used in the textile industry, both in respect of their

derivation, origin, cultivation, collection, form, structure and

characteristics, as well as their utilisation and conversion into

yarn.

N.B.—The inclusion of other textile raw materials which

are not put through the process of spinning, but are converted

into a technically utilisable form (weaving material) in other

ways—such as metal and glass by drawing ; wood, straw and

cane by splitting ; caoutchouc by cutting or pressing—is

justified by the circumstance that this procedure extends

the scope of the book to the study of weaving materials in

general instead of being confined solely to spinning materials.



THE RAW MATERIALS

USED IN THE

TEXTILE INDUSTRY.

Even a superficial glance shows that the raw materials used

in the textile industry are derived from all three natural king-

doms, and therefore these materials may be divided into three

main groups :—
I. Mineral raw materials.

IL Vegetable.

III. Animal.

GROUP I.

MINERAL RAW MATERIALS.

As a matter of course the mineral raw materials for textile

purposes are of only moderate importance, their great stiffness

and hardness, high specific gravity and heat-conducting pro-

perties, rendering them unsuitable for fabrics intended for

clothing. Moreover, they are numerically few in comparison

with the raw materials from the vegetable and animal king-

doms, the chief being :

—

I. Asbestos.

II. Glass.

III. Metals.
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I.—Asbestos.

Chonical CoDiposition.—Asbestos (from a Greek word

meaning incombustible, indestructible) belongs to the amphi-

bole or hornblende group. It is also known as mountain

wool or mountain silk, and mainly consists of a double silicate

of lime and magnesia, often contaminated with iron. Of the

different varieties of this mineral, the fibrous kind, or amianthy

is the one chiefly used for spinning.

Occurrence.—Asbestos is found with considerable frequency

in the Tyrol, Savoy, Corsica, England, Russia, Saxony and

Silesia (Frankenstein) ; and latterly some very beautiful

varieties have been discovered in America, e.^., Canadian

Bostonite.

Properties.—Asbestos forms long, fine, capillary, flexible,

acicular crystals, which adhere together very loosely, and are

therefore readily detachable. The colour is usually white,

though seldom pure white, there being mostly a tinge of

yellow, red or green ; in fact, perfectly blue or green varieties

are known. The material being incombustible, the articles

produced therefrom exhibit to a certain degree the valuable

property of indestructibility by fire, in addition to which

they are proof against acids, gases, alkalis, rust and climatic

influences.

Treatment.—Formerly asbestos was mixed with some re-

sistant material of long staple (generally flax) before spinning,

the vegetable fibre being then eliminated from the finished

product by calcination. At the present time asbestos is .spun

direct into yarn without any supplementary admixture, after

having been softened by hot water and disintegrated into

separate fibres by passing it through a crusher and edge-

runner mill.^

1 For some purposes asbestos is also spun round a metal core, e.g., copper

wire.

—

Translator's note.
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Applications.—Asbestos yarn is woven into fabrics which

are made into garments for fire-brigade men, and for workers

in blast furnaces and chemical works. Other articles produced

from asbestos yarn comprise incombustible tablecloths, wind-

ing sheets for cremation, press cloths, acid filter cloths, gloves,

lamp wicks and lace. Asbestos plates (asbestos boards) are

used for covering wooden walls exposed to radiant heat

;

asbestos paper for curtains and stage purposes ; asbestos

cord for packing manholes ; and curly asbestos wool for

engine packing, and for lining fireproof safes. Asbestos

steeped in paraffin is also used to make plates for the interior

lining of iron vessels.

II.

—

Glass.

Chemical Composition. — Glass is an amorphous double
.

silicate of calcium and an alkali metal (potassium or sodium)

or lead oxide.

Properties.—The conversion of glass into a fibrous material

is rendered feasible by the fact that it softens at a moderate

heat, and can then be drawn out into fine threads {i.e., is

ductile). The threads are exceedingly uniform, have a beau-

tiful lustre, and can be obtained in all colours and degrees of

fineness—some of them being so fine that it takes about 1,400

miles of the fibre to weigh i lb.

Applications.— F'abrics made entirely of glass are rare, but,

on the other hand, coloured glass threads are frequently used

as wefts for silk stuffs, wherein they not only produce divergent

and often surprising effects by reason of their colour and gloss,

but also stately draping properties by virtue of their stiffness.

Other articles made from glass threads include small orna-

ments (brooches) and fancy goods (glass flowers).
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III.—Metals.

The following metallic materials are used for weaving and

in industries allied to the textile industry :

—

I. Wire made from the baser metals.

II. Wire made from the noble metals.

1. Wire made from the Baser Metals.

These metals comprise iron, copper and brass generally

in the softened condition, produced by heating to redness.

Doubled or even 3-ply wire is also used for weaving, in

addition to single wire.

Uses.—From the above classes of wire are made sieve

fabrics (gauzes) for domestic purposes, and for the use of

apothecaries, confectioners, and in the laboratory ; also screen-

ing cylinders for grinding, cement, and plaster mills ;
fabrics

for drying kilns, and wire cloth for wool-drying machines,

paper-making moulds, washing drums, screens and netting.

Metal wires are also made up into wire ropes, cables, flat or

band ropes for haulage and lift work, also lustre hangings

and metal brushes.

N.B.— If wire gauze or cloth be passed through a rolling

mill, the wires are flattened, the apertures reduced in size, and

the whole rendered much smoother than before. Gauze so

treated is particularly suitable for sifting, the fine dust in the

material sifted being unable to lodge in the crossings.

2. Wire Made from Noble Metals.

To this class belong silver and gold wire. Pure silver wire

is made of fine silver, but pure gold wire consists of fine silver

faced with a thin layer of gold, both being drawn from thin

rods. Impure silver wire is of copper faced with silver, impure

gold wire being of copper faced with gold (Lyons wire thread).
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For the most part the wire is used in the flattened or band

form (tinsel) produced by rolling, which is then brought into

the condition of thread by twisting or doubling with a silken

or woollen yarn, thus forming the so-called " brilliant yarn,"

or " brilliant wool".

The gold threads (so-called Cyprian thread) in old gold-

embroidered fabrics consist of a core of flax or silk thread,

round which has been twisted a cover of gilded catgut.

Uses.—Wires and tinsel made of the noble metals are used

in trimmings, lace, ribbons and cords, as well as for all kinds

ofpassementerie work, gold and silver brocade, i.e., on decora-

tive fabrics for coronation robes, church ornaments, ball and

theatre dresses. Gobelins tapestry, as weft for satin vests and

clothings ; and finally for gold and silver embroidery.

GROUP II.

VEGETABLE RAW MATERIALS.

The textile industry derives a very large number of highly

valuable spinning materials from the vegetable kingdom, more

being discovered and utilised every year. Generally speak-

ing, the fibres, from the botanical point of view, are elon-

gated, tubular or spindle-shaped cells, consisting of cellulose :

the structural substance of plants or of the vegetable cell.

They are structures which, on account of the substances with

which they are interspersed or encrusted, are seldom pure

white, the colour being whitish, with a tinge of yellow, green

or brown ; and in respect of lustre they exhibit all degrees

from perfectly dull to bright silvery gloss. They oppose more

or less resistance to tension strains, and present varying

degrees of flexibility and hygroscopic power.

Chemically speaking, cellulose is a carbohydrate, and is

represented by the formula C^;H^yO^,, containing about 44 per
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cent, of carbon (C), 6 per cent, of hydrogen (H), and 50 per

cent, of oxygen (O). It is tasteless and inodorous, has

small tendency to putrefy, and strongly resists a number of

solvents, but is converted by sulphuric acid into sugar and

finally dissolved.

In some cases {e.g., cotton) the cells are single, in others

arranged in bundles {e.g., flax fibre). However, it is only in

very rare instances that they consist of pure cellulose, but are

more or less covered and interspersed (encrusted) with lignin,

bastose and pectose compounds, waxy, resinous and fatty

bodies, and pigmentary matter.

For this reason some fibres appear coarser, stiffer and less

suitable for spinning than others. True, means are known for

removing these impurities, and thus producing fibres of

approximately identical character, but this is not practised,

the result of such a stringent method of purification being to

deprive the fibres of cohesion in the case of agglomerated

cells, these being only too liable to dissociate into their com-

ponent cells ; and besides the expense of such treatment is

against it.

The single cell fibres, such as cotton and vegetable silk,

are supplied in a finished state by nature, and can be at once

gathered and spun. On the other hand, the fibres (flax, hemp,

jute, nettle, etc.) composed of agglomerated cellular bundles

must first be prepared by a tedious and troublesome process.

According to the part of the plant by which they are

supplied, the vegetable fibres are classed as :

—

A. Seed fibres.

B. Stem fibres.

C. Leaf fibres.

D. Fruit fibres.
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A.- SEED FIBRES.

This class—seed fibres or seed hairs (vegetable silk)

—

comprises all fibres growing out of the seeds or seed capsules

of certain plants, viz. :
—

I. Cotton fibre.

II. Bombax.

III. Asclepias.

IV. Poplar, cotton grass and bulrush fibre.

I.

—

Cotton.

Origin and Distribution.—^Cotton is the chief among fibres

derived from seeds or plant hairs, and, next to iron and coal,

forms the most important article of commerce in the world,

more than half the entire human race being concerned in its

consumption (which totals about 3,000,000 tons per annum),

Avhilst its cultivation and distribution afford the means of

existence to millions, and a short crop and heightened price

may entail disastrous crises in the lands .where it is grown

and manufactured.

The cotton plant bears the botanical name gossypiuui, and

belongs to the mallow family. It is chiefly grown in the

tropical (equatorial) zone, but is also distributed throughout

the temperate zone as far as latitude 30"" and even 40" N. and

S., and accordingly over all countries enjoying a mean summer

temperature between 20° and 30° C. Climate and soil, however,

exert considerable influence on its character, and hence each

producing country has its own peculiar varieties of cotton.

Character of the Cotton Plant.—The plant is known in all

sizes, from a herbaceous growth about 27 inches high to a

shrub-like plant 40 to 80 inches in height, and even as a tree

10 to 20 feet high. It bears three- to five-lobcd leaves and

pale yellow or reddish blossoms, which, at the stage of ripeness,

develop into a three- to five-lobed brownish capsule (cotton
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boll) about as large as a walnut. Each lobe contains three

to eight dark brown, greenish or black seeds about the size of

a pea, the seed hairs of which, in course of their development,

burst the boll and appear as a tuft.

Picking.—At harvest time, which lasts for two to four

months, the cotton fibre is picked by hand, sorted (all under

ripe, over ripe and spoilt portions being thrown aside), and

finally dried.

Fig. I.—Saw-gin (section).

Ginning.—As the bolls enclose the seeds—which make up

about 70 per cent, of the total weight—it would be irrational

to pack the cotton for shipment without having been cleaned.

Consequently it is ginned, or freed from the seed, at the

plantation, by passing it through ginning machines, which

are of two principal types, the saw-gin and the roller-gin,

the former being used for short-staple cotton, the latter for

that of longer staple.

Fig. I represents a longitudinal section of a saw-gin. Here

the circular saws, b, mounted on the revolving shaft, a, draw

the cotton out of the hopper, c, through the grating, d, and
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thus separate it from the seeds, which being of larger diameter

than the sHts in the grid are therefore retained in the hopper,

c, from whence they are removed from time to time by opening

a sh'de, c, whereupon they fall to the ground in the direction

shown b)' the arrow,/. The revolving brush roller, g, which

runs at a high speed, takes the cotton away from the saw teeth

and throws it in the direction of the arrow, //, to the dust

cages, i k, from the interior of which the air is exhausted by

means of the fan, /, and forced through a pipe, i)i, into a dust

shaft, the current of air drawing with it the dust, short fibres,

and any fine particles of dirt present. Coarser fragments of

dirt, especially sand and pieces of seeds, will have already been

expelled by the brush roller, ^, towards the interior of the

machine—in the direction of the arrow, n—whence they are

removed through the outlet, o. The slow-moving dust cages

take the cleaned cotton and deliver it on to the endless

belt, p, which discharges it on to the floor in the direction

of the arrow, q. Peep-hole flaps are provided at r and s.

Though a portion of the cotton fibre is torn by the treatment

it undergoes in this mill, the cleaning effect is thorough and

rapidly produced.

Of the roller-gins, the MacCarthy machine is largely used.

A machine of this kind consists of a roller covered with buffalo

hide, which draws the fibre with it in revolving, whilst the

seeds are retained and ejected by means of two knives mounted

parallel to the axis of the roller, one of them being fixed whilst

the other swings up and down in close proximity.

The cotton seeds, on being treated by pressure or extrac-

tion, furnish cottonseed oil, which, when refined, is used as a

substitute for olive oil, as an edible oil, and also for making

soap, as well as being employed as an adulterant for lard and

making artificial butter. In the crude state cottonseed oil is

thick, turbid, dark brown in colour, and only suitable for

lubricating oil. The cottonseed cakes, left behind as press

SlVni kiuiy^iiY.
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residue in the recover}- of the oil, were formerly thrown away

as waste, but now find extensive utilisation as a cattle food

and for manure.

Packing.—When ginned, the cotton is packed for shipment

in cubical or quadrangular bales of 4 to 6 cwt. (usually enclosed

in jute sacking). As they have to be compressed into the

smallest possible bulk, to economise space and keep out

moisture, they are put into powerful screw, lever, or hydraulic

presses, and fastened with three or four wrought-iron hoops.

Latterly cylindrical bales have been made which are less

liable to injury in loading and discharging, and exhibit the

advantage of diminished tare.

Commercial Varieties of Cotton.—In the European market

seven principal varieties are recognised, viz. :
—

1. North American cotton.

2. South „ „

3. Central „ „

4. East Indian

5. Levantine
,,

6. African „

7. European „

1. North American Cottons in general are very highly

esteemed for their excellent qualities, and also occupy the

premier position in point of quantity.

They comprise the following varieties : Sea Island, or long

Georgia (the most highly-prized of all cottons, from the islands

and coast of Georgia), short Georgia, Louisiana, New Orleans,

Virginia, etc.

2. The South American Co//o»s are generally very good to

medium. Brazilian is the best, then follow Pernambuco,

Guiana, Cayenne, Colombia and Peru cottons.

3. Central American and West Indian Cottons are very

nearly equal in quality to the two preceding kinds, but are

almost invariably badly cleaned. The chief varieties are:
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Domingo, Guyanilla, Cuba, Jamaica, Barbadoes, Trinidad,

etc.

4. East Indian Cottons are of much lower quality. The

best sorts are Manila and Singapore ; the inferior kinds being

Madras, Surat, Omra and Scinde ; whilst Bengal cotton is

among the poorest commercial varieties known.

5. Levantine Cottons, 2>., those from European and Asiatic

Turkey, can be classed as medium, and comprise the Mace-

donian, Cyprian and Smyrna (or true Levantine) cottons.

6. The African Cottons are divided into very good, medium

and bad. Mention maybe made of Bourbon cotton (from the

island of that name, and from the Seychelles), and Senegal

and Egyptian (or Alexandrian) cotton (commercially known

as Mako).

7. The European Cottons play no part in the markets of the

world. Mention may be made of the following : Spanish,

Portuguese, Sicilian, Maltese and South Russian ; a little

cotton is also grown in Austria-Hungary

(Dalmatia and Hungary).

N.B.—Of late the cultivation of cotton

in Australasia (South Sea Islands) has

made considerable strides.

The Microscopic Structure and Properties

of Cotton.

I. Microscopic Structure.—Under the

microscope the cotton fibre a (Fig. 2)

appears as an isolated flattened tubular

vegetable cell with thickened edges, the

whole being twisted, corkscrew shape,

with slanting, granular,

markings (due to desiccated plasma).

The base, or part nearest the seed, is broad, the apex Running

out to a point, and the fibre is covered with an extremely

.—Microscopic
Structure of Cotton

or lattice-like Fibre: a, Front View;
b. Cross Sections.
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fine cuticle, probably cellulose modified by light and air

;

b represents cross sections of different cotton fibres curled

round in the form of a trough.

N.B.— If the microscope reveals flat, more elongated fibres,

exhibiting no hollow internal space, but transparent as glass,

these are dead cotton, and such fibres will not absorb any

pigment in the operations of dyeing and printing.

2. Properties of Cotton.

Cotton is very irregular in its properties, a circumstance

that may be attributed to the divergent influences exercised

by soil, climate and methods of cultivation.

(a) The colour is generally white, though mostly with a

tinge of yellow, red or blue ; only Chinese or Nankin cotton is

decidedly yellowish-brown. Of course, the pure white sorts

are the most prized, then follow the bluish, and finally the

yellowish and brownish varieties.

(b) The length of the fibre varies, in the different kinds,

between 15 and 50 mm. (and even 60 mm.). Those whose

fibres average less than 25 mm. are classed as short-staple

cotton, whilst those with an average up to 40 mm. are long-

staple varieties.

(c) Fineness, i.e., diameter of fibre. This also varies con-

siderably in the different kinds. The fibre being ribbon-

shaped, it has to be measured in two directions: the one varies

between 0'042 and 0"o82 mm. ;
the other between 0'0i2 and

0'042. In commerce the degree of fineness is expressed by

"prime," "second," and "third," or "prime," "merchantable,"

" medium," and "ordinary "
; though in the English market,

which leads all others in the cotton trade, eight degrees of

fineness have been established, viz. : Fine, good, good-fair,

fair, middle-fair, middle, ordinary and inferior ; or again, fine,

good, good -fair, middling-fair, good-middling, good-ordinar)',
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ordinary and inferior. In Hamburg the different grades are

classed as A, AB, B, BC, C, CD, D, DE, E, EF.

The following kinds of cotton are arranged in order of

merit :
—

I, Long Georgia ; 2, Mako
; 3, Pernambuco

; 4, Louisiana
;

5, Cayenne ; 6, New Orleans
; 7, Short Georgia ; 8, Surat

; 9,

Bengal.

(d) Tensile strength.—The strongest varieties of cotton will

bear a weight of 4*5 grammes, the weakest about half as

much.

(e) Hygroscopiciiy.—This implies the property of absorbing

atmospheric moisture without feeling actually damp. The

maximum absorptive capacity of cotton in this respect may

attain 20 per cent, but the normal permissible limit is 8 per

cent. (See " Conditioning Wool ".)

(/) Plasticity.—By this term is meant the property by

virtue of which the fibres of cotton can be moulded at high

temperature (100' C), in conjunction with strong pressure,

into positions which they retain when afterwards cooled and

relieved from pressure. Thus they exhibit, though in a far

smaller degree, the plasticity specially characteristic of silk

and wool, on which property certain portions of the dressing

and finishing treatments are based.

(g) Other valuable properties are : the silky lustre, soft

touch, elasticity and perfect freedom from all seeds, fragments

of leaves and gritty lumps.

Uses.—To dilate on the uses of cotton would be super-

fluous, since all the world knows in what immense quantities

and different ways cotton is worked up into yarns and fabrics,

especially when it is remembered that about three million tons

of cotton are produced every year.

N.B.—Artificial Cotton is prepared from pine by cutting

the barked trunks into thin shavings and reducing these to

the condition of wood wool, which is washed, exposed to the
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influence of steam, then heated along with caustic soda under

pressure, and thus converted into pure cellulose.

Animalised Cotton.—Numerous attempts have been made

to animalise cotton, i.e.^ to approximate it to animal fibre in

order to enable it to absorb dyes direct, like the last-named

fibre, without the assistance of the mordanting treatment usually

necessary.

II.—BoMBAX Wool.

Derivation.—The BomhacccB, which are allied to the mallow

tribe, are indigenous to tropical climates. One member of

this family in particular, viz., Boinbas inalabaricus, the wool

tree, indigenous to the East Indies, furnishes fibres closely

resembling cotton, and known in commerce as vegetable down.

Properties.—Bombax wool is of a white to brownish-yellow

colour, as soft as silk, and highly lustrous. Each single hair

is slightly tapering—sometimes drawn in a little at the base

—

and usually consists of one cell, rarely of two. The hairs vary

between lo and 30 mm. in length, and are from o"020 to

0*045 mm- thick. Unlike cotton, they are never found to be

twisted spirally when examined under the microscope.

Uses.—Bombax wool is occasionally worked up as yarn in

conjunction with cotton, but more frequently is only used as

wadding and for upholstery work (stuffing cushions, etc.), as

well as an insulating lagging for pipes.

III.—xA.scLEPiAS Wool.

Derivation.—This product is derived from various tropical

twining plants, varieties of Asclcpias, the seeds of which carry

a tuft of long fibres. It is met with in commerce as vegetable

silk.

Properties.—Like cotton fibres, the separate white or yellow

and extremely glossy hairs each consist of a single cell, which
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is somewhat swollen at the base and occasionally exhibits

pores. The length of the fibres attains 2 in., and the thick-

ness varies between 0"020 and O'Opo mm.

Uses.—Asclepias wool is generally used for the same

purposes as Bombax wool, and also for making artificial

flowers.

IV.

—

Poplar, Cotton Grass and Bulrush Wool.

These fibres resemble the foregoing in appearance and

structure, but are inferior in importance for textile uses owing

to the comparatively insignificant quantities obtainable in

commerce.

B.—STEM FIBRES.

To this group belong all the vegetable fibres obtained by

long and tedious processes from the bast of certain dicoty-

ledonous plants. Such are :

—

I. Flax.

II. Hemp.

III. Jute.

IV. Nettle fibre.

V. Sunn Hemp.

I.—Flax.

Origin and Occurrence.—Flax or linen (Fr. Lin, Ger.

Flacks) occupies the premier position in the group of stem

or bast fibres, being not only the oldest, but next to cotton,

the most important vegetable spinning material known. Its

value is increased by the fact that the flax plant can be acclima-

tised and adapts itself to various conditions of soil and climate,

a faculty which it possesses in a very high degree, and in

consequence has gained access to very northerly districts and

cool highlands. Although flax has lost some of its importance
2
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under the successful competition of cotton, it nevertheless ^till

forms one of the chief articles of industry, which merits all the

care bestowed on its cultivation and proves highly profitable.

Flax (bot. Linuui) belongs to the family Linacccc. Out of

a number of varieties the most extensively distributed and

important is common flax {Linum tmtatisstuinni). This belongs

to the temperate zone, and two species are cultivated : lin or

schlicss flax and spring flax or humile, the former with long

stems, the latter short. Ireland and Belgium (Flanders)

produce the best flax ; then France, Holland, Russia, Germany

and Austria (Silesia, Bohemia, Tyrol).

Stnictnre of the Flax Plant.—The plant is an annual of

Fig. 3.— Ripplini; Comb (front view).

delicate structure, about 40 inches high, with a long thin

root-stock. A slender stem, which only branches slightly

towards the apex, bears naked, lanceolate alternate leaves,

and puts forth sk}'- or azure-blue flowers—seldom white ones

—

forming a short terminal umbel. When ripe the flowers

develop five-lobed globular seed capsules of the size of peas,

enclosing the red-brown, glossy, flattened seeds (linseed).

N.B.—-Flax is sown as thickly as possible, so as to prevent

its tendency to branch, and to cause it to shoot up quickly in

attempting to gratify its requirements in respect of sun, light

and c'lir.

Harvesting.—The plants destined for fibre are pulled at
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the }'cllo\v-ripe stage

—

i.e., when the lower stem leaves have

turned }'ellow and begin to fall off—and left to ripen in sheaves.

This is done before the seeds have ripened, the latter being

only allowed to occur when the seeds are required for sowing.

In this event thinner sowing is practised, in order to give the

plants better opportunities for branching and producing an

abundance of blooms. However, the pulled stalks are left

to ripen in the fields, with a view to getting the seeds into

good condition for oil-crushing.

The pulled stalks are first of all rippled in the apparatus

shown in Fig. 3, in order to remove the seed capsules and

any lateral branches and leaves present.

The seed pods are threshed, and the seeds

not required for sowing are employed in the

production of linseed oil. The press cakes

(oilcake) from the oil press are utilised as

fodder for fattening cattle, and also used as

fuel.

Preparation of the Fibre.—-The rippled

flax stalks contain, in their air-dry condi-

tion, 73 to 80 per cent, of woody fibre,

epidermis and pith, and about 20 to 27 per

cent, of bast. The structure of the stem is

shown in Figs. 4 and 5, which represent

respectively a longitudinal and a transverse

section of the same. Five layers are discernible : the outer

one, I, is very tender and thin, forming the epidermis ; 2 is the

bast yielding the flax fibre
; 3, a less resistant semi-ligneous

la)er (alburnum or cambium layerj
; 4, the true woody core

;

and 5, the pith tube.

The object of the treatment pursued is : (i) to separate the

various la}'ers, preferably by destroying the cambium layer, 3

—which connects the bast with the wood — by chemical

means, and also to decompose and solubilise to a certain

Figs. 4 and 5.

—

Longitudinal and
Transverse Sections

of Flax Stem.
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extent the gummy substances binding the bast fibres together
;

(2) the removal of the woody core ; and (3) to reduce the bast

as far as possible to fibre—both by mechanical means.

The treatment—based on a chemical process of fermenta-

tion—employed for converting the insoluble pectose of the

gummy material into soluble pectin substances, is :

—

The Retting Process.

The task to be performed by this process is the destruction

of the semi-ligneous cambium layer, and thus to break the con-

nection between the bast and the woody core, as also to render

the latter more susceptible of conversion into fibre. There

are two principal methods of retting, viz. :
—

1. The natural retting process.

2. The artificial „

The natural retting process can be effected by

—

(a) Cold-water retting.

{b) Dew or grass retting,

(c) Mixed retting.

(a) Cold-water retting is performed either in running water

or in pits sunk in the fields, puddled with clay and then filled

with water. The rippled flax stalks are tied up in bundles,

and held below the surface of the water by boards weighted

with stones. A brisk acid fermentation is first set up, and is

followed by a quiescent alkaline fermentation, which is inter-

rupted by withdrawing the stalks as soon as a sample taken

from the pit, etc. (at the end of two to four weeks) shows

that the bast will readily loosen and come away from the

stem.

(6) Dew or grass retting consists in spreading the flax

stalks in the fields, and leaving them exposed to atmospheric

influences (dew, rain, etc.). This takes three to five weeks.

(c) Mixed yetting is effected by performing the earlier
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stage of retting in water, and completing the operation on the

grass
;

it occupies two to three weeks.

2. The artificial retting process is divided into three

varieties :

—

(a) Warm-water retting.

{b) Hot-water

(c) Chemical
,,

(a) Wavui -water retting (quick retting, American or

Schenck process) consists in treating the stalks with warm
water (at about 35° C), in vats, whereby the duration of the

process is reduced to about two to three days.

{h) Hot-water or steam retting is effected with hot water

and steam, alternately, in iron retorts.

(c) Chemical retting.—In this process an attempt is made
to eliminate the repulsive smell of retting flax by adding

dilute sulphuric acid to the water employed.

After retting is completed the stalks are washed clean

with cold water, and dried in the air and sunlight or in kilns.

N.B.—Attempts have not been wanting to prepare flax

without retting ; hitherto, however, without any satisfactory

result.

The mechanical methods of preparation next employed

are :

—

1. Breaking.

2. Scutching.

3. Hackling.

I. Breaking.

This operation is performed in order to break up the

woody core, and consists in causing the stalk to buckle at a

number of points, whereby the bast tissue is also opened and

split. For carrying out this task use is made of:

—
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(a) The hand breaker.

(6) The breaking machine.

(c) The stripping machine.

(a) The Hand Breaker.

This simple tool, which is used where flax is prepared at

home or in small works, is shown in Figs. 6 and 7. It consists

of three knives, a, which, together with the solid supports, b,

form the block, and of the beater, c, which is formed of two

knives, c, and being hinged on to the block, is worked up and

down by means of the handle, d. The worker breaks the

stalks by holding them over the knives, a, with the left hand,

Fig. 6.—Front View of Hand Breaker. F"ig. 7.— Section through Block
and Beater.

whilst the beater, c, is being forcibly moved up and down with

the right hand.

(b) The Breaking Machine.

Fig. 8 depicts a flax-breaking machine fitted with five

pairs of grooved rollers, a, b, c, d, e. The lower rollers are

mounted in fixed bearings, and are driven by conewheel gear-

ing from a shaft placed at the one side.

The upper rollers run in sliding bearings, and are caused to

rotate by the grip of the grooves. The first pair, a, with large

grooves, run at a speed of about 24 revolutions per minute,
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the pair with the narrowest grooves at the farther end of the

machine making only 18 revolutions per minute. The upper

rollers are weighted by the rod and lever combination,/, <(, h,

i, k, /, 111. The retted flax is fed to the machine by the feed

table, (\ and the broken stalks are delivered to the table, n.

The waste product, in the form of small, woody fragments,

furnished by both kinds of breaker, is termed "shives".

ic) The Strippin<^ Machine.

This newly introduced machine effects the breaking up of

the woody material, and, at the same time, protects the fibre

Fig. 8.— Flax-breaking Machine (section)

from injury. The appliances used consist (see Fig. 9) of a pair

of quadrangular plates, a, h, the inner sides of which are shod

with twelve rows of spikes and needles, so arranged that the

needles on one side pass between those on the other and

pierce the tress of flax at as many points as possible. The

flax is held by a clutch, f, at the top, and after each stroke is

moved forward, at right angles to the plane of the picture,

along the track, d. The stripping of the material and the

loosened woody fragments is effected by two fixed gratings,

c,f, the bars of which are parallel with the rows of needles
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and are tapered off at the side nearest the latter, so as to

ensure their passage,

2. Scutching.

This operation fulfils a threefold object : (a) the further

division and reduction to fibre of the bast tissue
;

(b) continued

removal of the still adherent woody fragments
;

(c) elimina-

tion of any short tangled fibres, which latter constitute the

waste product known as tow.

Fig. g.—Flax-stripping Machine (diagrammatic vertical section).

The tow, which is to a large extent contaminated with

shives, is not much used in flax (line) spinning, the long and

more valuable fibres being reserved for this yarn ; but the tow

is by no means wasted, being spun into coarse and inferior

yarns (tow yarns) in a special department.

Scutching is performed :—

-

(a) On the scutching block
;

(b) In the scutching machine
;

the former being used where the work is done at home or in

small factories, the latter in large mills.
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(a) The Sciitchiui^r Block.

This exceedingly simple tool, shown in Figs. 10 and ii,

•consists of an upright block b (with a slit, a, cut in the one

side), and the wooden knife, c, with its sharpened edge, d.

The scutcher takes hold of a tress of flax, e, in his left hand

Fig. 10.—Scutching Knife (side view and section).

and places it in the slit, a, whereupon he seizes the knife

(Fig. 10) by the handle,/, in his right, and draws it sharply

down over the exposed part of the tress. A rope, h, stretched

Figs, ii and Side and l-ront Mew of the Scutching Block.

between the block, b, and the upright, g, protects the worker

from injury by the knife.

{b) The Scutching Machine.

A front view of this machine is given in Fig. 13. The five

wooden scutching knives, a, which are sharpened at b, are

mounted on arms, c, fittinc: into the cast-iron hub, d, of the
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rapidly revolving shaft, c, and in sharing the movement of this

shaft pass close behind the edge, /, of the ledge, g, on the

scutching board, h. In this manner a number of sharp blows

are delivered in succession on the tress of flax, i, which is held

over the edge,/, by a workman. The ledge, held by two steel

bands, h, is elastic and gives way under the influence of the

knives, if the tress is unusually thick, thus preventing any

tearinsj of the fibre.

Scutching Machine (front view).

A scutching machine plant usually consists of four pre-

liminary scutchers, eight finishing machines and one tow

scutcher, on which latter the tow obtained from the other

machines is scutched in order to recover the longer and more

valuable fibres present.

3. Hackling.

Although most of the woody fragments are eliminated in

the form of shives during the operations of breaking and
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scutching, and the fibres themselves are to some extent

separated and fined down, there nevertheless still remain

small particles of adherent shives on the flax. To finally

get rid of these, and also to divide still further the fibres that

yet remain agglomerated in bundles, as well as to remove the

shorter and tangled fibres in the form of tow and draw out the

long fibres straight and parallel, is the task of the hackling

process, which constitutes the final stage in the preliminary

preparation of flax for spinning. The appliances used for

this purpose are :

—

(a) The hand hackler :

(b) The hackling machine;

the former in small factories and for home work, as well as in

conjunction with the machine in larger establishments.

(a) The Hand Hackler.

This consists of a board armed with stout, pointed needles,

arranged in diagonal or circular rows, and set vertically in the

board. The latter is fixed on the hackling bench in such a

manner as to slope upwards towards the workers' stand.

Generally two sets of hackles are used in succession ; a

coarse and a fine or finishing hackle ; or three may be em-

ployed : coarse, intermediate and fine, the latter having a

larger number of finer needles set closer together on the

board.

For flax intended for spinning the finest kinds of yarn

(such as that required for lace), two, three, four or even six sets

of hackles of progressively increasing fineness are employed.

The hackler takes hold of a tress of flax, which he twists

round his right hand, and spreads the free portion out like

a fan with the left, then throws it over the needles and carefully

draws it towards him. The treatment is gradually applied to

all other parts of the tress in succession, and when one end is

finished the tress is turned round and the other half treated in
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Pigs. 14 and 15.—Hand-hackling Plant (vertical section and view from above).
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the same way. The tow left hanging in the teeth of the hackles

is removed from time to time, and, like the scutching tow, is-

spun into higher numbers of tow yarn.

The disposition of a hand machine for hackling with three

sets of hackles is shown in Figs, 14 and 15, the former being

a vertical section and the latter a view from above. Each of

the three sets of hackles, a, b and c, is mounted on a sloping

block, d, and screwed on the hackling bench,/, so as to slant

upwards on the side next the worker's stand. A protecting

board, g, is mounted like a stool in front of the hackles, in

order to prevent the flax settling down too deep among the

needles. The space between the tow box, h—in which is

placed the tow removed from the hackles—and the hackling

bench, /, is surmounted by a grid made of wooden slats, /,.

between which the shives fall on to the floor, k, from whence

they are cleared away at intervals. The ends of the tress, or

handful, of flax are removed by twisting them round a steel

pin, /, placed on the hackling bench to the left of the coarse

hackle, a, and giving a sharp tug. The hackled tresses are

laid out regularly on the benches, in.

(b) The Power Hackling Machine.

Although numerous types of power hackling machines

have been constructed they have not succeeded in rendering

hand hackling superfluous, since this operation is still always

practised after machining, especially with the better varieties

of flax. The power machines are all based on the same prin-

ciple, viz., that instead of the flax being drawn through a set

of fixed needles, the needles are drawn through the tress of

flax, which is suspended from above or presented to their

action in any other suitable way.

Fig. 16 is a sectional sketch of a double power hackling

machine, with six sets of hackles. The hackling needles, a, are

set in wooden blocks, 6, attached to the under side of two leather
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belts, c, the whole constituting a set which is actuated by tv\ o

pulleys, d and e. A tress of flax,/, prepared by hand hack-

ling is fixed in the clutch, g, so that the greater portion hangs

down free. The clutch is then placed on the rail, h, with

which it slowly descends, whereby the tress is brought within

reach of the hackles, and is hackled simultaneously on both

sides. On the reascent of the rail, h, the flax tress is drawn

Fig. i5.—Powcr-hackling Machine (section).

out of the hackles, leax'ing the tow behind. Each time the

clutch, g, is lifted it moves forward along the rail a distance

equal to the width of a set of hackles, and when the clutch

descends again the flax is acted upon by the next adjoining

set, which is fitted with finer hackles. Generally this cycle of

operations is repeated four times more, the flax leaving the

sixth set of hackles in a finished state. The hackled end of

the tress is now fastened in another clutch, and retraces its
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^teps on a second machine placed at the side of the first.

The shives dropping out of the hackles fall into a collecting

box, i, whilst the quick-running revolving brushes, k, remove

the tow from the hackles and deliver it to a doffer, /, from

the curved hooks of which it is taken by the doffer comb, ui,

which rapidly rises and falls, discharging the tow into the

box, n. The quick-running cleaners, o, keep the doffers cleaned

of an}' adherent dirt, shives and bits of fibre.

In the case of better sorts of flax, which pay for more care-

ful preparation by the increased value of the product, two

additional mechanical treatments (dressings) are practised in

various combinations with scutching and hackling.

One consists in drawing the flax—which is held in both

hands—backwards and forwards over the upper edge of a

dressing bench, which is shod with iron.

The other method is to scrape the flax with the dull-edged

blade of the dressing knife on the padded cushion of the

dressing block. In addition to effectually removing shives,

both operations help to separate the bands of fibre.

The improvement of flax is effected by three further

operations, viz., beating, scrubbing and boiling, which impart

fineness, softness and gloss to the fibre ; but of course this

treatment is applied to none but the best grades.

Beating consists in laying out the flax on the plain surface

of a block of wood, cut across the grain, and striking it with a

wooden beetle or mallet. This is done between the first and

second hackling.

In the scrubbing process the flax is vigorously rubbed over

with a brush of hog bristles on a flat wooden surface.

Boiling with potash dissolves a portion of the vegetable

mucilage left untouched by the retting process. The soften-

ing of this mucilage helps to separate the agglomerated

fibres and improves the fineness, whiteness and lustre of

the flax.
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Microscopic Structure of Flax.

Under the microscope the separate bast cells composing

the flax fibre appear (Fig. 17) as thick-walled tubes, tapering

at the ends, and with a lumen (mternal hollow) so small as to

be visible only as a thin double black line. Furthermore,

under a high power a number of small transverse cracks, faults,

or knot-like swellings appear. The fibre is never twisted, nor

is it flattened out like cotton fibre. The cross sections in

Fig. 18 show the cells to be of irregularly formed pentagonal

or hexagonal shape.

Figs. 17 and 18.—Microscopical Structure of Flax (front view

and cross section).

Properties of Flax Fibre.

Although, like cotton, flax fibre mainly consists of cellulose,

it nevertheless differs from cotton to a considerable degree in

its physical properties.

{a) Colour.—Well hackled flax has a pale yellow, yellowish-

grey, silver grey, steel grey, or greenish colour. A dark

brown, or dirty grey shade is a sign of badly retted or over-

retted flax, i.e., flax that has suffered considerable damage

through defective or excessive retting.

{h) The length varies, the maximum being about 36 inches.

Good flax should average 20 inches, and be free from fibres
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less than 12 inches long. The length should be as uniform

as possible, and it is therefore an advantage when the tresses

of flax do not appear much thicker in the centre than at the

ends.

The average length of the cells composing the fibre is

I to i^ inches, the width varying from 0*00047 to o'OOiiS

inch (o"Oi2 to 0*030 mm.).

(c) The fineness depends on the degree of subdivision

obtained, which in turn is based on the purpose for which the

flax is intended. The limits in this respect for hackled flax

maybe taken as 0*0i5 and 0'225 mm. respectively.

{d) The tensile strength is considerable in the case of good

flax, and appreciably superior to that of cotton.

{e) Lustre.—^Fine grades of flax exhibit a silky sheen, but

over-retted and inferior flax is dull.

(/) Hygroscopicity.—Like cotton, flax is able to absorb up

to 20 per cent, of moisture
; the normal permissible limit of

moisture is 12 per cent.

{g) Other valuable properties are softness to the touch,

uniformity, and perfect cleanness.

Uses.—The extensive employment of flax—total output

about half a million tons per annum—for making yarn, twist,

string, fabrics and lace, may be taken as well known, and

further details are therefore superfluous. Since flax is a

better conductor of heat than cotton, linen goods always feel

colder than cottons.

II.—Hemp.

Origin and Occurrence.—The second place among the fibres

derived from bast is occupied by hemp, which is obtained from

the bast of Cannabis sativa. Hemp (Fr., Chanvre ; Gen,

Hanf) is quite as widely distributed as flaX; but thrives better

in a moister and warmer climate ; at any rate the stalks attain

3
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a greater length in Italy, Spain and Algeria than in the more

northern countries, such as Russia, Germany (Danzig-Memel)

and Austria. The hemp plant also requires a strong and well-

manured soil.

Character of the Honp Plant.—The hemp plant is an

annual, and throws up a straight stalk, with elongated, highly

dentated leaves, which have a narcotic smell, and occur in

bunches of three, five or seven on a leaf stem. The flower,

which is apetalous, develops into the well-known hemp seed

at the stage of ripeness. The plant is dioecious, i.e., belongs

to the class of plants in which the sexes are divided, some

stems bearing none but clusters or panicles of male flowers,

whilst others bear only catkins of female flowers. The female

plant or seed hemp attains a height of 6 to 8 feet, whilst the

male plant (fimble hemp) is shorter.

Pulling.—^About three or four months after the planting in

May the plants are ready for pulling, a condition shown by

limpness of the lower leaves and a yellowing of the tip of the

stalk. The male plants are pulled first, the females being left

for two to three weeks longer ; the latter are tied in sheaves,

left to ripen about a fortnight in the fields, and then threshed.

The seeds yield the greenish-looking hempseed oil, which

has a peculiar smell and is used for making green soap, as

well as in the production of oil gas and for artists' colours and

varnishes. Hemp seed is also given to birds, and in Russia

forms an article of diet.

Preparatory Treatment.—The character of the hemp stalk

being very similar to that of the flax plant, the various opera-

tions through which it is passed for recovering the bast as a

spinning material are nearly the same, and comprise :

—

(a) A chemical treatment.

(b) A series of mechanical treatments.

(a) The chemical treatment is retting, which is almost in-

variably an unmixed process of water retting in stagnant or
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running water. After the retted stalks have been rinsed clean,

dried in the sun and in the kiln, they are subjected to

—

{b} The mechanical treatment, comprising :

—

1. Breaking.

2. Crushing.

3. Cutting.

4. Hackling.

1. Breaking.— T\\Q object of this operation is to break and

remove the woody core (as shives), and to effect the incipient

subdivision of the bast. It is performed in hand machines

resembling those used for flax, but stronger. The product

is known as bast hemp.

2. Crushing consists in beating, stamping, rubbing and

crushing the stalks or fibres, in order to render them softer

and more supple. The machinery used is either a stamping

mill or a crushing mill. The former is driven by steam or

water power, and contains four to six head of stamps, alternately

raised by cams and allowed to fall. The crusher is a kind

of edge runner mill, containing a pair of conical cast-iron or

granite rollers, which revolve in a shallow trough and crush

the hemp stalks strewn therein.

A machine of this kind is shown in Fig. 19, partly as a

front view, partly in section. x'\n upright driving shaft, a,

which is mounted at the upper end in a collar bearing, b

(forming part of the shafting bracket, c), and at the lower end

in a socket, d, on the bearing frame, e, is caused to rotate by

the action of cone wheels, /, g, actuated by the shafting, h,

which is fitted with fast and loose pulleys, k, i. On this shaft

is mounted the double blade, /, which carries round with it

the conical rollers, m, n, revolving on the arms, 0, p, hinged on

to /. As the shaft rotates, the rollers are carried round and

revolve in the annular trough, q, on their own axis. The

plaited tresses of hemp laid out radially on the bed of the

trough are frequently turned while the machine is at work,
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and are left exposed to the rubbing, pressing and crushing

action of the rollers until they begin to get warm. The wooden

bed, q, consists of blocks, r, set on end upon a heavy stone

foundation, s ; Ms the mill-room floor.

3. Cutting.—The crushed hemp is generally too long (40

to 70 inches) to be spun with advantage ; it is therefore

divided into two or three equal parts by tearing or cutting.

Fig. 19.—Hemp Crusher (view and vertical section).

This is performed in a tearing or cutting machine, such as

is shown as a vertical section in Fig. 20. The principal parts

of this double-sided machine are—attention being first devoted

to the left-hand side—the two pairs of grooved or friction

pulleys, ah and cd, and the intermediately situated cutting

disc,/, armed on its circumference with cylindrical steel pegs.
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e. A vertical section of the two pairs of grooved pulleys is

shown in Fig. 21 ; and the dotted line, g, indicates the central

Fig. 20.—Hemp-tearing Machine (vertical section)

Fig. 21.—Grooved Pulleys of Hemp-tearing Machine (vertical section).

plane of the cutting disc,/, placed behind them. In working

this machine the attendant takes hold of a tress of hemp with

both hands and feeds it horizontally at h to the grooved pulleys,
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which in the course of their rotation in the direction of the

arrow at once grip the hemp and draw it in. At the instant

the tress is held tight, at the point h, by the pulleys, it is

rapidly torn asunder by the rapidly revolving cutting disc.

The upper pair of grooved discs are kept down on both sides

by means of the levers, i, rods, k, weight-lever, /, and loading

weight, ni, but are able to rise in the slots, n, on the frame

of the machine, o, as circumstances may require during the

passage of the hemp. The tresses fed to the right-hand side

of the machine are also torn asunder by the cutting disc, but

the stroke is delivered from below instead of from above.

4. Hackling.—This is performed in exactly the same manner

as for flax, though—in view of the uses of the hemp fibre

—

not carried to such a degree of fineness as is the case with

flax intended for fine yarns. For this reason two hand

hackles, one for roughing and the other for finishing, are

sufficient. If it be desired to prepare a fine weaving yarn

from hempen fibre the first hackling is preferably followed

by beating and dressing. The hemp tow, formed as a waste

product in the hackling process, is largely used in ropemaking

for the production of yarn and string, as also for cords and

belting. It likewise serves for caulking ships, and, when

mixed with tallow, as a stuffing-box packing for engines.

One hundred lb. of pulled flax with the roots cut off will

furnish 30 to 45 lb. of retted and dried stalks, or 10 to 15 lb.

of clean hemp fibre.

Stripped Hemp.—Hemp is sometimes prepared in a far

simpler manner, by stripping the bast from the retted stalks

by hand. On rolling this product up into coils and beating

them with mallets before and during hackling a highly prized

variety of hemp, entirely free from shives, is obtained. Baden

hemp prepared in this way is specially esteemed.

Microscopic Structure and Chemical Composition.—Under the

microscope the cells of hemp fibre (Fig. 22) greatly resemble
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those of flax, being cylindrical, highly elongated, generally

with blunted extremities and of less regular structure. The

cell wall is fairly thick, and exhibits node-like excrescences

and displacements, as well as longitudinal fissures and cracks.

The lumen is somewhat broader than in flax cells.

Chemically considered, hemp fibre is usually a mixture of

cellulose and bastose.

Properties, {a) Colour.—Hemp is whitish, silver or pearly

grey, greenish or yellowish. The paler the colour the better

the quality, as a rule.

(6) Length.—This varies from 40 to 80 inches, the individual

cells measuring about 15 to 25 mm. by o-oi6 to 0025 mm.

Fig. -Microscopic Structure of the Hemp Fibre (front view).

(c) The fineness depends on the quality of the hemp, but

is generally lower than that of flax.

{d) Tensile strength very considerable, and appreciably

greater than that of flax.

{e) Lustre.—The best hemps have a silky gloss nearly

equal to flax.

(/) Resistance to Moisture.—This is fairly high, the tendency

to rot under water being slight.

ig) Hygroscopicity.—Hemp absorbs up to 30 per cent, of

its own weight of moisture ; the maximum permissible limit,

however, is 12 per cent.

Uses.—The male hemp is employed for making best hempen
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cloth, coarser kinds being used for weaving wrappering, canvas

(for sails, shoes, etc.), girths, bandoliers, hose-pipe, fire buckets

and carpets. The female hemp, or seed hemp, is preferred in

the ropery, and is converted into string, cord, rope, hammocks

and fishing nets. Bologna (Italian) hemp is renowned for its

lustre, fineness and softness ; Baden stripped hemp makes

the best driving ropes. Hemp plait is used for stuffing-box

packing ; hempen tow as cleaning waste or upholsterers'

stuffing. The total annual production of hemp is about

300,000 tons.

III.—Jute.

Origin and Characteristics of the Plant.—Jute, or Calcutta

hemp—which has been known in Europe since 1795, and used

in spinning since 1830—is obtained from the bast of the

Jew's mallow or jute plant {Corchorus capsularis), an annual

belonging to the Tiliacece family, and grown from seed. The

plant is largely cultivated in warm, damp Asiatic countries as

a vegetable and fodder plant, especially in British India, Cal-

cutta being the principal shipping port. The fibre is packed

in bales of about 3^ cwt. each, and is shipped to London,

Dundee, Bremen and Hamburg. As the natives uee the

leaves and shoots as food, they cultivate the jute plant for this

purpose in particular. It grows to a height of about 17 feet,

the stalks measuring up to i inch in diameter.

Harvest.—The plant is cut off with a sickle close to the

ground, at flowering time.

Preparing the Fibre.—The stems are freed from leaves and

branch shoots, and are retted in bundles in slow running

water for about a week, after which the fibres are stripped b>'

hand, like stripped hemp, swilled clean in water, and finally

dried in the air. Occasionally the darker coloured butts of

the stalks are cut off before the jute is packed, and are sold as

cuttings.
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Microscopic Structure and Chemical Composition.—-The indi-

vidual bast cells of jute are smooth in appearance, devoid of

longitudinal or cross stripes, and the lumen exhibits remark-

able constrictions in places. The fibres are pentagonal or

hexagonal in cross section.

In chemical composition jute is a compound of cellulose

with bastine (Corchorobastose) ; it is stained a golden yellow

to orange colour by aniline sulphate.

Properties of Jute Fibre.

(a) Colour.—The best kinds of jute are pale whitish yellow

or silver grey, the commoner sorts being brownish or greenish.

The (inferior) butts are usually very much darker and less

glossy than the (superior) middles and tips.

(b) Length.—In medium qualities the fibres measure 7 to

10 feet long, the better kinds attaining a length of as much as

13 to 14 feet.

(c) Fineness.—-The individual bast cells are 0"0i6 to 0*032

mm. in diameter, and the fineness of the fibre depends on the

degree of sepai-ation attained.

(d) Hygroscopicity.—Jute takes up as much as 24 per cent,

of hygroscopic moisture, the normal permissible maximum

being 14 per cent.

{e) Lustre.—This is fairly high in the better kinds.

(/) Tensile Strength.—Very considerable, but the resistance

to mechanical wear is low.

ig) Uniformity is a welcome property of good varieties of

jute.

{h) The capacity for absorbing dyestuffs is good. When
bleached with sodium hypochlorite jute can be dyed and

printed a number of handsome bright colours, and the dyed

yarns have very nearly the appearance of wool.

0") Resistance to Weather.—Under the influence of light.
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air and moisture the fibre is easily decomposed, turns black

and putrefies, thereby becoming friable and rotten ; this is

found to occur in jute fabrics exposed to light, more particu-

larly at the folds, which in a short time exhibit holes.

Preparing Jtite for Spinning.—The object is to improve the

flexibility and softness of the fibre, increase its fineness of

division, and render it more slippery. Attempts are made to

effect this by means of two separate but directly consecutive

operations, namely, batching and crushing.

Batching or softening is a mild fermentation process, and

is performed by sprinkling the tresses of jute in layers first

with water and afterwards with seal oil (petroleum is less

effectual), the whole being then left for a couple of days. It

is to this cause that the peculiar, and quite the reverse of

agreeable, smell exhibited by crude jute goods is due. The

absorption of the batching water not only makes the fibre

more supple, but also softens the vegetable mucilage and

increases the divisibility of the fibrous bundles. The oil

makes the fibre slippery, a circumstance of particular value

for the subsequent spinning process.

Crushing consists in forcibly compressing and buckling the

fibres at a number of contiguous points, and is effected in a

crushing machine. This is similar to the flax-breaking

machine already mentioned, except that the grooves in the

rollers are .spiral instead of parallel to the longitudinal axis,

and that their direction is reversed in consecutive pairs of

rollers ; or again, some of the rollers may be grooved in one

half, and fitted with teeth in the other half The rollers are

also more numerous, and not infrequently amount to as many

as forty.

Jutc-crushing MacJiinc.—^A machine of this kind is' shown

in horizontal vertical section in Fig. 23, and viewed from above

in Fig. 24, the driving gear being omitted. The jute tresses

are laid on the table, a, parallel to the longitudinal axis of the
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machine, and are then pushed forward until seized by the first

pair of rollers, b, c (which are grooved all the way along), drawn

through the whole length of the machine by the succeeding

rollers, d, e, and discharged at h.

Under the influence of the rollers, which are either grooved

all the way along, or else for only one half their length, the

other half being fitted with rounded teeth, the tresses of jute

are exposed to a forcible mechanical treatment consisting of

pressing, squeezing and spreading, accompanied by a division

. j*-"k^V" Juw-''jA»iW^j*itaB6t

mmi\i< \vwmwT}

Uilklll^^

Figs. 23 and 24.—Jute-crushing Machine (longitudinal vertical

section and view from above.)

and softening of the fibres. The upper rollers are mounted in

grooves in the frame, g, of the machine, and are pressed against

the corresponding lower rollers by adjustable springs, but are

able to give way in an upward direction in the event of an

excess of material being fed on to the table, a.

Uses of Jute Fibre.—Within the space of a few decades

the jute industry has developed to an unexpected extent.

The conversion of this cheap fibre into yarns and fabrics is

yearly increasing by reason of the good appearance and low

price of the products, although they wear away rapidly when

in use, turn darker in colour, and are very inflammable. Fine
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}'arns (hackled jute or jute line yarns) are mostly made into

curtains, table covers, upholstery fabrics and carpets. The

first named are generally woven plain and then printed, or

else are improved by the use of coloured yarns and artistic

weaving patterns. Coarser jute (tow) yarns are made up into

corridor and stair carpetings and mats, as also into linings and

baggings for coffee, flour, grain, sugar and cement bags. Jute

waste can also be made up into a useful paper of low quality.

IV.

—

Nettle Fibres.

A whole series of plants belonging to the nettle family

(UrticacecB) are treated for the recovery of their fibre, those of

industrial importance being classified as :

—

1. Common nettle fibre.

2. China grass.

3. Ramie or rhea fibre.

I. Coinuion Nettle Fibre.

This fibre is obtained from the large European stinging

nettle (Urtica dioica). When obliged, by thick sowing, to

grow long and slender without much branching, this plant

furnishes an excellent textile fibre of almost pure cellulose,

white in colour, and of high tensile strength. From this fibre

is made the true fine nettle muslin, of silky appearance and

fine to the touch ; also knitted goods and stockings. The

nettle fibre industry, which in the Middle Ages was in a

flourishing condition, subsequently fell into oblivion, but has

latterly recovered its deserved position.

2. China Grass.

Still more important than the fibre of the common nettle

is the extremely strong bast fibre of the Chinese, or snow

nettle {Urtica nivea), known in commerce as China grass.
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The method employed in China for producing the threads

is not true spinning, but a mere joining together of a number

of fibres, laid end to end, and united by rolling under the

hand, so that the threads are neither of circular section, nor do

they receive any twist, but have a flat appearance like very

narrow ribbon.

Like the European nettle fibre, China grass is used for

making fabrics resembling silk and linen goods, the products

being characterised by a peculiar transparent appearance and

fineness to the touch ; they are known as grass linen and

Canton cambric. Latterly the conversion of this fibre intO'

yarns and fabrics, curtains, table cloths, lace, veilings, cords,

trimmings and passementerie has been pursued on a large

scale in England, France, Germany and Austria.

3. Ramie or Rhea Fibre.

According to the most recent investigations, it may be

assumed as certain that this fibre is identical with China grass.

It is met with in commerce under two forms : as crude, tough,^

unbleached, yellow bast fibre (largely used for ropemaking) ;

and as a fine, white, bleached, cottonised fibre, which is spun

into yarn and largely used for decorative purposes in buckskin

fabrics and as a warp for silk goods. Being very resistant

towards moisture ramie fibre is extensively employed for

making ropes and hawsers, and is also used in Russia in the

manufacture of paper money (bank notes).

V.

—

Sunn Hemp.

Sunn or Madras hemp is derived from the rush-like

Crotolaria juncea, an annual plant indigenous to Java and

Borneo, and resembling the European broom. The plant

grows to a height of about 40 inches, and is cut at flowering

time, the bast being recovered by retting, breaking and
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hackling, or by retting and stripping. The inbre, which

attains a length of 20 inches, resembles European hemp, and

though inferior thereto in fineness and tensile strength, is

largely used for making string, rope and wrapping cloth.

Of late, two new raw materials have been introduced, which

must be credited with a certain degree of importance, viz.,

peat fibre and wood wool.

Peat fibre is recovered from peat which has not undergone

excessive decomposition, by washing and swifting, and is then

incorporated with carded wool to form coarse yarns for the

production of horse cloths, mats and corridor carpetings

(" runners").

Wood wool, i.e., the long, bleached cellulose fibres of wood,

is obtained by boiling wood until soft, and then reducing it

to fibre, which is bleached, washed, dried, and finally worked

up in the same manner as cotton waste.

Mention may also be made here of a very inferior spinning

material, known as cosmos wool or cosmos fibre, which has

figured for a long while as a substitute for sheep's wool.

This material is made up of a mixture of vegetable fibres,

comprising the waste and tow furnished by flax, hemp and

jute ; and even nettles, hopbine and common broom are also

used in its production.

C—LEAF FIBRES.

The long tubular bast cells in the stems of dicotyledonous

plants also occur in the leaves of a large number of mono-

cotyledonous plants, where, in the absence of true woody fibre,

they form the main support of the leaf, and are often developed

to a surprising extent both in quantity and strength. Among
the leaf fibres or false bast fibres the following are of consider-

able technical value :

—
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I. New Zealand hemp.

II. Manila hemp.

III. Sisal or Domingo hemp.

IV. Aloe fibre.

V. Pineapple fibre.

VI. Vegetable wool.

I.

—

New Zealand Hemp.

Origin and Occurrence.—New Zealand hemp is obtained

from the leaf fibres of the flax lily {Phonuium tenax), which

grows wild in large quantities on the mainland and islands of

New Zealand.

Properties of the Plant.—The flax lily grows to a height of

about 80 inches, and puts forth leaves measuring 40 to 80

inches long, by 2| to 3 inches wide. The leaves contain a

quantity of tough fibres which are easily separated, so long

as the leaf remains green and sappy, and can be increased in

fineness by hackling.

Properties and Use of the Fibre.—When carefully treated,

New Zealand hemp is not inferior to ordinary flax, though,

being more woody in character, it is harder and rougher to

the touch, and therefore unsuitable for fine fabrics. On the

other hand, it offers greater resistance to putrefaction than

any other spinning material, and is therefore preferred for

making sailcloth, hawsers and fishing nets, and is also used

for string, cord and sacking.

II.

—

Manila Hemp.

Origin, Occurrence and Structure of the Plant.—Manila hemp
is obtained from several species of Pisang and pineapple plants,

chiefly from Musa textilis, of the class of aromatic Liliacece.

The plant is one of the most important cultivated in the

tropics, and is grown in large quantities in the Philippines,
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Borneo and Java. It is one of the largest herbaceous plants

known, the height being 1 6 to 22 feet, and the stem measuring

up to 12 inches in diameter. The upright stem is entirely

enveloped in the long leaf spathes, which are rolled up almost

one inside the other. The fibres are mostly in the spathes,.

but also occur in the stem, on which account Manila hemp
could also be included in the class of stem fibres.

Gathering and Recovering the Fibre.—At the end of the

third year, and after flowering time, the musa stems are cut

down and left in the open air until the substance of the stem

is attacked with incipient putrefaction. The retted stalks are

then stamped in a mill with a plentiful flush of water to

remove the putrefied matter, the fibres being afterwards

rinsed clean, dried and hackled.

Properties.—Manila hemp is yellowish-white or brownish-

yellow in colour, and 40 to 80 inches, or even more, in

length. When in a partly finished condition, it resembles

bast, but when well hackled it is obtained in finer fibres,

though these are far behind European hemp in this respect,

and always retain a certain stiffness owing to the presence of

a somewhat considerable incrustation of woody matter. The

best kinds have a silky lustre, and are fairly uniform and

strong.

Uses.—Fine Manila hemp is made up into mats, wallets

and covers, and is also employed as a weft in silk and cotton

upholstery fabrics, where its colour and lustre are effective.

Inferior sorts are used in ropeworks for making string, cords,

hawsers and driving ropes. All these products are valued for

their lightness and resistance to the influence of weather,

Manila hemp driving ropes weighing 30 per cent, less than

hempen ropes of equal thickness, on which account they are

recommended for Ions; distance driving.
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III.—Sisal and Dominc;o Hemp.

Origin and Properties.—These fibres, also known as Pita

hemp, are derived from various kinds of Agaves and Pitas,

and are shipped to Europe from South America. The fibres

are about 4 feet long, pale yellow in colour, and resemble

Manila hemp in many respects, though inferior thereto in

gloss.

Uses.—The finer grades are used as weft for upholstery

fabrics, the coarser kinds for making ropes, particularly those

for haulage purposes in mines. Hawsers of Domingo hemp

are noted for their lightness, combined with great strength.

When curled it is used, under the name of Mexican grass, as

a substitute for horsehair in stuffing furniture ; and Sisal fibre

is employed to adulterate bristles in brushmaking.

IV.

—

Aloe Fibre.

This fibre is derived from various species of aloe, and is

used for the same purposes as Domingo hemp.

v.—Pineapple Fibre.

This is obtained from the leaves of the pineapple and allied

plants, particularly the beautiful Bromclia, in South America,

and is used for rather fine fabrics.

VI.—Vegetable Wool.

" Vegetable wool " is a spinning material which is obtained

by fermentation, washing and mechanical reduction, from

collected green cones of the pine and fir. In admixture

with cotton or wool it serves for the production of fairly

strong yarns, also for stuffing mattresses and furniture. The

yarns prepared from mixed vegetable wool and sheep's wool

are used in making so-called hygienic flannels, which are

4
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specially recommended for gouty patients, it being claimed

that they keep the body uniformly warm and protect it from

damp.

D.—FRUIT FIBRES.

The sole existing member of this class worthy of note is

CocoANUT Fibre.

Cocoanut fibre (cocoa bast or coir) is the reddish-brown,

exceedingly tough fibrous substance in the flesh of the fruit,

and enclosing the hard .shell of the oval nut of the true cocoa-

nut palm {Cocos nucifcra), which is indigenous to the South

Sea Islands and attains a height of about lOO feet. In

order to prepare the fibre the unripe nuts are steeped in sea

water for several months—in fact until the flesh has begun to

putrefy—-whereupon the fruit is beaten, stamped, and washed

with water. The residual red-brown fibrous material is

divided, by tearing and hackling, into fibres about lo inches in

length, which are worked up into cord, string and brushes
;

also curled for upholstery w^ork, or spun and woven into mats,

carpets, stair carpets, corridor carpets (runners), doormats,

mattress covers, etc. One distinctive property of cocoa fibre

is its great resistance to mechanical wear (rubbing).

The hard shell of the cocoanut is sought after for working

up into small carved and turned articles, whilst the kernel,

when dried, broken up small, and hot pressed, yields cocoanut

oil, a whitish-yellow fat, of not disagreeable flavour, used for

making up into cocoanut oil (toilet) soaps, which are known

to contain a large proportion of water.

OTHER VEGETABLE RAW MATERIALS EMPLOYED IN

WEAVING.

All the foregoing textile raw materials have invariably to

pass through a more or less troublesome process of spinning
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before arriving at the state of yarn suitable for weaving.

There are, however, other vegetable raw materials also used

in weaving, which do not require to be spun, and can therefore

be classed apart from the true spinning materials. These

are :

—

I. Straw.

II. Wood.

III. Cane.

IV. Caoutchouc.

I.—Straw.

Origin and Preparation.—Wheat straw is the most exten-

sively used, rice straw and maize straw being more rarely

employed. Italian marzolano straw, which is held in special

esteem, is obtained from a variety of spring wheat distinguished

for its particularly slender and flexible stem. In order to

obtain fibre from straw the crop must be harvested before the

seed is fully ripe, then dried and the stems cut through above

and below each node, the portion between the ear and the

upper node being specially prized on account of its greater

length (lO to 12 inches). When the straw is not to be worked

up in its natural colour, it is bleached by sulphuring in a barrel

or chamber (by the aid of sulphurous acid), or else dyed. The

next task, that of splitting the straw when the latter is not

worked up whole, has for its object the division of the stem

into long narrow strips about gV^h to yVth of an inch wide.

For this purpose a small tool, known as a splitter, i.e., a

pointed steel rod fitted with from three to ten thin, sharp-edged,

radial blades, is used. The strips- obtained by the aid of this

tool, however, are of trapezoidal section, and therefore not

very suitable for weaving; moreover, the strips are of irregular

width, the splitter dividing coarser straws into larger breadths

than the others. To obtain strips of rectangular section the

stem is slit up lengthwise, spread out and flattened by passing
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it between a pair of small rollers, the resulting broad strip

being afterwards divided into smaller ones by means of a

straight comb with cutting teeth.

Uses.—The coarser strips (and sometimes the whole stems)

are used as wefts in weaving mats and tablecovers, the warp

being usually flax twist. Finer straw fabrics, e.g., for ladies"

hats, are of split-straw weft and silken warps set far apart,

silk threads being also occasionally alternated with the straws.

In fact dress materials have been made of silk gauze containing

simple brochc designs of straw.

Furthermore, straw is used in large quantities for making

straw hats, which are either plaited together in the piece, or

else manufactured by stitching breadths of straw plait.

1 1.

_

Wood.

Origin and Preparation.—The species of wood used in

weaving must be soft, of straight and fine fibrous structure,

and as white as possible. For this reason the choice falls on

willow, poplar or lime. The strips are cut in lengths up to

40 inches, and, as far as possible, from the green wood. An
ordinary smoothing plane is the tool employed, but is fitted

with an attachment resembling a scribe with a number of

fine, sharp, equidistant teeth, placed in front of the cutting

iron. This attachment cuts a corresponding number of parallel

lines in the wood, and the plane then cuts out the shaving in

the form of strips of uniform breadth.

Uses.—The strips are used either in their natural colour,

bleached (by chlorine water or soap solution), or dyed. Fabrics

are frequently woven from wood strips, with doubled cotton

or silk yarns as warp, and also occasionally as a portion of

the w^eft. Usually, however, the entire fabric consists of wood.

To this class belong strainers (sieve plates) and plaited (wattled)

goods. Occasionally round rods are employed as weft (with
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a flax or hemp-twist warp), roller blinds, greenhouse blinds

and tablecovers being made in this way.

N.B.—Mention should also be made of the bast of many
foliage trees, especially lime, which is worked up as coarse

strips into mats, or twisted into strong cord and used in

gardening for tying up plants to supports.

Similarly the bast of the paper mulberry is largely used

for papermaking in Japan. These papers are of close but

fibrous structure, and possess the flexibility of woven fabrics,

on which account they are locally used as pocket-handker-

chiefs.

III.—Cane.

Of the various canes, preference is given to Spanish cane

and bamboo.

Spanish cane is erroneousl)' so called, since it is derived

from the stone rattan abundantly found in the East Indies.

Bamboo cane is the woody stem of an East Indian reed, and

is distinguishable from rattan in that it exhibits a longitudinal

furrow at each node. Both kinds of cane are split into strips,

and employed for seating chairs.

Mention may also be made of reeds, rushes, and other pith

grasses, which are woven into small covers and mats ; also of

Esparto grass, which is very widely distributed in Central and

Southern Spain,^ and the leaves and stalks of which are

worked up into plaits, string and hawsers.

IV.

—

Caoutchouc.

Origin and Collection.—-Caoutchouc (guinnii elasticum)

forms the raw material for elastic fabrics. It is derived from

the rubber or caoutchouc tree {Siphonia elastica), of the family

1 Esparto is also very largely grown in the African countries bordering the

Mediterranean. Rapliia from Madagascar, etc., is also woven into mats and

various small articles.

—

Translator's note.
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Lactucacecr, which occurs in Brazil and Guiana, where it grows

to a height of 50 to 60 feet, the trunk measuring about 30

inches in diameter.

Collecting the Crude Caoutchouc (Para Rubber).—An in-

cision is made in the tree, and the exuding milky sap, con-

taining the caoutchouc in the state of minute globules in

suspension, is collected, poured over bottles of unglazed

earthenware, and dried over an open fire, the moulds being

then broken and removed by washing.

Properties.—At the ordinary temperature caoutchouc is

soft, very flexible, and highly elastic, but hard and stiff in the

cold. When moderately warmed the softness and flexibility

increase to such an extent that the caoutchouc can be easily

stretched and drawn out. Thick pieces of caoutchouc offer

considerable resistance to cutting with a knife or scissors, but

can be easily cut by sawing at them with a wet blade.

Freshly cut surfaces will adhere together with avidity. Caout-

chouc is distinguished by great indifference to the influence of

chemical reagents. If heated to 80° to 100° C, and exposed

to suitable pressure, separate lumps of caoutchouc will unite to

form a compact mass, and in this manner pulverised extraneous

substances can be incorporated and kneaded into a uniform

product. Thus, by kneading caoutchouc with about 10 to 20

per cent, of flowers of sulphur, and then heating the mass in

closed vessels to 140° to 150° C, a product known as vulcanised

caoutchouc is obtained, which exhibits in a high degree the

properties of elasticity and flexibility even at low tempera-

tures. Moreover, it no longer possesses adhesive properties,

nor is it soluble in carbon di-sulphide, the natural solvent of

caoutchouc.

When combined with a very large proportion of sulphur

by the aid of prolonged exposure to high temperature, caout-

chouc forms ebonite, a substance, however, little used for

textile purposes.
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Production and Preparation of Caoutchouc Threads.—This

operation, which is necessary to fit caoutchouc for weaving, is

generally, though erroneously, termed " spinning ". The best

threads are obtained by dividing the commercial pear-shaped

" bottles " of caoutchouc, though more frequently the threads

are cut from artificial blocks prepared by kneading ; in either

case the threads are of rectangular section. On the other

hand, the threads produced, by rolling' or stamping, from

caoutchouc paste softened with hot water, are of circular or

star-shaped section. Sometimes the threads obtained by

these means have to be further reduced in size, an object

attained by the operation of drawing. For this purpose the

threads are softened by hot water, and stretched to eight or

ten times their original length by winding them on drums.

They are then left in this state for several days in a cold

chamber, after which they can be unwound without any

danger of their shrinking. For weaving, the threads are either

used bare, or more frequently are first covered with cotton or

silk thread, either by simply twisting a thread of fibre spirally

around the caoutchouc core, or else surrounding the latter

with a plaited covering (generally of eight threads) in a plait-

ing machine.

Uses.—Caoutchouc threads are largely used in weaving

elastic goods, such as braces, " elastic sides " for boots, garters,

girths, elastic ribbons, and elastic cord. Caoutchouc is also

used in the manufacture of waterproof fabrics, by coating the

woven material with this substance. One inconvenience of

these goods, however, is that they are also impervious to air,

and are liable to prove injurious by retarding evaporation

from the skin. The material is coated on one or both sides

by freshly rolled hot caoutchouc, or a layer of this latter sub-

stance is placed between two thicknesses of fabric and passed

through a hot calendering machine, thus producing thick

waterproof clothings of the mackintosh type.
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GROUP III.

ANIMAL RAW MATERIALS.

The textile raw materials of animal origin are divided into

two sub-groups :

—

A. Animal wool and hair.

B. Silk.

A.—ANIMAL WOOL AND HAIR.

The bodies of all warm-blooded animals are provided with

a protective coating of horny cellular structure, which in most

mammals takes the form of a more or less thickly packed

covering of hair, and assumes the state of feathers in the case

of birds. The separate hairs on mammals consist of uniform

rod-like or tubular structures, composed of a large number of

individual cells, and therefore constituting an organised fibre.

The cells are of three types : (i) lamellar or scaly outer

(epidermal or cuticular) cells
; (2) elongated, spindle-shaped

inner fibre or bark cells ; and (3) loose, polyhedral medullary

cells (which are generally lacking in the case of fine curly

hair) ; they are filled with air, and appear dark under the

microscope. As a general rule the hairy covering of furry

and wild woolly animals consists of two kinds of hair : the

coarse, stiff, long, upper or bristle hairs ; and the finer, softer,

much shorter fur or down hairs, usually concealed by the

bristles. Thus, for example, sheep that are in a semi-wild

state carry both kinds of hair, whereas in the improved,

domesticated sheep the bristle hairs are entirely absent.

Hair that is very fine and wavy or curly is termed icool

(sheep) ; the coarser and stifier kinds bearing the name bristles

(hog), and the stiffest of all, spines (hedgehog).

The hairs are developed in small tubular sacs in the skin,

under which are the wart-like hair papillae, wherein the hairs
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are rooted and by which they are nourished. Each hair is

divided into an inferior bulbous swelHng (the root) and an

upper portion or stem, and each stem is provided with one

or two glands, which excrete a greasy secretion (wool fat) into

the sac, and thereby help to preserve and soften the hair. In

the case of sheep the hair sacs are arranged in groups, so that

the hairs grow in tufts, the adhesive wool fat being copiously

produced.

In chemical nature and composition the hair—and especially

the wool—of animals is very nearly allied to the horns and

hoofs (claws), all of them being composed of keratin or horn

substance. The chemical formula of this body is still unde-

termined, though in addition to the elements carbon, hydrogen

and oxygen, of which the cellulose of vegetable fibres is

composed, it is known to contain nitrogen, together with a

little sulphur.

One hundred grammes of wool, for instance, have been found

to contain the following approximate proportions of the afore-

said elements : C = 50 per cent., O = 25 per cent, N = 18 per

cent, H = 7 per cent., with about li to 3^ per cent, of S. In

a crude state, however, hair does not consist of pure keratin,

but contains variable proportions of moisture, fat, mineral

matter (the nature of which depends on the fodder and on

the character of the pasture land on which the w^ool-bearing

animals are fed), also wool fat ("yolk") and dirt.

Like the vegetable fibres, though to a still greater extent,

the animal fibres are hygroscopic. The two classes of fibre

also differ widely in their behaviour towards acids and alkalies,

the last named having much less influence on vegetable fibres,

which, on the other hand, are far more susceptible to the action

of acids, especially when the treatment is followed by drying

at a high temperature.

On this divergence in chemical behaviour are based two

important operations : the washing of wool to remove dirt,
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grease and yolk ; and the carbonising process for destroying

any vegetable impurities (especially burrs) present in wool

(see Part II., chapter on Carded Yarn Spinning).

As in all textile fibres, the capacity for spinning, and

therefore the technical value, of animal hair is dependent on

the presence of certain properties, such as fineness, length,

curl, softness, elasticity, etc. Hence it follows that all hairs

are not equally suited for spinning, since coarse and fine, long

and short, curly and straight, soft and hard hairs are all met

with in nature. As a matter of fact, the number of animals

coming under consideration from the textile point of view is

confined to a few families, which are moreover near akin,

nearly all of them belonging to the cloven- footed tribe or to

the ruminants.

The following animal hairs (wools) are employed in the

textile industry :

—

I. Sheep's wool.

II. Goat hair.

III. Camel hair.

IV. Llama wool.

V. Cow (and calf) hair.

VI. Hare, rabbit and beaver fur.

VII. Poodle hair.

VIII. Horsehair.

IX. Bristles.

I.^Sheep's Wool.

Origin.—Sheep's wool {Fr., laine; Ger., SclmficoUc) occupies

the premier position among animal hairs, like cotton does

among the vegetable spinning materials ;
and it is a most

important article in the world's commerce, both agriculturally

and from a manufacturing and trading standpoint. Wool is

now produced all over the world, since the different countries

of the Southern Hemisphere (South America, Africa and
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Australia) have taken to sheep-breeding to an unexpected

extent.

Wool is derived from the sheep (ovis), of which animal

there are four principal varieties : the argali, or wild sheep of

Asia ; the mountain, or maned sheep of America ; the Cor-

sican moufflon ; and the domestic sheep {ovis arics). Of

these, however, the three first named are of interest merely to

the student of natural history, and are of no importance to the

textile industry, the latter being concerned solely with the

domestic sheep, which, like the ox, is distributed over the

greater part of the earth's surface. This animal prefers dry

pastures, will flourish at altitudes wdiere the ox cannot find

nourishment, and will stand any moderate climate ; though,

on the other hand, it is susceptible to prolonged wet and

damp fodder.

The woolly coating of the sheep is termed the fleece, and

great importance is attached to uniformitx', i.e., that the wool

should not exhibit excessive irregularity in the various prin-

cipal parts of the fleece. In improved races of sheep the wool

hairs instead of being separate are united in tufts of some-

times as many as a hundred hairs, and even more, the

number of wool hairs growing on a square inch of the skin

being from 4,500 to 5,500. When the tufts exhibit decided

separation from one another they are called locks. Usually a

number of small tufts are loosely connected into one large

one, which is then termed a staple, the hairs running from one

tuft to another being known as binders.

The term staple is also employed to classify wool in

general, in which sense it is used in speaking of long, short,

close, open, clean or tangled staple. In fine, high-class wools

the staple should be small, short, round and close.

A defect occasionally met with in fine wool, the quality of

which is thereby considerably impaired, is the presence of two

kinds of straight hair, the longer variety (dog or goat hairs)
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being coarse and stiff, and refusing to take the dye, whilst the

shorter hairs are white and lustrous, also non-absorbent

towards dye, and are difficult to spin.

The wool shorn from the body of the healthy sheep is the

best and most highly prized. That cut from the fells of

healthy, slaughtered carcases (fell or slaughterhouse wool) is

little inferior, except as regards length of staple ; whereas

that from the under side of the neck and breast of the animal

is generally contaminated with fragments of hay, straw, chaff,

•etc., and therefore less esteemed. Equally inferior is the

yellow wool from the belly and hind legs, which is stained by

urine and dung, owing to an insufficiency of litter in the pens.

Such wool cannot be bleached full white, nor does it take the

dye properly, and it is therefore suitable only for coarse stuffs.

Still poorer in quality is currier's wool, scraped from the limed

fells in the process of white tanning and the preparation of

Morocco leather. This wool has lost part of its sulphur under

the action of the lime (or alkali) used, and has become harsh and

weak, so that it is unsuitable for any but coarse and inferior

fabrics. It can be easily recognised by its hard, sandy feel,

and by the presence of adherent particles of lime, as also of

the oval root bulbs of the wool hairs. The lowest of all

grades of wool is that taken from the carcases of sheep dying

from disease. Sheep that have been badly fed yield a starved,

attenuated wool, and sick sheep a wool of uneven length.

When the wool has been exposed to protracted wet

weather, while still on the sheep's back, a portion of the yolk

or wool fat will be found to have been washed out, and the

tips of the hairs will be withered and, so to speak, dead. Such

wool is on a par with brittle, harsh kinds, having lost its

elasticity and felting power, as well as producing a deal of waste.

Single dead fibres that have come out at the root before

shearing time are sometimes found in wool ; they are com-

paratively rough, weak, and do not readily take the dye.
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Races of Sheep.—As is the case with other domestic

animals a number of variations, due to differences of cHmate,

soil, feeding and management, have been developed in sheep,

not only with regard to the carcase, but also the character

of the wool. Under the influence of a favourable environment

the wool becomes finer, even without the animal having been

improved by crossing.

The numerous existing races and cross-breeds of sheep

(about 1 20 altogether) may be divided into two main groups,

1. Highland, hill or down sheep.

2. Lowland or valley sheep.

I. Hill or Dozen Sheep.

These sheep are distinguished by their more or less fine

and curly wool of short staple (usually less than 4 inches

long), which is specially adapted for making loose, rough,

moss-like, felting, carded yarns for the production of cloth-

like fabrics, on which account it is known as cloth-wool,,

carding wool and merino.

Cloth fabrics are those to which a felt-like character is

imparted by the process of fulling or milling, so that the

individual threads and the structure of the fabric, which were

originally distinguishable, disappear and are merged into a

uniform covering of felt. The change produced in the crude

fabric by fulling is so great that unskilled persons would

never suspect the close relation existing between the raw

and finished material.

The group of hill sheep comprises the following races :

—

(a) The ordinary German breed which has been domestic-

ated in Central Europe from time immemorial.

{b) The Spanish or Merino breed (the Electoral and Negretti

races).—In the middle of the seventeenth century Spain was

the principal grower of the finest wool, and it was only a
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hundred years later that it was displaced by Saxony and

Silesia, with sheep improved by means of merino rams.

(c) The iuiproved or German merino breed, ^ produced by

crossing pure imported Spanish merino rams on the ordinary

German stock ewes. By repeatedly crossing the half-bred

produce with Electoral or Negretti rams, the improvement

can be extended so far that, in the sixth or eighth generation,

the descendants furnish wool indistinguishable from pure

merino wool.

The improved sheep forms the chief factor in the wool

trade, since not only the finer European wools—such as

German merino (from Saxon}' and Silesia), Galician, Hun-

garian and Russian wool—but also the Colonial wools belong

to this class.

Whereas a hundred years ago Colonial wool was entirely

unknown in commerce, Australian wool now occupies a fore-

most position in point of quality ; and, as far as quantity and

productivity are concerned, it really governs the world's

market, its only serious rivals being the La Plata States,

Brazil and Cape Colony. The pressed bales of wool weigh

about 5 to 6 cwt.

2. Lowland Sheep.

These breeds are characterised by }^ielding wool that is

generally coarser, and for the most part only wavy or quite

straight (never decidedly curly
,
and of longer staple (over

4 inches). Such wools are specially suited for the production

of combed yarns, which are worked up into worsted fabrics.

These goods are not milled but, when finished, allow the full

lensfth of the fibre, as well as the weave and structure, to

^ The author has omitted to mention the renown of England as a wool-

growing country in the Middle Ages, and is also silent as to the improved

English breeds of down sheep (Southdowns, Shropshires, Hampshires and

Oxfords).

—

Translator's note.
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be clearly visible. Con.sequently their production entaiLs the

emploN'inent of wool that doe.s not po.sse.s.s the property of

felting or shrinking. If, however, it becomes necessary to

work with the improved or merino wools, alone suitable for

making fine worsteds, the curling character—which is the

cause of the felting properties—of the wool must be changed

b}- smoothing, and the short fibres must be eliminated by

combing, before proceeding to the task of spinning. More-

over, the last-named process is performed in a manner

calculated to produce a smooth, round yarn composed of

parallel fibres, i.e., one that has a far less tendency to felt than

the moss-like carded yarn in which the fibres are not so

parallel. It will be readily understood also, that some races

of sheep produce wool of an intermediate character, so that

no sharp line of demarcation exists between carding wools

and combing wools, on which account many of the inter-

mediate wools are, as a matter of fact, worked up either

way.

To the lowland sheep belong :

—

(a) English and Scotch long-woolled breeds, especially Leices-

ter, Lincoln, Teeswater, Cheviot and Romney marsh sheep.

{b) The Marshland breed found round the lower Elbe and

Weser (Weser wool, Rhenish wool).

(c) The Moorland (Heide) breed, in the Liineberger Heide

and East Friesland (Heidschnuck wool).

(d) The Zackel breed, in Hungary, Wallachia and South

Russia (Zackel wool).

Microscopic Structure.—Under the microscope sheep's wool

appears as a compact, uniform rod (Fig. 25) of keratin, overlaid

with epidermal cells or scales, arranged like roofing tiles, and

hollow, elongated, spindly internal cells. The former are so

developed in all merino wools {a) that they entirely surround

the hair, the .scales being apparently stuck one inside another,

like a number of funnels. Coarser hairs (b) often exhibit a
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medullary tube, or merely islets, consisting of polyhedral

medullary cells filled with air, which gives them a dark

appearance ; in this case the epidermal scales are less de-

veloped. The tip of a hair of lamb's wool is shown at c.

The aforesaid disposition of the epidermal cells gives rise

to a number of transverse bands (75 to 1 10 per i mm. length

of wool), which are the cause of the roughness of wool, and

form the basis of its property of felting, in the fulling process^

to a uniform mixture of fibres incapable of unravelment.

Fig. 25.—Microscopic appearance of sheep's wool (view),

Properties of Wool.—The technical value or utility of wool

depends on a whole series of properties, which the expert

determines partly by sight and touch (i.e., experience), and

partly by the aid of the microscope and delicate instruments

(i.e., by measurement).

The most important of these properties are :

—

{a) Colour.—As a rule the natural colour of wool is white,

though in the crude fleece the hairs are tinged more or less

with yellow by the wool fat, and dirtied by clots of dung and

mud, which adhere tightly to the tips. White wool, being the

best adapted for taking any shades and colours of dye, is the

most highly esteemed. Grey, brown or black wool is rarely

met with except in the inferior races of sheep ; and black

sheep are always drafted in breeding improved races.
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(6) Length.—This is very variable, being different not only

in the different breeds of sheep, but also in the various parts

of the body of one and the same sheep. As a rule, cloth

wools are up to 4 inches (6 inches) long, combing wools 4 to

12 inches, and even 16 to 20 inches.

(c) Curliness.—This is the property which causes the wool

to assume a more or less wavy appearance. It is most

particularly developed in merino wool, to a less extent in

unimproved stock, and is almost entirely absent in wool from

the moorland (Heide) and Zackel breeds.

As a rule the number of waves or crinkles increases, with

the fineness of the wool, from 10 to ^o, and even 36 per inch,

the counting being performed in the manner illustrated in the

accompanying figure :

—

According to the form and nature of the crinkles, a distinction

is drawn between :

—

OAAAA/VW
Normally crimped

wool.

Deeply crimped
wool.

Flat wavy wool.

The first of these three kinds is preferred for making the

finest cloth goods. In any case the crinkles should be uniform

throughout the entire length of the wool hair, thus indicating

derivation from a healthy, well-bred animal. When the wool

is irregular, with pointed, angular crinkles, or alternate curly

and straight patches, its value is impaired.

(d) Fineness.—This term implies the thickness or diameter

5
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of the wool hair. Generally speaking, the value increases with

the degree of fineness, the latter being usually accompanied

by other valuable properties. The extreme limits are O'Oii

and 0"o85 mm., the thickness varying not only with the breed,

but also in different parts of the same sheep.

The accurate measurement of the fineness of wool is

effected by means of a small and carefully made instrument

of precision, known as the eriometer (wool measure), mostly

consisting of a microscope and a fine measuring and indicating

device. The Dollond eriometer is arranged on this plan, and

under a power of 50 diameters enables a reading to be taken

of ^^0 of an inch = 0'i2/ mm., which corresponds to an actual

measurement of 77^^ -^ 50 = Tohwo of an inch = 0*00254 mm.
This is known as 1° D (i degree Dollond). Wool measuring

Fig. 26. Fig. 27.

6° D., for example, has a diameter of 6 x 0*00254 mm. = 0*01524

mm., or in round numbers, 0*015 mm. (0*0006 inch).

The Dollond Eriometer.—This instrument consists of a

compound microscope, fitted with a dispersion (concave)

lens, which is placed in front of the object glass, and is cut

diametrically into two equal pieces, which can be mutually

adjusted (in the direction of the cut) by means of a micrometer

screw, the vernier being graduated in 0^0 of an inch. The

wool fibre to be measured is stretched at right angles to the

line of intersection, and is thus visible to the observer as

magnified 50 times. On then adjusting the two halves of

the dispersion lens two views of the object appear, as clearly
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shown in Figs. 26, 27. The extent of the adjustment is equal

to the breadth of the object, and is read off (in a 50-fold state

of magnification) on the vernier, each degree on which is thus

equal to 0^0^ -.- 50 = to^oo part of an inch ( = 1° D).

In practice, however, this theoretical measurement of fine-

ness is not employed, the estimation being made by the eye,

or else indirectly by counting the number of crinkles in the

fibre. This can easily be done with the aid of Sorge's wool

Fig. 28.—Wool Classifier (front view).

classifier (Fig. 28), which consists of a revolving hexagonal

brass plate, the sides measuring 26 mm. (1*023 inch) each and

being provided with uniform teeth of progressively increasing

fineness. The whole is mounted in a forked handle, so that

it can be turned round as required, and opposite each set of

teeth are engraved initial letters expressing the degree of

fineness, with figures indicating the corresponding degree,

according to the DoUond eriometer, viz. :
—



(2)
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(//) Elasticity.—Good wool should possess this property in

moderation, but neither in excess nor in too small degree. It

is tested by compressing the wool by a .moderate exertion of

force, and on the pressure being removed the wool should

gradually and uniformly return to its original bulk. It is

owing to this valuable property that fine woollen clothing

(coats, trousers, etc.) that has become creased by compression

{e.g., in travelling trunks) will straighten out again when

merely hung up in the wardrobe.

{i) Tensile StrengtJi.—As a rule, other qualities being equal,

preference is given to wool that has the highest breaking

strain. The breaking load of a single wool hair varies, from

3 to 40 grammes (o"i to 1-4 oz.), according to the fineness and

quality. The opposite quality is weakness.

(k) Ductility.—Fine wools when drawn out taut can be

further stretched to an extent equal to 30 to 40 per cent, of

their own length before breaking, a property naturally held in

high esteem. Wool that cannot be so stretched is termed

brittle,

(/) Uniformity implies regularity of thickness and crinkle

throughout the whole length of the wool fibre ; its converse is

irregularity. Irregular wool is inferior, being an indication of

either temporarily insufficient feeding, exposure to great cold,

or illness on the part of the producing animal.

{m) Felting or shrinking power is a very valuable property

on which the process of milling or fulling wool is based.

(;;) Elasticity.—At 100° C. wool becomes plastic, and can

then be moulded by pressure into various shapes, which it

afterwards retains on recooling. This property is of the

highest importance in hot-finishing woollen goods, stamped

woollen velvets, hot-pressing and shaping felt hats, and ironing

(pressing) clothes, as also in the stretching of yarn.

(0) Hygroscopicity.—Wool exhibits in a higher degree than

any of the already mentioned vegetable fibres the property of
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absorbing a considerable amount of moisture without itself

feeling damp, as much as 30 to 40 per cent, of water being

taken up in this way. In order to secure uniformity in com-

mercial contracts an agreement was drawn up at the Inter-

national Congresses in Vienna, Brussels, Turin and Paris,

fixing the permissible limits of moisture as 17 per cent,

(measured on the perfectly dry wool) for carded wool, and

18^ per cent, for combed wool.

The determination of moisture is performed in wool-testing

or wool-conditioning establishments, which are either managed

by the State or by private individuals under official super-

vision.

In the case of the more expensive textile material, silk, a

conditioning process has long been prescribed and carried out

in order to determine the exact quantity of silk actually present

in the parcels offered for sale ; and owing to the readiness

with which a deficiency in the weight of wool can be masked

by an excessive content of moisture, a similar process has

latterly been introduced into the woollen industry as well.

A view (in elevation) of the apparatus employed for con-

ditioning wool is shown in Fig. 29.

Wool-conditioning Apparatics.—The large sheet-iron cylinder,

a, encloses a second cylinder, b, so arranged as to leave, between

the walls of the two cylinders, a chamber that can be heated

by a gas burner, c. The inner cylinder is fitted with two

bottoms, d and e, the upper one supporting a sheet of wire

netting, /, which can be partly or entirely covered by a flap,

g, on turning a handle, h. The temperature of the inner

chamber, in which the wire basket, i, containing the wool

under examination, is suspended by a wire, k, from the chemical

balance, /, is kept at 105" to 110° C, and can be read off on

the thermometer, ui, and regulated by the flap, g. Cold dry

air enters through the neck, n, at the right-hand side of the

machine, the warm damp air being discharged through the
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pipe, 0, which opens into the pipe, p, serving to lead away the

products of combustion. The balance, t, enclosed in a glass

case, q, is mounted on an upright, r, attached to the coverplate,

s, and can be levelled by turning the screws, t. The weights

are placed on the pan, v, suspended from the balance by a

wire, u.

(yjrbfemiu,iijfai

Fig. 2g.—Wool-conditioning Apparatus (elevation). Fcuchte ivartne Ltift

= Warm damp air. Vcrbreiuuingsgase = Products of combustion. Trockene

kalte Liift = Cold dry air.

Method of Conditioning Wool.—About 300 to 500 grammes

(12 to 18 oz.) of the wool are taken as an average sample

from the bulk, by drawing samples from different bales, and

are accurately weighed. The weighed portion is put in the
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basket, /, and placed in the drying chamber of the apparatus,

where it is suspended from the one arm of the balance, which

latter is then brought into equilibrium by placing weights

on the pan, v. The burner, c, being lighted, the temperature

is slowly raised to 105° to 110° C. As the removal of the

moisture by evaporation reduces the weight of the wool, the

pan, V, descends, on which account the weights must be

correspondingly adjusted
; and as soon as the pan becomes

stationary, i.e., constant weight is obtained, the whole of the

water may be considered as evaporated and the test concluded.

The difference between the initial and final weighings gives

the quantity of moisture in the wool, the normal weight of the

wool being then calculated by adding 17 per cent, to the dry

weight in the case of carding yarn and 18^ per cent, for

combing yarn.

Grammes.

Example I.— Initial weight of sample . 457'6o

Final (dry) „ „ . 38676

Loss . . . 70*84

= I5"48 per cent, of the sample. The amount of dry wool in

the sample being, therefore, 84*52 per cent., an addition of

17 per cent, of this weight, i.e., I4'36 per cent., gives the

normal weight as 98*88 per cent, of the actual weight of the

parcel. Thus in this case the actual weight has to be

diminished by n2 per cent, to obtain the normal or standard

weight. Hence if the parcel weighs 1,100 lb., the weight of

standardised wool to be charged is

i,ioox ri2 „ ^„ ,,
1,100 = 1,087-68 lb.

TOO

Example II.— If the sample furnish as dry wool, when

conditioned, 8773 per cent, of the initial weight, then the

addition of 17 per cent, of this final weight

—

viz., 1474 per

cent.—will give 87*63 + 1474= 101*47 per cent, as the
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Standardised weight of the parcel, i.e., v\-j per cent must

be added to the actual weight.

Thus taking, as before, the actual weight of the parcel

as i,ioo lb., the weight to be charged in this case will be

i.ioox r47 ^ ,,
i,ioo + — ^^=i,ii6-i7 lb.

TOO

These figures are compiled from a pamphlet issued by A.

Jametel & Co.'s public conditioning establishment at Verviers.

Preliuiinary Treatment of Wool.

The preliminary treatment of wool falls in part within the

•domain of the flock master, partly in that of the wool dealer,

and precedes the actual processes of manufacture. It in-

cludes

—

{a) Washing

(6) Shearing.

(c) Sorting.

{a) Washing (Sheepwashing).

The wool is washed on the living sheep in order to get rid

of the greater part of the extraneous dirt, the amount of

which is often very great. As the work is performed in a

somewhat perfunctory manner, and with the aid of little or

no detergent substances, it is evident that a large proportion

(actually some 20 to 40 per cent.) of the wool fat and yolk

must be left behind in the fleece. To remove this is the

task of the later (artificial or chemical) operation of wool

washing which is performed, as a preliminary to spinning,

in suitable machines (so-called leviathans). Wool that is

brought to market in an unwashed state is said to be " in

the grease," and contains up to 80 per cent, and more of

fat, yolk,' together with dirt, dust, sand and fragments of

wood and straw.
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There are four methods of washing sheep, viz. :—
(a) Immersion.

(/3) Hand washing.

(7) Swilling.

(S) Pumping.

(a) Immersion.—The sheep are made to jump from a

height into a deep brook or pit (sheep wash), so that they

are obliged to swim in the water for some distance.

(/3) Hand washing consists in washing each sheep sepa-

rately by hand in a brook or pit. Occasionally the work is

performed in vats, with warm water or a weak solution of soap

or extract of Quillaya bark.

(7) Swilling is really a supplementary operation, in which

the wool is rinsed by holding the sheep under a jet of water

falling from a spout.

(8) Pumping (or sluicing) effects the same object, by

penning the sheep in an open cage and discharging a jet

of water at the animal from a hosepipe.

Washing the wool after shearing, either in the fleece or

loose, is less extensively practised, and is customary only in

France and Spain.

(b) Shearing.

This operation is usually carried out on the third day after

the sheep have been washed, the well known sheep shears

(Fig. 30) being generally used. This tool consists of a pair

of blades, a b, with bevelled " cutting edges, connected by a

spring bow, c, so that after each cut the shears open of them-

selves under the influence of the spring. The wool is clipped

close to the skin, care being taken to keep the fleece whole.

The loose portions from the feet, cheeks, forehead, and tail

form the trimmings. Each fleece is rolled up by itself, and
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tied round with strong string \ the loose pieces being either

laid inside the fleece, or kept apart and packed by themselves.

When the ordinary shears are used skilled shearers have

to be employed, as inexpert hands are liable to cut or punc-

ture the skin. In order to avoid these injuries and the loss

incurred by the fact that the wool growing on such wounds is

of inferior quality, the so-called American shears or clippers

are now largely used. (Fig. 31.)

Fig. 30.— Sheep Shears (front view).

Fig. 31.^American Shears or CHppers.

(front view).

In this machine the lower set or comb of cutting teeth, a, is

held against the skin of the sheep by the handle, b, whilst the

upper set, c, is worked backwards and forwards by the handle,

d. The two sets of cutters are kept in close contact, so that

the wool hairs penetrating between the teeth are easily and

infallibly severed by the sharp cutting edges.

1 Or with a band formed by twisting the leg portions without detaching

them from the fleece.

—

Translator's note.
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In large sheep runs mechanical or automatic shears are

used, the movable cutters receiving their reciprocating motion

from a small revolving crank disc, which is driven from shaft-

ing by an endless cord.

Shearing is generally performed regularly once a year,

though some long-woolled sheep are shorn twice, yielding a

winter clip in the spring and a summer clip in the early

autumn.

The male sheep (rams and wethers) furnish wether wool ;

the females, ewe wool ; yearlings, yearling wool ; and lambs

{on their first clip), lamb's ivool. The last named is recognis-

able by its greater softness, and by the fibres tapering to a

point at the tip, whereas wool from succeeding clips does not

exhibit this feature, the pointed tip never re-forming on wool

once clipped.

It is advisable to work up together wools of uniform char-

acter, owing to the divergences existing in relation to tensile

strength, length, feel, spinning capacity, etc.

Yield of Wool.—The clip obtained at a single shearing

varies not only according to the breed, sex, and age of the

sheep, but also with the fodder, climate, mode of breeding,

and other conditions. The average yield (from washed

sheep shorn once a year) is :

—

/Ewe . 176 to 3-3 lb.
Electoral breed 1,^, , ^ ,,

IWether . 3-3 to 4-84 lb.

rEwe . 2-42 to 3-85 lb.

]\ egretti breed i ,^, , ^ ,,^ IWether . 4*84 to 7.15 lb.

Improved country breeds (old and young

of both sexes) 2-53 to 7-15 lb.

Marshland breeds 5-17 to 14*3 lb.

Moorland sheep (Llineburger Heide) yield about three-

fifths of the total as spring clip, and two-fifths as autumn

clip.
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The clip usually increases until the sheep is six years old
;

previous to this age the fibre lacks strength and elasticity, and

after the seventh year both quantity and quality decline.

When they have attained this age the sheep are fattened and

drafted for killing.

(c) Wool Sorting^.

Before passing to the spinner the wool must be sorted,

i.e., such parts of the fleece as are uniform in fineness, length,

and other properties, must be placed together, so that the

/ 3

^ *M .•• V :

Fig. 32.—The Ewe.

various grades may be employed in producing the kind of

goods for which they are most suitable. Frequently only

three kinds are made in cloth works, whereas, on the other

hand, in worsted mills, where the sorting has to be performed

with great precision in order to reduce the combing waste to a

minimum, as many as four to eight grades are often made.

The task of sorting is easier when the wool is in unbroken

fleeces, the different parts being then readily recognisable, so

that the various classes can be placed separately.
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The conditions are different when the wool has to be

sorted loose. Moreover, in any case the work takes years to

learn, and requires a good eye and a precise knowledge of

the purpose for which the wool is intended.

The finest and best wool of the fleece is that on the

shoulders, a (Fig. 32). Then follow in order of merit the

wool from the flanks, b, the sides of the neck, c, and the hips,

d, these four forming the best parts of the fleece. Inferior

grades are obtained from the withers, e, saddle, /, croup, g,

throat and breast, h, the top of the neck, /, thighs, k, root of

tail and breech, /, head, m n, and shins, 0.

The following percentages are a typical example of the

results obtained by sorting a large parcel of German wool

(" in the grease ") in a large worsted spinning works :

—
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frequently nopped, waste product from the wool combing

machine), carding waste (obtained on cleaning out the carding

machine), flock (waste from the finishing of woollen goods),

together with artificial wool (shoddy, etc.), goat hair, camel

hair, poodle hair, hare fur, broken feathers, and large quantities

of cotton, tree cotton. Cosmos fibre and peat fibre.

The mixtures of different coloured wools and their adjuncts

are of special importance. Here a distinction is drawn be-

tween the ground colour and the shading colour, the former,

which predominates, determining the colour and the latter the

shade. It is usual to express the ratio of the two colours in

a mixture by the percentage of shading wool present. When
considerable contrast exists between the two colours, a third

or intermediate shade is added in mixing" for the purpose of

obtaining a harmonious transition stage between the two.

Occasionally the mixture is enlivened and rendered of more

effective appearance by introducing a second shading colour,

often of a brighter tint than the first.

A mixture should he perfectly uniform and free from nops,

the former result being considered as attained when the shading

wool appears equally distributed throughout the whole ; whilst

freedom from nops is indicated when the wool of both colours

can be completely separated into the individual fibres. It is

evident that coarse wools of short staple, and exhibiting only

a slight curl, are easier to disentangle than those of finer

character, more curly, and longer in staple : so-called firm

wools. For this reason the former are more suitable for

shading, the latter for giving the ground colour, though the

fact that no excessive contrast is permissible, in point of

fineness and other properties, should not be forgotton. Conse-

quently the following wools may be recommended for shading

purposes, especially when used in proportions not lower than

20 per cent. : Lamb's wool, short staple yearling wool and

two-clip wool ; whereas, on the other hand, fine combings
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(particularly when nopped), carbonised wool, currier's wool,,

belly pieces and trimmings should be excluded from selection

for this purpose.

Artificial Wool {Wool Substitiites.)

Origin.—Since about 1845 a very inferior spinning material

has found its way into the textile industry, and has now

attained an importance that cannot be gainsaid, viz., artificial

wool from woollen rags. It cannot, however, be regarded as

a raw material, in the true sense of the word, since it is not

derived direct from natural sources, but is prepared by a

laborious treatment from textile products, such as new cloth

cuttings, worn-out rags, and waste from the spinning and

weaving processes (loose yarn ends, list, etc.).

Artificial wool is therefore a recovered waste product,

typical of modern tendencies in manufacturing processes,

and was first utilised in England. Although the recovery

of any waste product does credit to the inventive and creative

genius of mankind, the introduction of artificial wool into the

textile industry has not exactly proved a blessing. True, it

has enabled textile fabrics of good and attractive appearance

to be produced cheaply ; but the goods so obtained are in

themselves defective and lacking in durability, and they have

exerted a depressing influence on the manufacture of genuine

fabrics, besides injuring the most important branches of the

industry—especially as regards clothings—in many ways.

Varieties of Artificial Wool.—The principal kinds of artificial

wool are :

—

(a) Mungo.

(b) Shoddy.

(c) Alpaca, or extract wool.

(a) Mungo is obtained by reducing to fibre pure woollen,

milled fabrics (cloth), the natural consequence of the strong

resistance to disintegration offered by fulled goods being that
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1

short fibres about i to 4 of an inch in length are obtained.

These are seldom worked up again alone, being usually mixed

with new wool and made up into coarse weft yarns.

(b) Shoddy is prepared from pure woollens that have not

been fulled ; also from knitted goods (stockings, shawls,

cloths, etc.) and lightly milled, unshorn fabrics (llama, flannel,

moltons, etc.). These materials being easier to disintegrate,

the resulting fibres are naturally longer (| to 1 1 in.). Shoddy

is occasionally worked up alone into coarse yarns, but more

generally mixed with new wool.

(c) Alpaca or extract wool is the product obtained by

disintegrating fabrics made of mixed materials instead of

pure wool, and contains both artificial wool and animal and

vegetable fibres, which latter must be removed by carbonising

when a pure woollen spinning material is desired.

The carbonising process (introduced by Hober in 1851-1852)

is based on the divergent behaviour of animal and vegetable

fibres in presence of certain chemicals, such as dilute sulphuric

acid, gaseous hydrochloric acid, and certain metallic salts,

such as the chlorides of aluminium and magnesium. At

high temperatures (80° to 100° or 1
30° C.) these reagents convert

the solid vegetable fibres into friable hydrocellulose, which

can easily be reduced to powder and removed by mechanical

means (carding, etc.), leaving the animal fibres (wool) intact.

Although the vegetable fibres assume a brown or black

colour no actual carbonisation occurs beyond a limited extent,

so that the name bestowed on the process is not altogether

appropriate.

II.

—

Goat Wool.

Goat wool, which is of much less importance than sheep

wool, may be divided into :

—

I. Ordinary goat wool.

6
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2. Angora wool.

3. Cashmere wool.

4. Thibet wool.

I. Ordinary Goat Wool.

The common goat, when living in the open air all the year

round, has a winter coat of woolly fur which is shed in the

spring, and forms a useful spinning material. Goat wool is

used by itself for hard worsted weft yarn, but is generally

mixed with sheep wool for selvedge yarns, tourists' suitings

and coarse Styrian cloth ; and kid wool is also used in making

hats.

2. Angora Wool.

Angora or mohair wool is a lustrous wool from the Angora

goat which derives its name from the district in Asia Minor to

which it is indigenous, though in recent times it has also been

successfully bred in Spain and France. The hair of the

Angora goat is pure white (more rarely grey), rather fine,

curly, of high lustre, and measures 5 or 6—sometimes as

much as 12—inches in length.

Uses.—Angora wool is used in making plush, as a weft for

half-silk goods, for fine wraps, fancy yarns and mode articles.

3. Cashmere Wool.

Cashmere wool is the fine, woolly, extremely soft, white or

grey fur of the Cashmere goat, a small but elegant animal bred

from time immemorial in the Himalayas (mainly in Greater

and Lesser Thibet, and Bucharei), and also since 1820 acclima-

tised in France. The fur is plucked from the animal, and arrives

in Europe so contaminated with hair that the sorted and clean

product forms only about 20 per cent, of the initial weight.

Cashmere wool is the material used in making the costly real

Oriental (Indian) shawls and the finest wraps.
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4. Thibet Wool.

Thibet wool greatly resembles Cashmere and is obtained

from the Thibet goat, which is larger and stronger than the

Cashmere goat. Though the yield is correspondingly larger

than in the latter case the wool is not so beautiful nor of such

high quality as Cashmere wool.

III.

—

Camel Wool.

This is derived from the camel and the dromedary, the

hair of which animals is of two kinds : a very fine, curly,

woolly hair, 4 inches in length, of yellow, red or brown

colour ; and coarse, straight, dark brown to blackish body

hairs, 2 to 2h inches long. The former measures 0'0I4 to 0*028

mm. in diameter, and the latter 0*075 mm. Only the fine

woolly hairs are worked up for textile purposes, either alone

or along with wool, in the production of natural-coloured

camel cloth, sleeping garments, bed covers, ladies' dress stuffs,

carpets, ribbons, driving belts and also felt hats.

IV.

—

Llama and Similar Wools.

These wools are derived from animals indigenous to the

highlands of the South American Cordilleras, where they are

met with in a wild state, and are also bred as domestic

animals and beasts of burden. In recognition of their

intermediate structure between the sheep and the camel

they have been not inappropriately termed camel-sheep.

The group comprises :

—

1. Llama wool.

2. Alpaca wool.

3. Guanaco wool.

4. Vicuiia wool.
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1. Llama Wool.

The llama, which is about as large as a deer and is

employed as a beast of burden, furnishes only coarse, long,

inelastic white and brown wool, mingled with true hair, and

suitable for coarse and knitted fabrics.

2. Alpaca Wool.

Alpaca wool is obtained from the domesticated alpaca, and

is white, red-brown, or black in colour, 6 to 8 inches long,

slightly wavy, and somewhat fine. It is largely shipped to

Europe for working up, chiefly into ladies' dress materials,

like camel wool.

3. Guanaco Wool.

The guanaco is a wild animal yielding wool of varying

quality. The best kinds are met with in commerce both

under their own name and as bastard vicuna. It is also

mixed with alpaca and llama, and then sold as pure,

4. Vienna Wool.

Of all the camel-sheep group, the smallest— it is only as big

as a sheep—the vicuna, yields the finest quality of wool, and

this is becoming more and more scarce, the animal being

hunted solely, not bred for the purpose. The predominant

qualities of true vicuna wool are: the very beautiful reddish-

brown colour, the extreme fineness (o"Oio to o"020 mm.), the

silky feel, resembling Cashmere wool, the high (almost metallic)

lustre, and the felting power. Formerly true vicuna wool was

used for making fine cloth, but is now worked up into knitted

goods (gloves, stockings), the coarser kinds being employed

for carpet weaving.

A commercial product known as vicuna wool or imitation

yarn, is a mixture of sheep wool and cotton in equal parts,
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not infrequently of cotton alone, prepared in the same way

as carded woollen yarn, and used to imitate and adulterate

true vicuna yarn.

v.—Cow Hair.

The cow and calf hair used for textile purposes is almost

invariably the limed hair removed from the hides of these

animals in the tannery. The coarse, stiff fibres, which,

however, possess the property of felting, are spun (usually

along with low quality sheep wool) into coarse yarns, from

which are woven rough hairy fabrics, such as rugs, travelling

rugs, horse blankets, saddle cloths and coarse blankets. It

is also used for stuffing furniture (as a substitute for horse

hair), as well as for wrapping round (insulating) the outsides of

boilers, steam-, gas- and water pipes.

VI.—Poodle Hair.

The fine curly hair of the poodle and silky haired Pomer-

anian dog forms a spinning material which, mixed with wool,

is made up into coarse rugs and blankets.

VII.—Hare, Rabbit, Cat and Beaver Fur.

The fur of the hare, rabbit and cat is spun with cotton or

sheep wool, and also with floss silk, into very handsome

yarns, which are used for weaving certain velvets, principally

for dress materials, and also serve to replace real vicuna wool.

These furs are also used alone in hat making, for which pur-

pose the}' are plucked, shorn, or removed from the pelt by a

pickling process.

The white soft fur of the Angora rabbit is particularly

valuable, and is spun with cotton or wool, for making up into

gloves, stockings, wraps and fine felt hats.
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Beaver fur—which is becoming more and more rare, in

consequence of the rapid disappearance of the beaver and the

resulting enhanced value of the skins—and otter fur, were

both at one time largely used in making beaver hats, and are

still utilised (like the fur of the civet and musk rat), for

covering felts of commoner quality.

Deer hair is used in upholstery ; badger, marten, sable, and

squirrel hair for making paint brushes.

VIII.

—

Horsehair.

Two kinds of horsehair are met with in commerce : tail

hair and mane hair, the former being required to measure at

least 23 inches long, though it occasionally attains a length

of 32 to 34 inches, whilst the mane hair rarely exceeds

19 inches. The thickness varies between oog and 0*25

mm. (Tri^r - y^o inch). The colour also varies, pure white

and pure black being the most esteemed, whilst red, grey

and variegated hair is less prized, owing to the ease with

which these colours can be adulterated with long hairs from

the tails of oxen, cows and donkeys. Both entire tails

and pulled hair are sold. Owing to the contamination of the

hair with sweat, fat, and dirt, it has to be cleansed—by simple

washing with soap and water—before use.

Uses.—Horsehair is employed to a not unimportant extent

for making hair sieves for domestic and technical purposes,

such as sifting flour, groats, gypsum, gunpowder, fine spices

and drugs ; also for chair seats, haircloth, military stocks

(elastic collars), under petticoats, stiffened linings, and sel-

vedges, as well as for brushes ; whilst curled horsehair is

employed for stuffing pillows, furniture and mattresses, and

unsorted hair is made into cord and string.

]\T^B.—Sieves are usually made of horsehair by itself,

whereas in chair seats, stocks and crinoline goods, hair forms
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merely the weft, the warp consisting of cotton, h"nen, or even

silk twist.

Haircloth is produced by spinning short horsehair, cow-

hair and any waste hair or wool from tanneries. Haircloth is

used for packing, as horse cloths, boat covers, press cloths

(in oil crushing, etc. , and for waterproofs.

Artificial horsehair has been obtained from agave fibre, and

is used for upholstery purposes, and as a substitute for hog

bristles in brushmaking.

IX.

—

Bristles.

Hog bristles, and especially the thicker kinds from the

domestic hog, are made into brushes, the thinner kinds being

used for stuffing.

B.—SILK.

Silk (Fr., sole ; Ger., seide) is morphologically (in appear-

ance and structure) the simplest, and in its properties the

highest and most perfect of all spinning materials. It differs

fundamentally from other fibres, in being, not of organised

structure like vegetable and animal fibres in general, but a

hardened structureless secretion produced in the form of

thread by silkworms, the larvae of a large series of nocturnal

moths, as a suitable spun covering or envelope, at the time of

entering the chrysalis stage (natural silk), or prepared in a

somewhat similar manner by artificial means (artificial silk)
;

or again, it occurs as an animal product, byssus silk, exhibit-

ing many properties analogous ta those of natural silk. Con-

sequently silk is divided into three main groups :

—

I. Natural silk.

II. Artificial silk.

III. Byssus silk.
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I.

—

Natural Silk.

Natural silk is of two varieties :

—

1. True silk,

2. Wild silk,

the most important by far to the textile industry being

I. True Silk.

Origin.—True (or mulberry) silk is the lustrous, fine, but

comparatively strong thread spun by the silkworm (the larva

of the silk moth Bomhyx mori) at its entry into the chrysalis

stage.

True silk originated in China, where it was undoubtedly

known long before our chronological epoch, but it was not

until the sixth century (A.D. 551) that silkworm eggs were

introduced into Constantinople, and hence into Europe.

Legend states that they were brought in hollowed bamboo

sticks by the monks.

Silkworm and Moth.—The silkworm feeds on the leaves of

the white mulberry {Morns alba), and requires a dry climate,

pure air and continued moderate warmth. When first hatched

it is blackish and hairy, then brownish-yellow, and finally

milk-white. It lives about thirty days, during which period

it sloughs its skin four times, increasing in length to 3 or 3^

inches, and in weight from 4,000 to 6,000 times its weight at

birth. Meanwhile the two internal spinning glands in the

worm's body become filled with a clear, transparent sap

about as thick as honey, which is expelled through openings

underneath the mouth in the shape of two delicate threads,

which unite on issuing and form a single thread that quickly

hardens in the air. In the course of three days the larva

envelops itself in a loose, coarse, transparent external covering

of this doubled thread (fiorette silk), followed by an internal

casing of cocoon made up of regular figure 8 windings, and
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forming an oval, cylindrical or kidney-shaped envelope i j to

ih inches long and i to i inch wide. The first-named shape

of cocoon yields female moths, the others males. The total

length of thread composing a cocoon is about 4,000 yards, but

onl}- 330 to 950 yards can be recovered by reeling, neither

the external florette silk nor the innermost parchment-like layer

being obtainable by this means. In the cocoon the larva

changes into a chrysalis (pupa) about i inch long and I inch

thick by casting its skin ; and from the pupa there develops

the dirty-white silk moth which, in a short time (two to three

weeks) after the change, bores its way out through the apex

of the cocoon—the threads having been previously softened

by an excreted juice—and immediately begins to pair in order

to maintain its species. The moth is yellowish white in colour,

with dim cross markings, and a pale brown lunar spot on the

upper wings, which are cut away below the tip, and measure

about li to 2 inches from tip to tip. There are three kinds :

white, yellow and green moths. The females next deposit

their eggs (which are yellowish at first and bluish-grey after-

wards), whereupon both sexes expire.

Silkworm breeding is carried on as a small household

industry or in large breeding establishments (magnaneries),

two to three generations being obtained a year under favour-

able circumstances. Essential conditions are : protection from

the wet
;
maintenance of uniform temperature ; careful elimina-

tion of sickly larva; ; feeding with sound, dry leaves
;
good

ventilation ; cleanliness and avoidance of overcrowding.

Chemical Composition of Silk.— In consequence of its peculiar

method of production, silk consists of an albuminous substance

—fibroin—free from sulphur, and an outer cover of sericin

(silk gum, silk bast), which in the dry state is brittle, apt to

crack across, and even break in places. The sericin (consisting

of albumin, fat, resin, wax and colouring matters), which forms

about 35 per cent, of the total weight, also contains the
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colouring matter in the case of coloured silk, and is the cause

of the rough, hard and stiff character of raw silk, a condition,

however, suitable for the manufacture of certain fabrics in

which this quality is of importance, such as lace and gauze-

It loses this property, though, and becomes soft, supple,

lustrous and a brilliant white when the coating of sericin is

removed by the aid of an alkaline

N i .
solution, such as hot soap and water,

I [

I

J the silk then becoming changed into-

I fSO scoured silk.

Microscopic Appearance.—Under the

microscope the raw (cocoon) silk threads

(Fig. 33) appear as structureless, vitreous

rods, b, consisting of two single threads,

a, of fibroin, either closely adherent or

I Hi separated by a small space filled with

I till
sericin. On treatment with dilute chro-

mic acid small striped markings appear

on the threads. In the raw silk the

sericin envelope is either perfectly homo-

geneous, with a faint outline, or else

—

as seen in b—exhibits small cracks and

folds at intervals, being altogether lacking in places or present

in mere isolated clots.

Fig. 33.—Microscopic
Appearance of Silk :

a, Scoured Single Thread
b, Raw Double Thread.

Properties of Silk.

(a) Colour.—True silk is mostly white, some being yellow,

varying in shade from pale canary to deep gold or buttercup

yellow, whilst reddish, bluish or green cocoons are more rare.

(b) Fineness.—The smaller diameter of silk fibre is 0'0I3

mm., the larger diameter measuring o"026 mm.

(r) Tensile Strength.—This is very considerable, the breaking

strain of raw silk being equivalent to about 64,000 lb. per
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square inch (45 kilos, per square mm.), or nearly one-third

that of the best iron wire.

(d) Lustre.—Silk has the finest lustre of all textile fibres.

(e) Ductility.—This is not very high, since a silk thread

will only stretch by about one-fifth of its own length before

breaking.

(/) Softness.—True silk is characterised in a high degree

by this prized quality.

(g) Elasticity is also present to a very considerable degree

in true silk, and greatly contributes to enhancing its value.

(h) Croop.—Silk (especially after immersion in weak acid),,

when compressed and rubbed, gives out a peculiar rustling

sound, which is known as " croop ".

{i) Durability.—This is considerable, and is the basis of

the high value of silk.

(k) Capacity of A bsorbing Dye.—Silk may be dyed with

great ease and brilliancy in all shades of colour, especially

by means of coal-tar dyes. It also exhibits a great afifinity

for other substances, particularly for mordants, a property on

which is based the practice of loading silk in the dyeing

process.

(/) Hygroscopicity.—Like all other animal fibres, silk can

absorb moisture from the air without becoming particularly

damp to the touch. The quantity of water absorbed may
attain as much as 30 per cent. Consequently the determina-

tion of moisture in this expensive material, by the operation

known as conditioning, is of great importance to enable both

parties in a sale contract to know the exact condition of the

silk in question. The normal or standardised weight of silk

is calculated in conditioning establishments by increasing

the dry weight of the sample by 1 1 per cent, (see " Wool
Conditioning"). The permissible limit of moisture in yarns-

composed of silk and wool is 16 per cent.
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The Preparation of Silk.

In preparing silk for conversion into a textile material

there are two distinct preliminary operations :

—

(a) The recovery of the raw silk (by reeling).

(/3) The recovery of waste silk (by spinning).

(a) Treatuie)it of Rate Silk.

Strndnre of Raze Silk Thread.— In its crude state the silk

thread (grege) is not a spinning material in the strict sense

of the term, since it consists of a number of single cocoon

threads (3 to 20) laying side by side and stuck together (and,

therefore, not of a series of adjacent short fibres attached

together by twisting, as is the case with xarns obtained by

spinning). The twisting together (doubling) of several silk

threads produces silk twist, or double silk, usually, but

erroneously, termed " silk yarn ". The designation of this

-operation as " silk spinning " is also inappropriate.

Preliminary Treatment before Winding.—-The cocoon repre-

sents a hollow ball on which the larva has wound its threads,

from the outside inwards, in a very large number of coils. The

thread can, therefore, be recovered by unwinding same, and

the operation will proceed with ease provided the agglutinant

holding the threads together can be loosened and the end

of the thread discovered. The former result is accomplished

by steeping the cocoons in hot soap and water, and the latter

b)- beating them with birch twigs.

Killing the Pupce.—However, before beginning this pre-

liminary treatment the pupae in the cocoons must be destroyed

in order to prevent the moths from boring their way out. To

this end the cocoons are exposed to dr)- heat in an oven, or to

the influence of hot steam.

Sorting the Cocoons.— In order to obtain silk of uniform

•character and value, the cocoons must be sorted or classified.
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White and yellow cocoons are put aside in separate lots
;

whilst spotted (or rusty) cocoons, dead cocoons (containing

putrefying dead pup«), mouldy cocoons, and cocoons that

have been gnawed by insects, etc, or are in holes or otherwise

defective, as well as double cocoons (which are very trouble-

some to wind), are thrown aside and worked up as waste

(florette) silk.

Winding the Cocoons.—The mechanical appliances used for

this purpose consist of a water vat {hacinella) for steeping the

cocoons in order to soften and dissolve the sericin ; a mechani-

cal brush for recovering the ends of the threads ; and a silk reel

on which the raw silk threads are wound into hanks. The reel

is worked by a treadle set in rapid motion by the reeler herself,

or by a crank turned by an assistant, or again by a power-

driven shaft. In southern countries the whole apparatus is

set up in an airy open shed, where the reeled silk can dry

quickly, and the heat and the evil smell of the cocoons are

rendered less oppressive. The installation is (erroneously)

called a filanda. The reeler joins together from three to

twenty single threads, which, before they arrive at the reel, are

repeatedly twisted one around another, the object being to

closely unite the several threads, which have been softened by

the soap solution, and produce greater roundness and smooth-

ness, as well as to express any superfluous moisture in the

constituent raw silk threads.

The details of the reeling machine are shown in Fig. 34,

which represents a section of the same. The cocoons, softened

by steam in a boiling pan, are introduced—for the purpose of

discovering the ends by beating—into the apparatus, a, where

the mechanical, brush, b, moving to and fro, catches the ends,

so that the cocoons adhere when the brush is drawn up, at

intervals, in the direction of the arrow. The cocoons are then

transferred to the trough, or bacinella, c, containing water at a

temperature of about 50^ C. The reeler takes her stand
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between the trough and the reel, and, seizing hold of the

requisite cocoon thread ends, draws them through the glass

rings, or porcelain eyelets, d e f g, which form the thread

guides, and are suspended in elastic wires. From these the

threads are passed over the small guide roller, h, and finally

through guide ring, k—which is moved from side to side

horizontally by a counter crank, /—on to the winch, /, which

Fig. 34.—Silk Reel (section).

revolves at a high speed, and winds the raw silk threads into

hanks with crossed windings. The six-armed winch fthe bars

of which are sharp edged) is arranged to hold two or four

hanks—or even 6 to 8 hanks in the case of coarse silk. Great

importance attaches to the guidance of the cocoon threads

before they arrive at the winch, since on this depends the

uniformity, roundness and beauty of the thread. On this
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account the threads are led in such a manner that the portions,

e f and <^ h, of the threads are caused to repeatedly twist round

one another for a space of 2 to 2| inches, whereby the softened

single cocoon threads of each branch are pressed tightly

together, and, therefore, become closely attached to one

another, thus causing the resulting raw silk thread to be

rubbed, rounded and smoothed. The rotation of the winch,

I, is very conveniently effected by the friction driving pulley,

m. If, for any reason, the reeler desires to bring the reel

to a standstill, she presses her foot on the treadle, n, and thus

raises the reel and its friction pulley, o, from the driving pulley,

in, and presses it against the fixed brake cheek, p. The reel is

surrounded by a case fitted with peep holes, and heated by

means of a steam pipe, q, the silk being thus protected and

almost completely dried during the work of reeling.

The operation is very troublesome and entails long ex-

perience and skill in order to obtain perfect results. For

instance, the reeler has not only to see that the threads are

free from all knots and adherent impurities, but must also

increase or diminish the number of cocoon threads to be

doubled together, in order to obtain raw silk threads of

uniform count, not merely because different cocoons yield

threads of divergent thickness, but also because the threads

•diminish in thickness towards the centre of each cocoon.

Doubling Raw Silk.—For most uses, and weaving purposes

in particular, several raw silk threads are united to form a

new thread by doubling or twisting (throwing) together, each

•of the component threads (singles) having been previously

twisted in order to increase its strength and give it greater

roundness. The twist is in the opposite direction to that

given in the doubling process.

Organzine for warps is produced from the best cocoons,

tram or trama from those of lower quality, and spun silk from

the lowest grades.
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Uses.—These need not be further discussed, the extensive

use of true silk in the textile industry being well known, par-

ticularly when it is remembered that the total annual produc-

tion of silk amounts to some 14,000 tons, about 5,000 of

which fall to the share of European countries: Italy, the

Levant, France, Austria, Hungary and Spain.

(/3) Recovery of Waste Silk.

In this branch we have to distinguish between

{aa) Spinning Florette or Chappe silk, and

(/3/S) Bourette spinning.

iaa) Spinning Florette or Chappe Silk.—The product known

as florette, chappe, or filoselle silk, is obtained from the

following classes of silk waste: (i) The coarse, loose, outer

layers surrounding the true cocoon
; (2) the cocoons that

are defective or from which the moth has escaped, and which

are therefore difficult or impossible to wind ; as also double

cocoons and those from diseased larvae (choqucttes) ; and (3)

the parchment-like skin (strusa) left behind on winding the

sound cocoons. By means of a troublesome spinning process

these waste products are converted into coarse inferior yarns,,

the sericine being first destroyed by maceration, and the mass

then washed successively with hot and cold water. When dry

the purified material is separated into fibres, more or less

short, and finally converted into yarn by combing, roving and

fine spinning.

(/3/3) Bourette Spinning.—This operation is the working up

of the waste from spinning chappe silk, especially the comb-

ings (stuuiba) therefrom ; and the product naturally occupies

the lowest position among silk yarns.

Uses.—The best kinds of florette yarn (mostly two threads

united by doubling) are used as wefts for various silk fabrics

and velvets, also as warps for many half silk goods, and as
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embroidery and knitting silk ; whilst the lower grades are

made up into ribbons and cords, and the poorest are employed

in stocking knitting, etc.

Bourette yarns are often used as wefts for dress goods,

carpets, and various fancy goods, poHshing cloths, coarse

knitted goods ; also for upholstering, packing material, and as

insulating lagging for steam pipes, silk being a bad conductor

of heat.

Silk Shoddy is prepared from silk cuttings and remnants by

a similar treatment to that employed in the case of woollens,

the short staple product being worked up as an adjunct to

waste silk.

Silk Wadding is produced from the waste left in bourette

spinning, more particularly from the combing process, and is

used like cotton waddino-.

2. Wild Silk.

Owing to the susceptibility of silkworms to climatic influ-

ences and the prevalence of devastating epidemic diseases

among them, attempts have been made to discover hardier

varieties not subject to these evils, and within the last few

years a series of tropical moths, usually very large and hand-

some nocturnal species, resembling the night peacock moth,

have been found, the larvae of which spin products that are

used to replace true silk, and have received the name of wild

silk.

Like true silk, the wild silks are found to consist of a

double thread when magnified ; but the threads, instead of

being structureless, are composed of individual fibrils recog-

nisable by decided, parallel, longitudinal striations. Again,

they are more quadrangular and less circular in section, each

bundle of fibres being of parallelopiped form, and each pair of

such bundles attached together on their narrow side.

7
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Only very few of the wild silkworms produce cocoons of

the same regularity as those of the true silkworm. On the

contrary, they are more given to interrupt the spinning of the

envelope, and thus produce several threads which get mixed

together ; many of them plait leaves and twigs in with the

cocoon, on which account the majority of wild silks are difficult

or impossible to wind. On the other hand, they are highly

suitable for spinning into yarn after the manner pursued with

waste silk.

Advantages of Wild Silk.— These include: (i) Greater

durability, by reason of the thicker condition of the threads
;

(2) productivity and cheapness of preparation, the larvae not

being necessarily grown in breeding stations, but thriving in

the open and yielding two to eight crops of larger cocoons in

the year
; (3) absence of waste in dyeing, the wild silks not

being encumbered wath bast, and consequently not requiring

to be scoured.

Drawbacks of Wild Silk.—Against the undeniable advan-

tages of wild silks, which have founded and called into

existence one of the most promising branches of the textile

industry, must be set the following drawbacks : (i) The darker

colour which cannot be removed by any means short of a

powerful bleaching agent (hydrogen peroxide)
; (2) inferior

lustre
; (3) inferior softness and mildness

; (4) defective elas-

ticity ; and (5) greater coarseness (mean diameter, 0*050 mm.).

The most important varieties are :

—

(a) Tussah silk,

(b) Eria

(c) Fagara „

(d) Yamamai „

the first named being the most extensively used.
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(a) Tiissah Silk.

Origin.—Tussah (Tussur, Tussore) is the fibre spun by the

Tussah moth {Anthecsa iiiylitta), a large and beautifully marked

nocturnal moth, measuring about 8 inches across the wings,

and widely distributed throughout India and Southern China.

The cocoons, of large size and brown colour, are suspended

by stem-like supports from convenient twigs on the trees

harbouring the larvae. The somewhat hard cocoons can be

unwound with ease directly the agglutinant sticking the threads

together has been dissolved by an alkali. Nevertheless the

majority of Tussah cocoons are dealt with in the same manner

as employed in spinning chappe silk.

Properties and Uses.—Tussah silk is of a light brown colour,

with a vitreous lustre and somewhat stiff, the fibres being not

over regular, and measuring on the average 0'050 mm. across.

It is mostly used in making plush, a variety of fabrics, and

carpets or hangings.

(b) Eria Silk.

This wild silk is produced by the East Indian ricinus

moth. Attempts made in Europe to reel. Eria cocoons have

not proved very successful, and consequently they are usually

spun in the same way as chappe silk. Morphologically and

in chemical behaviour this silk greatly resembles Tussah.

(c) Fagara Silk.

Fagara silk comes from the Atlas moth, the largest nocturnal

moth known, since it measures over 8 inches across the wings.

It is common throughout Eastern Asia, and feeds on various

plants ; and attempts have also been made to breed it in

Europe. The light brown cocoon, measuring nearly 5 inches

in length, is open at both ends, so that the moth can escape

without injuring the cocoon. This silk also is like Tussah.
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(d) Ymnama'i Silk.

Of all wild silks that from the YamamaT, or Japanese oak-

leaf moth, most nearly resembles true silk, though somewhat

coarser, the mean diameter being about O'oiy. The larva

spins an unusually regular cocoon of a beautiful pale green

colour, the silk can be readily unwound, and is preferred in

Japan for use in figured fabrics along with true silk.

II.

—

Artificial Silk.

A French chemist, Count H. de Chardonnet, has recently

succeeded in producing, by artificial means, an article closely

approaching silk, from materials of other than animal origin

—the so-called Chardonnet silk. A solution of strongly

nitrated cellulose (nitrocellulose or pyroxylin) is prepared by

the aid of 60 per cent, (vol.) of ether, and 60 per cent, of

alcohol, and the resulting collodion is filtered and forced,

under a pressure of 8 to 10 atmos., through fine capillary glass

tubes, the resulting thin stream being collected in a cold water

tank, where it instantly hardens to the state of a solid thread.

Three of these threads are then united into a single thread,

which is reeled in the usual manner. Coloured threads may
be produced by the addition of certain dyes. The reel is

enclosed in a glass case, which can be heated so as to dry the

threads immediately. The inflammable and explosive pro-

duct is afterwards treated with dilute nitric acid, which

destroys its liability to ignition, and renders it fit for its

destined purpose.

Artificial silk bears a very deceptive resemblance to the

natural article, and has very nearly the same lustre. It is of

higher specific gravity, but lacks the great tensile strength and

elasticity of the latter, and is, therefore, unsuitable for use as

weft. Chardonnet silk may be dyed like true silk, but ex-
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hibits the drawback of being unable to stand immersion in

warm baths.

III.— Bvssus Silk.

Byssus, or mussel silk, belongs to the horny albuminoid

bodies, and forms the thread-like beard of a mussel inhabiting

the Mediterranean. This mollusc attains a length of 12 inches

by 5 inches in breadth, and is largely caught on the Dalmatian

and Italian coasts. The threads, i^ to i^ inches long, and

o*oi3 to 0'055 mm. thick, by which the mussel attaches itself

to the rocky sea floor, are of a golden brown or olive green

colour, perfectly smooth, very soft, elastic and fairly durable.

In Dalmatia, Italy and also Normandy, combed byssus silk

is made into small, natural, brown garments (vests), gloves,

purses and other fancy goods.

DETECTION AND ESTIMATION OF TEXTILE RAW
M.^TERIALS IN YARNS AND FABRICS.

So long as textile fibres remain in their original unmanu-

factured state, their qualitative examination is not, as a rule,

a difficult matter, and their identification will be fairly easy by

the aid of the knowledge gained from textbooks. The same

also applies to the estimation of the fibres in crude yarns

and fabrics in an unfinished condition. Greater difficulty,

however, is encountered when investigating the constituents

of bleached, dyed, printed and dressed yarns and fabrics (especi-

ally after prolonged wear), owing to the great modifications

often produced {e.g., in microscopical appearance) by methods

of manufacture entailing the employment of high temperature,

steam, detergents, bleaching materials or dye-stuffs, and by

mechanical influences. In addition to this it must not be

forgotten that the characteristics of a fibre are often lacking in
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many parts, or less apparent in some varieties. Consequently

one cannot remain content with the microscopical examination

of only a single specimen, but must extend the investigation

to several, and throughout the entire length of each fibre.

A description will now be given of the most current and

easiest methods of detecting the various textible fibres, both

in their crude state and when made up into yarns and fabrics,

together with an account of the behaviour of the fibres towards

bleaching agents and dyes, the greatest weight being laid on

the most easily performed tests applicable to the most import-

ant materials, viz., cotton, flax, wool and silk.

In any case the microscopical examination is the weightiest

of all. Like all other testing methods its object is of a three-

fold character, namely, to determine :

—

(a) The constituent fibres in the yarn or fabric
;

(b) Their relative proportions
;

(c) Their quality, whether good and sound, or badly pre-

pared, damaged and lacking in durability.

A.—CHARACTERISTICS OF MINERAL RAW MATERIALS.

It is evident that the detection of mineral raw materials

will be a matter of little difficulty, the substances here in

question, viz., asbestos, glass and metallic threads, being

immediately recognisable by their non-combustible nature,

great weight and other specially characteristic properties.

B.—DETECTING AND METHODS OF SEPARATING VEGE-
TABLE AND ANIMAL RAW MATERIALS IN GENERAL.

When the identification of the fibres under examination is

in question, it is advisable to first employ the aids whereby

vegetable fibres can be reliably separated from those of animal

origin ; and in this connection it should be noted that in
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several respects the peculiar chemical composition of jute

differentiates this fibre from its congeners. The tests for this

purpose are the following:

—

I. The combustion test.

II. The Mandarin (or nitric acid) test.

III. The picric acid test.

IV. The sulphuric acid test.

V. The alkali test.

I.

—

The Combustion Test.

This test is based on the divergent behaviour of vegetable

and animal fibres when burnt in air, and is, by reason of its

simplicity, the first to apply in any case.

Vegetable Fibres burn quickly with a bright illuminating

flame, leaving behind only a small amount of white or grey

pulverulent ash (composed of the mineral matters in the fibre),

and giving off" no appreciably disagreeable smell in burning.

Animal Fibres burn with difficulty without any bright

flame, or else merely melt or fuse together, leaving a bead of

hard brown or black ash (owing to the presence of carbon

enclosed in the fused mass, and incompletely consumed by

reason of the consequent exclusion of air). These materials

evolve a peculiar, unpleasant smell of burnt hair, feathers, or

horn.

II.

—

The Mandarin Test.

This is founded on the fact that nitric acid stains animal

fibres yellow (with formation of xanthoproteic acid), whereas

vegetable fibres, except hemp and jute, are left unstained.

III.—The Picric Acid Test.

This acid stains animal fibres yellow, but has no pigment-

ary influence on vegetable fibre.
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IV.—The Sulphuric Acid Test.

This test is really an imitation of the carbonising process,

on a small scale, but occasionally gives reliable indications as

to whether vegetable fibres are present in admixture with

those of animal origin.

On impregnating a mixture of animal and vegetable fibres

with dilute sulphuric acid (of about 4° Be. strength), and then

drying the same at a high temperature (80° to 100° C), the

vegetable fibre (cellulose) will be converted into friable brown

or blackish hydrocellulose, leaving the animal fibre unaltered,

or at most somewhat roughened (owing to the superficial

scales having to some extent become lifted away from the

stem of the hair), and slightly tinged with yellow. (See "Car-

bonising Artificial Wool ".)

V.

—

The Alkali Test.

If a mixture of animal and vegetable fibres be boiled for

a quarter of an hour in 8° Be. caustic potash or soda solution,

the animal fibres will dissolve to a muddy liquid, leaving the

vegetable fibres undissolved.

Behaviour of Fibres towards Bleaching Agents.

In the case of vegetable fibres the usual bleaching agent

used is " chloride of lime " or " bleaching powder'' (calcium hypo-

chlorite), which, when dissolved in cold water and carefully

applied, will destroy the colouring matters without injur}' to

the fibre. On the other hand, this reagent always corrodes

animal fibres to a greater or smaller extent, and in the state

of a hot solution will destroy them altogether. Consequently

it is inapplicable to these fibres, and must be replaced by

sulphurous acid, which forms colourless compounds with the

colouring matters present. More recently a powerful, and at
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the same time preservative, bleaching agent for animal fibres

has been discovered in hydrogen peroxide.

With regard to the behaviour of animal and vegetable fibres

ioivards dyes, the general rule is that vegetable fibres will not

take up dye stuffs except by the intervention of a mordant,

whereas animal hairs and silk often absorb dyes direct and

with great facility, i.e., exhibit a greater affinity for same. In

this connection it is interesting to note that, by means of the

mordants used in dyeing, silk can be increased in weight

(loaded or weighted) to the extent of over 200 per cent.

C—DIFFERENTIATION OF ANIMAL AND VEGETABLE
FIBRES IN DETAIL.

As already remarked, this section will be confined to deal-

ing with the distinctive characteristics of i, cotton ; 2, flax
;

3, sheep's wool
; and 4, silk.

I.

—

Characterlstics OF Cotton,

1

.

Microscopic Structure.—Under the microscope the cotton

fibre (see Fig. 2) appears as an isolated, hose-like, flattened

vegetable cell, with thickened edges and a corkscrew twist.

It exhibits slanting, granular or streaked dark markings, due

to dried cell contents, is broad at the base, and tapers off to

a fine point at the tip.

2. Solvents for Cotton.—Pure ammoniacal copper oxide

will dissolve cotton ; and concentrated sulphuric acid converts

the fibre into a gelatinous mass at first, complete solution and

destruction ensuing on the prolonged action of the solvent.

Cotton fibre moistened with water, and placed under a

cover glass on a microscope slide, turns blue and swells up

on the introduction of a little ammoniacal copper oxide under

the cover glass. The more highly resistant cuticle, which
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cannot follow this distension, bursts in some places, whilst in

others it forms constrictions, between which the true substance

(cellulose) of the fibre exhibits globular swellings.

II.

—

Characteristics of Flax.

1. Microscopic Structure.—The true bast cells of flax appear

under the microscope (Figs, ly and i8) as long tubular

structures, with tapered ends and thick walls, the inner cavity

or lumen being quite small and visible only as a thin line.

Small transverse cracks, faults and node-like swellings are

also observed, but, unlike cotton, the fibre is never found

twisted or flattened.

2. Solvent for Flax.—Like cotton, flax is soluble in am-

moniacal copper oxide, but with this difference, that although

assuming a blue stain, swelling up and finally passing into>

solution, the flax fibre having no cuticular envelope, does not

exhibit the globular swellings found in the case of cotton.

III.

—

Characteristics of Sheep's Wool.

I. Under the microscope (Fig. 2^) sheep's wool is seen to have

the form of a dense, uniform rod of horny material covered

with flat epidermal cells, overlapping like roofing tiles, whilst

the internal cells are hollow, elongated and spindle-shaped^

with loose, polyhedral pith cells in the centre. The latter are

only found in coarse hairs, where they form either a continuous

string or merely insulated patches, in either case recognisable

by their darker colour.

Artificial wool can generally be detected under the micro-

scope by the 'presence of fibres of different colour from the

bulk, thus showing that the whole has not been dyed together.

To distinguish such from intentional mixtures attention should

be bestowed on the numerous broken ends, torn fibres and

fragments generally present.
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The separation of the different kinds of fibre present, and

an approximate estimation of the percentage proportions, can

be effected under the microscope, but requires great experience

and practice.

2. Solvents for Sheep's Wool.—Wool is readily soluble in

boiling solutions of caustic potash or soda.

IV.

—

Characteristics of True Silk.

1. Microscopic Appearance.—Under the microscope raw silk

(see Fig. 33) appears as a structureless, vitreous rod of fibroin

composed of two threads, and exhibiting fine striations when

treated with dilute chromic acid. In the case of unboiled silk

the sericin covering is either intact or else reveals cracks and

foldings, and is entirely lacking in places.

In loaded silk the fibres appear enclosed in a barky layer

of loading material, which occasionally exceeds the fibre itself

in thickness.

2. Solventsfor Silk.—True silk is dissolved by zinc chloride,,

ammoniacal copper oxide, ammoniacal nickel oxide and con-

centrated caustic potash or soda, but is reprecipitated on the

addition of water.

3. Scroop.—Silk that has passed through an acid bath

gives out, when rubbed or squeezed, a peculiar grinding

sound known as " scroop ".

v.—Characteristics of Artificial Silk.

1. The Combustion Test.—Artificial silk burns quickly, like

cotton, and leaves no appreciable ash,

2. Microscopic Appearance.—Chardonnet silk appears under

the microscope as a structureless, vitreous rod.
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D.-DETERMINING THE CONSTITUENTS OF TEXTILE
FABRICS.

I.

—

The Detection of Cotton in Linen Fabrics.

1. Microscopical Examination.—A few threads of warp and

weft are reduced to fibre by untwisting and examined under

the microscope. This test is so easy and certain that the

results are mostly unimpeachable (see preceding section).

2. Oil Test.—This test gives results in the case of undyed

fabrics containing cotton and linen threads, either separately

as warp or weft, or occurring together in varying proportions

in the warp yarn. The sample of cloth is carefully cleaned

w^ith distilled water and afterwards moistened with oil. The

excess of oil having been squeezed out, the sample is laid on

a dark background, whereupon any linen threads present will

appear dark (having been rendered transparent by the oil),

whereas the cotton threads retain their original whiteness and

opacity.

3. The Tearing Test.—When the warp of a mixed cotton

and linen fabric is of cotton alone, the material can be easily

torn across, whereas if the cotton be in the weft it will tear

lengthwise (cotton yarn being weaker than linen).

II.

—

The Detection of Cotton in Woollen Fabrics.

1. Microscopical Examination

.

—The mixture of fibres ob-

tained by unravelling warp and weft threads is examined

under the microscope.

2. Alkali Test.—On boiling the sample with caustic potash

the wool passes into solution, leaving the cotton behind. The

residue should be well washed, and then examined further

under the microscope.
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III.

—

The Detection of Cotton in Silk Fabrics.

1, Microscopical Examination.— Individual threads of the

warp and weft are untwisted, and the mixture then examined

under the microscope.

2. Alkali Test.—On boilinij the sample in caustic potash,

any cotton threads present will be left behind, whilst the silk

passes into solution—a Oict that can be confirmed with the

microscope.

IV.—The Detection of Wool in Silk Fabrics.

1. Microscopical Examination.—Same as above.

2. Ammoniacal Copper Oxide Test.—On treating a half silk

fabric with ammoniacal copper oxide, the silk alone is

dissolved, leaving the wool behind.

3. Lead Oxide Test.—This test is based on the presence, in

wool, of small quantities of sulphur, which will react with

suitable reagents. Thus, if lead oxide be dissolved in caustic

potash, and the solution be boiled along with a cleaned sample

of the fabric under examination, the liquid will turn black

from the formation of lead sulphide when wool is present,

whereas silk alone produces no change of colour.

4. Heat Test.—If wool and silk be heated in a tube, over a

spirit lamp, the tube being kept in rotation until the wool

begins to turn yellow, the wool fibres will be found, under the

microscope, to have assumed a spiral shape, whereas the silk

fibres remain straight.

V.

—

The Detection of Wild Silk in True Silk

Fabrics.

I. Microscopical Examination.—Whereas true cocoon silk in

general is in the form of a structureless double thread, wild

silk exhibits fine longitudinal striation ; furthermore, the
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wild cocoon threads are more of quadrilateral than rounded

section.

2. Alkali Test.—On boiling the samples in caustic soda,

the true silk dissolves very quickly, whereas wild silk takes

longer to pass into solution.

3. Acid Test.—True silk dissolves almost instantaneously

in strong hydrochloric acid, wild silk only incompletely.

4. Solvents.—Wild silk dissolves only with difficulty in the

solvents of true silk : zinc chloride and ammoniacal copper

oxide.

VI.

—

The Detection of Artificial Silk in Silk

Fabrics.

1. Combustion Test. — The artificial silk present burns

quickly and inodorously, like cotton.

2. Alkali Test.—On boiling the sample in caustic potash,

the artificial silk remains behind, the true silk being dissolved.

VII.—The Detection of Kyssus Silk in Silk

Fabrics.

Byssus silk differs from true silk in merely swelling up

on immersion in ammoniacal copper oxide, instead of being

soluble therein.



PART II.

THE TECHNOLOGY OF SPINNING

THE CONVERSION OF TEXTILE RAW
MATERIAL INTO YARN.

I.

—

Spinning.

The term " spinning " implies the production of a slender

thread (yarn) of any convenient length by twisting together a

number of irregular short fibres. This explanation excludes

the process of doubling, an operation in which yarn is pro-

duced by twisting together two or more ready formed threads

and not separate fibres. In the former case the product is

generally termed yarn ; in the latter the thicker thread formed

is known as twist or doubled yarn.

II.—Sequence of Operations in Spinning.

The spinning process may be divided into three phases :

—

1. The proper arrangement of the fibres in juxtaposition

and drawing them out to a thread.

2. Twisting the thread.

3. Winding the resulting thread.

I. Arranging and Drawing the Fibres.—This includes the

arrangement of the fibres side by side and in succession, so
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as to produce a cylindrical body of considerable length and

comparative thickness : a thread ; not as is done, for example,

in wire drawing and glass spinning, namely, drawing threads

out of a solid block of the substance, but by disposing the

individual fibres of the spinning material, side by side and one

behind another, according to certain rules, so as to obtain

therefrom a thread of any suitable length.

2. Tivisting, by arranging the fibres in spiral coils, causes

them to unite firmly together, and thus imparts roundness and

strength to the resulting thread.

3. Winding forms the spun yarn into suitable coils, with-

out which treatment the threads would be liable to tangle,

and so impede the subsequent operations.

Formerly the fibres were spread, drawn, and twisted by

hand labour alone, but nowadays mechanical appliances are

almost exclusively used. Twisting and winding are, as

formerly, performed by the aid of spindles set in motion by

different means.

Of the three different methods of spinning, viz., by the

hand spindle, the spinning wheel (both of which furnish hand-

spun yarns), and the spinning frame (which gives machine-

spun yarn), only the last named will be discussed in the

present work, hand spinning having almost entirely dis-

appeared, except as a home industry of insignificant

importance. On the other hand, the tools, utensils and

machinery employed in the various branches of spinning will

be described and illustrated as thoroughly as possible within

the narrow limits of a textbook.

III.

—

General Observations on the Machinery and
Process of Spinning.

Spinning machinery comprises all the mechanical appli-

ances driven by motive power (water, steam, gas, electricity)
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and capable of spinning a large number of threads (300 to

1,200 and more) at one time, under slight assistance from

attendants, whose task is merely to overlook and keep the

work going regularly.

The hand spinner is able to convert the prepared spinning

material into yarn with his fingers on the hand spindle or

spinning wheel, and at a single operation ; but the quality of

the product is greatly dependent on the personal skill, practice

and carefulness of the spinner.

On the other hand, it is almost indispensable that the

task of making the thread should be effected by a series of

stages, the process being divided into a number of consecutive

operations.

In the very simplest case at least two divisions are neces-

sary : roving and fine spinning. Roving is the operation

whereby the spinning material is converted into a coarse,

loose, and only slightly (if at all) twisted thread (rove), which

is therefore always an intermediate or half-finished product.

Fine spinning (or spinning in the true sense of the term) is

the conversion of the rove into a solid, fine, hard, and more or

less highly twisted yarn, by drawing it out longitudinally (to

produce the desired fineness), and at the same time twisting

it round its own axis (to impart roundness and a correspond-

ing degree of strength). This yarn constitutes the finished or

fully manufactured product.

It is evident that the roving process must be preceded by

other operations to prepare the spinning material, and there-

fore termed preparation for spinning. These are concerned

first with the thorough cleansing of the material, then loosen-

ing and completely separating the fibres, next arranging the

fibres parallel side by side, removing such as are too short,

and finally the elimination of adherent impurities, i.e., opera-

tions for bringing the material into the form most suitable for

spinning.

8
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After spinning the yam has still to pass through certain

finishing processes in order to either test its strength, improve

its appearance, convert it into twist or fancy yarn, or prepare

it for shipment.

Consequently there are always four principal stages in the

process of manufacturing raw spinning material into yarn,

viz.

:

—
A. Preparation.

B. Roving.

C. Fine spinning.

D. Finishing.

Notwithstanding that this protracted series of operations

renders mechanical spinning a complicated and expensive

process, it has long driven hand spinning into the background,

for the reason that a far larger number of threads of greater

uniformity can be produced at a time, and that, the expense

being distributed over a greater output, the product is a good

deal cheaper than that turned out by hand spinning.

IV.—Fine-spinning Machines.

These machines differ from one another in the following

particulars :

—

1. The method of drawing out the thread.

2. The construction of the spindles on which the " twist
"

of the thread is produced.

3. The method of connecting the winding mechanism with

the drawing and twisting machinery.

(i) Concerning the method of drawing, or attenuating the

thread, this can be performed in two ways :

—

(a) First by holding the previously prepared rove at a

given point {e.g., by a pair of rollers), and attaching it at

another point, situated at a convenient distance away, to a

spindle (mounted on a carriage), which draws the thread, and
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thereby compels the fibres to alter their relative position, thus

elon.i^ating- and, therefore, attenuating the thread.

(b) The other wa\' exhibits a considerable difference from

the foregoing, in that, instead of subjecting a given length

of rov^e to the drawing action of the spindle all at once, the

elongation and attenuation of the rove are effected gradually

on successive portions of same. The means employed consist

of 2 or 3 pairs of drawing rollers, each successive pair of which

is run at a greater peripheral velocity than its predecessor.

The quotient of the peripheral velocity of the first and last

pair of rollers is termed the " draft " of the frame, and expresses

the number of times its own length a given portion of rove

can be drawn out in the machine.

(2) Construction of tlic Spindles.—Some spinning frames

carry sloping spindles similar to that of the spinning wheel,

and upon which the threads are wound direct. Other frames

are fitted with vertical (more rarely horizontal) spindles : (a)

carrying a flyer and loose bobbin {/y spindles), or (6) provided

with a ring, to effect the rotary motion, and a fixed bobbin

(ring spindles). In the fly frame the bobbin is given a certain

amount of drag, in order to effect the winding of the thread,

whereas in the ring frame the drag is produced by the ring.

The sloping spindles are termed mules, the upright or

horizontal spindles, water spindles.

(3) The Connection between the Winding Mechanisni and that

Producing the Draft and Twist.—Here it is evident that the

thread must always be drawn and twisted simultaneously, no

appreciable draft being practicable unless accompanied by

twisting. Now in some spinning .frames the construction is

such that the operations of spinning and winding are carried

on continuously, whereas in others a given comparatively short

length of the thread (4 to 7 feet) is first spun, and then wound

afterwards, i.e., the operation is intermittent. In machines of

this class the spinning and winding are, therefore, alternate,
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and the frames—which are always fitted with sloping spindles

—are termed mule frames. Continuous-spinning frames, on

the other hand, carry upright (or horizontal) spindles, fitted

with bobbins (fly or ring spindles), and are called water frames.

In mule frames the threads are generally spun on the bare

spindle, for although a wooden, iron, or paper bobbin is

sometimes placed on the spindle, this has no influence at

all on the spinning, and merely supports the coiled yarn,

which would, however, hold together in the absence of such

support ; whereas in water frames the bobbin is indispensable,

for without it the coil of yarn, which is wound in a different

manner, would fall apart when doffed from the spindle.

V.

—

Requisite Properties for a Well-spun

Thread.

A machine-spun thread can be considered as fulfilling all

necessary requirements, when it exhibits the following pro-

perties : uniformity, roundness and smoothness, proper twist

and suitable tensile strength.

I. Uniforinity.

The yarn should be free from knots and excessive thick-

ness or thinness in places, but uniform throughout its entire

length, and everywhere contain an exactly equal number of

fibres.

2. Roundness and Smoothness.

The number of projecting fibres should be as small as

possible ; in fact, only just as many as correspond with the

nature and composition of the spinning material used.

3. Proper Ticist.

A perfect spun yarn should exhibit neither too much nor

too little twist : sufficient for the spiral arrangement of the
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fibres to produce greater mutual adhesion between them than

corresponds to the total breaking strain (absolute tensile

strength) of the individual fibres in any section of the thread.

If the twist be insufficient, the individual fibres will simply

draw apart when the thread is exposed to strain in any place,

and the yarn will break ; on the other hand, if greater than

necessary, no advantage as regards the strength of the thread

is secured.

The degree of twist is expressed by the number of turns

imparted to the yarn per running inch. It depends chiefly

on :

—

(a) The fineness of the yarn.

(6) The length of the fibres.

(c) The purpose in view.

(a) The finer the thread the greater the twist ; and when

threads of equal twist are to be obtained the number of turns

imparted must vary inversely with the thickness of each.

Thus a thread which is |, |, | . . . as thick as another must

receive 2, 3, 4 . . . times as many turns in an equal length.

The fineness of yarn is expressed, not by its thickness

(diameter), but by the relation of its length to a given unit

of weight, and a thread is considered 2, 3, 4 . . . times as

fine as another when a given length of same weighs only

h, ;\, 4 . . . as much as the latter. In numbering yarn the

number of length units of the thread required to make up

a given unit weight is ascertained, and the resulting figure

expresses the "yarn number".

(b) Yarn made from short fibres receives a greater twist

than yarn of the same thickness made of longer material.

(c) Warp yarns, by reason of the greater strain put on

them in weaving, are usually given a higher degree of twist

than wefts, the latter being required soft and supple, in order

to fill up the fabric and impart suitable density of texture.

Threads to be converted into twist receive an inferior (and
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mostly an opposite) twist to those intended for weaving

single. Again, yarns for milled cloth have a slack twist,

since looseness increases the fulling capacity and facilitates

the process. Appearance also has to be studied, strongly

twisted yarn looking finer, i.e., thinner than such as is slack

twisted. In any case, however, the spinner will endeavour

to keep the twist as low as possible, in order to secure more

rapid spinning, i.e., greater output and higher profit.

4. Suitable Strength.

This property depends on the strength and length of the

fibres, and the degree of twist imparted to the yarn ; a thread

produced from long and strong fibres being able to stand

greater tension than that from short, weak material. The

tensile strength of yarns is tested by special machines (yarn

dynamometers).

GENERAL REVIEW OF THE VARIOUS BRANCHES OF THE
SPINNING PROCESS.

Although, as already stated, the production of yarn is an

operation that can be divided into the four principal stages of

preparing, roving, fine spinning and finishing, it is evident

that, in view of the highly divergent character of the various

spinning materials, and the purposes for which the products

are intended, various modifications may be introduced into

the process as a whole. Thus the number and sequence of

the various operations may be altered as found necessary,

some of them being perhaps dispensed with in the case of

certain materials, whilst with others additional operations

may be found desirable ; and again, in other cases some of

the operations require to be more thoroughly and frequently

performed, whilst others can be got through in a more superficial

manner.
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The mechanical appHances used must be constructed in

accordance with the material to be treated, and be specially

adapted to the properties of same. The necessity for this is

evident, short-staple material naturally having to be treated

differently to long, and so forth. Again, with regard to the

destiny of the products, it is clear that yarns for summer

fabrics should be spun differently to those for winter goods,

whilst yarn for milled fabrics has to be made in a different

manner than that for unmilled goods ; and finally clothing

yarns, having to stand a deal of friction, must be spun

differently to those intended merely for decorative purposes,

etc.

Consequently, in course of time, the various branches of

the spinning industry have become practically independent

industries. The most important of them, which will be fully

described (without, however, going into details over the complex

mechanism of the various machines employed), may be divided

into two main groups :

—

I.

Spinning Vegetable Raw Materials.

Section I. Cotton spinning.

„ II. Flax

„ III. Tow

„ IV. Hemp
„ V. Jute

II.

Spinning Animal Ranv Materials.

Section I. Carded-yarn spinning.

„ II. Worsted

„ III. Shoddy

„ IV. Silk waste

which will be dealt with in order.
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GROUP I.

SPINNING VEGETABLE RAW MATERIALS.

SECTION I.

COTTON SPINNING.

The cotton spinning industry is more important than any

other branch deaHng with the production of yarn from vege-

table raw materials ; and cotton fibre is superior to all others in

point of the ease with which it can be converted into a fine,

solid, smooth and uniform thread, a property based on the

great fineness, softness and mildness of the fibre, as well as on

its spiral curl, which is the cause of the readiness with whijch

the adjacent fibres in the thread mutually adhere when twisted

together.

Cotton spinning embraces all the processes and operations

necessary to produce cotton yarn from raw cotton. As in

other branches of spinning these operations, etc., may be

divided into the following four stages :

—

A. Preparatory processes.

B. Roving,

C. Fine spinning.

D. Finishing.

A.—PREPARATORY PROCESSES.

The objects of the preparatory treatment of cotton are

manifold, viz. :
—

1. Accurate admixture of the different kinds of cotton

to be treated.

2. Cleaning the cotton and thoroughly separating the

individual fibres.

3. Eliminating dust and other adherent impurities.
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4. Sifting out excessively short fibres,

5. Arranging the individual fibres regularly, and securing

uniform distribution.

Accordingly, the following operations have to be per-

formed :

—

I. Mixing.

II. Opening and cleaning.

III. Carding.

IV. Combing.

V. Doubling and drawing.

I.—Mixing.

The operation of mixing or blending cotton is undertaken

because a suitable admixture of two or more sorts of cotton

furnishes advantageous results, i.e., gives a yarn of uniform

colour and quality.

A superior cotton may be mixed with a certain quantity

of a lower grade without the resulting product being appreci-

ably deteriorated thereby. Spinners rightly prefer to mix

grades of approximately equal length of staple, and of similar

properties in general.

After the bales have been unhooped the separate tufts

•of adherent fibres are loosened by hand—or latterly by a

machine known as a bale-breaker—and the contents of the

various bales are then spread out in horizontal layers on a

mixing floor, a fairly uniform mixture of the fibres being

obtained by drawing the cotton in vertical strata from the

pile.

Arrangement and Working of the Bale Breaker with Endless

Conveyer {Lattice Creeper).

The arrangement and working of the bale breaker, with

endless conveyer, will be gathered from the vertical section
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and ground plan shown in Figs. 35 and t,6. The cotton to be

loosened is placed in moderate quantities at a time on the

Figs. 35 and 36.—Bale Breaker, with Endless Conveyer: 35, Vertical

Section : 36, Plan.

feed table, a, an endless conveyer which delivers it to the

collecting roller, h. This slightly compresses the cotton and'
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turns it over to the grooved or toothed breakers, of which

there are four pairs, c, d, c, f, each pair being kept in contact

by means of springs, and running at a higher speed than its

predecessor. By this means any knotty and lumpy pieces in

the cotton are drawn apart, loosened and opened, thus enab-

ling any hard substances (stones, sand, nails, seeds, etc.), present

to fall down into the sloping iron shoot, g, which discharges

them from the machine. On the other hand, the cotton, after

leaving the last pair of rollers, falls on to the conve3^er, h,

which delivers it to the double elevator bands, i, A% whereby

it is carried upwards and discharged on to another endless

conveyer running at low speed, parallel to the roof of the

mixing room. This conveyer in turn discharges at ui on to

an underlying transverse conveyer, ;/. When n is moved in

the direction indicated by the arrow, 0, it delivers the cotton

into the mixing room, p, but by reversing the driving gear and

moving n in the direction of the arrow, q, the cotton can be

delivered into the mixing room, r ; and if there are other

mixing rooms to the right of the foregoing, a longitudinal

conveyer, s, can be brought into play at the end of /. The

various longitudinal and transverse conveyers can be started

and stopped from the floor of the mixing house by means of

hand chains,

II.

—

Opening and Cleaning.

The object of these two operations is to still further loosen

the compressed locks or bundles of fibre, so that they may
not become unduly injured by the succeeding treatment they

have to undergo ; and at the same time to remove the

impurities and the portions unsuitable for spinning—such as

whole or crushed seeds, husks, leaves, dirt, sand, dust,,

excessively short fibres, etc.—thus supplementing the work

already done by the bale breaker (when this machine has been

used).
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The machinery used is the following :

—

1. The Willow.

2. The Opener.

3. The Crighton Opener.

4. The Scutcher.

5. The Express Carder.

I. The Willoxi'.

The willow (opener, devil) is a machine wherein the cotton

is loosened by the aid of quick-running steel pins or teeth,

thus enabling heavier and coarser impurities, as well as dust,

to fall out of the fibrous mass.

Fig. 37.—Willow (vertical section).

The main organ in this machine (see Fig. 37) is the quick-

running^ drum, a, which carries a wooden lagging, b, and six
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iron bars, c. Each of these bars, which are screwed on the

drum in a direction parallel to the longitudinal axis of the

same, is provided with a number of blunt pins or teeth, d, set

at a certain distance apart ; and the interior of the casing or

cover, /, is fitted with similar teeth, f. The lower portion of

the drum is surrounded by a fixed grid, g, and a loose grid, /,

hinged at h. When the last-named grid is lowered, as shown

in the drawing, a suitable amount of cotton is placed thereon,

and on raising the grid by drawing down the weight, k, the

opening, (/, is closed and the machine is ready for work.

After the drum has acted on the cotton about five to ten

minutes the latter will be ready to take out of the machine,

whereupon the grid, i, is let down and the cotton is thrown

out by the revolving drum. Loose impurities (seeds, husks,

sand, etc.) fall down through the grids, whilst dust and short

fibres are drawn off by an exhaust fan, /, through the grid and

the fan intake, ;;/, and expelled through the pipe, ;z, into the

open air, or more frequently into a dust chamber and dust

stack, which discharges above the roof of the mill.

2. The Opener.

The name " opener " is now preferably applied to such

machines wherein the spinning material is loosened and freed

from dust by the action of beaters (nose pieces), mounted on

a quick-running horizontal or vertical drum.

A vertical section of one of these machines is given in

Fig. 38. The cotton to be opened is placed in moderate

quantities on the endless conveyer or lattice creeper, a, moving

slowly in the direction of the arrow. The cotton is caught up

by the feed rollers, 6, c, which run at a slow uniform speed,

and presented to the action of the nose-shaped beaters, d,

mounted on the quick-running drum, e. These beaters strike

the cotton with some force, while it is still retained by the
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second pair of feed rollers, the loosened parts of the cotton

being carried on by the beaters and projected against the

grid,/, thus further loosening the fibres and enabling any

seed, sand and other hard bodies to fall down through the

openings in the grid.

Since the separation of the adherent impurities is complete

only when the width of the openings in the grid corresponds

with the kind of cotton under treatment, an improvement has

latterly been introduced whereby the grid can be adjusted from

the outside by turning the bars of which it is composed.

Fig. 38.—Cotton Opener (vertical section).

The cotton, opened and freed from the coarser impurities,

is now taken up by the current of air produced by the drum

and carried over the grid, g (through which the less strongly

adherent impurities are able to fall down), into the dust

separators, /;, /, the internal air of which is drawn away

through lateral apertures, /, ;;/, by the action of the fan, k,

which discharges, in the direction shown by the arrow, through

a conduit, 0, leading to the dust stack. The longer and more

valuable fibres are retained by the perforated casing of the

drums, whilst the fine dust and very short fibres are carried

into the drums by the current of air. The drums revolve
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slowly in the direction indicated by the arrow, and, assisted

by the rollers, r, .s, deliver the accumulated cotton in the form

of a sheet of wadding, or lap, on to the lattice creeper, q,

whence it falls to the ground, or is collected in a basket or

other receptacle.

Opener with Automatic Feed.—^In order to render the machine

independent of hand labour in feeding, automatic appliances

have been devised for regulating the feed both in this opener

and in other types (such as the Crighton opener, scutcher, etc.)

Fig. 39.—Hopper-feed Opener, with Separating Drums (vertical section).

that will be described later on. Two forms of self-feeding

devices, known as hopper feeders, from their hopper-like form,

will now be dealt with. Fig. 39 represents one of these forms,

wherein the cotton is simultaneously freed from dust and short

fibres, by means of separator drums, before passing on for

further mechanical treatment.

' The cotton, introduced through the mouth, «, of the hopper,

falls on to the lattice creeper, h, which feeds it to an elevator

band, c, furnished with pins, which seize and carry up a portion
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of the cotton. Just above the top of this elevator is placed

a rotary regulating roller, d, inside of which is a frame, e, fitted

with four arms, which carry bars extending the whole width

of the machine and studded with pins, /. The frame is

mounted on the eccentric pulley, g, which, as it does not

move with the roller, d, imparts a reciprocating movement
to the frame during the rotation of d. Consequently the

pins alternately project through slot-holes in the roller, dy

Fig. 40.—Hopper Feeder, with Beaters (vertical section).

and are withdrawn when the latter turns round further, thus

stripping the excess of cotton from the elevator pins and

throwing it back into the hopper. As the pins in the regulating

roller always retreat, the side nearest the hopper is left smooth

and no material can be carried away by the pins.

The cotton carried onwards by the elevator comes under

the influence of the opening drum, g, which propels it against

the separating drums, h, i, the coarser impurities falling through
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the transverse grid, /c, and the finer impurities through the

longitudinal grid, /, the former on to the ground, the latter

into the tray, ;«, n, from whence they are discharged by opening

the bottom plate, m, which is hinged at n. The rollers, 0, p,

behind the separating drums seize the lap of cotton and deliver

it to the lattice creeper, q, leading to the opener or scutcher.

A second form of hopper feeder is shown in Fig. 40. The

cotton introduced into the hopper, b, through the mouth, a,

falls on to the lattice creeper, c, and is slowly fed to the

pin-shod elevator band, d, which carries a portion of the cotton

with it in ascending. The excess is removed by the stripping

roller, c, and thrown back into the hopper, any cotton sticking

to c being infallibly cleaned off by the quick-running beater,

/. The cotton left on the elevator is afterwards stripped off

by the beaters, g, and falls down on to the lattice creeper, h,

which carries it away under the pressure roller (or collector),

/, for further treatment. Coarser, heavier portions fall straight

down and come within reach of the small beater, k, which

returns them to the bottom of the elevator band, which seizes

hold of them over again. A swinging flap, /, packs the falling

material, so that the action of the pressure roller in forming

the cotton into a lap on the lattice creeper is facilitated.

3. The Crighton Opener.

The Crighton or vertical opener, which was invented in

the "sixties," was introduced on the Continent (from England)

towards the end of the " seventies," and found generally useful,

more especially for short-staple cottons.

The Single Crighton Opener.—In this machine the cotton is

fed by hand into the hopper, a (Fig. 41), and, passing through

the conduit, h, comes under the influence of the quick-running

vertical conical drum, c, which is provided with blades, and

works inside a grid, d, of suitable shape. The cotton intro-

9
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duced at the bottom of the drum is drawn out, in a loosened

condition, at the top, being lifted by the centrifugal force and

draught produced by the rotation of the drum. The latter is

composed of a number of wrought-iron discs, c, kept at suitable

distances apart by cast-iron sleeves, /, placed on the vertical

shaft, g. The discs are fitted with steel blades, h and i, of

which those marked h are bent upwards, so that a line joining

their extremities would describe a spiral ; consequently, when

Fig. 41.—The Crighton Opener (vertical section).

the drum is run at a high speed, these blades generate a

current of air tending to drive the cotton towards the top

of the machine. The cotton, though not retained in contact

with the blades any longer than is actually necessary, is,

nevertheless, not discharged from the opener until thoroughly

loosened. Moreover, being supported by the current of air

alone, while subject to the action of the beaters, it is protected,

and at the same time is treated in an efficient manner. When
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sufficiently opened, the cotton is carried away by the current

of air, but the heavier, imperfectly opened portions, fall down

again, and remain within the sphere of influence of the blades

and grid, until they have been lightened sufficiently to float

away like the rest. During the ascent of the cotton the

impurities, such as seeds, husks and sand, are expelled under

the influence of the circulating air current and the hopper-

shaped grid. The finest impurities, consisting of dust and

very short fibres, are removed, in the manner previously de-

scribed, by the separating drum, k, exhaust fan, /, and lattice

creeper, in, and accompany the air current to the dust stack,

whilst the cleaned and opened material leaves the machine in

the direction shown by the arrowy n. The drawing also shows

the driving pulley, 0, mounted on the drum shaft, the collar

bearing, p, in the bow, q, and the adjustable footstep bearing, r,

at the bottom of the drum shaft.

The Double Cri^^hton Opener.—-Occasionally, instead of dis-

charging the cleaned and opened cotton from the machine,

it is passed through a conduit leading to a second similar

machine, the whole arrangement constituting a " double

Crighton opener". The conduit is, however, disposed in such

a manner that the cotton can be passed through either of the

openers singly, or through both in succession.

4.

—

Scutching Machines.

The chief working part of the scutching machine (Ger.,

Schlagmaschine ; Fr., Batteur) consists of one or two quick-

running frame-like beaters, mounted on a horizontal shaft,

which beaters, by the force of their impact and the current

of air they induce within the surrounding casing, separate the

fibres of the cotton submitted to their action.

Any dust and impurities still remaining in the material,

either drop through the underlying grid, or are carried away
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by the air current, and are conducted to a distant chamber

(dust chamber), where they settle down, or else are expelled

into the open air through a dust stack.

Willowing and opening are usually followed by a passage

through two scutchers, the second of which, or finisher lap

machine, delivers the cotton in the form of a broad, cohesive

sheet or lap, which is then fed to the carding engine, unless it

be preferred to put the lap through a doubler, whereby its

uniformity is improved.

Single Scutching Machine.—Fig. 42, though representing

a combined scutching and lap machine, will serve to elucidate

the construction of the single scutcher. The cotton from the

Crighton opener is fed by spreading it moderately thick on

the lattice creeper, a, whence it is presented to the first beater,

6, either by a pair of feed rollers, or—as shown in Fig. 42—-by

a piano feed. This device consists of a fluted steel roller, c,

revolving in fixed bearings, and of a larger number of double

levers, d, e, arranged on a bar, /, like the keys of a piano.

Weights, g, suspended from the longer arms, d, would press the

shorter bent arms, or fingers, against the roller, c, were it not

that a traverse, h, limits the pull of the weights, so as to leave

a small space between the fingers and this roller. The piano

feed surpasses the ordinary feed roller device in two important

particulars ; in the first place, it enables the fibres to be

brought much nearer the blades of the beater, and secondly,

any unusual thickness in any part of the ingoing cotton

merely depresses the keys with which it is in immediate

contact, whereas under similar circumstances, in the case of

feed rollers, the entire length of the upper roller would be

lifted, thus releasing the rest of the cotton before it had

been properly beaten and sufficiently loosened.

A form of feeding device intermediate between the double-

rollar feed and the piano feed, is the roller and bar feed, in

which the upper roller is employed in connection with a steel
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bar, or rail, against the upper edge of which it is pressed by

a loaded lever (see the feed device in the Express Carder,

Fig. 48).

As the beater, b, runs at a speed of about 1,000 revolutions

per minute, it strikes about 3,000 blows on the cotton issuing

from the feeder, and thus acts very energetically on the

material, though without injuring same. The beater is

enclosed on the upper side by the casing, /, and underneath

by the grid, k, against which the cotton is driven, and is

thereby freed from coarser impurities, the material then

passing over the second grid, /, which separates the finer

impurities (these falling to the ground on the flap, 111, being

lowered), on its way to the dust cages (hollow dust separating

drums), ;;, 0. These latter revolve slowly in the directions

shown by the arrows, and in so doing compress the cotton to

a loose lap, in order that it may be seized by the pair of

rollers, j6, and delivered to the rollers, q, r, for the purpose of

feeding it to the second quick-running beater, s. The dust

cages and their attached fan, t, effect the separation of dust

and short fibres in the manner already described.

Both horizontal and vertical openers deliver the cotton in

the form of loose flocks, or as a very light open lap. This

is also done by the scutcher, the rear rollers, p, discharging

on to a lattice creeper, which delivers the lap on to the

floor.

The Finisher Lap Machine (Fig. 42) is so called because it

delivers the cotton in the state of finished lap. The feeding,

beating and dust-separating appliances are almost identical

with those in the scutcher, so that the lapping mechanism

alone remains to be described. The object of this machine is

to first convert the cotton into a lap, and then to wind the

latter into a roll on the lap roller, 11, for which purpose the

loose fleece or lap is passed between two sets of cast-iron

calendering or compression rollers, w, which forward it in the
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direction shown by the arrow. The hollow roller, x, flattens

the sheet of cotton, and causes it to lay on the slightly fluted

lapping rollers, y, z, which draw the lap onward at uniform

speed, irrespective of the diameter of the roll of lap on u.
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The Lap-duiibling Machine (Fig 43).—As can be seen from

the figure, this machine differs from the finisher lap machine

solely in the fact that instead of loose cotton it is fed with lap,

(three rolls of lap, u\ v-, v'^, in the instance shown), the rolls of

which are supported—b}^ their core rollers—in slots (a, Fig.

48) cut in the cast-iron side frames bordering the lattice

creeper, a (Fig. 43). The motion of the creeper causes the

laps to unroll in the direction shown by the arrows, and the

cotton is subjected to renewed, but more stringent, treatment

in the same manner as before, being again finally discharged

in the form of lap.

Of late the construction of scutching machines without lap

attachment has been discontinued, and the doubling is per-

formed in the second scutcher (combined scutcher and finisher),

which treats two to four laps from the first scutcher, and

reduces the number of operations to two.

Automatic Throic-off Gear for Lap Machines.—These

machines are almost invariably fitted with automatic throw-

off gear, arranged so as to come into operation either when

the roll of lap attains a given diameter or weight, or when a

given length of lap has been wound.

Feed Regulator.—To ensure the utmost possible regularity

of the lap formed in scutching and finisher lap machines, even

when the attendant has not exercised the necessary care in

laying on the material, an arrangement has been devi.sed

whereby the driving mechanism reduces the velocity of the

feed if the supply exceeds normal thickness. This device,

viz., Lord's feed regulator, is of so much the more importance

in that it is also generally used in horizontal openers.

Combined Preparatory Machines.— In order to save labour

and reduce expense in removing the cotton from one machine

to another, it is a frequent custom to combine several pre-

paratory machines in one. As examples of satisfactory com-

binations may be cited—the combined bale breaker and
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vertical opener (Fig. 44) and the double opener, scutcher and

finisher lap machine.

Exhaust or Pneumatic Opener.—Of late a current of air has

been employed for conveying the cotton from one machine to

the other, the exhaust or pneumatic opener being constructed

on this principle. Figs. 45 and 46 represent a combination

of an exhaust opener with a single scutcher and lap machine.

The opener, which is placed in the scutching-room, is fed from

Fig. 44.—^Vertical Opener and Bale Breaker (vertical section).

the mixing-room, the cotton being either conveyed from the

different mixing compartments by means of a long lattice

creeper working at low speed, or else laid by hand on the

feed creeper, a, where it is compressed by a roller, 6, and ied

by the piano-feed, r, to a pair of rollers, d, which hold it within

reach of the opener, a high-speed drum, e, carrying a number

of radial blades of hardened steel, whereby the material is

expelled into a long sheet-metal pipe, /. An exhaust fan, g,

(see sectional view, Fig. 46) draws the cotton through this
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pipe, which forks in the manner shown and discharges into

the casing surrounding the openers, h, i, which perform the

functions of the first scutching beater, and open the cotton

further, delivering it to a pair of dust cages, /, in. From these

the cotton is carried onward and presented to the action of

Fig. 45.—Exhaust Opener combined with Single Scutcher and Lap Machine

(vertical section).

the beater, ji. Two sets of dust boxes, k, are provided in the

pipe, /, an opportunity being thus afforded for the dust to

settle during the conveyance of the cotton to the exhaust

opener; and as these boxes can be emptied separately without

stopping the machine, the cotton is delivered to the opener

fairly free from dust.
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A horizontal Crighton opener can also be utilised as an

exhaust opener by connecting the feed pipe to the narrow end

Fig. 46.—Exhaust Opener (cross section)

47.—Horizontal Opener and Lap Machine (longitudinal vertical section).

of the conical drum, the larger end being turned the opposite

way.
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Horizontal Opener and Lap Machine.—The latest novelty

in cotton-cleaning machinery is a combined opener and lap

machine, such as is shown in longitudinal vertical section in

Fig. 47. No special description of this arrangement is needed,

the parts being similar to those in the machines already con-

sidered, whilst the method of working can easily be gathered

from the drawing.

Mounting Preparatory Machinery.—When an exhaust opener

is used a three-storey building is the most suitable for housing

the preparatory machinery, the sorting-room and willow occu-

pying the top floor, the mixing-room—fed by lattice creepers

—in the middle storey, and the exhaust opener with the

scutching and lap machinery on the ground floor.

Loss in Weight during Preparatory Treatment.—The loss

in weight sustained by cotton in the opening and cleaning

processes differs very considerably, according to the original

degree of impurity. Clean sorts lose 3 to 5 per cent. ; dirty

kinds, 10 to 15 per cent. ; and the worst as much as 20 to 25

per cent. The waste from willowing is fit for nothing but

manure, but that from the opener can be utilised as an adjunct

in producing lap, whilst scutching waste can be worked up for

spinning into coarse yarn.

5. The Express Carder.

Of late the express, or rough carding machine, has come

into use as an intermediate machine between the preparatory

machinery described above and the carding engine proper.

Its object (especially in the case of cotton for warp 3^arns) is

to replace the harsh action of the scutching beaters by a

dividing and loosening effect produced by means of spines

(steel pins or saw-tooth wire), which facilitate the removal of

husks, fragments of seeds and leaves. To this end drums

•or rollers covered with steel pins or wire bent in the form
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of saw teeth are substituted for the beaters, the machine

otherwise differing httle from the scutcher.

Construction and Operation of the Express Carder.—The

carder (also known as the Risler carder, after the name of the

maker) is shown as a longitudinal vertical section in ¥\g. 48.

The rolls of lap, c, from the finisher lap machine are mounted

in slot bearings, a, on the feeder cheeks, b, and are unrolled by

the forward movement of the lattice creeper, d, which delivers

the doubled lap to the bar and roller feed, e, thus bringing the

cotton under the influence of the quick-running carding drum^

Fig. 48.—The Express Carder (longitudinal vertical section).

d. The disintegrating action of the latter, and the cleaning

effect produced on the cotton during its passage over the grid,

/, are repeated by two smaller carding rollers, g, h, and the

grids, t, k. The cotton is removed by the current of air

produced by the exhaust fan, ;/, and by means of the dust

cages, /, ni, and is pressed by the compression rollers, 0, />, into

a lap which is then formed into a roll, s, by the lap rollers, q, r.

The admission of air to the machine is adjusted at convenience

by means of the slide, /, in the lid of the grid box, and by

a second slide, u, in the air conduit, v.
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III.

—

Carding.

Although the preparatory operations just described leave

the cotton opened and cleaned to a certain extent, the

individual fibres still hang together in tufts, and lie in no

regular order. To still further loosen and isolate the fibres,

remove all remaining impurities, and arrange the fibres in

parallel order, side by side, is the task of the carding process,

which produces a loosely coherent fleece, that in turn is

condensed to a sliver, the v^ery short fibres being also removed

during the operations.

Carding has, therefore, to effect :

—

(a) The loosening of the fibre to a state of isolation.

(b) The removal of mechanically adherent impurities.

(r) The elimination of excessively short fibres.

(d) The alignment and parallel adjustment of the isolated

fibres.

(e) Uniform distribution of the fibres in the fleece.

(/) Conversion of the fleece into a sliver.

These various operations, which expose the cotton fibres

to no inconsiderable amount of strain, are performed in the

carding engine, or carding machine, an apparatus which pro-

duces the desired effect by the repeated and powerful

reciprocal action of cylindrical and plane working parts,

closely set with hook-like wire points, known as carding

pins.

Carding Pins.—These pins, which are folded in the form of

a U, both limbs of which are bent to an obtuse-angled elbow,

are made of hard-drawn, i.e., stiff, but elastic, iron or steel wire,

each wire thus forming two points. Formerly the pins were

set in leather, but this material has now been replaced by

card-clothing foundation, carrying 300 to 950 single points per

square inch, the pins being set equidistant over the whole

surface of the material.
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Card-clothing foundation, or artificial card leather, is com-

posed of 3 to 5 layers of cotton fabric fastened together by

means of caoutchouc solution, and covered with a sheet of

caoutchouc on the working side.

The card furniture fitted to the different working parts of

the carding machine is of two forms, vi::. :
—

(a) Fillets or bands.

(b) Sheets.

Card clothing in fillets measures i to 2 inches in width,

and 50 yards or more in length. The sheet clothing is made

in breadths equal to an aliquot part of the circumference of

the rollers it is intended to cover

—

e.g., 4 to 6 inches—the

length being equal to the working breadth of the carder

—

i.e.,

40 to 48 inches and more.

The clothing is made in varying degrees of fineness and

closeness of setting, and is numbered to correspond with the

gauge of wire used and distance of the individual pins apart.

The finer the wire the closer the setting (the greater the

number of pins per unit area of surface).

Two methods of numbering card clothing are practised :

the English and the French ; and particulars of the thickness

of the wire and closeness of setting in certain middle numbers

of card clothing are given below :—
English
No.
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of triangular, elliptical, double convex, or flat section, instead

of round. In some cases wire of twofold section is used, the

part below the bend being of round wire, and the upper end

of quadrangular wire.

Manufacturing Card Clothing.—A perfectly self-acting

machine is used in making card clothing, the wire and cloth

being fed automatically, and the whole arrangement being

constructed in a very intelligent manner and occupying but

iViVi'n'm'i'iViWi'i'iTiVi'frt'iTi'
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Figs. 49 to 54.—Ordinary Fillet Clothing.

Fig. 49, Longitudinal Section; Fig. 50, Transverse Section; Fig. 51,

Underside View (Plain Setting) ; Fig. 52, Underside View (Twill Setting) ;

Figs. 53 and 54, Front and Side Views of a Clearer Roller covered with Ordinary

Strip Clothing.

a very small amount of space. In this machine an average of

200 to 350 double pins can be set per minute, the successive

operations being as follows :

—

The wire is drawn-in in sufficient length to form a double

pin, being then cut off by a shearing device and bent in the

form of a U. Holes are then pierced in the foundation by

means of a needle-shaped tool, the doubled pin is inserted, and

the two limbs are bent at an obtuse angle. The foundation

is next moved a sufficient distance sideways to bring the site
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of the next pin into position, and the operations are repeated

until the whole row is set, whereupon the foundation is moved

forwards the right distance for the insertion of the succeeding

row.

©
Figs. 55 to 60.—Licker-in Fillet Clothing.

Fig. 55, Longitudinal Section ; Fig. 56, Transverse Section ; Fig. 57,

Underside View ; Fig. 58, a Tooth, or Doubled Pin ; Figs. 59 and 60, View of

Licker-in Roller covered with Clothing.

Detailed Description of Card Clothing,

{a) Fillet Clothing.

This clothing is of two kinds : the ordinary and wolf-tooth

or licker-in clothing,

(a.) Ordinary Fillet Clothing.—This is shown in Figs. 49 to

52—Fig. 49 giving a longitudinal section ; Fig. 50 a trans-

verse section
;
Fig. 5 1 a view of the underside, showing a

fillet with plain or canvas setting ; Fig. 52 the same view with

twill setting ; whilst Figs. 53 and 54 are front and side views

of a clearer roller fitted with ordinary fillet clothing. As
shown by the drawing, the clothing is wound spirally round

the roller, the two ends of the fillet being cut aslant so as to

coincide with the edges of the roller.
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(/3) Lickcr-in Clothing (wolf-tooth clothing).—Figs. 55 to

58 illustrate this class of strip clothing—Fig. 55 giving a

longitudinal section ; Fig. 56 a transverse section ; Fig. 57 a

view of the underside ; and Fig. 58 one of the doubled pins.

As can be seen from the drawings the limbs of the doubled

pins are not bent, but left straight in order to impart rigidity

and strength. For the same reason wire of equilateral trian-

gular section is chosen. Fig. 59 shows a front view of a

licker-in roller coated with this clothing, Fig. 60 being a side

view of same, or cross section of the roller.
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Formerly the large cylinder also was covered with similar,

but broader, sheets, but this practice has been abandoned

because the joins, running parallel to the axis of the cylinder

leave gaps, where no work is done.

m^fc

Figs. 66 to 73.—Fancy-roller Clothing.

Fig. 66, Longitudinal Section ; Fig. 67, Transverse Section ; Fig. 68, Partial

under side view showing Diagonal Setting ; Fig. 69, View of one of the Pins
;

Figs. 70 and 71, Roller covered with Strip Clothing; Figs. 72 to 73, Roller

covered with Sheet Clothing (front and side views).

The greatest accuracy being necessary in fixing the cloth-

ing on to the flats, in order to render the machine thoroughly

efficient, mention may here be made of a very suitable method

to the cast-iron flats, viz., the Deiss
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patent method (Figs. 61 and 65). The means of attachment

consists of clamp-shaped steel bands, a, fitted with long points,

h, which are pushed through the clothing, c, and riveted on the

under side of same. The clothing is then stretched taut on

the flat, and fixed by turning the long ends of the bands

round under edge, e, of the flat (Fig. 65). Both the sides and

ends of the sheet of clothing are treated in the same way, and,

therefore—the edges all round being protected by the smooth

steel bands (Fig. 64)—the whole is preserved in a thorough

manner, and rendered more durable.

-"^^^-i^^n^

Figs. 74 to 77.—Serrated Card Clothing.

P'igs. 74 and 75, Different Forms of Teeth ; Figs. 76 and 77, Licker-in Roller pre-

pared and partly covered with Serrated Clothing (front and side view).

(/3) Fancy-roller Clothing.—The character of the clothing

used for covering the fancy rollers can be gathered from Figs.

66 to 69—Fig. 66 being a longitudinal section
,

Fig. 6y, a

transverse section ; Fig. 68, a partial view of the under side of

a sheet of the clothing ; and Fig. 69, a doubled pin.

From this last figure it can be seen that the bend in the

pin is rather close to the foundation, the upper limb being

consequently very long. This form of pin is selected on

account of the greater elasticity it gives, a property necessary

to ensure its working in the right manner (see " Carding Waste

Cotton "). The rollers are fitted with this sheet-clothing by
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nailing a number (generally 4 to 5) of sheets on to the surface,

parallel to the axis of the roller, as shown in front and side

view in Figs. 72 and 73.

Serrated Card Clothing.

A more drastic effect is produced by serrated clothing,

which is sometimes used for the lickers-in of finishing cards,

but chiefly for the licker-in and burr roller of breaker cards.

This clothing (Figs. 74 and 75) is made of serrated steel

band, set on edge in a spiral groove, cut in the face of the

(cast-iron) roller, a front and side view of which are shown in

Figs. y6 and yy.

Figs. 78 to 80.—Action of Card Clothing.

A ction of Card Clothing.

When two rollers, or flats, covered with card clothing, are

set face to face, so close together that only a very narrow

space (about the thickness of a stout sheet of paper, or a thin

steel blade) is left between them, their mode of action on the

interposed cotton depends on :

—
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{a) The relative position of the pins (the direction in which

they are set)
;

(b) The direction ot movement, and

(c) The velocity of the two organs.

The following distinctions are of practical importance :

—

(i) When, as in Fig. 78, the two sets of clothing are

placed with the pins pointing in opposite directions, and one

of them, b, is set in rapid forward movement, the other, a,

remaining still, and a mass of tufted cotton is introduced in b,

then, at all the places where the cotton is piled up, a portion

of the fibres will be carried away by the teeth of the other

set of clothing, and deposited in places that were previously

bare, or only thinly covered with fibre.

(2) When, as in Fig. 79—the arrangement being as in the

preceding case—the one set of clothing, d, moves forward at

high speed, the other, c, going slowly in the same, or in the

opposite direction, the cotton adhering to the pins of the

former will be deposited, to a greater or smaller extent, on

the other set.

(3) When both sets of clothing have their pins pointing in

the same direction—Fig. 80—the one, /, moving forward at

high velocity, being empty, whilst the other, c, either moves

slowly forward, is at rest, or moves backward—the pins being,

at the same time, filled with material (cotton)—then the

empty set keeps on drawing the cotton out of the other.

Consequently, the following objects can be attained—see

Fig. 81 :—

(i) The cotton is loosened and arranged in regular order,

by the conjoint action of the cylinder, T, and flats, D, of a

carding machine
;

(2) The cotton can be removed from a full roller on to an

empty one by the conjoint action of the cylinder, T, and the

worker roller, A
;

(3) The cotton can be stripped from a full roller by an
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empty one, through the mutual action of the clearer^roller, W,

and the cylinder, T.

Fig. 81.—Interaction of Rollers and Flats with the Cylinder of the Carding

Machine (vertical section).

Cardin^i.

As a general rule a single carding is insufficient to produce

all the effects in view, viz., to, loosen and clean the material,

disintegrate it into separate fibres, arrange these fibres in a

uniform manner, and eliminate the very short fibres and

adherent impurities. Consequently the operation is performed

twice by the aid of two somewhat different machines, namely,

the breaker card and the finisher card.
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The breaker card is fed with lap from the lap machine

or express card, and converts this into another lap or,

more usually, into a sliver. The lap is fed to the finishing

card, which produces therefrom a continuous band of sliver

that is delivered into a can placed at the back of the

machine ; but where the breaker card furnishes a sliver

a number of these latter are laid side by side in a

doubling machine, where they are converted into a fresh lap

of suitable width for feeding the finishing card, through which

it is next passed. This plan, though entailing more labour,

results in the advantage of obtaining a superior sliver from

the finishing card.

To protect the sliver from the damage to which it was

liable during collection and transport in the cans, and also to

save labour, the practice arose of passing the sliver from

several carders through a lap machine discharging into a

conduit or channel 6 to lo inches wide, situated on the floor

of the carding-room ; but as the lap thus produced was neither

broad nor thick enough for feeding to the finishing card, it

had to pass through a doubler, four, six or eight laps (in

two layers), equivalent to 70 to 120 slivers, being treated at

a time.

Since the introduction of the coiling can and compressing

can this practice has been abandoned, the machine known as

the Derby Doubler coming more and more into use. As many

full compressing cans as are necessary to the production of

a lap are set in front of this machine, which then unites the

slivers into a suitable lap at one operation.

The Derby Doubler,

The arrangement of this machine is shown in Figs. 82 to

84, in longitudinal vertical section, transverse vertical section

and plan respectively.
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The principal part of the machine is the trapeze-shaped

table, a, which is polished extremely smooth, and at the slant

>i ^ V

sides of which are placed the requisite number of cans, b in

this case twenty-four, though it necessary a larger number
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(thirty-six to seventy-two) can be accommodated. The
various sh'vers, c, are passed in on either side by the feed

rollers, d, c, through holes in the rails, /, and over the funnel

or spoon-shaped ends of the levers, g, pivoted on the fixed

pins, h, being then turned in the desired direction by the

highly polished guide blocks, /', and conveyed in parallel lines

over the table to the compression apparatus. This consists

of the compression rollers, k, /, in, n, and the guide roller, o, the

object of the whole being, as in the case of the corresponding

device in the lap machine, to press the slivers together with

sufficient force to unite them into a coherent lap. The lappings

device consists of two fluted lap rollers, p, q, and the fluted

compression roller, r, the latter being mounted in slot bearings

on the frame and pressing against the wooden roller, s, on

which the lap is wound, so that as the roll of lap grows

larger the compression roller is able to give way in an

upward direction, whilst still exerting the same pressure on

the lap.

The Derby doubler is fitted with automatic stop-motion,,

which comes into action as soon as any one of the cans is

empty or one of the slivers breaks, in which event the lower

arm of the lever, g, swings downwards (owing to the cessation

of pressure on the spoon-shaped upper arm) and engages with

the revolving cam, t, which is arrested and causes the shaft on

which it is mounted to throw the belt on to the loose driving

pulley.

In addition to the carders already mentioned, a double

carding machine has been devised, which is fitted with two

feeds, doffers and combs, thus furnishing two laps at the same

time. Another form of double carding machine consists of

two single machines connected by a quick-running carrier

roller, which takes the lap delivered by the doffer on the

first machine and feeds it to the cylinder of the second

machine.
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Details of Carding Machines.

Structural differences cause the carding engines employed

in cotton spinning to be divided into three classes :

—

1. Flat carding machines.

2. Roller

3. Combination or union carders.

I. The Flat Carding Machine.

This type of card is specially suitable for fine and long-

staple cotton. It is divided into two sub-classes, according

as the flats are fixed or revolving.

{a) Fixed Flat Card.—To explain the working of the

various parts of the fixed flat or Wellman card the drawing

(Fig. 85), representing a breaker card of this type, will serve

as illustration. The roll of lap, a, received from the express

Fig. 85.— Flat Card (longitudinal vertical section).

card, or finisher lap machine, is mounted in the slot bearings,

b, of the feed table cheeks, c, and is slowly turned by the

action of the roller, d, in the direction requisite for unrolling

the lap. The latter passes over the fixed feed table, e, to the
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slow-running feed rollers, /, g, and is thus presented to the

large cylinder, h, which runs at a somewhat high speed and

is covered with nailed-on sheets of card clothing, or—nearly

always now—spirally wound strips of ordinary narrow card

clothing. The cylinder is surmounted by a series of wooden

or iron flats, i, arranged so as to cover a quarter to a third of

the surface of the cylinder in a concentric manner. Care is,

however, necessary to keep the pins clothing the flats and

drums from touching each other, though they are set at a very

slight distance apart ; and this applies to all other reciprocally

working parts of the machine. The cotton, which is fed in

a uniform manner, is drawn and combed by the conjoint

action of the cylinder and the flats ; but after a short time

the cylinder would become overloaded, and thus prevent the

cotton from being properly worked ; so that some means must

be devised for removing the material from the cylinder. This

object is fulfilled by the fillet or doffer roller, k, which moves

at only one-tenth to one-thirtieth the speed of the cylinder,

from which, thanks to the direction in which it is moved,

and the setting of the card clothing with which it is spirally

wound, it removes the cotton in an uninterrupted manner.

An oscillating comb, /, strips the cotton from the doffer in the

form of a loose transparent fleece, ui, which passes round the

light sheet-iron guiding and compression roller, n, to be wound

upon the wooden roller, 0, in the form of a moderately dense

Avadding, p, composed of a number of layers. This wadding

can be removed for treatment in the finisher card by tearing

it open along a line parallel to the axis of the winding roller.

The product of the breaker card also forms a commercial

article, the wadding being used for padding garments and

quilts. For this purpose the fleece is first coated with a

thin layer of lukewarm glue water, previously beaten into a

froth, and is dried by steam-heated iron c}'linders or other

drying machinery.
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The most recent carders, however, are no longer fitted with

this wadding device, both the breaker and finisher cards being

now provided with mechanism for converting the fleece into

a sliver, and for coiling the same into a can.

(b) Revolving Flat Carder.

The following defects are inherent in the stationary flat

carder : the chief impurities are deposited in the first flat,

which has then to be cleaned (stripped) more frequently than

the others ; and during the time the flats are being raised,

stripped and lowered again, a quantity of " fly " (composed of

fine, delicate fibres) collects in the open space, and is after-

iSlffiim'J^^Jm>(}mmmî i^^yJ^!y^Mmm^^

Fig. 86.—Carder with Revolving Flats (longitudinal vertical'section).

wards carried onward by the cylinder when the flat is put

back again, the result being the formation of thick patches in

the fleece.

These undeniable defects are remedied in cards with

revolving flats, inasmuch as the stripping of the flats is a
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far simpler matter, the flats, moreover, not having to be Hfted,

nor do they require the use of a special grinding machine, but

can be ground without removal, like the clothing on the

cylinder and doffer.

The construction and disposition of a revolving flat carder

are represented in Fig. 86, which shows a longitudinal vertical

section of the machine.

The cotton is slowly unwound from the lap roller, a, by the

rollers, b, c, and passes over the table, d, under the feed roller,

e, to the licker-in,/, which delivers it to the cylinder or swift,

g, the adherent impurities being removed from the licker-in

by strippers, h, /, and thereby prevented from entering and

injuring the cylinder clothing. Between the licker-in and the

doffer, k, an endless lattice of flats, /, is arranged above the

cylinder, and is moved slowly over the guide rollers, jii, the

bridge, n, the guide roller, 0, and the tension roller, p. The
cast-iron flats, q—seventy to one hundred in number—which

are united to form an endless chain by two rows of links, r,

Fig. 87.—Revolving Flat? and Semi-circular Support (view and section).

(Fig. 87), come nearly in contact with the cylinder between

the rollers, iii and p, but are kept at the requisite working

distance from the cylinder by two semi-circular supports, s.

An oscillating comb, t, combs the impurities and short fibres
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from the flats and drops the same into the underlying trough,

«, whilst the flats are then cleaned by the spiral brush, r-,

which runs at high speed, and is in turn cleaned by the wire

•comb, w. The cotton distributed uniformly over the surface

of the c)'linder is removed by the doffer and combed off the

latter, in the form of a coherent fleece, y, by the vibrating

comb, X, which runs at a speed of as much as 1,200 strokes

per minute. This fleece is immediately passed through a

trumpet tube, ;:, which condenses it into a sliver, i to 2 inches

broad. Two pairs of rollers, i and 2—the second of

which runs at a higher velocity than the first, and thereby

draws and attenuates the sliver—draw the sliver out of the

-condenser and deliver it into the can, 3, which in this case

jDust be lower and set near to the rollers. Similar cans or

tall, narrow wicker baskets are used for collecting and carry-

ing the sliver in the succeeding operations.

Coiling and Compression Cans.

Generally the above-named stationary cans are replaced

hy rotary coiling cans, as shown in side view and section

respectively in Figs. 86 and 88. These cans by rotating on

their axes enable the sliver to be coiled after a previous con-

densing produced by the special feed device attached to the

cans. A compression can may also be used which is fitted

with a device for compressing the coils of sliver, and thus

increasing the holding capacity of the cans, besides reducing

labour in the transport of sliver from one machine to another.

The principal means employed for compressing the sliver

consists in fitting the can with a loose bottom, which is forced

upwards by a spiral spring.

The rotary movement of the can is effected by an upright

shaft, a, driven by the spur wheels, b, c, and the cone wheels,

d, e. The rollers—only one of which, i, is visible—delivering
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Fig. 88.—Rotary Coiling Can (vertical section).

Fig. 8g.—Coiling Can, showing the position assumed by the coils of.sliver

(view from above).
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the sliver, are set in motion by the upper pair of cone wheels,

/, o-. The sliver passes from these rollers through the slanting

pipe, k, in the revolving headplate, /, into the can, w, which

rests on the bottom plate, n, and revolves therewith. Motion

is imparted to / from the shaft, a, by the toothed wheel, o, and

toothed crown, p, whilst in is actuated through the train of

wheels, q, r, s, t, ti, v, and the toothed crown, w. As the head

and bottom plates are eccentric, the sliver, j', delivered through

the funnel-shaped orifice, x, of the removable lid, i-, is obliged

to arrange itself in cycloidal coils in the can as shown in

Fig. 89.

2. The Roller Card.

The loosening and separating action performed by the

cylinder and flats in the flat carder can be effected in the

roller card by a number of rollers revolving at different

speeds ; but whereas in the former machines the working sur-

faces in juxtaposition are both more or less filled with cotton,

in the roller card that part of the roller surface working next

the cylinder is always free, and therefore capable of reducing

and equalising thickened patches. Consequently, roller cards

can be fed quicker, and are therefore of higher working

capacity, especially when dealing with inferior, short-staple

cotton and waste. Unfortunately, this undeniable advantage

is accompanied by the drawback that a rougher yarn contain-

ing a large proportion of neps is produced by the roller card.

Roller Card with Five Sets of Worker Rollers.

The arrangement and co-operation of the various parts of

a roller card—-which are clearly shown in the sectional view of

this machine in Fig. 90—will now be described. The lap, or

wadding, b, from the roll, a, passes between the table, c, and

feed-roller, d, to the licker-in, e, which, together with the

II
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stripping blades, /, g, removes neps and husks, and delivers

the cotton to the cylinder, the high velocity of which carries

the cotton upwards. Here it is first brought into contact

with the dirt rollers (porcupine rollers), h, i, which are covered

with card clothing, and remove further impurities, being

themselves freed from the same by the oscillating stripper

combs, k, I. The cotton, cleaned in this manner, is next

treated by the first pair of worker and clearer rollers, A\ W\
in the way already described (Fig. 8i), and afterwards by the

'^^jrjmsmsm-hitm£i^£)mr;M^js^^^> ît^J

Fig. go.—Roller Card (longitudinal vertical section).

other pairs. A'-, W-, to A^ W^, in succession, each of which is

set nearer the cylinder than its predecessor, these rollers com-

pleting the combing, separation, straightening and parallel

alignment of the fibres. The removal of the fleece by the

doffer, 0, the stripping of the latter by the doffer comb, />, the

conversion of the fleece into sliver, and the coiling of the

sliver into the compression can, r, are effected in exactly the

same way as in the revolving flat card. In order to auto-

matically clean the cylinder itself a second licker-in, s, is placed
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below the first, and below this again a cleaning-roller, t, which,

revolving at a higher velocity than the cylinder, cleans the

latter of fibres, and transfers them to s, whence they are

returned to the cylinder. A grid, u, placed underneath the

cylinder, enables dust, other impurities and short fibres to

make their escape.

3. The Combination or Union Card.

Whereas in double carding the roller card is particularly

suitable as a breaker, and the flat card as a finisher in the

production of fine yarns, the combination or union card is

advisable for use in single carding inferior cotton. This type

of carder unites in itself the higher productive capacity of

the roller card with the advantages of the flat card, inasmuch

as it not only yields a cleaner fleece, but also because the

resulting yarn is less rough in appearance than those produced

solely by means of roller cards.

Fig. 91.—The Combination or Union Card (longitudinal vertical section).

The arrangement and working of the union carder can

be readily gathered from the longitudinal vertical section,

shown in Fig. 91, and need no further description than
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that already given in respect of the two systems therein

combined.

Cleanins:, Grindins^ and Setiins: Card Clothins'.

This operation is performed from time to time, in order

to clear the rollers and cylinder from the cotton fibres and

impurities (cleaning waste) accumulated in the card clothing,

Figs. 92 and 93.—The Hand Card Cleaner (side and front views).

the hand cleaner {a, Figs. 92 and 93) being used for this

purpose. The flats are cleaned while the carder is working,

the separate flats being turned over in succession and stripped,

without the machine having to be stopped, whereas, in the

roller card, this has to be done when it is desired to clean the

cylinder, workers, clearers or doffer. Fig. 92 shows the

direction in which the doffer, b, has to be turned, and the

cleaner drawn by hand, in order to strip the card clothing.

A special mechanical stripper is now generally used for flat
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carders, whether of the stationary or revolving kind, hand

labour being thereby abolished.

2. Grinding Card Clothing.

At intervals the card clothing has to be re-ground in order

to sharpen the points of the pins that have become dulled by

work, and also to shorten any that project beyond the general

level. This task is generally performed after the cleaning

process, by the aid of :

—

{a) Emery boards
;

{h) Emery wheels
;

(c) Emery rollers, and

{d) Emery cloth

;

the first three being used for the coarse grinding, and the

two last for finishing and for the removal of burr.

Emery hoard is prepared by glueing coarse emery powder

on a smoothed strong board. In the case of emery rollers, the

layer of emery is applied to the surface of the rollers, or else

the latter are covered with emery cloth.

Emery cloth is stretched in a frame, for convenience in

handling, and the fine-grained kind is used as being gentler in

action.

Figs. 94 and 95.—Method of Grinding with Emery Rollers (vertical section).

The emery boards and rollers are generally made longer

tlian the worker rollers. The boards are held against the
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clothing by hand and moved to and fro along the same, the

emery rollers being caused to revolve at a rather high speed,

and moved backwards and forwards horizontally. Fig. 94
shows the position and mode of action of the emery roller, a

in grinding a doffer roller, b ; Fig. 95, the same in connection

with the simultaneous grinding of two worker rollers, 6, b.

Roller-grinding Machine u'ith Dust C atelier.

Fig. 96 shows a grinding machine, in vertical section,

wherein a large steel grinding roller, a, covered with emery,

grinds two rollers, viz., a worker, A, and a clearer, W, at the

same time, whilst a quick-running dust brush, d, removes the

Fig. 96.—Grinding Machine (vertical section).

resulting dust, which is then drawn away and expelled by the

action of the exhaust fan, e, in the direction of the arrow, /.

The rollers to be ground can be fed up to the grinding roller
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by turning the setting wheels, g, which actuate the worms, g^,

thus turning the toothed segments, i, which transmit motion

through sHding pins, k, to the adjustable bearings, n, pivoted

at ni.

-^

Emery wheels are given, in addition to their rotary move-

ment, a reciprocal lateral motion over the whole breadth of

the carder, in order that they may act on every part of the
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roller or cylinder to be treated. An extremely valuable

example of a grinding wheel is afforded by the Horsfall roller

(shown in longitudinal section in Fig. 97, and as a front view

in Fig. 98), which for use can be mounted on bearings already

provided on the carding machine.

The Horsfall Roller.

The emery grinding disc, a, is mounted on a long tube, c,

which is driven by a belting pulle}-, d, and is provided with

a longitudinal slot, c. A finger, e, which takes the shape of

a fork at the under side, projects from the disc, through the

slot, and engages in the thread of an internal screw spindle,/,

which is driven at a different speed to that of the tube, c

(mostly slower, but in the same direction), by a pulley, g.

Hence the disc, a, receives motion in two directions, i.e.,

rotation and lateral movement. The screw spindle carries

both right and left-handed threads, which merge one into

the other at each end ; and consequently the fork, e, must

be pivoted in order to enable it to follow this change and

effect the reversal of the lateral travel of the disc.

3. Setting the Card.

When cleaned and ground the different rollers—the smaller

of which, such as the workers, clearers, strippers and lickers-in,

are cleaned and ground in a frame—are replaced in their

adjustable bearings on the frame of the card, and are then

set by the aid of steel setting blades of various thicknesses,

so as to leave between the co-operating parts the necessary

small open space essential to secure the proper working of the

machine. The same means are employed in setting the flats

against the cylinder, and the doffer comb against the doffer

roller.
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Carding Waste and its Utilisation.

The waste produced during the carding of cotton princi-

pally consists—in addition to the sand, dust, leaves, husks and

other impurities left in the material after scutching—of short

fibres, which were either present from the start, or have resulted

from the tearing of long fibres in carding.

This waste comprises :

—

(a) Cylinder waste, obtained on cleaning up the cylinder

;

(6) Flat waste from the flats
;

(c) Fly, or card dust, collecting on the floor under the

machine, and containing an admixture of numerous small,

•worthless fibres.

Both the first two kinds—that from the finisher card being

finer than that from the breaker—may be mixed with other

cotton, and spun into coarse yarns, after the manner of carded

yarn spinning (see "Waste Cotton Spinning").

IV.

—

Combing.

Of late years the operation of combing has been introduced

into the cotton spinning industry in order to facilitate the

removal of short fibres, neps and grit from cotton intended

for better class yarns or for special purposes (twist, lace, etc.).

When combing is practised the finisher card is dispensed with,

a single carding in a flat card being sufficient. The short-

staple waste (combings), eliminated by the comb, is spun into

coarse yarn only, whereas the valuable long-staple combed

sliver, furnished by this machine, can be used for high-num-

bered yarns.

Cotton-combing Machines. — Chief among the numerous

machines devised for this industry is the Heilmann comb

(introduced in 1845), which exhibits many undeniable ad-
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vantages. As, however, combing machinery plays a still

more important part in the woollen industry, a description;

of this plant will be postponed until that section is reached.

v.—Drawing and Doubling.

The objects to be attained by the processes of drawing and

doubling are several :

—

(i) To produce a new and more attenuated sliver by

conjoining several (2 to 6) slivers, and then drawing the

same
;

(2) To obtain an intimate mixture of the several bands.

of sliver
;

(3) To increase the uniform character of the resulting

sliver
;

(4) Finally, to straighten out the fibres and bring them

into parallel alignment as far as possible.

The machine employed to effect these objects is known

as the drawing frame, and consists of from three to six

successive pairs of drawing rollers which, in consequence of

their unequal peripheral velocity, stretch the sliver considerably

(as much as 6 to 10 times its initial length), the fibres being

thereby obliged to slide by one another, and thus become

more and more straight and parallel.

As, however, the result obtained by a single drawing is

insufficient, the operation has to be performed at least twice

or three times, and in the case of very fine yarns as many as

six drawings have to be given.

The drawing rollers are divided into sections, called heads,

of which there are generally three or four—though occasionally

five, six, or even eight—on the cast-iron roller beam forming

the top frame of the machine. The last head is also known

as the fine draft.
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The Dmic'iiig Frame.

A drawing frame for cotton is shown in Fig. 99, A
number of slivers (6\ 6^, 6^, etc.) contained in, say, six cans

{a}, a^, a^, etc.), from the finisher card, are passed through

guide holes in a rail, c, into the machine, and are drawn

by the feed rollers, d, e, over the one end of movable spoon

levers,/. The united slivers then pass through the drawing

Fig. gg.—Cotton Drawing Frame (vertical section).

rollers, of which there are here four pairs, /, g, h, i, the speed

of which is graduated so as to draw out the sliver longitud-

inally, and thus effect the desired degree of attenuation ; and

as the cotton fibres are thereby compelled to slide by one

another, they are, consequently, obliged to straighten out

more and more, and assume a parallel position. A pair

of delivery, or calender rollers, k, draws the resulting sliver

through the conical extremity, /, of a swing lever, in, and
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delivers it through an opening, n, in the fixed head of the

presser, to ensure its uniform deposition in the coihng can,

0. The presser works in the manner already described in

dealing with the finisher card. The coupled bottom rollers

of the drawing frame are of hardened steel, and are fluted.

The heavily weighted upper rollers—pressure rollers—are also

of steel, but are covered with flannel and varnished leather,

and are thereby enabled to exercise a strong but elastic

pressure on the under, or draft rollers, and, therefore, on the

sliver. It is necessary to keep the smooth pressure rollers

freed from the continually adhering short fibres, since, other-

wise, the sliver might become lapped round the rollers, or

irregularly thickened by taking up these fibres. This cleaning

operation is effected by a coarse cloth, p, which rubs against

the rollers, and is suspended, by two wires, on a thin movable

board, q, attached to the hinged cast-iron lid, r.

Drawing Frame.

Automatic Stop Motion.

A properly constructed drawing frame should stop auto-

matically immediately any danger arises of its regularity of

action being impaired, e.g., in the following eventualities :

—

(a) On the breaking of a sliver in the rear of the drawing

mechanism—back sliver stop motion.

(b) In case any of the cans are inadvertently allowed to

become empty.

(c) On the breaking of the sliver in front of the frame

—

front sliver stop motion.

(d) On the sliver winding round any of the rollers.

(e) On the receiving can becoming full—can stop motion.

Back Sliver Stop Motion.—As soon as any one of the slivers

a^, a'-, a^, to be doubled breaks, and the pressure on the spoon
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lever, /, is thereby reduced, the hooked end of this lever

descends and acts upon an underlying oscillating shaft in such

a manner as to move the belt fork from the fast pulley to the

loose one.

The same stop gear is brought into action when any one

of the sliver cans feeding the machine is exhausted.

Front Sliver Stop Motion.—On the breakage of the finished

sliver after leaving the rollers, the funnel-shaped end, /, of the

lever, m, which has previously been kept down by the pressure

of the sliver, flies up, the other end, which is weighted, descend-

ing and acting upon a train of gear influencing the belt fork in

the desired direction. The same gear is set in motion on the

sliver becoming lapped round any of the rollers.

Can Stop Motion.—^When the can under the presser is full,

a plate, s, revolving with the feed opening in the fixed presser

head is lifted, and raises a pin, f, which actuates the stopping

gear.

B. ROVING.

As a rule the treatment of sliver in the drawing frame is

not performed with a view to obtaining a very high degree of

attenuation, this task being left to the roving frame, several of

which are generally used in succession.

In case very coarse yarns are to be made the sliver can be

taken from the drawing frame to the spinning frame, and

there converted into yarn of the desired count, roving being

thus dispensed with. This event is, however, exceptional and

of minor importance.

Cotton roving frames are machines in which the doubled

and attenuated sliver is increased in fineness by further draw-

ing, and by being turned around its own axis receives a twist,

imparting sufficient strength to enable it to bear the strain of

gradually increasing attenuation and of winding on a bobbin,
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without breaking. The three main working parts of the

roving frame are :

—

(i) The drawing mechanism.

(2) The twisting „

(3) The winding

In respect of the mode of action of the twisting mechanism

these frames are divisible into two chief groups, according as

the twist imparted to the rove is temporary or permanent.

In any event, this twist must be so slight as not to prevent a

continuance of attenuation in the succeeding machine ;
or else

must be temporary and confined to the actual period of roving

being afterwards removed by the action of the twisting

mechanism itself.

I.

—

Roving Frames Producing a Permanent Twist.

Apart from a few older types of machine, the one almost

exclusively used in this branch of spinning is

The Fly Frame.

The fly frame (Fr., Banc a troches ; Ger., Spindelbank) is a

roving machine composed of three chief parts :

—

(a) The drawing mechanism for further attenuating the

sliver.

{b) The twisting mechanism ; the rotating flyer and

spindle.

(c) The winding mechanism ; the rotating flyer and

spindle in conjunction with the rotating bobbin and the up-

and-down motion of the bobbin carriage.

The rove produced by drawing and twisting is wound upon

upright tubular wooden bobbins placed on the rotating

spindles, each of which is provided with a fork known as

the flyer. The twist is imparted by the rotary motion of

the spindle ; the winding is effected by retarding or accelerat-
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ing the velocity of the bobbin in relation to that of the spindle.

The bobbin rests on the bobbin carriage, and can therefore be

raised and lowered along the spindle, over which it fits loosely,

so that the winding of the rove goes on uniformly over the

entire length of the bobbin. As the diameter of the bobbin

increases, as a result of the winding, the speed has to be

modified each time a new layer of rove is wound, in order that

the twisting and winding may be carried on uniformly

throughout. With this object the fly frame is fitted with a

highly complex mechanism known as the differential motion,

•an arrangement which gradually changes the speed of both

bobbin and carriage, i.e., the rotary movement of the former

and the up-and-down travel of the latter.

Since the necessary attenuation of the sliver has to be

efTected by degrees, several fly frames are used one after

another, their size decreasing as the fineness of the yarn

increases. Usually three machines are employed :

—

1. The slubbing frame, containing thirty to fifty spindles,

fed by cans filled with sliver from the drawing frame.

2. The intermediate frame, with sixty to eighty spindles,

treating rove from the slubber.

3. The roving frame, which deals with the rove produced

by the intermediate frame, and thus finishes the roving process.

This frame carries 80 to 120 spindles. If yarn of special

fineness is to be spun a fourth roving frame, known as

The Jack Frame

is employed, the construction and working of which are

shown by the vertical section given in Fig. 100. The drawing

mechanism, a, consists of three pairs of rollers, arranged

similarly to those of the drawing frame, and produces a four-

to fivefold draft, two slivers, c^ c^, being drawn from the cans,

b^ h-, by each head and attenuated to the requisite degree.
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The reduced sliver has then to be slightly twisted, in order

to convert it into the form of a thread, and is wound on the

wooden bobbins.

The twist is imparted by the flier spindles, which are

mounted in two parallel rows on the front side of the machine.

-The Slubbing Frame (vertical section).

The flier—a so-called presser flier—is shown in Figs. loi

to 105, Fig. loi being a front view, Fig. 102 a longitudinal

section, Fig. 103 a view of the right-hand side, Fig. 104 a top

view, and Fig. 105 a section through the right arm of the flier

and top view of the presser. The thread, e, issuing from the

drawing rollers and requiring to be finished by twisting enters

the flier head,/, at d, and is passed down through the hollow
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right arm, g, of the flier, which it leaves at h, and is then

turned a few times round the presser, i. From the presser it

finally arrives at the bobbin, k (inside the flier), whereon it is

wound in cylindrical coils in such a manner that a bobbin of

rove, /, is built up. It is evident that the portion of yarn, b,

situated between the final pair of draft rollers, rji, and the flier

head,/, will be rotated or turned on its own axis once at each

Figs, ioi to 105.—Flier of Slubbing Spindle.

Fig. IOI, Front View ; Fig. 102, Longitudinal Section; Fig. 103, View ol

Right-hand Side; Fig. 104, Top View; Fig. 105, Section through Right Arm of

Flier, and Top View of Presser Finger.

revolution of the flier, and will thus receive a certain amount

of twist. The flattened extremity, n, of the presser is kept

somewhat tightly pressed against the bobbin by centrifugal

force, but, in order to enable it to give way under the increasing

diameter of the bobbin as winding proceeds, it is mounted so

as to turn about the point, 0, and is held by the wire, p. The

flier is actuated by the spindle, q, on the tip of which it is
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mounted, the connection being made by a carrier pin, r, by

means of which the flier is suspended on the forked end of

the spindle. Hence the flier moves at the same speed as the

spindle, which latter runs at a constant velocity. The bobbin

—a wooden tube—is set loosely on the spindle, but receives

its movement independently of the latter, a recess cut in the

base of the bobbin engaging with a carrier, s, on the small

cog-wheel, t, which causes it to move at a variable speed,

decreasing as the bobbin fills. As can be seen from the

sketch, both spindle and bobbin are driven by bevelled wheels,

ti, V, and w, t; but, whilst the spindles, q, are worked at a uniform

speed by the quick-running driving shaft of the wheel, u (a

highly complicated piece of mechanism), the differential motion

already referred to communicates to the shaft of it!', and thence

to the bobbins, a velocity changing in accordance with their

increasing diameter.

Since both the bobbins, their driving gear, and the collar

bearing of the spindle are supported by the carriage, or rail,_)',

which has an up and down motion (traverse), the bobbins, in

addition to rotating, are also caused to rise and fall, for the

purpose of winding. This traverse is likewise effected by the

differential motion gear, in such a manner that the traverse

is diminished by a distance equal to one thickness of rove,

after each layer has been wound, while the velocity of the

bobbin diminishes in proportion as its diameter is increased

by the coils.

The slubbing frame is fed with single sliver from cans, but

in the intermediate and roving frames the rove is doubled.

An intermediate frame is shown in vertical section in Fig.

106, and, as can be seen from the drawing, differs principally

from the slubbing frame merely by the cans being replaced

by a frame, or creel, 6, for supporting the bobbins, c, furnished

by the slubbing frame. A wooden box, or trough, c, serves to

hold a supply of empty bobbins.
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The roving frame is similar to the intermediate in con-

struction, but carries a smaller number of spindles, and runs

mw^^m^^m^m^^^^.

Fig. io6.—The Intermediate Frame (vertical section).

at a higher speed. In the slubbing frame the spindles have

an average speed of about 500 revolutions per minute, which
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is increased to 700 in the intermediate, and to 1,000 in the

roving frame.

A utoinatic Stop Motion. — These frames have long been

fitted with automatic gear for stopping the machine when

a given length of yarn has been wound. The most recent

development in this direction is an electric stop motion, which

also comes into action in the event of a thread breaking, or

of a bobbin running out in the creel.

II.

—

Machines Producing Temporary Twist.

These machines, which are only occasionally used, com-

prise :

—

(a) The tube frame.

(6) The rota friction frame.

The old cotton roving machine is :

—

(a) The Tube Frame.

This frame is provided with about six pairs of drawing

rollers, the rove being twisted by passing through the bore of

a horizontal iron tube, run at a high speed. The winding is

effected by bobbins driven by the rolling friction of a rotary

shaft. The tube imparts a strong twist to the rove before and

at the point of entry, but, as an equal twist is produced in the

opposite direction during and after the passage of the thread,

the twisting effect is entirely nullified by the time the thread

reaches the bobbin, the only permanent result being that the

fibres have become more interadherent in consequence of the

compression produced by the twist. The further ends of the

tubes are quite close to the bobbins, and all the tubes are

moved to and fro along the whole length of the bobbins in

order to build uniformly thereon. Thus in many respects

this frame resembles the continuous spinning frame used

for the fine spinning of carded woollen yarns (see second

half of Part II).
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(h) TJic Rota Friction Fnvnc.

In this frame the sHver produced by three or four pairs of

drawing rollers is rounded into a loose, tvvistless rove thread,

by passing it between two endless bands of leather, or one

band and a roller, the condensed thread being then coiled in

a can, or wound on bobbins. This part of the machine

resembles the lap dividing machine used in roving waste

cotton and carded yarn (see "Spinning Waste Cotton").

C—FINE SPINNING.

In the process of fine spinning, the loose, coarse, slack-

twisted rove is converted into solid, fine, and more or less

tightly twisted yarn, forming the finished product, by the aid

of spinning frames, which draw the rove out to the requisite

degree, and at the same time impart the necessary twist.

The extent of the twist depends on :

—

(a) The fineness of the rove
;

(b) The " number " of the yarn to be produced
;

(c) The length of staple
;

(d) The draft produced by the drawing rollers
;

(c) The purpose for which the yarn is intended.

Consequently it is possible to produce yarns of different

degrees of fineness from any class of rove ; though in practice

there are limitations, inasmuch as when a considerable differ-

ence in thickness exists between the rove and yarn, a finer

rove must be taken in order to yield a finer yarn.

The twist should be so great that the resulting mutual

friction between the fibres in the yarn is greater than the

breaking strain of the total number of fibres present in any

part of the yarn. The fineness and ultimate use of the yarn,

however, also influence the degree of twist imparted, fine yarns

and such as are required to be very strong being always
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twisted more than others. Thus, for example, warp yarns are

invariably given a greater twist than wefts.

Two main varieties of fine spinning frames are used in the

cotton industry, viz. :
—

I. Throstle or water frames.

II. Mule frames.

I.—The Throstle or Water Frame.

This class of frame typifies the continuous or uninterrupted

method of spinning, and is preferably used in the manufacture

of strongly twisted warp yarns ; whereas slack-twisted weft

yarns cannot (or at least not so easily) be spun in the water

frame.

According as ring spindles or flyer spindles are employed,

the throstle frame is divided into :

—

1. Fly frames.

2. Ring frames.

I . Fly Frames.

xA-s a rule the fly frame is double, being fitted on either

side with a row of about 120 spindles and their appurtenances.

A double frame of this kind is shown in vertical section in

Fig. 107.

The bobbins filled with rove are mounted in two adjoining

rows on wooden spindles in a frame or creel. From each

bobbin, a, a rove thread, a', is passed into the drawing mechan-

ism, b, which is of the usual type, and attenuates the thread

to the necessary degree of fineness. After leaving the final

pair of rollers the thread is passed through a wire eye, c, on

the hinged eyeboard, c\ and then vertically downwards to the

spindle, d. Here the thread enters into the flyer head at the

top, e, and issues again at /, afterwards taking two or three

turns about the one limb of the flyer, g, and finally arriving at
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the bobbin, h, though sometimes the thread is passed direct

from the eye, c, to the limb of the flyer. The bobbin is

placed loosely on the spindle, its lower flange resting on the

bobbin rail, i, sufficient friction being set up between them

s

-Double Fly Frame (vertical section).

by means of the interposed leather or felt washer, k, to offer

a corresponding resistance to the revolution of the bobbin.

The rapid speed of the spindle twists the thread coming

from the drawing rollers, and winds it on the bobbin as fast
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as it comes. As,, however, the spindle has to run at a much

quicker rate than is required for mere winding, it draws the

bobbin round in its train by the intervening length of thread,

and thus sets the bobbin rotating, though at a much lower

speed than the spindle itself. Consequently the thread has

not only to overcome the dead weight of the bobbin, but also

the friction between the flange and the washer, and is there-

fore the more liable to break when very fine, of bad material,

or insufficiently twisted. On this account the fly frame is not

advisable for spinning fine, slack-twisted yarns, though

highly advantageous for coarse and strongly twisted yarn.

In order to keep the thread distributed in regular con-

tiguous layers on the bobbins, the latter must be slowly raised

and lowered on the spindles. For this purpose they are

mounted on the rail, i, and share the rising and falling move-

ment of this rail, the traverse being equal to the distance

between the upper and lower flanges of the bobbins.

The spindle, d, is mounted in the bolster bearing, /, of the

bolster rail, m, and in the footstep bearing, n, of the step rail, o,

and is driven at a speed of 3,000 to 5,000 revolutions per

minute by the cord, q, from the tin driving cylinder, r, acting

on the whorl, p. The fig. also shows the bobbin box, s, the

thread guide, /, the cleaning rollers, ii, i\ and the front rail, w,

of the frame.

2. Ring Frames.

Of late years widespread importance has been acquired by

the ring spinning frame, wherein, in contrast to the fly frame,

the bobbin is driven, and the eye of the flier is replaced by a

small metallic loop (known as the "traveller"), running on a

ring a short distance from the bobbin. As in this arrangement

the thread is only exposed to the strain set up by the resistance

of the air and the friction of the traveller, it is less liable to

break, and therefore the ring frame is preferable to the fly

frame in spinning slack-twisted yarns (weft yarns).
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A vertical section of the most usual construction of ring

spinning frame is represented in Fig. 108. This also is a

double frame, and contains 150 to 200 or more spindles in

Fig. 108.—The Double Ring Frame (vertical section).

a row along each side of the machine. The rove, b, is passed

from the rove bobbin, a, through the guide, c, to the drawing

rollers, of which there are three pairs, d, e, f, (the others, g, /z,

being plush-covered cleaning rollers), then through the eye, i,.
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on the tip-up thread board, k, to the traveller, /, and finally to

the bobbin, lu. The stee! traveller is slipped over the flanged

edge of the ring, o. The latter is fastened to the ring rail, and

surrounds the bobbin, ;;z, which is placed on a spindle, and

being very firmly supported by the spindle rail, ^, is able to

run at a speed of 10,000 revolutions and more per minute.

Motion is transmitted from the two tin cylinders, q, q^, by

means of the plaited cotton cord, r, and the whorl, s. At

each turn of the spindle the thread, which carries the ring

traveller round with it, receives a twist. If the rollers of the

drawing mechanism be imagined as standing still and the

spindles in motion, the thread would continue to twist but

would not be wound, and would soon break as a result of

the contraction produced by the twisting. However, since

the drawing rollers furnish a continuous supply of attenuated

yarn, the thread is never exposed to such excessive tension

and contraction as would be injurious. On the contrary, the

tension will continue to relax, and the traveller to drag behind

the quick-running spindle, and by this means the thread is

wound on the bobbin. To enable the successive coils of

thread to be arranged in uniform order on the bobbin, the

ring rail moves gradually up and down in such a manner that

the bobbin is built in the conical shape produced by the mule

(see next section). With this object the ascent of the ring rail

is slow, the downward stroke quicker, and in addition the "lift"

of the ring rail is diminished by the thickness of one thread

after each layer has been wound.

The surprising advance made by the ring frame in com-

petition with fly frames and self-actors is entirely due to the

extensive development of the spindles. The very high speed

(6,coo, 10,000 to 13,000 revolutions per minute) of the ring

spindle necessitates a perfect and thoroughly reliable spindle

bearing, and a reduction of wear in this part by means of long

bearings, diminished pressure and continuous lubrication of
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the surfaces under friction. The new ring spindles are therefore

made on the self-contained bolster and footstep bearing principle.

The simplest of this class of spindle is the so-called Rabbeth

Figs. log and no.—The Rabbeth Spindle (vertical section and elevation).

spindle, shown in Figs. 109 and 1 10. The steel spindle, a, which

tapers off at both ends, is provided with a firmly attached

sleeve, d, fitted with a whorl, b, and serving to carry the

bobbin, c. The actual bearing, c, is made of cast iron, screwed
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on to the spindle rail,/, and contains the bolster bearing, o-.

The space, /z, forms the oil reservoir ; and i is a hook which

prevents the spindle from drawing- out when the bobbin

(represented in the fig. by a conical roll made of paper

band) is doffed.

When wooden bobbins are used a brass cup is placed on

the whorl, d, in order to support and centre the bobbin. The
figs, also show the ring rail, /c, the ring, /, the traveller, m^

and the so-called balloon, n, formed by the thread under the

influence of the high speed at which it is carried round.

This spindle contains a welcome novelty in the appropriate

arrangement of the lubricator, which facilitates the renewal of

the oil supply while the machine is in work, and delivers a

continuous stream of oil along the spindle.

Figs. Ill and 112 show the improved Dobson and Marsh

spindle. Here the oil reservoir, 0, which is held in place by

the elastic wire ring, p, is detachable, and the spindle, a,

mounted on the bearing, q, is provided with a spiral groove, i\

at its lower extremity. The oil is admitted to the spindle

through the orifice, s, is carried upwards by the said groove,

as the spindle revolves, and escapes above through the aper-

tures, /, into the bearing, q, whence it runs down again into

the oil cup, 0.

Advantages of the Ring Frame over the Fly Frame.

(i) Greater productivity (up to as much as 40 per cent,).

(2) Economy of motive power, in consequence of the easier

running spindles.

(3) Convenience and ease in altering the tension of the

thread by merely interchanging the traveller.

(4) Possibility of mounting a larger number of spindles on

a frame of given size, owing to the closer setting obtainable.

" Setting " refers to the distance between two adjacent

spindles. In fly frames this distance is about 3 inches, whereas

in the ring frame it can be reduced to 2h inches.
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Antibarooning Attachment.—The tension in that portion of

the thread that is ballooned between the drawing rollers and
the traveller must be proportionate to the character of the

Figs, hi and 112.—Improved Rabbeth Spindle (elevation and vertical section)

yarn to be spun. Owing to the lightness of the traveller and
the high spindle velocity employed in spinning wefts and
other soft yarns on the ring throstle, a special attachment
(wire or ring) is used to limit the ballooning tendency, and
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prevent the threads on adjacent spindles from knocking^

together.

II.—The Mule Frame.

To this class of fine-spinning machines, which typify the

periodical or intermittent spinning process, belong :
—

1. The hand mule or jenny.

2, The self-acting mule or self-actor.

I. The Hand Mule or Jenny.

Although this machine (invented by Hargraves about the

year 1763) is quite obsolete, it will be considered first, since an

examination of the tasks laid upon its constituent parts affords

the best means of judging the construction and working.

The threads on the rove bobbins set in rows in the creel

are first passed through three pairs of drawing rollers (pro-

ducing a 4 to 20 fold draft), and thence to the spindles.

These latter, 120 to 180 in number, are of steel, tapered at

both ends, and are set in a straight line, with their tips inclined

at an angle towards the drawing rollers. They are mounted

on the spindle carriage which runs on wheels along iron rails

so that it can be drawn away from the drawing rollers, the

traverse being for a distance of about 63 inches. The speed

of the carriage is slightly greater than the peripheral velocity

of the final (and quickest) pair of drawing rollers ; hence the

threads are not only kept taut, but are also subjected to a

draft of 2 to 8 inches. When the carriage has completed its

outward traverse, whereby a length of 63 inches of yarn is

held taut between the drawing mechanism and the spindles,

the former is arrested, whilst the spindles continue to revolve

a short time, in order to complete the twist. The spindles are

then reversed a little w^hile, to release a short length of the

already wound yarn C backing off"). The next task is to
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lower the threads from the tips of the spindles to the point

where the winding is to begin ; and this is accomplished during

the return (drawing-in) of the carriage. To this end it is first

necessary that the threads, which during the spinning process

make an obtuse angle (90° + ^°) with the axis of the spindles,

should be brought at right angles to the latter, an object

attained by depressing the faller wire, whilst they are at the

same time kept in moderate tension by the underlying

counter-faller. When the return traverse of the carriage

is completed, the faller wire is raised to allow the threads

to coil in a spiral round the tips of the spindles.

By carefully following once again the several stages of the

work it will be seen that the entire operation of fine-spinning

in the jenny exhibits the following four periods, the sum of

which coincides with a double traverse of the carriage :

—

I.

—

The drawing-out, or outward traverse, of the carriage

(delivery and attenuation of the rove by the drawing rollers,

and partial twisting of the rove by the spindles).

II.

—

The after-twist of the threads (completion of twisting b}'

continued rapid rotation of the threads).

III.

—

Backing-off the threads (preparing to wind the fully

spun thread, by slowly reversing the spindles and depressing

the faller wire).

IV.

—

Drawing in the carriage (building the cop by winding

up the spun thread, i.e., by raising and lowering the faller wire,

the spindles being at the same time slowly rotated in the same

direction as during the first and second periods).

Thus, in periods I. and II. the yarn is spun, and is wound

in periods III. and IV.

Output of the fenny.—The quantity oi yarn produced by

the jenny in a given time depends on the following circum-

stances :

—

1. The number of spindles.

2. The length of the " draw ".
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3. The duration of the carriage traverse.

4. The quality and spinning properties of the material.

5. The care bestowed on preparing the material.

6. The skill and attention of the minder.

In spinning warp yarns the double traverse of the jenny

occupies :

—

For yarns, No. 10 to 20 18 seconds.

„ ,, 30 to 40 20 to 24 „

„ „ 120 to 180 60 to 90 „

„ „ 200 to 240 100 to 120 „

Consequently in spinning No. 120 yarn about sixty draws

are made per hour, or forty in the case of No. 180 yarn.

Weft }'arns take about one-twentieth less time by reason of

the smaller twist required.

2. The Sclf-adiui^ Mule or Self-actor.

As its name implies, the self-actor is an automatic mule

frame, wherein all the various operations are performed auto-

matically by the aid of a (steam, hydraulic or electric) motor.

The spinner, who at the outset had to see to all the operations

in the jenny, but was afterwards relieved of the tasks incidental

to the first two periods of the process by successive improve-

ments in the machine, has now merely to start and stop the

frame, supervise its action, doff the finished bobbins or cops,

and set on fresh bobbins ; in fact discharge only the usual

functions of an attendant on machinery.

Like the jenny, the self-actor consists of two main parts :

—

(a) First (see Figs. 113 and 114) an immovable portion

whereon the rove bobbins, 6, are mounted in a creel, a, and

which contains the greater part of the motor mechanism, in

addition to the drawing rollers, s, t, w, situated on the cylinder

rail, c. This fixed portion (driving frame) comprises the large

lieadstock (large central trestle with driving shaft), the small

headstock placed in front of same, and the two side frames, (/.
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(b) The second main organ is the movable part, viz., the

spindle carriage, w, which contains the spindles, s, p, the

spindle cylinder, and all the other driving mechanism, and

runs on wheels,/, on the rail track, g.

The headstock is placed so as to abut against the creel on

both sides ; the self-actor mule is therefore fitted for central

driving. In comparison with the hand mule, this machine'

exhibits the following advantages :

—

1. Saving in manual labour.

2. Economy of space, the self-actor being able to carry a

far larger number of spindles (up to 1,200 and over).

3. Increased output per spindle owing to the higher speed

attainable.

4. Greater regularity and solidity of the cops, a greater

length of yarn being wound on cops of any given diameter.

On the other hand, the self-actor is much more compli-

cated, requires more power to drive it, and greater intelligence

on the part of the minder.

As in the case of the jenny, the operation of spinning the

yarn is divided into four stages :

—

I. Drawing out the carriage.

II. Twisting the yarn.

III. Backing off.

IV. Drawing in the carriage.

Although the mule is one of the most highly complex

machines to be found in any branch of industry, and its

various parts have to perform highly divergent, continuous or

periodic, constant or variable, slow or fast, rotary or oscil-

latory movements, often very complicated both in detail and

in the aggregate, a sufficient knowledge of the machine may
be gained by tracing clearly (with the aid of Figs. 115 to 118)

the movements of the following important organs during the

the various stages :

—

13
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1. The drawing mechanism, StW.
2. The carriage.

1st Period.

Ml i
--titw

^£.W

FiGf

3rd Period. 4th Period.

115 to 118.—Position of the Principal Organs in the Mule during

Four Periods of Spinning (diagrammatic sketch).

ist Period.—The carriage is drawing out.

2nd and 3rd Periods.—The carriage at rest.

4th Period.—The carriage is drawing in.

3. The spindles.

4. The faller wire, A.

5. The counter faller, G.
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First Stage : Drawing out the Carriage.

1

.

The drawing rollers revolve (producing a four to twenty-

fold draft), taking up threads from the rove bobbins in the

creel, and delivering the same in a suitably attenuated con-

dition to the spindles on the spindle carriage, whereupon they

themselves stop.

When very fine yarns are in question, the drawing rollers

are stopped when the carriage is still from i to 6 inches from

the end of its outward traverse, the carriage completing its

course without receiving any more yarn from the rollers. This

stretching of the yarn is known as the " gain of the carriage,"

and, as it chiefly influences the thicker portions of the thread,

greater uniformity in the yarn is produced.

2. The carriage runs at constant speed, but moves a little

faster than the peripheral velocity of the end pair of drawing

rollers. (In mules with two-speed spindle velocity the car-

riage is run at a higher speed during the latter half of its

travel.) When the carriage has moved a distance of 6t, to 70

inches it stops.

3. The spindles, which are set at an angle of 18° to 25° to the

vertical, rotate at very high speed and impart the necessary

twist to the attenuated rove. When fitted with two-speed

spindles the latter are run at higher (so-called ' double ') speed

after the carriage has been drawn out half-way.

In the case of warp yarns the spindles run at the following

speed :

—

For low numbers (4 to 12) about 3,500 to 6,500 rev^s. per min.

„ middle „ (16 to 30) „ 7,000 to 8,000 „ „

„ high „ (32 to 70) „ 8,000 to 10,000 „ „

4. The faller wire is at rest above the threads.

5. The counter faller is also at rest below the threads.
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Second Stage : Twisting the Threads.

1

.

The drawing rollers are at rest, except when very hard

twisted warp is being spun, in which event a little more rove

is given out.

2. The carriage remains motionless.

3. The spindles continue to revolve in the same direction

as during the first stage, and impart the finishing twist to the

threads.

4. The faller wire remains still in the same position as

before.

5. The counter faller also retains its former position without

moving.

Third Stage : Backing off,

1. The drawing rollers do not move.

2. The carriage also remains at rest.

3. The spindles are reversed for a few turns and unwind

the spiral coils between the cops and the spindle tips.

4. The faller wire descends and guides the threads, at an

angle of 90° with the spindles, to the point where winding is

to commence.

5. The counter faller is lifted and makes the slackened

threads taut enough to ensure proper winding.

Fourth Stage : Drawing in the Carriage.

1. The drawing rollers remain still.

2. The carriage moves in towards the drawing rollers, but

not at a uniform rate, the speed being quick for the first half

of its course, and then retarded for the remainder of the

travel.

3. The spindles revolve in their initial direction once more,

and at a velocity corresponding to that of the carriage.

4. The faller wire is depressed rapidly at first to form the
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descending steep cross windings, and is then gradually raised

to build the regular ascending windings,

5. The counter fallcr rises and falls so as to properly

equalise the differences in tension set up in winding the spiral

coils and those due to the movement of the carriage.

Attendance.—In addition to the machine minder, who
supervises the entire working of the machine, the mule re-

quires the services of two youths to take up broken ends and

piece them by pressing them together between the fingers

until reunited by the twist produced by the spindles.

Productive Capacity.—Owing to the much greater speed

and reliability of working, the output is far in excess of that

from the jenny. Thus, in the mule a draw of 20's warp takes

only thirteen seconds as compared with eighteen seconds in

the jenny.

Comparison between the Mule and the Ring Frame.

In comparing these two types of spinning frames, the ring

frame exhibits the following advantages :

—

1. Simplicity of construction and consequent saving in

supervision and skilled labour.

2. Higher productivity (up to and exceeding 40 per cent.).

3. Economy of space (about one-half).

4. Greater facility and economy in oiling spindles.

5. Smoother and more uniform yarn.

6. Greater uniformity in driving, i.e., strain on the shafting.

On the other hand, the disadvantages are :

—

1. Greater weight of each "draw" {i.e., each set of bobbins

wound at one time), owing to the necessity for using wooden
or paper bobbins.

2. Inferiority in point of elasticity of the yarn, as compared

with that furnished by the mule.

3. The draft is less, and a finer rove is therefore required.

4. The consumption of driving bands is greater.
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5. The spindles are more expensive.

6. The twist is by no means perfectly uniform.

7. Defective threads are difficult to eliminate.

8. When the yarn has to be steamed (see next section)

the work is rendered more expensive by reason of the injury

sustained by the wooden or paper bobbins used.

D.—SUPPLEMENTARY TREATMENT: FINISHING.

This process comprises all the operations to which the

yarn has to be subjected after it has been spun. Some of

these operations have no modifying influence on the yarn, and

are carried out for the sole purpose of classifying the product

according to various standards, reeling, numbering and testing

it for quality and suitability ; whilst others have for their object

the production of novel and more effective combinations, e.g.,

making twists or fancy yarns from singles ; others again are

for finishing, preserving and improving the yarn ; and finally

comes the task of packing for shipment.

Consequently the finishing process may be divided into

four groups :

—

I. Operations producing no change in the character of

the yarn.

II. Those producing new combinations and effects.

III. Operations for improving the finish of the yarn.

.IV. Packing for shipment.

I.

—

Finishing Processes Producing no Change in

THE Character of the Yarn.

These include :

—

''•'"'
X' Reeling.

2. Numbering.

3. Classifying.

4. Tesiing.
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I. Reeling.

The object of this operation is to bring the yarn from

the cop or bobbin form into the condition of a hank. The

appHance used, viz., the reel, is a long, horizontal, collapsible

cylinder made of laths, which is mounted in bearings, and can

be rotated either by a hand crank or by a driving pulley and

belt connected with some form of motor. On this machine

twenty to fifty hanks of yarn can be wound simultaneously.

The hank is divided according to custom or instructions,

into a number of subdivisions known as lays or leas, which

are separated by tying up each lay with a piece of thread.

Except in France, where the metric system is current, the

English system of numbering cotton yarn is everywhere in

use.

In the English system the reel has a peripheral measure-

ment of i^ yards (54 inches = 1-37 metres), and the hank is

divided into 7 lays of 80 threads (i thread = i turn round the

reel), the total length of the hank being therefore 840 yards

<= 768 metres).

In the metric system the reel measures I'i metres round

the circumference, and the hank is divided into ten lays of

seventy threads, the total length thus being 1,000 metres.

To ensure all hanks measuring exactly the same length

the reel is fitted with a counting mechanism consisting of

a worm wheel (with eighty teeth, to correspond to the number

of threads per lay), carrying a stud, and driven by a worm on

the shaft of the reel, in such a manner that the worm wheel

is advanced by one tooth for each revolution of the reel.

When eighty turns have been wound the stud strikes a bell

or a spring clapper. The lays are separated by a device which

moves either the bobbin rail or (more frequently) the thread

rail a little to one side after each lay has been wound.
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Details of Reel.

The detailed construction of the reel is shown in Figs. 119

to 123: Fig. 119 representing a vertical section; Figs. 120, 121

and 122, the various positions of the reel during the doffing of the

hanks; and Fig. 123, the counting mechanism. The horizontal

The Cotton Reel (vertical section).

collapsible reel, a, is adapted for driving by a hand crank, b,

or power driving pulley, c, and enables 30 or more hanks, d

to be wound at a time. The cops or bobbins, e, to be unwound

are placed firmly on the wooden spindles, /, which are then
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Stuck into the front rail, g, of the table. The thread, h, runs

off in the axial plane of the spindle, and passes first through

an eye or thread guide, i, then turns upwards, and after

traversing the narrow slit in the thread rail, k (where any-

adherent neps are stripped off) finally arrives at the reel. In

dealing with yarns wound on spindles the latter are placed in

the bearings, / and 111 {n being a small hinged weight, which

gives on the insertion of the spindle, but redescends and

prevents the spindle being displaced in an axial direction).

Figs. 120 to 122.—The Reel. Various positions assumed during the removal of

the wound hanks (right-hand side view).

This arrangement enables the spindle to rotate easily when

the thread is drawn off it at- right angles. The counting

mechanism (Fig. 123) consists of the worm, />, mounted on the

reel shaft, 0, and engaging in the 80-tooth worm wheel, q,

which is advanced by one tooth, in the direction indicated

by the arrow, at each turn of the reel. Consequently, after

eighty turns of the reel, the worm wheel will have made one

complete revolution, whereupon the cam, r, lifts the rail, s, one
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tooth. The upper end of this rail, s, is shaped in the form of

a number of steps, and rests against a pin, /, on the thread

Fig. 123.—Counting Mechanism on the Cotton Reel (front view).

rail, k, which is drawn back by the spring, 11, each time the

raising of s enables this to be done, i.e., after each eightieth

turn of the reel, or six times during the winding of a hank.
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A highly original and practical device is that employed in

this reel for removing the hanks when wound. For this

purpose the right-hand bearing of the reel shaft is mounted in

the bridge, v, an arrangement enabling the collapsible reel

to be moved from the position shown in Fig. 120, first into that

shown in Fig. 121, and finall}% into that represented in Fig. 122,

suitable for the removal of the hanks.

(2) Numbering Cotton Yarns.

As already stated, the "number" of any cotton yarn

expresses the number of units of length (hanks) going ta

make up a given weight. '

{a) In the English system (reel) the yarn number is equiva-

lent to the number of 840 yard (768 metre) hanks going to i

lb. (English =4S3'S9 grammes, or 0907 German Pfund).

Example : No. 60 (English) yarn contains 60 hanks, or

50,400 yards to the lb.

(b) In the metric system (reel) the yarn number expresses the

number of 1,000 metre (1,093 yard) hanks going to a | kilo.

(=1-1 English lb., or i German Pfund).

Example : No. 60 (metric) yarn contains 60 hanks, or

60,000 metres (65,618 yards) per ^ kilo.

The one system may be converted into the other by the

following formulae :

—

The English yarn No. x 0-847 =" the metric No.

The metric yarn No. x ri8i = the English No.

Examples : English yarn No. 60 is equal to 60 x 0-847

= 50*820 or No. 50 metric.

Metric yarn No. 60 is equal to 60 x i'i8i = 70-860, or

No. 70 English.

In future the Nos. of cotton yarns will be expressed by the

number of 1,000 metre hanks going to make a weight of i

kilo. This is termed the " International Yarn No ".
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(3) Classifying Cotton Yarns.

The classification of cotton yarns is based on several

considerations, e.g. :
—

(«) Quality of material
;

(6) Fineness
;

(c) Purpose in view
;

{d) Machine used in spinning the yarn.

{a) Quality of Material.—With reference to this point, the

number of grades is often limited to three : firsts, seconds and

thirds. Occasionally these are again subdivided into : prime

first, good first, ordinary first ; extra best second, really good

second, good second, second ; etc.

(6) Fineness.—Cotton yarns are also divided into very fine,

fine, middle fine, and coarse.

Very fine = Nos. 200 to 300.

Fine = „ 100 to 200.

Middle fine = „ 30 to 100.

Coarse = „ 4 to 30.

Very high numbers, 500 to 700, manufactured for exhibi-

tion purposes, must be regarded as special products.

(c) Purpose in View.— Classification on this basis gives

warp yarns, weft yarns, stocking yarns (for machine knitting),

knitting cottons, embroidery cottons and sewing cottons.

Weft yarns are usually made of inferior cotton to that used

for warps, and are less tightly twisted. Knitting, embroidery

and sewing cottons are often rendered more solid, smoother

and rounder by doubling.

{d) Spinning Frame Employed.—This consideration leads

to a distinction between water yarn or water twist (of long-

staple cotton, with hard twist, and almost exclusively used for

warp), and mule yarn or mule twist (of all degrees of twisting,

preferably used for weft, although applicable as warp). Medio
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yarn or medio twist is a hard twist yarn employed as warp

for specially fine fabrics.

(4) Yarn Testing.

The various tests applied to yarn have for their object the

determination of:

—

(a) The nature of the material.

(b) „ purity „

(c) „ fineness of the yarn.

(d) „ tensile strength of the yarn.

(e) „ uniformity „ „

(/) „ elasticity „ „

(g) „ twist

(h) „ hygroscopicity „ „

(i) „ fastness of the dye.

(k) „ suitability of the yarn for a given purpose.

Testing yarn is important, both in order to determine its

quality and value, and to obtain data upon which to work in

making yarn to match a sample.

(a) Testing the Nature of the Material.—With this object a

sample of the yarn is untwisted, dissected into individual fibres,

and examined under the hand magnifier and microscope for

its appearance, colour, fineness, etc. Should this physical

examination not yield sufficiently decisive results, recourse

may be had to various reagents.

(b) Purity of Material.—Here the detection of foreign

admixtures, such as fragments of wood, straw and leaves,

neps, grit and the like, is in question. For this purpose as

long a piece as possible of the yarn is inspected, and, if

necessary, separated into the individual fibres.

(c) Fineness.—The determination of the metric yarn No. is

a very simple matter, all that is necessary being to weigh a

definite length of the sample, and calculate therefrom the

number of metres required to weigh 500 grammes.
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Problem.—Find the number of a cotton yarn of which 120

metres weigh 3*075 grammes.

Solution.— If 3*075 grammes of yarn measure 120 metres^

I gramme will measure 120 -f- 3*075 metres, and therefore 500

1 20 X 500 ...
gramme.s measure ^

—

^

-= I9'5i2 metres, i.e., takmg the

nearest whole number, the yarn is No. 20.

In practice difficulties are encountered owing to the ex-

perience necessary to accurately estimate the true length and

weight of a given sample. The length of yarn wound on the

reel fluctuates with the tension during winding, and is also

influenced by the degree of hygroscopicity prevailing. For

this reason the sample of yarn should be as long as possible.

(d) Testing the Strength of Yam.^The term strength, as

applied to yarn, has three meanings :

—

(a) The yarn number.

(/3) ,, thickness of the yarn.

(7) „ tensile strength.

(a) The yarn number has already been dealt with in the

preceding section.

(/3) The thickness depends on the quantity of fibres present

in any section, and on the degree of twist.

(7) For testing the tensile strength the thread is loaded to

breaking point. In this condition it exhibits a maximum
tensile strength when it breaks, instead of drawing apart^

under the strain of the pull or load to which it is subjected.

The instrument employed for determining this property is

termed the yarn dynamometer, one of the simplest forms of

which is shown in elevation in Fig. 124.

Yarn Dynamometer.—This small instrument consists of an

upright stand, a, fitted at b with an arc, graduated in deca-

grammes and carrying on its upper edge a set of teeth. On the

bearing, d, of the upright, a, is mounted the angular lever, e, f,

the shorter arm, e, of which is furnished with a hook, g, for sus-
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pending the yarn to be tested, whilst the weighted longer arm,

/, terminates in a pointer, h, and carries a small pawl, i. To

apply the test the stand is adjusted to the vertical by the set

screws on the base, and the pawl, i, is placed in one of the

notches so as to bring the pointer on the lever arm into posi-

tion opposite zero on the scale. The thread to be tested is

Yarn Dynamometer (elevation).

then fastened by one end to the hook, g, the other being

passed over a small roller, k, on the foot of the stand, and

then carefully pulled, whereupon the lever arm is raised and

the pawl advances tooth by tooth. At the instant the thread

breaks the pawl engages firmly in the rack of the arc, and

thus enables the breaking load (in grammes) to be read off. For
14
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the sake of greater accuracy the test is repeated about ten

times. Larger dynamometers, fitted with clamps, are used

when the breaking strain of hanks has to be determined. In

the case of silk the instrument is termed a serimeter.

(e) Testing the Uniformity of Yarn.—In this case the yarn

is examined for the presence of inequalities of thickness, to

ascertain whether thick or thin patches occur at short intervals

or extend over considerable lengths. The latter irregularity

can be detected by the inequality in weight of different hanks,

Fig. 125.—Machine for Testing the Uniformity of Yarn (front view).

whilst the former is determined by a careful examination of

the yarn when held against a contrasting background, i.e.,

a dark ground for light-coloured yarns, and vice versa.

A better judgment can, however, be formed by using the

testing instrument shown in Fig. 125, and consisting of a

wooden base plate, a, supporting an iron frame, b, to which

are screwed the upright arms, c, d. A screw spindle, e, mounted

horizontally in the frame can be turned by the hand crank,/,

and thus moves the bobbin creel, g, slowly and uniformly to

and fro, whilst at the same time, by means of the small pulleys,
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h and i, and the belt, k, it imparts a rotary movement to the

board, I, mounted on the arms, c and d. In this manner the

thread is drawn from the bobbin, ui, through the eyes, n and

0, and is wound spirally on the board, thus bringing any

inequalities in the thickness of the thread clearly into view.

The uniformity of the thread can also be calculated from

the tensile strength, by first establishing the mean strength,

then setting down the values found to be below the said average

and taking the mean of these. The result forms the so-called

sub-mean, and the difference between this and the original

mean, expressed in percentages, gives the percentage irregularity

of the yarn.

Example : A No. 40 warp yarn gives the following results

in the dynamometer :

—

Test I furnishes a breaking strain of 140 grammes.

155

175

155

190

150

200

180

160

170

Total .... 1675 grammes

The mean tensile strength is therefore 1675 -=- 10 - 167 "5

grammes.

The following tests gave results below this mean, viz. :
—

No. I . . .
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The difference between the two means is 167-5 - 152 = 15
"5

grammes, or expressed as a percentage :

—

15-5 : 167-5 : -x: lOO

I5'5 X 100 1550
X = -" "

,

=-^^ = 9 per cent.
167-5 167-5 ^ ^

Now, when the difference between the mean and the

sub-mean is less than 10 per cent., the yarn is classed as

very uniform ; uniform when this difference remains under

15 per cent., and irregular when the last-named figure is

exceeded.

(/) Testing the Elasticity of Yarn.—When the degree to

which a yarn will stretch before breaking has to be determined,

use is made of a yarn dynamometer fitted with a scale for

indicating the amount of such stretch.

ig) Testing the Twist of Yarn.—The problem to be solved

here is whether the sample under examination is twisted in

the right direction, and to the degree appropriate to the

yarn number. The former factor is ascertained by merely

inspecting the yarn, and the twist is determined by unroving

a given length of yarn. In cottons the proper number of

twists per inch is found by the following formula; :

—

4-00 v'N .

3-25 VN .

275 N^N .

2-50 ^/N .

N being the English y

for warps.

„ wefts.

„ knitting cottons.

„ stocking yarns,

arn number. The multiplier before the

root sign is termed the standard number. The yarn may be

either untwisted by hand or in a torsiometer.

(A) Testing the Hygroscopicity of Yarn.—The hygroscopic

properties of cotton are transmitted to the yarns produced

therefrom, and therefore a condition test is necessary in the

case of yarns sold by weight. The test is performed in the

same manner as already described for wool, and the maximum
permissible limit of moisture is 8 per cent.
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(/) Testing the Fastness of the Dye.

The object of this test is not so much to determine the

nature of the dye itself, since that is a matter entaiHng the

possession of considerable chemical knowledge, and is, more-

over, beyond the limits of the present work,^ but rather for the

purpose of ascertaining whether the dye is fast and will stand

(a) wear, (/3) washing, or (7) the influence of perspiration.

(a) A dye is considered as fast to wear or light when it is

found able to withstand the influence of air and light to a

certain extent. With this object the sample is exposed to

direct sunlight for several weeks, and is considered as fugitive

if it fades or (as sometimes occurs) darkens too much in colour.

(/8) Fastness to Washing.—A sample is said to possess this

property when it remains unaltered after being subjected to

a stringent washing test with the usual detergents (soap and

soda).

(7) Dye is fast to perspiration if it will bear, without appre-

ciable alteration, a treatment with dilute acetic acid.

(k) Testing the Suitability of a Yarn for a Given Purpose.—
This is a matter necessitating extensive skill that can only be

acquired in practice.

II.—Converting Yarns into New Forms.

To this group of operations belong :

—

(a) Doubling for the production of twist.

(6) Producing nopped yarns.

(c) Producing fancy yarns.

^ The reader may be referred to Dr. Herzfeld's Testing Yarns and Fabrics,

published by Scott, Greenwood & Co., for full information on this and other

branches of testing fibres
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(a) Doubling.

The object of doubling is to produce a thread of greater

thickness, roundness, solidity, hardness, gloss, regularity, etc.,

by twisting together two, three, four, six, or eight single threads

of uniform or different colour or material, the products being

known respectively as two, four, six, or eight-fold yarns. The

twist imparted in doubling varies considerably, and depends

chiefly on the fineness of the yarn and the purpose for which

it is intended, fine yarns, for example, being generally twisted

harder than low numbers, sewing twist harder than knitting

twist of the same count, etc. For weaving purposes twofold

yarns are most largely used, the twist being very often merely

slight.

As a rule, the direction of the twist is the opposite of that

given in spinning the single yarn. Frequently, as in the ca.se

of cords and ropes, several doubled threads are doubled again,

in which event the second twist must be the reverse of the

preceding one.

Doubled yarns are produced in doubling frames of the

throstle as well as of the mule type. The throstle frames

used differ principally from those employed for spinning

singles by the absence of the drawing rollers, which are not

required and are replaced by a single pair of feed rollers

delivering the several component threads to the twisting

spindles. It is also evident that no carriage gain has to be

produced in the doubling mule, the carriage having, on the

contrary, to run at a speed somewhat lower than the peri-

pheral velocity of the feed rollers, in order to compensate for

the contraction produced in the yarn by the twisting imparted.

The after twist also is abolished, there being no impediment

in the way of the full twist being given during the draw-out of

the carrias/e.
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If smooth and solid doubled yarns are to be produced, wet

doubling is practised, the threads to be united being first

passed through water or a very thin solution of starch. Most

doubled yarns are wound in hanks for sale, but sewing twist is

wound on wooden reels, cards or in balls.

The number of twists to be given per inch is determined

by the formula u = a v wherein N = the English number

of the single yarns, Ji = the number of yarns to be doubled,

and u = the number of twists per inch. In knitting twists,

for example, a = 22 - 38; and for twofold sewing twist

u = 6-25 \/
2̂

(b) Producing Noppcd Yarns.

When one thread is tw^isted round another in such a

manner as to produce hard twisted enlargements at regular or

unequal intervals, a nopped or knickerbocker yarn is obtained.

(c) Producing Fancy Yarns.

Nopped yarn is also, though erroneously, grouped with

the fancy yarns, which term is more accurately confined to

yarns prepared b}' doubling two or more threads in a special

manner, which produces novel and often surprising effects.

Of this kind are looped and bead, or wavy yarn.

Looped yarn is formed when the looping thread is fed to

the fly or ring spindle in an irregular manner, so that the

excess lodges in the form of rings on the fundamental thread.

Bead yarn is obtained by doubling yarns or twists of

opposite twist, e.g., right and left-handed twist, in which event

the one thread untwines and becomes longer, whilst the other

twists harder and is shortened, the result being to produce a

regular wavy appearance in the finished yarn.
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III.

—

Additional Finishing Processes.

Although the spun and eventually doubled yarn is now

quite ready for many purposes—weaving in particular—in

other instances {e.g., for sewing, knitting or plaiting threads)

it requires additional preparation to improve and preserve it

in view of the uses for which it is intended. These measures

comprise :

—

1. Steaming.

2. Gassing.

3. Glazing.

I.

—

Steaming.

The object of this treatment is to make the yarn much

softer, and remove its tendency to snarl and curl, the cops,

bobbins or hanks of this yarn being, for this purpose, exposed

to the action of steam in a closed vessel for a short time.

2.

—

Gassing.

To obtain very smooth fine yarns, such as are used for

lacemaking, the fine down, consisting of projecting fibres, must

be removed by singeing in a gassing machine, wherein the

threads are passed from four to twelve times, at suitable speed,

through small gas flames. After gassing comes washing in a

machine, draining in the hydro-extractor, and drying in a

drying machine.

^.—Gla::ing.

Glazing is practised on cotton yarn and twist (especially

the latter) in order to produce a very smooth surface, an

increased gloss, and sometimes to augment the softness of the

material. For this purpose the yarn is dressed with a slightly

agglutinant solution (such as gum water), whilst in the form

of warps or hanks, and passed through a polishing machine,
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where it is subjected to the frictional action of wooden beater

rails run at high speed. In this way the highly glazed twists

for sewing and weaving purposes are produced ; these are also

sometimes bleached or dyed, and are generally wound on

cards for sale.

IV.

—

Packing.

Yarn that is not destined for further utilisation at the

producing mill must be packed for shipment. If, in the form

of cops or bobbins, these are placed in regular layers in boxes,

barrels or baskets ; but hanks are made up into packs in a

yarn press (usually a hand screw, or more rarely, hydraulic

press), which bundles, after having been secured by string, are

wrapped in paper (mule yarn generally in 5 lb. packages

throstle yarn in 10 lb. bundles), corded down, marked and

labelled.

Installation of a Cotton Mill.

To carr)- on the spinning of cotton in a systematic manner,

it is necessary that the various processes should follow one

another in a convenient order, and, consequently, the building

must be arranged so as to fulfil certain requirements for

securing this result. The leading points that have to be borne

in mind in fitting up a cotton mill are the following :

—

1. Arranging the plan of operations in conformity with the

class of yarns to be produced, and the quality of raw cotton to

be treated.

2. The calculation of the necessary number of spindles,

and the corresponding preparatory and roving machinery, with

regard to the aforesaid plan.

3. Determining the length, breadth and height of the

different machines, the speed of their driving shafts, and the

velocities of the shafting and other driving appliances.
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4. The structural arrangement of the mill, the size of

which must be settled in accordance with the dimensions of

the machinery selected.

With regard to the first of these points, the counts of yarn

to be produced must be fixed upon definitely, since, although

it is possible to vary, within certain limits, the count of yarn

produced from a given count of rove—by altering the draft

in the spinning frames proper—this cannot be extended in-

definitely, but the count of rove must be modified — an

operation entailing corresponding changes in all the pre-

liminary stages of the process. It is, therefore, requisite to

know the ratio between the weight and length of the yarn

all through the various operations, so as to be able to modify

this proportion according to requirements. Moreover, the

nature of the raw material is of importance, since it is very

evident that the fineness, strength and staple of the raw

cotton exercises a decisive influence on the counts of yarn

that can be produced therefrom.

The second point—-determining the number of spindles—is

not very difficult if the statistics of production published by

celebrated mill engineering firms be referred to ; and when

this is .settled, the number, etc., of the preparatory machines

can be arrived at from data furnished by practical experience.

The dimensions and speed of the machinery and shafting

can also be settled from the particulars published by mill

engineers, and the speed data found to be most advantageous

in practice.

So far as the structural arrangement of the mill is con-

cerned, the ground plan should be selected with a view to

avoiding unnecessary transport of material from one stage or

machine to the next. It is, therefore, usual to mount the

cleaning machinery (willows, openers, scutchers) on the ground

floor near the motor (steam-engine, turbine, etc.), in a room

separated from the rest b}- fireproof sliding doors. Next to
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the cleaning room comes the carding room, which also usually

accommodates the draw frames and roving frames, whilst the

fine-spinning frames are more generally installed on the first

floor. Here also, and directly above the cleaning room, is

situated the mixing room, where the bales are opened, and the

cotton, after passing through the breakers, is laid on lattice

creepers, which convey it to the exhaust openers and thence

to the carding machines. The upper storeys contain the fine-

spinning machinery, reels, packing room, etc., whilst the cotton

store, dust chambers, and the humidifying and ventilating

appliances are situated in the basement.

Some cotton mills have been built on the shed system, but

this is a far less frequent practice than building in storeys ; in

fact, sheds are, as a rule, only built when an extension of the

ground floor premises is found desirable.

New mills, and those equipped on modern lines, are always

fitted with means for extinguishing fire, consisting of a tank

in the water tower and a system of water pipes extending all

over the building, and provided with sprinklers at their ter-

minals. The best known of these appliances is the Grinnell

sprinkler, which, upon the melting of a seal of some fusible

alloy, distributes in all directions, in the form of thin streams,

the whole of the water in the installation, and thus effects the

work of extinction without the intervention of human agency.

Humidifiers.

Of late years the conviction has gained ground that the

operations conducted in the cotton mill should, as far as

possible, be rendered independent of the condition of the

external air, and that the manufacturing process can be greatly

facilitated, and a more uniform and superior quality of yarn

be obtained by keeping the air in the mill at a constant tem-

perature and humidity. As under the fluctuating climatic
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conditions prevailing in this country this end cannot be at-

tained by natural means, artificial humidification (and some-

times ventilation as well) must be employed in the spinning

room. During the work of loosening and cleaning, as well as

carding, the cotton should, however, be as dry as possible,

and for this reason it is important to keep the material dry in

the mixing room, the temperature of which should be always

a few degrees higher than that of the cleaning room. On the

other hand, all the subsequent operations require a uniform

high degree of moisture in the air, which must be capable of

modification to suit the prevailing conditions as required.

The air in the mill rooms can be moistened in various

ways, viz., by :

—

1. Sprinkling water about in the room.

2. Allowing water to evaporate in shallow pans.

3. Hanging up wet cloths.

4. Hanging up stretched cloths kept sprinkled with water.

5. Introducing air saturated with w^ater vapour.

6. Providing mechanical spraying devices (humidifiers).

Of these the last-named alone fulfil the conditions required

in modern practice ; but they must be simple in construction

and reliable in action.

Humidifiers not only present the advantages of enabling

more regular, finer and superior yarns to be produced, and of

reducing the amount of waste formed, but they also discharge

valuable hygienic functions by purifying and sweetening the

air required for maintaining the health of the workpeople,

besides rendering injurious germs innocuous when disinfectants

are introduced into the water supplied to the apparatus.

The chief difference between the various forms of humidi-

fiers consists in the means adopted for producing the spray.

Accordingly there are :

—

I. Humidifiers with finely perforated jets or nozzles,

through which the water is forced under high pressure.
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2. Humidifiers with rotary atomising brushes.

3. Centrifijgal humidifiers.

The DemouHn centrifugal humidifier, shown in vertical

section in Fig. 126, consists of a light centrifugal vessel, a,

perforated with numerous small orifices, and lined with several

layers of felted wool, b, serving to absorb, distribute and filter

the water to be atomised. A ventilating fan, d, cast on the

under side of the centrifugal plate, c, draws in air from the

room and forces it through the apparatus. Motion is imparted

to the vessel, a—which is mounted on a fixed shaft, k—^by

means of a cord pulley, e ; and on the same shaft, k, are fixed

the inner and outer casings, g and /. The hub of the vessel,

a, also carries a fixed perforated distributing funnel, h, which

shares the rotary motion of the said vessel and receives a

supply of water through the feed pipe, /, and delivery pipe, n,

which is provided with a regulating tap, m, so that the supply

can be adjusted, according to requirements, from the floor of

the chamber by means of the chains, s, s^. The funnel dis-

tributes the water all over the sides of a, where it penetrates

the felt, h, and is expelled in the form of fine spray against

the outer casing,/, the air drawn in through the orifice, 0, by

the fan, d, then carrying this spray up through the mouth of

the apparatus and disseminating it through the air of the room.

As the air current cannot carry off any heavy drops of water,

these latter trickle down inside the casing,/, at the bottom of

which they collect and drain off through the pipe, p, into the

waste-pipe, r.

The spraying being absolutely uniform and reliable, even

in the case of impure water, the defects inherent in humidi-

fiers working with water under pressure are avoided, the

obstruction of the numerous perforations by impurities being

prevented by the filtering action of the felt lining. Con-

sequently, the centrifugal humidifier offers the following

advantages : absolute certainty of spray production ; dis-
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semination of the moisture on all sides and to a great

distance ; suitability for use with any kind of water ; and

easy adjustment of the water supply from the floor of the

room by means of the cords or chains, s, s'^.

SPINNING WASTE COTTON AND WASTE COTTON YARN.

Of late years a considerable industry has sprung up in the

manufacture of low numbers (i to 8) of cotton yarn from

cheap raw cotton, and inferior waste products from the cotton

spinning process. The methods adopted differ considerably

from those pursued in the fine-spinning process, by reason

of:—

(a) The short staple of the material.

(b) The inferior strength and fineness of the same.

(c) The necessity for cheapness of production.

(d) The purposes for which the product is intended.

The principal difference is that attention is concentrated

on the thorough cleaning of the material, and the abolition of

the operations of drawing, slubbing, lap doubling, and impart-

ing twist to the rove in the fly frame, the necessary solidity for

enabling the fibres to hold together in the rove being obtained

by an entirely new organ : the friction belt of the lap con-

denser.

The raw cottons mostly worked up in this branch are,

Bengal (the poorest East Indian cotton), Scinde and Omra
(both inferior grades) ; whilst the waste cotton comprises :

—

(a) Willowing waste.

(b) Opener waste.

(c) Scutcher waste.

(d) Carding waste.

(e) Carding dust.

(/) Flat waste.

(g) Spinning and weaving waste.

(h) Cleaning cloth waste, etc.
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As in the ordinary cotton-spinning process, the work may
be divided into four sections :

—

A. Preliminary operations.

B. Roving.

C Spinning.

D. Supplementary operations.

A.—PRELIMINARY OPERATIONS.

In this section a very thorough cleaning and loosening of

the material comes first, and is followed by carding for the

purpose of straightening, separating the fibres, and arranging

them in parallel order.

The cleaning and opening machines employed, according

to requirements, are as follows :

—

(a) The beater willow.

(6) The cylinder willow.

(c) The opener.

(d) The Zawiercie cleaner.

(e) The express carder.

(/) The scutcher.

(g) The devil.

(h) The thread sifter,

{a) The Beater Willow.

The details of this machine can be gathered from the

vertical section shown in Fig. 127. A certain quantity of the

cotton to be cleaned is laid, by the attendant, on the lattice

creeper, a, which conveys it to the feed rollers, b, c. These

seize hold of it and submit it to the action of the radial

beaters, d, mounted on the shafts, e, e^, which are run at high

speed, the impurities then falling through the grid,/, whilst

the dust is removed by the exhaust fan, g, and conveyed

through the conduit, h, to the dust stack. When the cotton

has been sufficiently treated by the beaters, d, the attendant
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pulls down the weight, k, attached to the chain, i, thus lifting

the flap,/, into the position shown by the dotted lines, where-

upon the cotton in the machine is expelled by the beaters on

the second shaft, c^. The action of the beaters is intensified

by placing a number of wooden strips, n, inside the fixed

casing", 111.

Fig. 127.—The Beater Willow (vertical section).

A rotary-drum willow—see Fig. 37—may also be employed

for loosening waste cotton, and freeing same from dust.

{b) The Drum Willow.

When the waste cotton is very dusty the drum willow or

screening machine, shown in Figs. 128 (cross section) and 129

15
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(longitudinal section), ma)' be advantageously used, the

material being treated in portions at a time, as with the

beater willow. It is fed through a hinged segment, d, of the

casing into the cylinder, a, which is fitted internally with

short, well polished iron pins, c, set in bars, b, and with a

number of radial iron beaters,/, mounted on the shaft, c, and

set in motion at high speed by means of a driving pulley, »

(the loose pulley is shown at /). The cylinder, a, is revolved

at lower speed in the opposite direction from a pulley, /, on

the opposite end of the shaft, e, which transmits motion

through an open belt, k, to the pulle>% /, and thereby (at

reduced speed) to the intermediate shaft, ni, on which are

mounted tvv'o pulleys, n and o, connected by crossed belts

with the pulleys, r and s, attached to the cylinder, a.

(c) The Opener.

The horizontal and vertical openers used are the same as

those employed in ordinary cotton spinning (see Figs. 38

and 41).

(d) The Zawiercic Cleaner.

The construction and working of this machine are clearly

shown in the vertical longitudinal section given in Fig. 130.

The material to be cleaned is placed on the lattice creeper, a,

and after being slightly compressed by the compressor roller,

b, is drawn in by the rollers, c, and dish feed, d, and submitted

to the action of three quick-running rollers, t', /, o', covered

with saw-teeth clothing. The first of these, e, throws the

material against the strong wooden grid, h, which allows

hard seeds, husks, etc., to drop through into the space, i.

Smaller impurities and neps are removed by the roller, /,

and ejected through the grid, k, into the space, /. The cleaned

material is then seized by the roller, g, and delivered to the
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quick-running drum, n, the beaters, ;», of which stroke it out

and throw it on to the dust cage, o, which, in conjunction with

the exhaust fan,/), separates the dust and short fibres in the

30.—The Zawiercie Cleaner (vertical longitudinal section).

usual manner. The lattice creeper, q, removes the loose lap

of cleaned material from the machine, and discharges it on to

the ground at r, or into a basket situated there

{e) The Express Card,

if) The Scutcher.

Both these machines have already been described (see

Figs. 48 and 42 and 43 respectively).

ig) The Devil.

The devil, or thread disintegrator, is used where the material

contains still intact threads, or when hard twisted yarns

(spinning waste), weaving waste, or cleaning cloths have to be

disintegrated. The machine has many points of resemblance

with the Zawiercie cleaner, inasmuch as it contains a series of

rollers provided with saw-tooth clothing which tear and

resolve into fibres the threads and fragments of cloth sub-

mitted to their action.
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(h) The Thread Sifter.

This is a small machine consisting of three high-speed

shafts studded with dull pointed pins, and tightly enclosed in

a casing. Two of the rollers are underneath, the third being

mounted above and between them. The pins are set in spiral

lines, and, by engaging one set between another, remove from

the inserted material any intact threads still remaining therein,

and wind them around the rollers, whence they can be easily

taken off by cutting the coils through with a knife, etc. The

current of air set up in the machine forces the cleaned material

to the further end, where it is discharged in the form of a

loose lap.

Carding.

In carding waste cotton the roller type of machine is

exclusively used, and in two varieties, viz., the breaker card

and the finisher card. However, according to the manner in

which the material is conveyed from the breaker card to the

finisher, three systems of carding have sprung up :

—

(a) The can system.

(b) The drum or lap system.

(c) The cross lap system.

(a) The Can System.

Here the cotton doffed from the breaker card is formed

into slivers, by the aid of coiling or compressing cans, in the

usual manner, and then doubled in a Derby doubler to form

a lap, which is fed to the finisher card.

(b) The Drum or Lap System.

In this case the full breadth fleece combed from the dofifer

of the breaker card is wound in many layers on a large wooden

drum, in the form of a lap of given thickness and uniform

weight, this lap being then kd to the finisher card.
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(c) The Cross Lap System.

Here the breaker card is fitted with a special spreading

device for making a long cross fleece, the fibres in which are

laid at right angles to the longitudinal axis, the fleece being

then wound as a lap.

Each of these three systems has its advantages and defects
;

but, as a rule, the can system is preferred where large parcels

of fairly regular quality have to be treated, whereas the lap

systems are more employed in working up small mixtures,

because then a different mixture can be treated in each set of

carders.

Waste Cotton Carder with Interchangeable Compressor Cans.

Fig. 131 shows a vertical longitudinal section of a machine

of this class, which — as a glance at the figure will reveal

—

differs but slightly from the roller card used in ordinary

cotton spinning (see Fig. 90). A couple of laps, rt\ a-, de-

livered from the preparatory machines, are mounted in grooves,

6\ 6-, on the side frame, c, and are slowly unrolled by the

lattice creeper, d, which feeds them to the feed rollers, e, the

lower of the pair being provided with a cleaner roller,/. The

lap is delivered over to the licker-in roller, g—the clothing of

which and of the other rollers is shown in Fig. 135—where it

is freed from neps, husks, seeds, fragments of wood, etc., by

the burr knife, h, so that the material delivered to the cylinder,

T, is already fairly clean. If, however, there still remain any

undesirable impurities adhering thereto, these are removed by

the first clearer roller, W\ and thrown into the dirt trough, k,

against the sharp-edged rail, xr, the trough, when full, being

removed at m and emptied. The material is worked between

the workers and clearers, A\ W^ ; A'-, W- ; A^ W^ etc., and the

cylinder, T, just as in the carding of ordinary cotton, the

cylinder giving up the excess of cotton to the worker roller',
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whence it is stripped and returned to the cylinder by the

clearer. This is repeated until the cotton can pass through

the space between the worker and the cylinder, and the opera-

tion goes on in the same way between each succeeding worker

and the cylinder (the setting being progressively closer). The
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final pair of workers and clearers, A'', W*', is succeeded by the

fancy roller, V, a roller which runs at a higher peripheral

velocity than the cylinder, in order to lift the cotton held in

the clothing of the latter and facilitate the action of the doffer,

P. For this reason the fancy roller is provided with elastic

card clothing (Figs. 66 to y^,), the long pins of which engage

in the clothing of the cylinder. The fancy roller clothing is

cleaned by means of the roller, n, which also prevents the

discharge of fibres from the stripper to the doffer. The fleece,

—the removal of which is facilitated by the light tin roller, p
— is doffed by the oscillating doffer comb, H, and comes away

in two strips, the division being effected by a very thin steel

band, s, kept taut by the weight, r. Each of the strips of

fleece is condensed by a funnel, t, and drawn by the pair of

rollers, it, v, being thus deliv'ered, in the form of a double

sliver, to the presser can, n', a so-called change can on account

of the device with which it is fitted for automatically changing

the cans, x. As soon as a given length of sliver has been

coiled in the can, the footplate, y, is pushed aside by the

mechanism and the can replaced by an empty one, the sliver

being also cut automatically and fed into the fresh can. The

doffer, P, is kept clean by the roller, z, which throws the

residual fibres into a tin can, i. The arm 2 is used to support

a grinding roller or grinding apparatus ; and 3 and 4 are parts

of the casing hinged at 5, 6, and held open by hooks 7, 8. To

enable 4 to be lifted, the flaps, 10, in the cover, 9, must first

be raised.

Carder u'ith Double Do^cr and Two Cans.

A machine arranged in this manner is shown as a vertical

longitudinal section in Fig. 132, there being two fancy rollers,

V\ V-, two doffers, P\ P-, and two coiling cans, x, which

receive the double slivers, f;\ o'-.
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Carder u'lth Lap Cylinder.

A glance at Fig. 133, which represents this machine in

vertical longitudinal section, will show the principal novelty to

consist in the substitution of the lap cylinder, P, T, for the

cans. The fleece, a, taken from the doffer, P, by the comb, H,
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is here no longer formed into a sliver, but is led away full

width, under the light roller, b, to the slowly revolving lap

cylinder, around which it is wound in numerous layers to form

a lap, c. To remove the lap for treatment in the finisher card,

it is divided parallel to the axis of the cylinder, the upper end

being then laid over a wooden roller fitted with iron journals

and mounted on the sloping arm, d. The roller is set in

motion by its rolling contact with the lap cylinder, and winds

the lap in the form of a bobbin, the roller itself sliding upwards

along the sloping arms, d, as the diameter of the roll of lap

increases. The lap cylinder is mounted on a frame,/, running

on wheels, e, and can, therefore, be moved away to the right

when necessary {e.g., for cleaning and grinding the doffer

clothing).

Breaker Card ivith Cross Lap Apparatus.

As can be seen from the sectional view given in Fig. 134,

this machine resembles the carder fitted with lap cylinder,

.

except as regards the cross lap apparatus. The fleece, a,

coming from the doffer passes under the compression roller^

b, to the upward-sloping swing lattice creeper, c, which carries

it up and delivers it to the creepers, d^, d'\ which lead it

downwards again. Since these creepers are not only able

to share the oscillations of c—which moves in the direction

of the arrows, /\/-, about the fulcrum, c—but also themselves

oscillate in the direction shown by the arrows, g^, g-, they

distribute the fleece in layers on the lattice creeper, /, which

is moved slowly in the direction of the arrows, h^, h~, the

compressor rollers, k^, P, producing the pressure necessary for

forming a coherent lap. When formed, the lap is removed

from i by two rollers, and delivered to a bobbin (not shown)

on which it is wound.
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Finisher Card.

The finisher card, to which is fed the single or double lap

produced in the breaker card, is shown in Figs. 135 and 136.

Fig. 135 is a vertical longitudinal section through a single-

doffer machine, whilst Fig. 136 is a similar view of a card

with two dofifers. There being no burr roller in this machine

(which is fitted with fine clothing), the two feed rollers and

cleaner are set close against the cylinder.

B.-SLUBBING.

The conversion of the fleece from the finisher card into

a loose, coarse, untwisted slubbing, is effected by the aid of

stubbing frames, known as condensers, which have a three-

fold task to perform :

—

(a) Dividing the lap into slivers by band-shaped dividing

organs.

(b) Converting the slivers into threads by means of friction

belts.

(c) Winding the rove by means of winding rollers.

Although within the last few years many machines have

been introduced for this purpose, only comparatively few have

proved useful and made headway. Of all types the best is

found to be that in which the division of the lap is performed

by movable belts. As condensers will be dealt with more

fully in the section on carded woollen yarns, their description

will now be confined to a single representative, namely, the

Josephy machine, which is very largely used in cotton spinning.

The Joseph}' Condenser,

The fleece, a, combed from the doffer, P, is divided (see

Fig- 137) by means of two systems of moving belts—the

number of which (60 to 120) depends on the fineness of the
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rove to be produced—into separate slivers equal in breadth tO'

the belts employed. The movement of the belts is effected

by two dividing rollers, b^, b'\ fluted with grooves, which are

equal in depth to the thickness of the belts, and are at such a

distance apart, that a groove in one roller is in a corresponding

position to a projection on the other. Let us first follow the

course taken by the belt, c'-. This ascends in an inclined

plane from the groove in the roller, b'\ to the roller, d, whence

it turns round to the right, and passes over the corresponding

projecting ring on the dividing roller, b^, then passes round

the guide roller, e^, and turns downwards to the guide roller,

r'. From this it moves towards the right, passing round the

tension roller,/-, and is then crossed, being afterwards guided

by the roller, g-, into its groove on the roller, b'-. The path

traversed by the belt, c\ is very similar, this belt passing from

the groove in the roller, b^, downwards over the corresponding

projecting ring on b'-, then lapping round the guide roller, c^.

upwards to the guide roller, c\ whence it turns to the rights

encircling the tension roller, /\ and, after being twisted, passes

under the guide roller, g'^, into its groove in b^. The lap, a,.

which is supported by the whole of the c- series of belts on

entering the divider, is separated into slivers, of the same

breadth as the belts, at the point of intersection, h, the slivers

being then held between the belts and the projecting rings on

the dividing rollers until they arrive at the friction belts, j\ r,.

where they are rolled into the form of rove. The friction belts

consist of two leather belts, which rotate in the direction

shown by the arrows, in order to transport the slivers, and

have also a reciprocal axial motion for the purpose of rolling

the sliver into slubbing, the upper belt always moving in an

opposite lateral direction to the lower one. The slubbing /,

passes from the friction belts through the thread guides, k—
which move slowly to and fro in an axial direction—on to the

winding rollers, /, and, finally, to the rove bobbins, iit. The
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condenser is mounted on wheels, n, running on a track, o, and

can, therefore, be moved away from the carding machine

whenever necessary.

Mention should be made of the novel cleaner for the

finisher and doffer, consisting of a slow moving roller, p,

which is depressed every half-hour or so in order to bring out

the impurities collected in the doffer clothing. These are

then removed by the quick-running roller, q, and stripped by

the steel comb, r, whence they fall into the dirt box, s, and are

emptied as required.

Fig. 136 shows a vertical section of a belt condenser in

which the grooved rollers are replaced by pulley shafts, a\ a^,

for moving the belts, b^, b'\ b'-^, b^ ; the sliver bands, c\ c', c^, c\

formed by dividing the two parts of the fleece, c, being carried

by the belts to the four sets of friction belting, i\ d~, d^, d*.

C—FINE vSPINNING.

In this operation the loose, coarse slubbing from the bobbins

on the condenser is spun into solid, fine, and more or less

hard-twisted yarn. Both in working up inferior long-staple

raw cotton to carded yarn, and in spinning short-staple raw

cotton and waste cotton, the mule type of spinning frame

alone is used, though in the former case the machines are

similar to those employed in spinning carded woollen yarn

(with delivery rollers and carriage draft), whilst for short and

waste cotton the frames resemble ordinary cotton mules.

A mule for spinning carded cotton yarns is shown as a

vertical section in Fig. 138, which gives an idea of its general

arrangement. A detailed description of this class of frame

will be found in the section dealing with carded woollen yarn.

Compared with the ordinary cotton mule the machine exhibits

the following points of difference :

—

I. In place of the bobbin creel it is fitted with unwinding

rollers, a, on which the rove bobbins, b, are laid.
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2. The usual drawing rollers are replaced by a single pair

of feed rollers, c, d, though sometimes two sets of lower rollers

are provided instead of one.

3. The attenuation of the rove is affected by the draft of

the carriage, W, the feed rollers being stopped when the

carriage has made from two-thirds to about seven-eighths of

its traverse, thus producing draft between the rollers and the

spindles, Sp.

4. The spindles in this frame are double speeded, running

slow during the delivery of the rove by the feed rollers, and

then being speeded up on the stoppage of the latter.

5. The carriage moves at variable speed
;
quick at the

outset, but slow after the delivery rollers have stopped running.

In order to compensate for the contraction of the threads

when twisted, the carriage is reversed for a short time during

the supplementary twisting operation.

The mule for spinning waste cotton is almost identical

with that used in ordinary cotton spinning, except that it is

provided with unwinding rollers for unrolling the rove from

the bobbins, and that after the drawing rollers have been

stopped an increased carriage gain is provided for, in order to

ensure greater uniformity in the yarn.

The drawing rollers are stopped when the carriage is

about six inches from the end of its outward traverse, and

consequently the threads are further attenuated and rendered

more uniform by the draft thus produced.

D.—SUPPLEMENTARY AND FINISHING OPERATIONS.

These are few in number, viz., reeling, numbering, sort-

ing, testing and packing, and are performed in the manner

already described in the spinning of ordinary cotton.
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SECTION II.

FLAX SPINNING.

The breaking, scutching and hackling of flax have already

been dealt with in the section on raw fibres. For machine

spinning the material requires to be more thoroughly hackled

than for hand spinning, but the resulting yarn is finer and

more uniform. To ensure this result the greater part of the

hackled flax met with in commerce requires to be hackled

over again when it reaches the mill.

Compared with handspun yarns, those produced in power

frames exhibit the advantages of:

—

1. Greater fineness.

2. The threads are better rounded.

3. Greater cleanness.

4. More regular (generally also harder) twist. The latter

is particularly the case when the yarn is wet spun by the aid

of hot water. The assumption that machine spun yarns are

inferior in tensile strength to those spun by hand is merely

the result of prejudice.

As in cotton spinning, the spinning of flax yarn is divided

into four main operations :

—

A. Preparatory treatment.

B. Roving.

C. Fine spinning.

D. Supplementary treatment.

A.—PREPARATORY TREATMENT.

The number and intensity of operations in this group are

inferior to the corresponding tasks in cotton spinning, a self-

evident circumstance in view of the fact that the material has

already been subjected to the processes of retting, breaking
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and scutching, so that only hackling is left, and as this has

already been described, there remain merely two tasks requir-

ing detailed description, viz.

:

—
1

.

Gilling.

2. Doubling and drawing.

I. Gilling.

The object of this treatment is the formation of a sliver of

straightened parallel fibres, forming the basis of the future

yarn, a task of greater difficulty than is met with in cotton

spinning, by reason of the greater and more irregular length

of the flax fibres.

In forming a flax sliver by the aid of machinery the

following means is generally employed : The flax passes be-

tween a pair of feed rollers, and is then subjected to the action

of a series of gills—movable belts shod with hackling pins

—

whence in turn it is drawn by quicker rollers (drawing rollers).

This treatment serves :

—

1

.

To support the fibres and keep them together.

2. To bring about and maintain the parallelism of the

fibres.

3. To make the individual fibres finer by subdividing

them.

4. To remove small adherent impurities (shives).

Each of the fibres grasped by the draft rollers is drawn

out, whilst the remainder composing the tress are still retained

by the gills, the result being to attenuate and straighten them

out in parallel order. This is the principle underlying the

construction of all existing machines for drawing flax.

The first mechanical appliance to be mentioned in this

connection is :
—

The Gilling Machine.

This is shown, as a vertical section and plan view, in Figs.

139, 140. The hackled flax is laid, in the form of tresses, on
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one of the four spread-boards, a, of the machine, so that the

pointed ends of the bundles overlap properly, and the fibres

—pressed together by the guide cheeks, b—are delivered to

the rear or feed rollers, c, d, as crude slivers about four inches

Fig. 139.—Gilling Machine for Flax (vertical longitudinal section).

broad. The lower feed rollers alone are driven, the upper set

being heavily weighted and moving slowly by friction. Be-

tween them they seize the sliver and convey it to the gills, e,

consisting of about fifty-two metal bars or fallers, / (see also

Fig. 141), which, at four places, each extending for a length of

Fig. 140. —Flax Gilling Machine (plan view).

four to six inches, are fitted with two rows of sharp-pointed

steel hackling pins about as large as sewing needles. These

fallers are set in motion, in their proper order and at suitable

speed, by two pairs of endless screw spindles, g, h, in the
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threads of which the ends of the fallers are mounted. The

working field usually consists of thirty-six fallers, which are

driven forward up the incline and draw out the flax, the fibres

of which are pressed down in the gills by a light roller, i. The
fibres are thus delivered to the quick-running draft rollers, k, /,

which further attenuate the sliver. The lower roller is of cast

iron, and is driven by gearing, whilst the upper one, of hard

alder (or pear) wood, is heavily weighted and runs by frictional

contact. The surface of these rollers is kept clean by the

felt- covered wooden rails, m, which are pressed against the

circumference of the rollers by the influence of weighted levers.

As can be seen in the figure, the wooden pressure roller is

made of large diameter in order to leave room for turning it

down true should it wear uneven or crack on the periphery.

The slivers furnished by the draft rollers are carried on to

the sliver plate, n, which doubles them into a single sliver (see

Fig. 140), the latter being then delivered to the coiling can, 5-,

by the delivery rollers, 0, p.

No special device for filling the cans with sliver in a regular

manner is necessary, the sliver, unlike that of cotton, being

comparatively hard and solid, specifically heavier than that of

cotton, and therefore coiling closely in the can without any

need for the application of pressure, such as is essential in the

case of cotton.

The gilling machine is almost always provided with a

counting mechanism, which rings a bell when a given length

of sliver has been formed and delivered, so that the cans can

all be filled with the same quantity of sliver for the subsequent

operations.

Details of the Gilling Machine.

The fifty-two fallers, or gill rods, /, forming the working

field of the machine rest by their extremities on guides, r

(see Fig. 141), and are moved forward, at a speed slightly
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higher than the peripheral velocity of the feed rollers, by the

screw spindles, g, their rapid return motion being effected by

the screw spindles, h, which are provided with a correspond-

ingly quicker thread. The transfer of the fallers from the

upper to the lower screw spindles on arriving at the draft

rollers is secured by the action of the cans, s, which depress

the fallers, another set of cans, /, producing the converse effect

at the end next the feed rollers, these last-named cans holding

the fallers up on a level with the rail, r, until they securely

engage in the thread of the upper screw spindles and are

moved forward thereby.

a ^

^
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/
Fig. 141.—Mechanism Actuating the Gill Fallers (cross section).

A gilling frame of this kind is termed a worm gill box,

another type, wherein the flax is acted upon by an endless belt

of hackle rods (about forty to fifty in number), being called a

chain gill. The chain in this machine runs over a pair of

rollers in the same way as an endless band, and thus effects

the desired movement of the rods. Owing to the arc de-

scribed by the hackle pins as the rods pass over the rollers,

they would engage with and release the flax fibres in such a

manner as to inevitably tangle the sliver and carry away fibre,

•were it not for the provision of a device causing the needles to

ascend in a straight position and pierce the sliver, which they

release in the same way at the further end.

The Counting Mechanism.—This appliance for measuring

off the sliver into equal lengths is shown as a side view in Fig.
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142. At one end of the delivery roller shaft,/), is mounted a

worm, r, which transmits the motion of p at a. reduced speed

to the small worm wheel, t, this in turn actuating the worm, u^

and wheel, v, which is provided with a stud, u'. At each

revolution of the counting wheel, v, the stud, w, makes contact

with the nose, x, on the bell spring, y, and forces it towards

the left, the bell being sounded as soon as the further move-

Fig. 142.—Counting Mechanism in Flax Gill Box (side view).

ment of the counting wheel causes the stud to release the

nose, X. The length of sliver delivered up to this moment is

equal to the peripheral measurement of the lower delivery-

roller, p, multiplied by the number of teeth on t, the product

being again multiplied by the number of teeth on v.

2. Doubling and Drawing.

This operation further attenuates the sliver from the gill

box, and at the same time unites two to five (or even ten to
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twelve) of these slivers, the work being generally performed in

two or three stages, between which the slivers are collected in

cans.

The machines—drawing frames—employed for this pur-

pose differ from the gill box in the following particulars :

—

(i) Instead of feed creepers they are fed with sliver from

the cans, hand labour being thus abolished.

(2) The feed rollers are three in number in place of two.

a./ J\

t

i

Fig. 143.—Drawing Frame for Flax (vertical section).

(3) The hackle pins are set close together on the rods, and

in three rows instead of two.

As can be seen from the vertical section in Fig. 143, the

drawing frame used for flax does not differ to any great

extent in general construction from the gill box frame already

described. Three feed rollers, a, b, c, deliver the slivers,

d^, d^,d^, over to the gills, ^, the upper rods of which move

slowly forward in the direction of the arrow at a speed slightly
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in excess of the peripheral velocity of the feed rollers, but not

so fast by a good deal as the draft rollers,/, g. Consequently

the gills produce a slight draft in the sliver, though the main

work in this respect is performed by the draft rollers. The

distance between centres of the feed and draft rollers is about

25 inches ; and the machine is usually divided into three

heads, each dealing with four to eight slivers, i.e., the whole

system of rollers is repeated twelve to twenty-four times side

by side, the doubling plate, h, then producing three slivers,

which the delivery rollers, i, k, take hold of and discharge into

the cans, /. In many drawing frames the hackle pins are

mounted on a horizontal roller (porcupine roller), over which

the flax sliver is passed, these frames being on this account

named porcupine frames.

B.—ROVING.

The doubled and attenuated—and, therefore, more uniform

and finer—slivers have to be still further reduced in the roving

frame, and at the same time endowed, by a slight twisting,

with the necessary coherence they would otherwise lack in

that attenuated condition, owing to the smooth nature of the

flax fibre. Thus rove yarns are produced, varying in thickness

between string and quill, with only one to two twists per inch.

The Roving Frame.

The object of this machine being to reduce the sliver by

drawing, and give it the necessary strength by means of a

slight twist, it is provided with gills like those of the gill box,

and an additional organ consisting of a vertical spindle with a

revolving flyer and a rising and falling bobbin.

The construction and working of the roving frame can be

gathered from the vertical section given in Fig. 144.

The single or doubled slivers, 6\ b~, pass from the full cans,
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a\ a^, first over the horizontal table, c, to the smooth iron feed

rollers, d, e,f, thence over the gills, g, and, finally, after attenu-

ation by the quick-running draft rollers, h, i, to the spindles.

The spindles, k, and their attached flyers, arranged in two

parallel rows along the front of the frame, are driven at a

constant velocity by the toothed wheel, /, worked from the main

shaft, whilst the bobbins receive through the wheels, n, the

necessary variable speed for ensuring the winding of the rove,

the driving mechanism in this case being the same as the

differential motion of the fly frame used in cotton spinning

{q.v.).

This motion also produces the rise and fall of the bobbin

carriage or traverse, 0. The flyer used in this frame is shown

on a larger scale in Figs, 145 to 147, as a front, side and top

view respectively. No presser is required, the harder and

more solid flax rove building solidly wound bobbins without.
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C.-FINE SPINNING.

On account of the smooth, straight character of the flax

fibre, mule frames are unsuitable for the fine spinning process,

and, therefore, fly frames alone are used. These are, in the

main, similar to those employed for cotton, though possessing

c^^SM^^^^
Figs. 145 to 147.— Flyer of Flax Roving Frame

Fig. 145, Front View ; Fig. 146, Side View ; Fig. 147, To^j View.

certain special peculiarities, one novelty being the employment

of cold or warm water for increasing the draft of the yarn.

Fine spinning frames for flax are divided into three

classes :

—

1. Dry frames.

2. Semi-wet frames.

3. Wet frames.
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I. The Dry Spinning Frame.

In this frame, used for spinning low counts of yarn, the

lower draft rollers are of iron and fluted (as in the cotton

frame), the upper (pressure) rollers being smooth and covered

with leather, or simply the bare wood. The distance between

centres of the drawing mechanism is comparatively large— 18

to 24 inches—and the drafting is effected without the aid of

water.

The details of the machine are visible in the vertical section

represented in Fig. 148, which shows a frame with only a

single row of spindles.

The rove bobbins, 6, are stuck on spindles, a, in the upper

part of the frame, and the threads, c, pass thence, supported by

the guide rods, d, e, and the slowly swinging guide rail, e\ to

the drawing mechanism, consisting of slow-moving feed rollers,

/, g, and the high-speed draft rollers, h, i, which produce the

requisite attenuation. From the drawing rollers (which are 18

to 22 inches apart) the threads are led to the hinged guide

rail, k, and, finally, to the flyer spindle, ni (of which there are

56 to 88 on each side of the frame), and the bobbins, where

they receive the necessary twist and are wound. The arrange-

ment of the spindles is the same as in the cotton fly frame,

except that, instead of the bobbins being caused to drag by

leather and felt washers, this result is produced by a brake

cord, 0, and a weight, p. This cord, which is fastened on the

rear edge of the bobbin traverse at q, is led round the whorl

on the lower flange, r, of the pulley, and placed in one of the

grooves on the front edge, s, of the traverse. The larger the

surface of contact between the cord and the whorl, the greater

the retardation of the bobbin. The brake tension of the cords

is adjusted by sliding the front edge, s, of the traverse side-

ways, by means of special driving gear, at each alternation of

the traverse, in order to equalise the drag of the whole set of
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bobbins. As the bobbins increase in diameter, more drag must

Fig. 148.—Flax Dry Spinning Frame (vertical section).

be imparted in order to keep the thread tension uniform.
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The spindle is mounted in a collar bearing on the rail, t,

and in a step bearing on the footstep rail, «, and is driven by a

leather belt or cotton band, v, from the tin roller, ic, at a speed

of 2,000 to 2,500 revolutions per minute. A foot-board, .y,

above the tin roller, enables the minder to conveniently reach

any part of the machine for setting and cleaning.

2. The Semi-wd Spinning Frame.

On account of the liability of iron to corrosion and leather

to putrefy under the influence of the water used, these materials

must be replaced in the rollers of semi-wet frames for medium

yarns by brass in the fluted rollers, and beech or gutta-percha

for the pressure rollers. The moistening is effected :—

•

{a) By allowing cold water to trickle down incessantly

over the pressure rollers.

{h) By allowing the lower part of the fluted rollers to dip

into a trough of water.

(c) By bringing into contact with the fluted rollers a felt-

covered roller that dips into water.

{d) By passing the rove through cold water on its way to

the feed rollers.

{e) Or finally, by sprinkling the rove with cold water after

leaving the drawing rollers.

The dry spinning frame already described can be used

provided the rove from the drawing rollers be moistened with

cold water by passing it over a fluted roller, ;:, the lower part

of which dips into the water trough, j'. In this case the rail, t,

must be fitted with a sheet-metal cover, n, to catch the water

expelled in twisting the wet threads and discharge it by means

of the trough, «\ at the side of the frame, thus protecting the

internal parts of the machine from wet.

17
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3. The Wet Spinniui^ Frame.

The wet method, which is now most widely used for fine

yarns, consists in passing the rove through hot water on its

way to the drawing rollers, the object attained being the

softening of the long fibres and their resolution into short

elementary cells, which are thereupon readily drawn apart to

form a very fine yarn. The fibre being also rendered more

supple, the drawing process is greatly facilitated. Moreover,

the softened vegetable jelly (pectin compounds) in the fibre is

expressed during the twisting of the thread, and forms a hard,

superficial coating, which greatly contributes to the smooth-

ness of the yarn. Unfortunately, the method is attended with

the disadvantage that the resulting fabrics made from this

yarn are liable to wear rough and assume a character more

approximating to cottons.

A typical form of the wet spinning frame is shown as a

vertical section in Fig. 149. The rove bobbins, a, are mounted

in two rows at the top of the frame on each side. The rove

thread, b, on leaving the bobbin, passes over a guide bar, c,

then turns downwards and passes through a hole, d, into the

water trough, e, being held below the level of the water by

round glass rods,/, which also deflect it in the proper direction.

The water trough is filled from the pipe, /z, on opening the

tap, g, and the water is heated to the most favourable tem-

perature (100° to 165° F.) b}^ a longitudinal steam pipe, z', laid

near the bottom of the trough.

The water, which acquires an evil smell and readily turns

putrid, must be renewed from time to time, though a constant

supply of fresh water and removal of that rendered dirty by

pectin compounds is far preferable.

Moving onwards, the rove thread passes over the rounded

brass-covered edge of the trough at A', traverses a reciprocating

horizontal rail, /, and arrives at the draft rollers, m, n, where
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it undergoes fivefold to eightfold attenuation. The two pairs

Fig. 149.—Wet Spinning Frame for Flax (vertical cross section).

of rollers, in, 11, are made of fluted brass, and are set at a
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maximum distance of four inches apart (between centres), i.e.

equal to the longest individual fibres of flax. From these

rollers the thread traverses a guide rail, o, and directly after-

wards arrives at the flyer spindle, t, which is driven in the

usual manner from the tin roller, v, and carries the bobbin, q^

which latter is made to drag by the weight, r, and cord, s, just

as in the dry frame. The water expelled from the yarn by

the high speed (about 3,000 to 5,000 revolutions per minute)

of the spindles (of which there are 120 to 300) is caught by

the two metal sheets, t, u, and carried away to the side of

the machine b}- the gutters at the base of each sheet.

Of late the ring spindle has invaded the flax-spinning

industry also. Since, however, the dissolved pectin compounds

in the wet yarn choke up the ring furrow and quickly rust the

iron, the rings are made of brass, phosphor bronze, or even

porcelain.

Drying Wet Spun Yarn.—No matter whether hot or cold

water has been used, wet spun yarn must be reeled from the

bobbins as quickly as possible, and dried in hanks, in order to

prevent rotting. The drying is effected in heated and well-

ventilated chambers, where the hanks are either simply hung

up on wooden pegs, or else are moved about in a zig-zag

manner by means of two endless chains. Quite recently

cylindrical drying machines have come into use, the hanks of

yarn being fastened together by bronze clamps to form an

endless chain, and passed round a slowly revolving, steam

-

heated drum in such a manner that first one side of the

hank and then the other comes in contact with the walls of

the cylinder.

The cylindrical dr)-ing machine possesses the advantages,

of taking up little room, drying the yarn quickly, and leaving

it handsomer and smoother in appearance. On the other

hand, it is attended by the drawbacks of entailing a large con-

sumption of steam, expense and difficult}- of upkeep, and loss.
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of roundness and insufficient drying of the yarn in the parts

coming in contact with the bars. The last-named defect can,

however, be rectified by placing the dried yarn in a cooling

chamber, wherein the overdried portions are brought to normal

temperature, and those that have been imperfectly dried attain

the desired state of dryness,

D.—SUPPLEMENTARY TREATMENT.

The number of operations here is far smaller than in

dealing with cotton yarns, linen yarn being mostly woven, and

doubled for the production of sewing, knitting or lace-making

threads, in the crude, unbleached condition. Consequently

there remain only the following three groups of operations to

be considered :

—

I. Operations leaving the yarn unchanged.

II. Operations for producing new combinations of threads.

III. Packing.

The bleaching process belongs to the domain of Chemical

Technology, and therefore does not come within the scope of

the present work.

I.

—

Operations Leaving the Yarn Unchanged.

These comprise : reeling, numbering, sorting and testing.

I. Reeling.

As the manufacture of flax line yarns is still a home
industry in many districts, the prevailing multiplicity of

systems of reeling and numbering these yarns maybe ascribed

to this circumstance.

In works conducted on a large scale the reeling and num-

bering are everywhere performed according to the English

method or to the metric system. The English reel has a
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peripheral measurement of 2i yards, and the hank = lo lays

of 1 20 threads of 2h yards = 3,000 yards (2,743-2 metres). In

Austria the old reel measures 3 Vienna ells (233 metres, or

91 inches).

2. Numbering.

In accordance with the methods of reeling, the systems of

numbering flax line are two, viz. :
—

(a) English.

(6) Metric.

(a) In the English system the yarn number expresses the

number of lays of 300 yards going to i lb.

(b) In the metric system the yarn number expresses the

number of hanks (of 1,000 metres each) going to i kilo

(2-2 lb.).

The reciprocal conversion of the two systems is effected

by the formula; :

—

English No. x 0*604 = metric No.

Metric No. x r654 = English No.

3. Sorting.

Flax line is sorted according to appearance and quality,

also on the basis of count and suitability to the purposes for

which it is intended.

4. Testing.

The same characteristics are tested as in the case of cotton

yarn (q.v.). As regards hygroscopicity, it may be mentioned

that the permissible limit of moisture in line yarn is fixed at

1 1 per cent, of the weight of the dry material.

II.

—

Operations for Producing New Combinations

OF Threads.

These are confined to doubling for the formation of twist,

since nopped and fancy yarns could hardly be made. The
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remarks made in connection with the doubling of cotton yarns

also apply here. Most flax twists are two or three-ply, cord

Fig. 150.—Flax Line Doubling iManic (vertical cross section).

twists being three or six-ply. The various twists are sold

rough, washed, semi- or full-bleached, or dyed.
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Flax Line Doubling Frame.

As can be seen from Fig. 1 50, the single frame for doub-

ling flax line is very similar to that used for cotton. The
threads (three in number in this case) to be united pass from

Figs. 151 to 153.—Flyer of Doubling Spindle.

Fig. 151. Front View ; Fig. 152, Side View ; Fig. 153, Top View.

the bobbins, b—which rest on spindles, a, on the top of the

frame—through a wire loop, e, then under the glass rod, d, of

the water trough, c, to the glass rod,/, and thence to the rollers,

g, h. If wet twisting is to be practised, the trough is partly

filled with water. From the rollers, g, h, the united threads
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pass to the flyer spindle, i (driven by a belt, r, from the tin

cylinder, s), and finally on to the bobbin, /, which is mounted

on the traverse, k, and effects the twisting and winding of the

united thread in the usual manner. The flyer of this frame

is shown in Fig. 151 as a front view, Fig. 152 (side view), and

Fig. 153 (top view).

A novel feature here is the cheek brake applied to the

bobbin, a cord brake being insufficient. The bobbin is set on

a block, in, provided with two studs, p, which fit into corre-

sponding holes in the bottom flange of the bobbin. On
applying the brake cheeks, ;/, to the block, ;//, the bobbin is

checked, and sets up the necessary tension for uniformly

winding the twist.

When wet doubling is emplo}'ed the expelled water is

caught by the metal sheet, p, and collects in the gutter, q,

which draws it off to the sides of the frame.

III.—Packing.

As in cotton spinning, the yarns are bundled, pressed,

packed and labelled.

SECTION I I I.

TOW SPINNING.

The tow obtained as a short-staple, tangled, coarse, waste

product, mixed with shives, from the scutching and hackling

of flax, is spun into tow yarn in the manner now to be

described.

The main features of the process consist in carding the

tow into a mass of short fibres, which is then formed into

sliv^er, as in the case of cotton, the final stages, however, being

got through in a manner similar to that employed in line
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spinning. Dividing the entire spinning process into stages as

before, we have to describe :

—

A. The preparatory treatment.

B. Roving.

C. Fine spinning.

D. Supplementary treatment.

A.

—

^Preparatory Treatment.

The tasks in this group are very few in number, viz. .•

—

1. Beating and shaking.

2. Carding.

I. Beating and Shaking.

In this operation the tow is cleaned in a willow or opener,

consisting of a pin-shod drum, revolving at high speed and

driving the fibres against a series of fixed pins.

2. Carding.

The carding machines used for tow are very similar to

rotary cotton cards, except in the following points :

—

(i) They are always provided with two to nine pairs of

worker and clearer rollers.

(2) The card clothing, instead of covering the entire surface

of the rollers, is divided into two to four strips, corresponding

to the separate feed creepers, so that each compartment treats

a separate quantity of tow, and converts the same into sliver.

This arrangement, however, is not always adopted, the roller

clothing being sometimes entire like that on the cylinder.

(3) The card clothing is much coarser ; the iron or steel

wire pins are very thick, and are set in thick leather or (more

generally) boards (see the similar clothing of a jute carder

shown in Figs. i68 to 169).
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Formerly tow was usually passed through a breaker and

a finisher card, but of late the practice of carding in only one

machine, with slower feed, has arisen. The breaker card is

fed by hand and forms a sliver, ten to twenty of which are

then laid together so as to fill the clothing of the finishing

card, ten to twenty cans of breaker sliver being set to feed this

last machine. Sometimes, as in cotton carding, the slivers

from the breaker card are wound on a lapping machine to such

a breadth that two or three of these laps are sufficient to feed

the finisher card. Usually the cards are enclosed in a casing,

an exhaust fan being provided for removing the abundant dust

produced.

The arrangement of a tow card with porcupine draft head

is shown in vertical section in Fig. 154. The attendant lays

the opened tow on the three adjacent feed creepers, a, which

conduct it to the feed rollers, b, c. These draw the material

in and deliver it to the cylinder, T, the lower feed roller being

completely denuded by a quick-running clearer roller, d.

Around the cylinder are mounted seven pairs of workers and

clearers, A\ W\ A-, VV- ... A", W', which assist the cylinder,

in the usual manner, to loosen the fibres and distribute them

uniformly and parallel. Three doffers, D\ D-, D^, take the

tow from the cylinder, and are themselves stripped by the

doffer combs, H\ H-, H^, these slivers being condensed by the

trumpets, e\ e-, e^, and removed by the delivery rollers, f^,f'\f'^.

Each doffer has its lattice creeper divided into three com-

partments and three pairs of delivery rollers, so that nine

slivers are formed, the final pairs of deliver}' rollers,/^, taking

hold of three slivers, g, apiece. To attenuate and equalise

these slivers, they are then passed into the drawing mechanism,

consisting of the feed rollers, /z, /, porcupine roller, k, and draft

rollers, I, nt, and afterwards to the sliver plate, n, where they

are finally united to a single sliver, which is drawn off to one

side by two delivery rollers, 0, p, and discharged into a can, q.
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The doffer is cleaned by the roller brushes, r\ r-, r^ and the

porcupine roller, k, by the roller brush, s, the same office being

performed for the lower draft rollers, u, by a plush-covered

roller, t, and for the upper draft rollers by the customary

scraper:

Figs. 155 and 156.—Details ofTo-v Card with Gill Drawing Head.

Fig- I55j Vertical Section; Fig. 156, Top View.

Tou' Card with Gill Draicing Head.

Figs. 155 and 156 show merely the feeding device and the

sliver-forming mechanism, the other details of this card being

identical with that described above. Here also there are three

parallel lattice creepers, a\ a'-, a^, feeding the tow to the

machine, where it is carded in the usual manner. The carded
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tow is doffed in the form of thin fleeces, 6\ 6^ h^, condensed

into sHvers by the condensers, c\ c^, c^, and taken up by the

feed rollers—of which only the lower numbers, d^, d:\ d^, are

visible in the top view—whence the slivers pass round the

guide pegs, c\ c'\ c^, along a horizontal cast-iron plate, /, to the

drawing head. The latter consists of the feed rollers, g, h, a

set of gill fallers, /—united to an endless chain moved by the

Fig. 157.— Details of Tow Card, with Sliver Plate (top view and cross section).

chain wheels, z", k,—and a pair of quick-running draft rollers,

///, ;/. The sliver plate, 0, unites the sli\ers into a single band,

as shown, which is then grasped by the deliv-ery rollers j^, 5,

and let fall into the can, r.

Occasionally, as shown in Fig. 157, the tow slivers, a\ ir, cr\

are simply united on a plate, h, to a single band, wliich is then

led awa\- bv the deliverv rollers, c, d, into the can, e.
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Bell Sknal.

271

As is the case with the flax gilHng machine (see Fig. 142),

the tow card is fitted with a bell signal or counting mechanism,

in order to ensure the charging of the cans with a uniform

Fig. 158.—Bell Signal on Tow Card.

length of sliver. The mechanism (Fig. 158) is identical in

principle with that already described, and the same letters

are used to denote the same parts in each case, so that the

description already given will serve for both.

3. Drawing and Doubling.

The machinery used here is similar to that employed in

line spinning, except that the distance between centres (or

ratch) of the drawing mechanism is less (10 inches to 12

inches), to correspond with the shorter fibres of the tow.
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B.—ROVING.

The only difference between the roving frames for tow and

Hne flax is that the gill box is shorter, to correspond with the

smaller distance between centres of the drawing mechanism.

C. -FINE SPINNING.

The foregoing remarks apply also in this case, the distance

between centres in the drawing mechanism of dry and semi-

wet frames for spinning tow being reduced to 5 inches to

6 inches, and to 3 inches in wet frames.

The heist per inch is found by multiplying the square root

of the yarn number (English) by 2*2 in the case of warp yarns,

and I'g for wefts.

The Gill Spinning; Frame.

To spin thick yarns from scutcher and waste tow, the gill

spinning frame, as shown in vertical section in Fig. 159, is

preferably employed. A glance at the drawing will show

that, as far as the drawing mechanism, this frame is the same

as a flax roving frame, the remainder being identical with the

fine spinning frame. Only a single row of spindles is pro-

vided, and the bobbins (mounted on their rising and falling

traverse) are braked by a weighted cord in the usual manner.

SECTION IV.

HEMP SPINNING.

As is the case with flax, the spinning of hemp is divided

into two branches, namely, line spinning and tow spinning.

A.—SPINNING HACKLED OR LINE HEMP.

The fibres of cleaned hemp being, as already stated in

dealing with fibres in general, too long to be spun conveniently
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in their natural state, must be broken or cut across into-two

or three lengths by means of circular saws. They are next

Fig. 159.—Gill Spinning Frame (vertical section).

hackled, generally by hand, and are then ready for the spin-

ning process. The machinery used for spinning hackled hemp

to high counts of yarn is the same as for line flax, but of

stronger construction, in accordance with the greater thick-

ness and hardness of hemp fibre.

B.—SPINNING HEMP TOW.

The tow after having been passed through a breaker

willow, if necessary, to reduce the length of the fibres, is next

carded and made into sliver.

For coarser yarns a single breaker card without drawing

head—a so-called semi-circular card—-is employed, this name
18
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being given because the treatment of the fibre is effected on

the lower half of the cylinder surface exclusively.

When higher numbers of yarn are to be produced from

hemp tow the card slivers are united into a lap, which is then

put through a finisher card with drawing mechanism.

Breaker Card for Hemp Tow.

The machine shown in vertical section in Fig. i6o is a so-

called shell breaker card. The tow, loosened and freed from

dust, is laid on the feed creeper, a, which takes it to the

fluted feed rollers, h, c. These draw it in and give it over to

Fig. i6o.—Shell Breaker Card for Hemp Tow (vertical section).

the licker-in roller, e, set close above the cast-iron dish, d,

whence it is taken up by the cylinder, T, and worked about in

the usual manner by the worker and clearer rollers, A\ W\
A^ W'^ which reduce the fibres both in length and thickness,

and lay them out parallel, besides removing the very short

fibres, dust and dirt. The fleece collecting on the cylinder is

removed by the doffer, D, which in turn is stripped by the

rollers, /, ^i,^ These latter deliver it to the conductor,//

—
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provided with lateral checks and tapering off downwards

—

where it is condensed and finally delivered as sliver into the

can, /, by the rollers, /, k. Both cylinder and worker rollers

are covered by a close-fitting case to prevent the long fibres

falling out of the card clothing ; and, in addition, the tin

rollers, ;7z\ iii^, are interposed between the worker and clearer

rollers for the purpose of pressing the fibres into the clothing.

Sometimes, however, the lower surface of the cylinder is

left uncovered, to enable short fibres, dust and refractory

materials to be discharged from the machine.

The card sliver is next put through two or three drawing

frames, and then delivered in an attenuated and uniform con-

dition to the roving frame.

Coarse yarns {e.g., for ordinary string) are finished on the

roving frame, whilst medium counts are put through the gill

spinning frame (F'ig. 159), and the finer yarns are spun in the

dry or semi-wet frame (rarely by the hot water frame), as used

for line flax. Doubling is performed on frames like those

used for flax and tow, but more strongly built.

String.

The manufacture of string begins with the operation of

doubling, which is mostly performed by the dry method, only

twist from poor tow yarns being prepared by wet doubling.

The resulting twist is formed into string or cord by repeated

doublings, according to requirement.

Twist for string, and as a rule cord also, has to be finished

by polishing on a machine, after having been slightly rough-

ened and then wetted, steeped in starch paste, smoothed,

dried and wound up on large bobbins.

A string polishing machine is shown in Figs. 161 -162 as

a vertical section and top view respectively.

The twist bobbins, a, are mounted in three rows on

spindles, /;, of the bobbin frame, the cords being passed
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together from these bobbins through the loops, c, and between

guide pins, d, which keep them the right distance apart

throughout the operation. The cords are first laid over three

roughing rollers, ^\ c', e'^, covered with card clothing, by means

of which the surface of the cord is roughened, and thus

prepared for absorbing water from the water trough,/. They

then pass the poh'shing rollers, g^, g~, g'^, covered with cords

made of cocoanut fibre, thence into the sizing trough, h,

through two pressure rollers, i, k (to remove the excess of

dressing), and over three polishing rollers, /V', ^'\ to the drying

apparatus. The drij^pings of water or sizing preparation

(which frequently contains loading materials such as china

clay or heavy spar) run down the sloping plates, m, n, and

collect in the gutters, o, p ; whilst particles of liquid expelled

from the cords by centrifugal force are caught by the protec-

tive casings, ;n\ //\ enclosing the rollers. The drying

apparatus comprises a large steam-heated cylinder, q, in the

lower part of the machine, and the smaller drums, r, s, above.

The cord, t, first laps round the large cylinder, q, from below,

then ascends to r, passes horizontally to s, and returns to q,

this being repeated until it has made ten to twelve turns

round the drums and arrives at the further end of q, whence

it is led round the guide rod, u. From this point the different

cords are spread out fanwise to the revolving bobbins, v

(mounted in two rows beside the sizing tub, h), on which the

finished cords are wound by the guide rail, ic, which has an

up-and-down motion. While on the way from the large

cylinder, q, to the small drums, r, s, and vice versa, the cords

are polished on the outer side by the roller x, and on the

inner side by the roller, y, both of which are wound with

waxed hemp cord.

In most cases the finished string is unwound from the

bobbins, and wound in balls in a balling machine ; more

rarely it is rewound into hanks. Balling machines are of
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various kinds, some winding only one ball at a time, others

a whole series at once.

SECTION V.

JUTE SPINNING.

As a general rule the spinning of jute approximates to the

flax or tow-spinning processes, according as the jute fibre is

long (hackled), or consists of jute tow, and is destined for

the production of the corresponding yarns. In either case,

however, the actual process of spinning is prefaced by a

preparatory treatment of batching and softening (see " Jute

Fibre") to render the fibres soft and suj^ple.

A.—vSPINNING JUTE LINE YARN.

The batched and softened material is put into a breaking

and cutting machine, fitted with blunt circular saws which cut

the fibre into three lengths. The other operations are the

same as in flax spinning, the preparing machinery consisting

of a gilling machine (ratch, ^6 inches) and three drawing

frames, with a 28-, 26-, and 24-inch ratch respectively. The
roving frames carry about seventy spindles, and have a

24-inch ratch, whilst the dry frames used in fine-spinning

carry 200 spindles and have an 18-inch ratch.

B.—SPINNING JUTE TOW YARNS.

When the bales are unpacked the tresses of jute are put

through an opener, where they are exposed to strong con-

tinuous pressure on the part of spiked or deeply fluted rollers,

which loosen and open the fibres, so as to enable the tresses

to be easily spread out by hand. Next follow batching and

softening, after which medium and poor grades can be sent
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direct to the carding machine. In better sorts with hard

butts, the latter are first cut off by hand or in a machnie,

owing to their inferior character.

In small mills, and in larger works where tow cards are

employed to disintegrate the fibre, the long jute (as well as

waste, jute string, etc.) is occasionally reduced to tow in the

teaser (Fig. 163) before passing to the breaker card.
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The Teaser shown in the accompanying figure is a very

simple machine, consisting of the feed table, a, the fixed iron

dish, b, the slow feed roller, c, and the high speed, spiked

cylinder, d. The material introduced by the dish feed is

torn up by the cylinder into small fibres, and ejected in the

direction shown by the arrow. This action at the same time

sifts the material, the heavier and less thoroughly opened

portions dropping into, e, whilst the better opened and, there-

fore, lighter parts fall into the compartment,/.

Carding.

The carding machines used in spinning jute tow are, like

those employed for flax and hemp, exclusively of the roller

card type, which both split up the fibre, break it into shorter

lengths to adapt it to the subsequent machines, and arrange

Jute Breaker Card (vertical section).

it in parallel straight lines, the dark cuticular portions, very

short fibres and dust, being at the same time eliminated.

The Jute Breaker Card, shown as a vertical section in Fig.

164, is evidently almost identical with the hemp tow card

represented in Fig. 160, the only differences being that in the
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present case the fluted feed rollers are dispensed with, and

that the under part of the cylinder is unprovided with a cover,

so that an opportunity is here afforded for the removal of hard

butt ends, dark skin, short fibres and dust.

The Jute Finisher Card is shown in Fig. 165 as a vertical

section. The machine is fed by cans, a\ d^, containing breaker

sliver, the several bands of which are conveyed by the feed
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creeper, b, drawn in by the dish feed, c, and presented to the

action of the cyHnder, T, and the four sets of worker and

clearer rollers, A\ W^ . . . A\ W^, arranged about the cir-

cumference of the same. The jute fleece, b, is taken off the

cylinder by the doffer, D, which is stripped by a pair of

rollers, d'\ d-\ discharging the fleece into the tin conductor, Cy

where, as shown in the detail sketches. Figs. i66 and 167, it

is condensed, and is then seized by the delivery rollers, which

Figs. 166 and 167.—Details of Jute Finisher Card.

Fig. 166, Front View ; Fig. 167, Top View.

forward it to the guide pegs,/, g, on the cast-iron plate, k.

Round these pegs it passes towards the right, and is drawn

through the guide, n, by the rollers, /, 111, which deliver it to

the coiling can, 0. As was the case in the breaker card, the

lower portion of the cylinder, together with the two first

clearer rollers, W\ W-, is provided with a close-fitting cover,

whilst the top of the machine is fitted with a lid, of which the

portions, p, q, are mounted on hinges. Again, as in the breaker

card, tin rollers, r, s, are mounted against the first and second
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clearer rollers in order to keep the longer fibres slit^htly pressed

into the clothing.

So far as concerns the card clothing used, this differs

chiefly from that of the cotton card in that the strong unbent

pins are mostly set in wood, bent pin clothing mounted in

Figs. 168 to 171.—Clothing for Jute Card.

Fig. 168, Licker-in Clothing; Fig. 169, Cylinder Clothing; Fig. 170, Clearer

Roller Clothing; Fig. 171, Worker Roller Clothing.

l-'iG. 172.—Jute Chain Gilling Machine (vertical section).

leather being less frequently used. The various kinds of

clothing for the jute card are shown in Figs. 168 to 171

which represent licker-in clothing, cylinder clothing, clearer

roller clothing, and worker roller clothing respectively, the

last-named consisting of bent pins set in leather.
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The succeeding operations of draxcing and doubling are

performed in machines greatly resembling those used in flax

spinning, as a glimpse at the jute chain gilling machine in

Fig. 172, and the jute worm gilling machine in Fig, 173 will

readily show. All that is, therefore, necessary is to draw

attention to the slight differences between them. In the first

place, the ratch is only about 12 inches; next, the pressure

roller, /, instead of being bare, is shod with leather ; and in

the chain machine a pair of guide rollers, vi, n, are provided

Fig. 173.—Jute Worm Gilling Machine (vertical section).

in front of the sliver plate, //, together with a roller brush, 0,

for cleaning the gills. The manner in which the sliver is

delivered from a four-head jute drawing frame is illustrated in

detail by Fig. 174, which shows the plate, h, the lower delivery

rollers, k, and the cans, /, viewed from above.

Roving in the jute roving frame is carried on in the same

manner as for flax, the machinery being very similar in both

cases. This will be evident from a glance at the vertical

section of a jute roving frame shown in Fig. 175, the sole

differences being the shorter ratch and the consequent reduc-
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tion in the number of gill faller.s, as also the leather covering

provided for the pressure rollers.

The constant speed of the spindles, k—shown without their

attached flyers—is produced by the rotation of the shaft, 0, in

the lower part of the frame (Fig. 176), and the cone wheels^

Fig. 174.—Delivering Slivers from Jute Drawing Frame (top view),

/

Fig. 175.—Jute Roving Machine (vertical section).

p, q, acting on the spindle pinions, /, whilst the variable speed

of the bobbins, m^, is transmitted from the differential motion

by the higher shaft, r, and the action of the cone wheels, s, t,

on the bobbin pinions, n. The differential motion also effects

the rise and fall of the bobbin traverse at a gradually modified

speed.
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The fine spinning of jute tow is almost exclusively per-

formed in dry frames, one of which, a double-ended frame,

carrying seventy-two spindles on each side, and working

at a speed of about 2,500 revolutions of the spindles per

minute, is shown as a vertical section in Fig, 176. If this

Fig. 176.—Spindle-driving Mechanism of Jute Roving Frame (vertical section).

machine be compared with the single frame for dry spinning

flax (see Fig. 148), it will be at once evident that they are

practically identical ; consequently the same description applies

to both, especiall}' as the lettering of corresponding parts is

the same in each.
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SUFPLEMEXTARV TREATMENT.

The few operations here required are identical ahnost

Fig. iyy._jute Dry Spinning Frame (vertical section).

throuL,^hout with the corresponding processes already described

in connection with flax spinning.
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Numbering Jute Yarn.—The English system is employed

exclusively, the basis being the same as for flax line yarns.

Doubling for the production of twist, is performed on

Fig. 178.—The Jute Doubling Frame (vertical cross section).

machines (Fig. 178) almost exactly the same as used for

flax—see Fig. 150—the description of which need not be

repeated.
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Packing.—Jute yarns are packed by hand after being

wound into hanks on a reel. Of late the practice has arisen

of winding jute weft }'arns in the form of cops ready for the

shuttle, the work being performed on cop-winding machines.

The Production of Mixed Yarns.

Jute can be readily spun to low counts along with similar

fibres, i.e., such as exhibit a similar smooth character and

length of fibre, like flax tow and hemp tow in particular.

The products are known as mixed or union yarns, and are of

greater tensile strength than pure jute yarns. They are used

to replace dry spun flax and hemp tow yarns in coarse fabrics

which are neither to be bleached nor exposed to prolonged

wet. There are two chief varieties : light and dark, jute

prevailing in the latter, and tow (hemp or flax) "in the other.

The two materials are treated separately until the finisher

card is reached, in which machine the breaker card slivers are

united, and, thenceforward, treated together.

Utilising Jute Waste.

The utilisation of jute waste affords a most instructive

example of the multiplicity of ways devised, in modern factory

management, for working up the waste formed in the various

stages of production. In this case there are three classes of

waste :

—

1. Waste produced anterior id the spinning process, viz. : jute

string used in cording the bales, and jute bale wrappers.

2. Waste from dressing the jute tresses, and sliver waste, viz. :

butts, torn sliver from the cards and drawing frames, and

broken ends from the spinning frames.

3. Manufacturing waste in the more restricted sense, com-

prising :

—

19
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(a) Carding zcasie, or the short butts, fragments of stalk,

dirt, sand, etc., separated during carding, as well as accident-

ally dropped long fibres.

(b) Spinning and weaving waste from the drawing and

roving frames, and from preparatory weaving machinery and

looms.

(c) Cleaning waste, consisting of short, more or less dirty

fibres, such as drop out of the machinery when cleaning ; also

of waste oil rags and threads used for rubbing the oily parts

of the machines.

In dealing with Class i : string is untied and unravelled by

hand, then batched, softened, willowed, carded, and spun into

low-count yarns. Bale wrappers are used for packing.

Class 2. Butts are treated like string, whilst torn slivers

are put through the finisher card and worked up in the usual

manner.

Class 3. Carding icaste is first cleaned in a willowing and

sifting machine, and then used up in making paper and mill-

board, the dirty waste being utilised as manure. Spinning

and weaving waste also is sent to the paper maker. Cleaning

waste is willowed, passed through the waste card, and sold

either as a cleaning material for engine shops, or else to the

upholsterers for stuffing furniture and mattresses. The oily

and, therefore, inflammable portions of the waste are used for

lisfhtinsf the boiler fires in the mill itself.



PART III.

SPINNING ANIMAL RAW MATERIALS.

SECTION I.

SPINNING CARDED WOOLLEN YARN.

The spinning of carded woollen yarn comprises all the opera-

tions necessary to convert carded wool into yarn. As these

yarns are intended for the manufacture of fabrics that are to

be given a felt-like character by the process of milling or

fulling, it is necessary that the yarns themselves shall be

endowed in a high degree with the property of felting; and

accordingly the raw material used must be more or less fine

in character, short in staple and curly.

The finer the wool the greater its felting capacity and

plasticity, since the means (warmth, moisture and detergents)

employed in milling soften the wool, making it supple and

thereby more susceptible to the multifarious mechanical in-

fluences brought to bear upon it.

The capacity of easily and reliably felting into a mass of

fibre that cannot be disintegrated is especially peculiar to the

short-staple wools, so that the" use of such as are of short

(average not over 4 inches) and uniform staple is advisable

for the production of carded woollen yarn.

That the curl of wool also favours the production of felt is

readily apparent, the mutual interlocking of the fibres increasing

in proportion to the number of undulations exhibited by the

individual hairs.
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In addition, however, to a proper selection of raw material,

it is quite as necessary, for the purposes of cloth-making,

that the spinning process should be conducted in a manner

calculated to preserve the desirable qualities of the wool, and

furnish a yarn suitable in form and character for yielding the

best results in the milling process. With this in view the

spinner should direct his efforts to producing a rough, mossy,

soft thread containing as large a number of protruding ends

of fibres as possible, since the more there are of these the better

will the resulting fabric felt to a mass of close texture.

Moreover, the warp and weft yarns are spun in a different

manner ; the warp being more solid and harder, to impart body

to the fabric, whilst the weft is softer and weaker, because its

function is to fill up the fabric and assist the felting of the

whole during milling. For the same reasons warp yarns

generally have a right-hand twist ; wefts a reversed or left-

hand twist.

As in other branches of the spinning industry, the work of

producing carded woollen }^arns is divided into four stages of

operations :

—

A. Preparatory treatment.

B. Roving.

C. Spinning proper.

D. Supplementary treatment.

A.—PREPARATORY TREATMENT.

Before the wool arrives in the spinning mill it has (some-

times) been washed by the grower previous to shearing—as

already described in the section dealing with wool fibre.

The objects of the preparatory work in the mill are mani-

fold :—

I. To purify the wool from all impurities that are soluble or

can be made so (dirt of all kinds, wool fat and yolk or suint)

by steeping, washing and scouring.
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2. Draining and drying the washed wool.

3. Removing all insoluble impurities (burrs and other

vegetable matters, such as fragments of leaves, wood, straw,

fodder, etc.) by burr extracting.

4. Loosening the wool and removing any residual burrs,

sand, dust, etc., by willowing.

5. Softening and smoothing the fibre, and at the same

time loosening and mechanically purifying it by oiling.

6. Disintegrating the wool and isolating the fibres, as well

as arranging them in order, by carding.

I.

—

Scouring, Washing and Rinsing.

Washing the wool before shearing is only a superficial

operation, and merely removes the more readily separable

dirt, together with a small proportion of the more or less

indurated, fatty, malodorous, yellowish products—wool fat and

suint—excreted from the glands at the roots of the wool.

Suint consists of soapy compounds of potash and fatty acids,

together with a little free fatty acid and saline matter ;
and

to remove these along with the wool fat, all wool—whether

previously washed or still in the grease—has to be scoured

or washed by the aid of detergent chemicals.

I . Scouring and Washing.

Detergents.—Although suint is soluble in pure (preferably

soft) water, w^ool fat is not, and' therefore suitable detergents

must always be added in order to secure the removal of the

latter. These adjuncts are invariably of an alkaline nature

and their action on the wool fat is of a twofold character,

viz., saponifying, which is a chemical process, resulting in the

formation of compounds of potash with the fatty acids ;
and

emulsifying, i.e., the dissemination of the wool fat as finely
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divided globular particles throughout the water—a purely

mechanical phenomenon.

The detergents used are: (i) ordinary carbonate of soda

or Leblanc soda
; (2) ammonia-soda or Solvay soda—the only

difference between them being one of manufacture : about

5 per cent, is usually employed
; (3) soap, either a potash

or a soda-soap, from 3 to 1 5 per cent, being taken
; (4)

ammonium carbonate (often erroneously called sal amuwiiiac),

a higlily useful detergent, owing to its gentle action : from

5 to 10 per cent, is used
; (5) stale urine, the action of which

is due to its contained ammonium carbonate, is still used

—

although mostly in small works only—in admixture with a

threefold volume of water; (6) Schlieper's detergent, consisting

of: soda, 20 parts, olein, 5 parts, sal ammoniac (ammonium

chloride), 5 to 10 parts
; (7) Quillaya extract

; (8) mixtures of

Ouillaya extract, or dissolved soap, and stale urine. Latterly

attempts have been made to extract suint and wool fat by the

aid of solvents like carbon disulphide, ether, benzine, etc. ; but

these bodies, being volatile, entail the use of costly apparatus

and besides exhibit the disadvantage of removing even the

small proportion of wool fat that should be left behind in the

fibre. Extraction plant has also a high fire risk, and, unless

kept hermetically closed throughout, may also be a source of

danger to the health and lives of the hands employed.

Temperature of the Washing Liquor.—This is always used

warm, 50" to 60" C. being found by experience the most

favourable temperature. As a rule steam—either direct from

the boiler or from the waste pipe— is employed to heat the

liquor, either by means of a coiled pipe or blown in through

an injector.

Duration of Washing.—The wool should not be left in the

liquor any longer than is really necessary for saponifying or

emulsifying the fat, etc. If left too long it suffers corrosion,

its strength and spinning properties being impaired. The
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neutral alkali-carbonate detergents used have no injurious

action on the fibre unless the exposure is too long ; otherwise

they are a source of injury.

Wool-scouring Machinery.—The so-called leviathans are

composed of three, four and even five separate machines

—

tanks or vats—of very similar construction, united to form

a single large, automatic machine. In the case of a three-tank

leviathan the suint is removed in the first tank, the wool

rough-scoured in the second, and the third is used for finishing

off ; whereas in a four-tank machine the wool is washed a

second time in the third tank and finished in the fourth.

Formerly the rinsing was also effected in the last tank, but

this practice is no longer customary, separate rinsing machines

being employed.

Each tank in the leviathan is fitted with : {a) a slowly

revolving immerser roller, which submerges the greasy wool

for a certain period, and thus prevents it rising to the surface

before it has time to absorb the scour, as it otherwise would

do
; (6) two cranks actuating forked rakes, which engage with

the wool before it has the opportunity of sinking to the bottom

and slowly fork it along towards the next tank
;
(c) an elevator,

which takes up the wool from the second set of forks and lifts

it up out of the scour
;
{d) a pair of wringing rollers, which

squeeze the wool presented by the elevator, and deliver it into

the next tank.

The immerser rollers, rakes and wringers are nearly alike

in all makes of scouring machinery ; but, on the other hand,

the elevators differ, and are often of entirely distinct types.

When the wool is caked with hard lumps it is advisable to

arrange the first tank of the series in such a manner that the

wool is left for some time in the scour there.

The fresh scour is introduced into the last tank of the set

and transferred to the others in succession, the direction of

flow being therefore opposite to that in which the wool is
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moved. This procedure is adopted because, for one thing,

clean scour is necessar}- for the final washing of the wool, and,

secondly, in view of the circumstance that scour impregnated

with suint is better able to exert a saponifying and emulsifying

action on the wool than when in a fresh condition.

In the older machines the tanks were set on different levels

to enable the scour to run from one to another by gravitation,

but in the newer machines they are all on the same plane, and

the water is forced from one tank into another by means of

steam injectors, the Korting injector being a well-known t)'pe.

The steam employed for this purpose also serves to heat the

scour in a very economical manner.

Of the new forms of scouring machines a description may
be given of:

—

(a) The Dcmcusc Leviathan.—This machine, made by H.

Demeuse, of Aachen, and shown as a longitudinal section

(through the steeping tank) in Fig. 179, consists as a rule of

three strong tanks made of sheet-iron, strengthened by angle

irons, and united to form a single machine.

The wool is laid by the attendant between the vanes of

the immerser roller, a, in portions as equal as possible, and is

slowly carried down and submerged. It is then engaged by

the first set of forks, b, which lift it a little—in order to allow

dust, dirt, etc., to fall to the bottom—and delivered to the

second set of forks, c, which seize it before it has had a chance

of sinking to the bottom of the vat, and transfer it to the

harrow-like elevator, d. This organ slides the wool upwards

in uniform layers along the inclined draining plate, e, so that

it comes within reach of the wringers, /, g, the upper one of

which,/, in order to secure uniform pressure, is covered with

canvas, hempen cord or long-staple combed wool fleece, and

mounted in slides on the frame, h, so that it can give way

a little, its descent being secured by a strong carriage spring, i.

After the wringing, which breaks down and loosens any hard
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clots or lumps of dirt, the wool is delivered by a creeper, h,.

into the second vat, where the same procedure is repeated,

and whence it passes into the third or rinsing tank.

Fig. 180. — Korting Injector (longitudinal section).

All the tanks are fitted with a perforated false bottom, /,

which can be removed in sections. The actual bottom, m, in

each case slopes downwards to the centre, thus enabling the

deposited dirt to accumulate in a receiver, n, whence it can be

removed from time to time by opening a valve or sliding door

(see Fig. 192).

Fig. 181.—Korting Injector (elevation).

The tanks are connected by injectors or pumps, which

convey the scour from one to the other in the shortest possible

time. A simple form of Korting injector is shown in Figs.

180 and 181, the working of which is sufficiently indicated by

the arrows.
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(b) The Dcru Leviathan.— This inacliine (introduced b\^

Alexandre Deru, of Verviers) differs little from the one just

described. It is, however, fitted with double-crank forks for

working the wool in each tank, and is characterised by a

particularl}' efficient elevator, by virtue of which the machine

has righth' gained an excellent reputation. Fig. 182 shows

—

partly in section, parti}- in elevation—'the elevator and wringers

of the steeping tank and the immerser roller of the washing-

tank. The elevator—in the form adopted by Glilcher and

Schwabe, of Biala—consists of a couple of wheels, a, mounted

on the elevator shaft, h, which runs in bearings on a frame, d,

fixed on the side walls of the tank, c. These wheels carry

pillars, c, in which the trunnions, /, of the blades, g, with their

attached zinc forks, li, are mounted so as to hang free. The

trunnions, /, carry on their outer ends, projecting laterally

beyond the wheels, a, two friction rollers, /, k, so as to come

into contact with two guide rails, one of which, /, is mounted

inside the frame, d, whilst the other, ;;/, is screwed on to an

angle plate, n, in the rear of the frame.

By following the movement of the forks during the rotation

of the elevator shaft in the direction shown by the arrows, it

will be readily seen that they hang down vertically until the

friction rollers, /, come into contact with the front guide rail,

/, whereupon the forks are rapidly deflected, and thereby lift

a portion of the wool out of the tank. The delivery of this

wool to the u ringing rollers, c, />, is effected b}- means of the

second guide rail, m, which comes in contact with the friction

rollers, k, and thereby prevents the forks from slipping down-

wards to a vertical position, as they otherwise would do on

the release of the rollers, /, b\- the lower guide rail, /. The
shape of the rail, m, is such that the points of the forks are

brought as close as possible to the point of contact between

and p, and are thereafter made to slide over the surface of o

before being released and allowed to resume the vertical position
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In this manner even very short-staple wool is successfully

delivered to the wringers. At the same time it is rinsed by

the scour dropping down from the blades, g, during their

ascent, and is removed in a satisfactory manner from the forks

by the sliding contact between the latter and the roller, 0.

The wool hanging to the lower wringer, p, is taken away

b}' the quick-running wooden beater roller, q, and thrown into

the divisions of the immerser roller, r, of the second tank, s,

where it is submerged and then worked forward by the

double-crank forks to the elevator, which in turn feeds it to

wringers, this operation being repeated in each successive tank

of the series. The deposited dirt is removed through an

opening in the deepest part*of each tank, on lifting the sliding

door, n, after loosening the bow screw, t.

Utilising the Spent Scour.—Whereas it was formerly the

custom to run the waste scour into the nearest water-course^

whereby the latter was polluted in a deplorable manner, and

all the useful residual matters in the scour were wasted, the

recovery of these residues now occupies a very important

industrial position. Thus waste scour now yields: (i) zt^dol

Jibres, retained by the self-cleaning wool catchers
; (2) lanolin,

recovered by centrifugalising, and utilised as a medicament

like vaseline
; (3) wool fat or recovered grease, recovered by

treatment with sulphuric acid, either alone or in conjunction

with lime
; (4) potash and illiuninating gas, obtained by con-

centrating the scour and calcining the residue.

Notwithstanding the expensive plant required for recovering

these waste products and the time and trouble involved, the

outlay is very quickly repaid, especially when the waste liquors

from fulling mills are dealt with at the same time.

At one time the scoured wool was rinsed by placing it in

wicker lath baskets and immersing it in running water, e.g..
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a mill pool or mill sluice, where it was worked about with

rakes or paddles until free from dirt. Nowadays, however,

Fig. 183.—Oval Wool Rinser with Beaters (plan).

Fig. 184.—Oval Wool Rinser with Beaters (vertical section).

the work is done in special rinsing machines, the usual types

being either oval rinsers with beaters or forks, or leviathan

rinsers.
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(a) Oval Wool-rinsing Machine with Beaters.

A machine of this kind, generally known as a Pelzer rinser,

after the name of the first maker, is shown in Figs. 183 and 184.

The large elliptical vat, a, made of strong wooden staves,

encloses a smaller vat, b. The rinsing water is run in as a

powerful stream through the pipe, c, and flows at a rapid rate

in the direction shown by the arrows. A false bottom, c, is

provided with four gratings, /, through which the specifically

V\Q. 1S5.—Wool Rinser with Forks (plan).

heavier dirty water descends, and is then forced up the upcast

pipe, g, whence it flows from the lip,/", into the conduit, q.

The wool is worked about by the bent arms, h, mounted in

opposite positions on the shafts, i and /c, of which the shaft, /,

is driven direct from the belt pulleys {m, the fixed, and /, the

loose pulley), whereas k is set in motion through the cog-wheels,

;/, 0. In the course of their slov/ movement of rotation the

arms beat the wool forcibly down in the water, and at the
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same time exert an opening action thereon. In order to

secure good results the charge of wool should be small and

the water supply plentiful. When the operation is finished,

the water is run off through a cock, r, and the wool is

shovelled out by hand.

(b) Oval Rinser with Forks.

A plan of this sheet-iron vat (a) is given in Fig. 185. The

construction is similar to that of the last machine, but the

bent arms are here replaced by forked rakes provided with

straight tines, p, q, and set in rapid motion by the two crank

shafts, r, s. The mechanism is driven by the pulleys, in, I,

the water is admitted through the pipe, l\ and drawn off

through the bottom valve, g.

(c) Leviathan Rinser.

This machine (Figs. 186 and 187) differs from the foregoing

kinds in consisting of a rectangular iron tank. In this case

also the water runs continuously into the machine through

two pipes, /, branching from the water main, and flows in the

direction shown by the arrows, so as to maintain, in conjunction

with the forked rakes, a, b, a continuous circulation of the wool

and water, whereby the wool, introduced at intervals at /, is

vigorously worked and consequently rinsed. The impure

water runs away constantly, through an adjustable valve

(not shown), into the conduit, m. When the charge of wool

is properly swilled the elevator, which up to that time has

remained stationary, is thrown into gear by pulling up the

hand lever, n (Fig. 188), and thus connecting the toothed

coupling, 0. The elevator consists of the two cross-arms, c,

slowly rotated by the shaft, d, in the direction shown b\^ the

arrows, and supporting, by means of the pins, e, the freely

suspended forked rakes,/, which remain in a vertical position

until the curved fingers, g, fixed on the pins, e, come in
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contact with the cam disc, h, whereupon the forks, /, rise up

suddenl}' and Hft a moderate portion of wool out of the tank.

The shape of the fingers, g, is such that the ends of the fork

tines are able to rise above the level of the board, p, on to

Fig. -Elevator Stop Motion.

which they then fall as soon as the fingers, g, are released by

the cam, h, the result being that the wool is delivered into the

perforated box, q, where it is left to drain. The transmission

of motion to the working parts from the fast pulley can be

easily seen from Fig. 187.

II.—Draining and Drving the Wool.

I. Draining.

The machines employed for this purpose all effect, by

mechanical means, the expulsion of the greater part of the

water remaining adherent to the loose wool. The two different

types used are {a) the wringer, and (h) the hydro-extractor, or

centrifugal machine.

(a) The Wool Wringer.

This machine, which is rather out of date, and only used

in small works, is shown as a side view in Fig. 189. The

damp wool is placed as a fairly thick layer on the feed creeper,

a, and is thereby fed to the rollers, b, c, which seize it, express

the moisture and deliver the wool on to a creeper, d, from
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which it drops into a basket. The upper roller, which is covered

with hempen cord, sacking or combed fleece, is mounted in

t'lG. i8g.—Wool Wringer (side view).

slide bearings, and heavily weighted by a lever, c, rod,/, and

coiled spring, ^.

{h) Hydro-Extractors.

Centrifugal draining machines have been used in the textile

industry for about fifty years, their importance increasing yearly

by reason of the fact that they expel the water in a more

complete manner than any other mechanical appliance known.

The wool is placed in a rotary basket running at high

speed, the water being driven, by the action of centrifugal

force, through the perforations in the basket and leaving the

dry wool behind.

The centrifugal machine was invented by the French
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technicist, Penzoldt, whose first apparatus was made with a

horizontal axis, whereas all those now built for wool draining

are of the vertical type, driven by overhead or underneath

gearing.

(a) Hydro-Extractors icith Overhead Gearing.

Two forms of this class, fitted with friction driving gear,

will now be described ; the first being an older form for small

works, the other of new construction for large establishments.

The older form of machine is clearly illustrated in Figs.

190 and 191. The basket, c, made of perforated sheet copper

(less frequently iron or steel), and destined to receive the wet

wool, is mounted on a cast-iron plate, a, on the vertical shaft,

b, the lower extremity of which is supported by a small

lenticular block of steel in a footstep bearing, d, whilst the

upper portion is supported by a collar bearing, e, in the cast-

iron frame,/, bolted on to the top of the thick cast-iron casing,

g. The vertical shaft is provided at the upper end with a

cone, h, made of compressed sheets of paper, and driven by

the conical cast-iron pulley, i, mounted on the transverse

driving shaft, /, and driven by the belt pulle\', k, or by the

cranks, ii, and speed multiplying gear, 0, p.

The centrifugal force arising from the rapid rotation of the

basket acts on the wool and causes it to adhere gently but

firmly to the walls, whilst the contained moisture is expelled

through the perforations on to the walls of the outer casing,

where the drops collect and drain off through the pipe, q, into

the conduit, u. A strong flat spring, r, pressing against the

left end of the driving shaft, /, produces sufficient friction

between the cones, h and i, to ensure uniformity of motion

and consumption of power ; and the brake gear—brake pulley,

V, brake band, s, and brake lever, zv—underneath the collar

bearing, c, on the vertical shaft, b, quickly stops the machine
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when the driving belt has been thrown on to the loose pulley,

or the hand cranks have been released. The whole machine

is firmly bolted on to the foundation by screw-bolts, t.
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The newer form of hydro-extractor is illustrated by the

vertical section given in Fig. 192, wherein the corresponding

parts are lettered the same as Figs. 190 and 191. The chief

difference between the two machines is in the stronger and

more compact constructionsof the newer one, the altered shape

Fig. 192.— Hydro-extractor with Overhead Friction Driving Gear, new form
(vertical section).

of the top frame,/, and the substitution of a setting screw, r,

for the flat spring producing friction between the two cones.

The belt is thrown from the fast pulley, k^, to the loose pulley,
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k, and vice versa by the belt fork, 'a', which is moved by the

hand wheel, x, and its attached rack and pinion gear. The

inaccessible footstep bearing, d, is oiled through an oil box, 3',

and copper pipe, z.

i/S) Hydro-extractor with bottom driving gear.

There are also two classes of this modern type, the one

being driven by belting and the other by ropes.

Fig. 193.—Hydro-extractor with Belt-driving Gear (vertical section).

A belt-driven machine is shown in Fig. 193. The vertical

shaft, a, carries, between the footstep and collar bearings, a

broad driving pulley, driven either by a twisted belt from a

shafting, or by a straight belt direct from the flywheel of ^
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special steam engine. The cast-iron plate, ;', on the shaft,

supports the copper basket, c ; and as the collar bearing, d, is

elastic, and the bottom bearing, e, is freely movable, the basket

is also able to swing as well as rotate. The cast-iron rosette

of the collar bearing, d, is mounted on the cast-iron rim, g,

by means of six wrought-iron arms, /, and is self-centring.

The arms, /, pass through the rim and are fastened on the

outer side by locking nuts, /, acting on rubber washers, h,

or (in the newest makes) coiled steel springs. By virtue of

this arrangement the collar bearing is able to give under the

influence of any swinging movement resulting from unequal

distribution of the load in the basket, and thus takes up the

otherwise inevitable shocks and vibration. Consequently this

class of machine requires no special foundation, but can be

simply mounted on a frame of strong timbers, k, as shown

in the figure. The bottom bearing, e, is rounded on the under

surface and rests in a hollow—lined with white metal—in the

traverse, /, screwed on to the upright part of the frame, m,

supporting the cast-iron casing, )i—the latter being removable

and made of sheet-iron in the newest machines. The step

bearing, e, is bushed with brass, and contains a conical steel

pin on which rests the tapered lower end of the vertical shaft

which runs in a bath of oil—an arrangement well adapted for

the high speed at which the machine is run. The brake gear

consists of a foot lever, o, which is mounted on wedge-shaped

lugs on the traverse, /, and is hinged by means of its forked

ends on to the leather-shod brake disc, p. When the steam

has been shut off—or the belt thrown on to the loose pulley,

if shafting be used—the pressure of the minder's foot on the

lever, o, forcibly presses the brake disc, p, against the lower

flange of the driving pulley, b, and quickly stops the machine.

A very important feature is the device for lowering the centre

of gravity and counter-balancing the mass of the basket, which

is effected by the pipe, q, partly filled with mercury and placed
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on the under side of the plate, r, on which the basket is

mounted.

The rope-driven hydro-extractor (Fig. 194) exhibits two

admirably adapted devices, viz., the automatic tension gear

for the driving rope, and the combined stop motion and brake

gear on the basket. The latter, a, a copper cylinder per-

forated with narrow vertical slits, is mounted on the cast-iron

:n Hydro-extractor (vertical section).

plate, c, which is fitted with wrought-iron balance rings, b, and

attached by screws, d, to the- free conical end of the vertical

shaft, e. The removable sheet-iron casing, /, which surrounds

the basket and catches the water expelled therefrom, rests

on the hollow cast frame, g, the collected water being run

off through the opening, h. The vertical shaft, c, is mounted

on a collar bearing, /, and footstep bearing, k, on the base

plate, /. The collar bearing is supported in an elastic manner
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by means of eight rods, in, which pass through holes in the

hollow casting, g, and are fitted with rubber buffers, n, outside

the same ; this arrangement, in conjunction with that of the

bottom bearing, imparting the desired mobility and helping

to maintain the vertical shaft in equilibrium without vibration..

Between the two bearings is the triple-groove rope pulley, o,

the nave of which, p, is widened out in the shape of a cup

at the upper end so as to catch the droppings of oil from

the collar bearing and allow them to flow down to the bottom

bearing through grooves bored in the nave. The overflow

of oil escapes through an orifice, q, and runs down into a

hollow on the base plate. The four-groove driving pulley, r,.

is fastened on the shaft, w, which runs in bearings on the cast-

iron frame, s, and also carries the fast and loose pulleys, v, u.

The endless |-inch driving rope makes three turns round the

pulley, 0, being diverted from the horizontal to the vertical

and vice versa by two guide pulleys, only one of which, w, is.

shown in the drawing ; whilst a tension roller, x, takes up the

slack of the rope. This last named roller is mounted by a

lug on the weight, y, and therefore tends continuously to

descend along the prismatic guide bar, ;:.

Special mention is deserved by the arrangement of the

brake gear. The belt fork, i, in throwing the belt on to the

fast pulley, v, allows the brake lever, 3 (pivoted at 2) to

descend by its own weight and thereby draw the leather-shod

brake disc, 4, from the plate, c. To stop the machine, the

corresponding parts must be moved in the direction shown by

the arrows, a result ensuing when the hand wheel, 5, is turned

by the attendant. This wheel actuates a worm concealed in

the hollow frame, ,s, thereby turning the worm wheel, 6, and

the lever, 7, whereupon the spring, 8, is enabled to draw the

belt fork towards the right and divert the belt on to the loose

pulley, u. When the fork has reached the extreme limit of

its travel and rests against the stop, 1 1, the worm wheel will by
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this time have moved the lever 9 so far that the cam on the

same makes contact with the lever 10, thus drawing up the

brake lever 3, and pressing the brake disc 4 forcibly up against

the plate, c. This type of centrifugal machine is constructed

by G. Josephy's Erben of Bielitz (Austrian Silesia.)

2. Drying.

Drying is effected by physical means, the wool taken from

the hydro-extractor being transferred to drying machines,

where it is deprived of its residual moisture by evaporation at

a temperature of about 50" C. The various forms of drying

machines in use may be classed in two groups, according as

the wool is dried while at rest or in motion.

(a) Drying Machines in ivhich the icool is kept stationary.

Of this class of machine MacNaught's drier may be taken

as the type—see Fig. 195. The wool is spread out in layers of

Fig. ig

four to six inches deep on wire frames or wire cloths, a, under

which are arranged a series ot heating pipes, b. Two high-
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speed rotary blowers, c, induce a current of cold, dry air

through the circular orifices, d, in the side walls, c, of the

machine, which air passes in the direction of the arrows,

between the heating pipes, whereby it is warmed, and then

makes its way through the layer of damp wool on the frames.

The air circulation is accelerated by an exhaust fan, placed

near the ceiling in one of the walls of the drying chamber, by

means of which the moisture-laden air is drawn off. The

inaccessible bearings of the two blowers are lubricated by

means of the oil cups, /, and pipes, g.

(b) Drying Machines in which the wool is kept in motion.

In these machines the wool is carried through a closed

chamber in a contrary direction to that taken by the current

of hot air—a very suitable adaptation of the advantageous

counter-current principle, in that the action is continuous and

the capacity of the machine thereby increased. Two machines

of this class will now be described in detail, viz., Norton's and

Deru's.

(a) Nortoiis Wool-drying Machines.

Even a cursory glance at Fig. 196, which represents a

vertical section of Norton's drier, will show the modus operandi

of this well-known machine.

The wool is placed in moderately thick layers, by the

attendant at a, on the slow travelling wire-cloth endless belt

and carried into the drying chamber, where it is dropped from

one travelling frame to another in succession until discharged

at r, near the bottom of the chamber, into the receptacle, d.

A blower, e, draws in air through the opening,/, and delivers

it into the air chamber, g, whence it passes through a series of

pipes in a steam heater, h (which warms it up to the desired

degree), and enters the drying chamber at /, to make its
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escape, laden with moisture, at /;. The draught is regulated

by a throttle valve, /, in the outlet, k. To enable the speed of

the travelling frames to be varied as required they are driven

by the aid of a stepped pulley or by friction gear. In the

former case (Fig. 196) the stepped pulley, ;;, driven from the

shafting by the belt, ;/;, transmits motion through the cog-

wheel, 0, to the toothed wheels, p, of the frame rollers, q.

Fig. 196.—Norton's Wool-drying Machine (vertical section).

With friction gear (Figs. 197 and 198) the fast pulley, a,

driven by the shafting, transmits motion through the cog-

wheels, c, d, to the shaft, e, on which is mounted the sliding

friction pulley, /. The latter can be adjusted by the hand-

wheel, g, threaded rod, h, and lever, i, so as to slide along the

face of the flat disc, k, which is thus set in motion by the

pulley,/. The closer the latter is drawn towards the circum-
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Fig. 198.— Friction-driving Gear of Norton's Drier (plan).
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ference of /r,5the slower will this disc revolve, and the slower

the speed conveyed to the pinion on the lower travelling

frame by the train of gearing, /, m, 0. Conversely, the speed

of the entire mechanism will be increased the nearer the

pulley, /, is moved towards the centre of the disc, k.

(yS) Bern's Wool-dyying Machine.

A double machine of this make—which like that of Norton

.is continuous and is based on the counter-current principle

—

mimmmwwim,

Fig. 199.—Deru's Wool-drying Machine (vertical section).

IS shown in vertical section in Fig. 21. The wool is fed piece-

wise by hand at a, into the chimney-shaped drying chamber

and falls on to the rakes or grids, h, in the topmost compart-
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ment, which grids are turned on their hinges after a time—as

shown at c—and let the wool drop through into the next

compartment. In this manner the wool gradually descends

the shaft, and when it arrives in a dry state at d is removed

from the machine. The hot air is drawn in by a fan, a, which

forces it through the tubes of the heater, /, and into the shaft,

where it takes a zigzag course upwards, escaping at g and

being discharged into the open air through the flue, i, which is

fitted with a throttle valve, h. A wire gauze plate, k, retains

any escaping wool fibres, which thereupon fall to the bottom

of the chamber and can be removed through /.

III.

—

Burr Extraction.

Although all the soluble impurities in wool are removed

by the operations of steeping and scouring, it still retains the

insoluble vegetable impurities comprising fragments of leaves,

fodder, straw, wool, splinters, etc., and known by the generic

name of " burrs ". The removal of these is the object of the

burr extraction process, the manner in which this is carried

out depending on the nature and character of the true burrs

—

seed capsules of certain thistles and clovers. When these are

hard like nuts and quite or nearly free from hooked spines

they can be got rid of by mechanical means, but if brittle

and tender or undated they must be subjected to chemical

treatment.

I. Burr Extraction by Mechanical Means.

This task is performed by burring machines fitted with

beaters which expel the burrs from the loosened thin layer of

wool. A machine of this kind is illustrated in Fig. 200.

The wool is thrown into the machine by hand at a and

carried on downwards by the feed creeper, b, then seized by

the spiked roller, c, and subjected to the action of the high-
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speed 3-arm beater roller, d, which throws it in the form of

thin flakes on to the table, e. From this it passes through the

dish feed, /, to the opening cylinder, g, which is fitted with

beaters and spikes, and, running at fairl}' high speed, drives

the opened wool over the grids, h, i, and into the reach

of the brush rollers, k, /, and Hcker in roller, in. These

Pig. 201.—Saw-toothed Clothing on Burring Cylinder (top view]

:i» >-

Fig. 202.—Saw-toothed Clothing on Burring Cylinder (vertical section).

rollers stroke the wool into the comb-like saw-tooth cloth-

ing (Figs. 201, 202) of the quick-running cylinder, n, where

the larger burrs are knocked off and forced through the wire

grid, p, into a receptacle, q, by the high-speeded burring

roller, 0, leaving the smaller burrs to be driven into the recep-

tacle, s, by the large burring roller, r, which also runs at very
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high speed. The doffing knives, t and u, set close to the

burring rollers, prevent the latter carrying away any of the

wool. Finally, the cleaned wool fibres are stripped from the

teeth of the cylinder by a very quick-running revolving brush,

V, and are discharged from the machine at w. The coarse,

mechanically adherent impurities fall down through the grids,

A, /, whilst fine dust and fly are drawn by the exhaust fan, y,

through the wire gauze, z, and blown into the conduit, z^,

leading to the dust chambers.

2. Burr Extraction by Chemical Means (Carbonising).

The carbonising process for removing burrs and other

vegetable impurities from wool is based on the fact that

certain chemicals have the power of converting cellulose into

friable hydrocellulose when the wool is treated with these

reagents and afterwards dried at a high temperature, whereas

the animal fibre of the wool itself is left intact. The car-

bonised burrs turn brown or black ; hence the term applied

(erroneously enough) to the process. The reagents mostly

employed are dilute sulphuric acid, aluminium chloride and

magnesium chloride, the acid for undyed, the salts for dyed

wools.

In carbonising wool with sulphuric acid the operations are

performed in the following order : (i) The sulphuric acid bath

is prepared of the proper density (measured by a specific

gravity instrument) in a wooden or cemented vat
;

(2) the

wool is submerged in an opfen work frame or basket
; (3)

the wool is lifted and set aside to drain, after which (4) it is

thoroughly centrifugalised in a lead-lined hydro-extractor and

(5) dried in a stove at about 80° to 100° C. The next stage

(6) is to neutralise the acid in an alkaline bath, rinse the wool

clean, and, if necessary, add a little bluing material (indigo-

carmine or ultramarine) to counteract the yellowing effect of
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the acid
; finally, (7) it is centnTugalised and dried (see also

" Carbonising Wool Substitutes " in the first part of this

work).

Any wool-drying machine provided with heating appli-

ances for maintaining a temperature of about 100° C. may
be used as a carbonising stove. Fig. 203 shows a stove of

this kind built on the Norton principle. The wool entering

at a is discharged at b after prolonged exposure to heat within

the chamber. Instead of the tubular heater in the Norton
drier a series of gilled heating pipes, c, is provided, the heated

air rising from between these and escaping, laden with

moisture, through the flue, d. On turning on the valve, e,

hot steam enters the pipes
; and, on opening a valve, A, by
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turning the hand wheel, ^, the water condensed in the pipes

can be run off through /.

IV.—Opening and Willowinc;.

This highly important operation is designed to loosen the

wool by degrees, and to eliminate loosely adherent impurities

such as sand, dust, burrs, fragments of fodder, etc. The

object in view is accomplished by the aid of a number of

machines, through which the wool is passed in succession and

which will now be described.

I. Opener.

In this machine the dust is removed and the wool opened

with a minimum of injury io the fibre. The working organs

are made of rods about as thick as a man's thumb and mounted

radially on shafts that are run at a high rate of speed inside

a closed casing. Either two or three beater rollers are used.

A simple opener of the two-roller type is shown in Fig.

204. The wool is laid on the feed creeper, a, and passes
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under the pressure roller, b, to the feed rollers, consisting of

a fluted upper roller, c, and smooth lower roller, (i, which present

it to the action of the beaters on the first roller, e. From this

roller the wool is taken up by the second beater roller,/, run-

ning at the same speed, and when sufficiently treated is ejected

through the discharging aperture on the flap, g, being lifted.

Fig. 205.— Triple-beater Opener (vertical section).

The beaters drive the wool forcibly against the wire grid, h,

through the interstices of which the mechanically adherent

impurities fall to the ground.

The triple-beater opener, of similar construction but more

powerful action, is represented in Fig. 205. The wool is put

into the feed box, a, and carried down by the lattice creeper, by

to within reach of the slow spiked roller, c, which delivers a
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certain regular quantity to the action of the beater rollers, d,

e, f, and then stops. The beaters open and loosen the wool,

and by dashing it against the grid, g, separate burrs and dust,

which latter is carried off by the fan, h, and blown into the

conduit, i. When the wool has been sufficiently treated the

flap, k, is raised automatically and the wool flies out of the

orifice thus uncovered. As soon as the flap falls down,

the spiked feed roller, c, begins to move again and the process

is repeated.

Fig. 206. — The Willow (vertical section).

2. The Willoii).

(a) Roller-feed Willow.

A vertical section of this machine—which is never absent

in mills for spinning carded yarns— is shown in Fig. 206. The

wool laid on the feed creeper, a, is compressed by the pressure

rollers, b, and slowly drawn in by the feed rollers, c, d, to be

then carried round by the spiked cylinder, e, which runs at a
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high speed, and thrown against the grid,/, on its way to the

outlet, g, whilst the dust, sand, etc., drop through the grid
; h

is a hood hinged at /; k a sheet of metal suspended on a

roller, I, and lowered to reduce the size of the outlet aperture

when it is desired to prevent the lighter components of mix-

tures from flying out too quickly.

Fig. 207.—Willow with Dish Feed (vertical section).

(b) Willow with Dish Feed.

In many cases the pair of feed rollers are replaced (Fig.

207) by a fluted roller, a, the lower half of which is surrounded

by a cast-iron trough-shaped dish, ^, in such a manner that the

wool is fed over the edge of the dish to the cylinder. This feed

has the advantage that the wool is held very near to the teeth

of the cylinder and is therefore more effectually loosened and

opened.
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(c) Willoiv ic'ith Piano Dish Feed.

The above arrangement may be perfected by making the

dish of a number of keys, each of which is pressed upwards

against the fluted feed roller by a weighted lever as shown in

Fig. 208. Each of the keys, a, of this piano feed forms the

.shorter limb of a lever which is pivoted at b, the longer limb,

mmmm^:
Fig. 208.—Willow with Piano Dish Feed (vertical section).

c, carrying a weight, d. These arms and weights rest on an

iron rail, e, which can be raised and lowered by two set screws,

/, so as to alter the width of the space between the keys and

the feed roller.

(d) SchimiiieFs Double-feed Roller Willow.

This double willow is shown in Fig. 209. The wool, laid

on the lattice creeper, a, and compressed by the roller, b, is
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delivered to the pair of feed rollers, 6\ which seize hold of it

and present it to the action of the spiked teeth on the cylinder,

c. The latter throws the wool in the direction of the arrow,

d, on to the second lattice creeper, e, which returns it to the

c\linder through the second pair of feed rollers, /. The

cylinder then carries it round in the direction of the arrow,

Fig. 2og.— Schiinmel's Double

,o-, on to the third lattice creeper, Ji, which discharges it from

the machine. The dust is eliminated by the slow-running

dust-cages, i, k, fitted with exhaust fans, which blow the dust

and short fibres into a dust chamber, where they settle down.

3. The Spiral Beater Willow.

A top view of this machine (made by I. H. Popp, of

Werdau) is given in Fig. 210, a portion of the hood being

removed. The wool is laid on the lattice creeper, a, and

passes under the pressure roller, 6, to the feed rollers, c, which
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draw it into the machine. The teeth set in the crooked bars,

d, on the quick-running shaft, c, take hold of the wool and, in

consequence of their spiral arrangement, work it round towards

the left. The cylinder is therefore developed into a spiral fan,

which sets up a current of air in the direction the wool is to

Fig. 210.—Popp's Spiral Beater Willow (top view).

be driven, i.e., towards the left. The wool is then beaten by

the rods, /, on the shaft, e, against the grid at the bottom of

the machine—thus separating the dust and dirt—and is finally

ejected through the opening, g, in the hood.

4. The Spiral Vane Willow.

If the spiral beater vanes of the last-named machine be

imagined as prolonged the whole way along the machine, we

have the vane willow shown in Figs. 21 1 and 212. The same

letters apply to the same parts in both. A novel feature in
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this case is the pair of swinging toothed iron rods, h, which

produce the same results as would be effected by elastic teeth,

m>}fj^m)M}Mi.:m^/j»mmfJmmm)Mm}>);m.

Fig. 211.—Spiral Vane Willow (vertical section).

'^/vvw'vwM^

^
"TI^

^ ( I I

Fig. 212.— Spiral Vane Willow (front view).

a circumstance that contributes greatly to the preservation of

the wool. i is the wire grid, k the fan, and / the conduit

leading to the dust chamber.
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5. The Tenterhook Willow.

With the idea of increasing the output and effecting the

loosening of the wool fibre with a minimum of injury, the

tenterhook willow has been successfully introduced. This

machine, which is characterised not only by high productivity,

but also by its success in dealing with mixtures (of differently

coloured wools), is shown as a vertical section in Fig. 213,

and forms an intermediate stage between the willow and the

Tenterhook Willow (vertical section).

carding engine. The wool laid on the lattice creeper, a, is

passed under the pressure roller, b, to the feed rollers, c, d.

Both these rollers and the cylinder, e, as well as the worker

roller, /, and clearer roller, g, are fitted with hooked teeth,

or straight, slender, taper steel pins. The wool fed by the

slow-feed rollers is taken up by the quick-running cylinder

and delivered to the first pair of rollers. The worker,/, runs

at low speed and picks up the wool held by the teeth of the
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cylinder, whereupon the quick-runnhig clearer, g, combs it out

and returns it to the cylinder, which carries it on to the next

pair of rollers, where the same treatment is repeated. In this

manner the wool is treated over and over again, and is delivered,

in a well mixed and loosened condition, to the quick-running

beater roller, h, which throws it out of the machine in the

direction shown by the arrow, i. The roller, h, is fitted with

a number of wooden bars, k, arranged longitudinally and

carrying straight, radial spikes, /, ever}' second bar also carrying

a fringed leather strip, m, the chief object of which is to keep

the cylinder teeth clean. The clearer of the third pair of

rollers throws any hard, adherent impurities present in the

wool into the wire cage, )i, whence they are removed from

time to time by opening the flap, o. The machine is covered

with a sheet-iron hood, p, the two halves of which are hinged,

and can be held open by the hooks, s. Underneath the machine

is a divided grid, q, both halves of which can be let down on

removing the pins, / ; and another grid, r, is provided below

the beater roller, h, which is covered by the hood, u.

Tenterhook Willow with Box Feed and Dust Cage.—In order

to render the working of the machine independent of the care

bestowed by the attendant, tenterhook willows are often fitted

with an automatic feed, one type of which, the box feed, is

shown in Fig. 214. Here the wool, thrown in through the

mouth of the box at a, falls on to the lattice creeper, b, and is

led to the ascending toothed creeper, c, which carries a portion

of the material upwards, the excess being doffed by a swinging

comb, d, leaving a constant quantity to be carried forward in

the teeth of the creeper, from whence it is removed by the

doffing roller, e, and delivered on to the lattice creeper,/, which

feeds it to the willow. Another novelty in this machine is the

provision of a dust cage, g, which catches the wool thrown

onward by the drum, h, and in slowly revolving compresses

it into a light fleece, in which form it is taken over by the
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lattice creeper, i, and conveyed out of the machine. Both

very short fibres and dust are drawn out and removed by

the action of an exhaust fan connected with the inside of the

dust cage. This last-named appliance is also advantageous

in the case of blending different kinds of wool and wool

substitutes in the willow, in which event, in the absence of

a dust cage, the different constituents would settle down at

distances from the outlet aperture corresponding to their

various densities, and thus partly nullify the work done by

the machine.

V.

—

Oiling the Wool.

Although the wool is loosened to a considerable degree by

the operation of willowing, especially in the tenterhook willow,

the object in view—the separation and isolation of the indi-

vidual fibres—is not yet accomplished. This task is carried

out by the carding machine with its energetic working parts,

which naturally exert a more decided effect on the wool hairs.

Owing, however, to the scaly surface of the very curly wool

fibre, the work of isolation would be attended with the break-

age of too many fibres were it not for the high degree of soft-

ness, suppleness and slipperiness produced by coating it with

a suitable liquid, viz., oil.

The lubricating material, to produce the desired effect,

must exhibit the following properties : (a) be thinly fluid and

readily obtainable in the condition of fine drops
; (6) free

from resinous, or other constituents likely to clog the wool

or card clothing
; (c) contain no free (mineral) acids capable

of attacking the fibre or colouring matter; (d) be easily

saponifiable in the washing or milling process.

The best lubricant is olive oil. This is de-natured with

rosemary oil ^ (hence its peculiar smell), to prevent it being

' This treatment is practised where the oil has to pay import duties, the

de-natured oil being admitted at a lower rate.— Translator's Note.
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used for food, but, being dear, cannot be employed for any

but the finest classes of wool. Next to olive oil comes oleic

acid, or olein ; also recovered grease from wool washing and

fulling mills, and for inferior wools an emulsion of oil with

two to three times the quantity of weak soap solution. The

amount of lubricant used is about 15 per cent, of the weight

of the wool to be treated.

Wool is oiled by hand or in a willow machine.

1. Oiling by Hand.—For this work the wool is strewn in

layers on a floor, and each layer is sprinkled with the lubri-

cant by means of a watering pot with rose nozzle, the

material being then worked over with wooden forks, and

finally put through a suitable willowing machine, known

(though erroneously) as an oiling willow.

2. Oiling in the Machine.— In larger works this method is

exclusively practised ;
and the machines used, although of

divergent construction, always consist of a combination of

three appliances : an automatic feed, an automatic oiling

device and a mixer.

The Martin oiling willow, shown in Fig. 215, is largely

used. The wool is thrown into a feed box, a, and falls on to

the lattice creeper, b, which conveys it to the toothed creeper,

c. The latter carries the wool upwards, the excess being

knocked by a quick-running, small beater roller, d, back into

the box, whilst the remainder is doffed by the large beater

roller, c, in loose flakes and laid on the lattice creeper,/. At

this stage the wool is sprinkled with a fine spray of oil dis-

tributed by the quick-running roller brush, g. This brush

takes up the oil from a sloping platen, //, receiving the over-

flow of oil from a duct, /, fed by tipping the oil tank, k, by

means of gear which lifts it in the direction indicated by

the arrow, ni, so as to produce a constant flow. The oiled

wool is then delivered to a willow where it is thoroughly

intermixed, and the distribution of the oil completed.
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Another form of oiling machine is shown in Fig. 216.

Plere the lattice creeper, a, conveys the wool from the feed

box, /;, under the pressure roller, c, towards the left, the

excess being stripped off by the beater roller, d, and thrown

back into the box, as indicated b\^ the arrow, c. Near the

dish feed, /, of the willow, the wool is oiled by the oiling

device which is here situated above the lattice creeper. It

consists of a large oil duct, g, from which a suitable quantity

of oil is removed by the slowly revolving brush, //, which rubs

against the rail, /, and thus fills the smaller duct, k, from which

in turn the oil is taken up by the revolving brush, /, and

delivered to the wool by means of the rail, m, stripping the

brush, /.

VI.—Carding.

Willowing opens, loosens and cleans the wool to a certain

extent, but the fibres still hang together, and tufts are only

too plentiful. The objects of carding are to continue the

loosening of the fibres until they have been completely isolated
;

furthermore to get rid of the remaining impurities and lay the

fibres out parallel, so as to form a uniform coherent film of

lap and eliminate all such as are too short to be of use. In

its purposes, therefore, and the manner in which these are

fulfilled, the operation of carding agrees with the correspond-

ing treatment of cotton ; though in the production of carded

woollen yarns it plays a far more important part than in the

cotton, tow and jute industries^

With regard to the clothing employed on wool-carding

machines, the same description applies as that already given

in dealing with cotton cards iq.v.) ;
and the work is carried on

in much the same manner. One difference, however, requires

mention, namely, that the card clothing (except that on the

fancy roller; in wool cards has first to be filled Uj) to the bends
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with a mixture of ground wool croppings (from the cloth

shearing machine), tallow and oil, applied by hand and beaten

in with a stiff brush. This treatment helps the pins to stand

firm without loss of elasticity ; but the same object may be

effected with less labour by gluing a layer of felt on the

foundation.

A single passage through the carding machine is never

sufficient to effect the objects in view, and usually three sets

of machines are employed. These are all of the rotary type,

no flat cards like those employed for cotton being used in

wool carding. The three are known respectively as the

scribbler, intermediate, and finishing cards.

The scribbler converts the oiled and opened wool into

a fleece, which is then fed to the intermediate carder, where

it is worked and delivered in the form of a longer fleece. This

is passed to the finisher card, which turns it into a delicate

film of lap, and this is fed to the lap divider and condenser,

which converts it into rove.

As already stated, rotary cards alone are used for wool.

These differ, however, from those employed for cotton, inas-

much as they furnish a fleece or lap equal in breadth to the

machine, and not a sliver as is the case with cotton cards.

The Scribbler.

To explain the disposition and working of the various

parts of a scribbling machine, the older form of construction,

with five pairs of rollers, as. shown in Fig. 217, will now be

referred to. The wool is weighed out and spread uniformly

by hand on the lattice creeper, a, which conveys it to the feed

rollers, b, c, which in turn present it to the burr roller, d. This

is a quick-running roller covered with coarse clothing and

provided with two sharp-edged burr knives, e, /, which knock

off any solid impurities (such as burrs, fragments of wood,
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straw, etc.) adhering to the wool, and thus prevent these fronn

getting into and damaging the cyHnder clothing.

The cylinder, T, is covered with spirally-wound strips of

ordinary card clothing, and in the course of its rapid rotation

carries the wool upwards and presents it to the action of the

iirst pair of worker and stripper rollers, A\ W\ Of these the

worker, A\ revolves slowly in the direction of the arrow, the

stripper, W^, moving at a higher speed in the same direction.

Both are covered with ordinary card clothing (though the

stripper may have fine licker-in clothing), and are set so close

to the cylinder as to leave only a slight intermediate space.

The wool in the cylinder clothing is taken out by the worker,

from which in turn it is removed by the stripper and returned

to the cylinder. The stripper is mounted on the front (feed

roller) side of the worker, and, therefore, the wool it returns to

the cylinder is again exposed to the action of the worker roller,

and thus becomes loosened still further. When the disso-

ciation of the tangled fibres has proceeded—thanks to the

difference in velocity of the rollers—so far that the wool is

able to pass between the worker and the cylinder, it is then

carried on by the latter to the second pair of worker and

stripper rollers, A '^, W -, and so on until the fifth pair, A °, W ^,

is reached—each pair being set closer to the cylinder than

was the previous pair—by which time the work of combing,

isolating, straightening and parallelising the fibres will be

completed.

Since, however, the continuous feeding of fresh wool would

soon clog up the cylinder clothing and diminish its working

capacity, provision must be made for removing the wool from

the cylinder. This is done by the doffer roller, P—a slow cylin-

der covered with ordinary fillet card clothing, but of smaller

diameter than the main cylinder—after the wool has been

brought up to the surface of the cylinder clothing by the

action of the fancy roller, V, a roller covered with long elastic
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clothing, which engages in that of the cylinder. A quick

reciprocating doffer comb, g, consisting of a toothed steel

bar, combs the \vool from the doffer, in the condition of an

extremely delicate, thin film of lap, /;, which is then wound
on the smooth hollow wooden lap c\-linder, /, mounted on a

Fig. 2i8.—Scribbler with Rotary Burr Stripper (vertical section).

movable frame, /. When the lap has attained the desired

thickness on the lap roller, i, it is torn across in a direction

parallel to the cylinder axis and removed. A small guide

and compression roller for the lap is shown at k, whilst / is the

stripping roller for cleaning the fancy roller. The number of
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pairs of workers and strippers in a scribbler varies according to

the class of wool to be treated, being 3 to 6 in the case of long

wool and up to eight pairs for fine short wool.

The burr roller not onl)^ cleans the wool but also helps to

open it, without injury, by diminishing the gap in point of

velocity between the feed rollers and the cylinder. For this

reason it runs at a peripheral velocity of only about 300 times

the speed of the feed rollers, whereas the main cylinder runs

at about 1,000 to 2,000, and even 2,500 times the velocity of the

latter.

The fixed burr knives may be advantageously replaced by

a rotary burr stripper, shown in section in Fig. 218. In addi-

tion to the feed rollers, b, c, a third roller, c, is present, this

being provided for cleaning the upper feed roller, which it

surpasses in speed. The burr stripper, /, throws the burrs

from the wool on the burr, d, into an iron box, g, from whence

they are removed at intervals. The transfer of the wool from

the burr roller to the cylinder is effected by the first stripper

roller, W \ under which is placed a fly roller, //, for the purpose

of catching up any dropped fibres and preventing their falling

to the ground.

The Intermediate Card.

As a glance at the five-roller intermediate card in Fig.

219 will show, this machine differs from the scribbler in no

important particular. The weighed lap spread by hand on

the lattice feed creeper, a, is seized by the feed rollers, b, c,

and—there being no burr roller-— is presented direct to the

cylinder, T, which, with its assistant rollers, disposed in the

usual manner, repeats the carding operation, with which

object they are all covered with a finer count of card clothing.

The full-width fleece, removed by the doffer comb, d,

passes under the guide and compression roller, e, to the

Martin lap former, where it is converted into a lap of man\'
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layers. The length of the lap produced is equal to that of

the endless canvas band passing over the rollers,/^ to /'', and

is therefore much greater than the diameter of any lap roller.

The guide rollers, h ^ h ^ h ^ condense the layers of fleece,

whilst at the same time the endless band is kept in tension

by the roller, h ^. When the lap has attained the requisite

thickness it is torn off at / in a direction parallel to the longi-

tudinal axis of the roller, and is wound on a wooden bobbin,

k, supported on the inclined arms, /, to form a bobbin of lap,

;;/. The wooden bobbin revolves by contact with the canvas

band : and, as the diameter of the wound lap increases, the

bobbin is able to move away freely in its bearings.

The Finisher Card.

This final member of the carding set is identical with the

intermediate card, except that the card clothing is finer and

that the resulting fleece is no longer formed into a lap, but is

delivered direct to the divider or condensing machine, where

it is converted into rove.

Scribbler with Breast Cylinder.

The introduction of the breast cylinder in the scribbler card

is based on the desire to present the wool to the main cylinder

in a more open condition and thus obtain better results, with

less injury to the fibre, when treating dirty and badly willowed

wool ; as- also to increase the life of the card clothing and avoid

excessive differences of speed during the treatment of the

wool. A typical arrangement of this kind is the Josephy

scribbler, illustrated in Fig. 220, the various working parts of

which are mounted on a portable frame, to enable the wool to

be drawn away from the carding machine when the latter has

to be cleaned and its clothing ground.
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The wool spread out moderately thick by hand on the

lattice creeper, a, is drawn in by the feed rollers, h, c—d is

the cleaning roller for the under feed roller—and delivered to

the quick-running burr roller, e, which carries it onwards, the

quick-running knife roller, /, knocking off the accompanying

burrs and fragments of wood, straw, etc. Helped by the

worker roller, h, the breast cylinder, g, which runs at still

higher speed, takes the wool upwards and, assisted by the two

worker rollers, /, k, and intermediate stripper, /, loosens it still

Fig. 220.—The Josephy Scribbler with Breast Cyhnder.

further. With the help of the worker roller, ;n, the second

and still quicker breast cylinder, n, then takes over the wool

(the roller, 0, serves to catch any dropped fibres) and delivers

it to the main cylinder, T, of the scribbler, which carries it

onward in the direction of the arrow. As can be seen from

the drawing, all the rollers of the preliminary machine are

provided with licker-in clothing, except the second breast

cylinder and catching roller, which ha\'e ordinary fillet

clothincf.
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Scvibhler icith A utomatic Feed.

349

The endeavour to render the feeding of the wool in-

dependent of the care and attention of the mill hand, and to

attain a maximum of regularity, has led to the introduction of

automatic feeding devices. These have either to .spread on

the lattice creeper a layer of wool of given uniform density

Fig. 221.—Lemaire's Automatic Feed.

and thickness, or else to distribute a given weight of wool

over a given surface. To the first kind belongs the Lemaire

feeder; to the second that of Tatham,

The Leuiaire automatic feed is shown, as a vertical section,

in Fig 221. The wool is first shaken out by hand on the

board a, and, while there, can be sorted for the removal of any
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hard accidental impurities, such as pieces of wood, string, etc.,

before being dropped into the feed box, b. It then falls

on to the lattice creeper, c, which conveys the material under

the hooked distributing roller, d, and the feed rollers of the

scribbler. The wool caught up in the bent teeth of the roller,

d, is first carried round to the stripper comb, c, which describes

Fig. 222.—The Tatham Feeder and Weigher (vertical longitudinal section).

an elliptical arc and removes the excess of fibres, returning

them to the box, but leaves a constant quantity adhering to

the clothing on d. A second swinging dofifer comb,/, draws

the wool out of the clothing of d and delivers it on to the

lattice, c. This comb, /, works through the pin-studded

foundation comb, g, the pins on which infallibly strip and

retain any locks of wool that stick on the doffer comb.
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The Tatliaui automatic wcii^hcr and feeder is clearly shown

in Fig. 222. Here the wool, thrown b)'- hand into the feed

box, a, is carried up by the pin-studded creeper, b, in the

direction shown by the arrow. A dofifer comb, c, which

describes an elliptical arc under the influence of the eccentric,

d, and rod, e, returns the surplus wool to the box, and con-

sequently allows only a certain regular quantity to pass

through. This is then delivered by means of the quick-

running beater roller, /, and the catching roller, g, into the

enclosed pan, /z, of the weighing apparatus, which pan opens

automaticall}' directly it has received the predetermined

weight of wool, and allows the latter to fall on to the lattice

creeper, i, of the scribbler. At the same instant, however, the

movement of the beam supporting the scale pan arrests the

motion of the feeding device ; but this is resumed and a

fresh quantity weighed out whilst that already delivered is

being evenly spread on the lattice creeper, /, by means of the

horizontal motion of the distributor, k, and the swinging

equaliser, /, and carried onward to to the scribbler.

At the present time automatic feeds are combined with

the breast cylinder attachment of the scribbler card, thus

supplying the latter machine with properly weighed equal

quantities of wool in a fairly open and loose condition. The

Bohle feed and breast cylinder attachment (Fig. 223) may be

cited as a t\'pe of the arrangement, and one that enjoys wide-

spread application in consequence of its accuracy. The wool

thrown into the feed box, a, is carried by the slow, fluted

wooden rollers, h, c, to the feed ^roller, d, which is stripped of

surplus wool by a worker roller, e, and comb, /—-by means of

which latter the excess wool is returned to the box. The

remaining uniformly thick layer of wool is carried down by

the iirst intermediate roller, g, a smooth roller, li, catching any

dropped impurities, and a closely-set burring knife, i, forcing

out the hard impurities. By the aid of the worker roller, k,
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the breast cylinder, /, carries the wool onward and, assisted by

the worker roller, ;;/, transfers it to the second carrier roller, ;/,

which delivers it to the cylinder, T, of the scribbler. As shown

by the drawing, all the rollers are covered with licker-in

clothing. With regard to the speed, it should be mentioned

that the worker rollers are run at a low peripheral velocity.

wmm$
Fig. 223.—The Bohle Feed and Breast Cylinder Attachment (vertical section).

whilst the velocity of the other rollers, in succession, from left

to right, increases progressively, that of the cylinder, however,

being greatest of all. The board, 0, which shares the pendulat-

ing motion of the comb, presses the wool continuously back

into the box, a similar action being performed by the slow

wooden rollers, p and q.
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Scribbler with Lap Breaker.

As already mentioned, the lap delivered by the scribbler

is, when sufificient thickness has been obtained, broken in a

direction parallel to the axis of the roller, and is then delivered

to the next machine of the series, namely, the intermediate

card. The lap is laid on the feed creeper in such a manner

that the fibres run almost parallel to the longitudinal axis of

the lap, and are fed either direct or at right angles to the card.

In the former case a smoother yarn is obtained, but a less

intimate admixture ; whereas in the latter case the yarn is

ilH^iJ^^,

rougher, but the constituents are more thoroughly mixed.

Consequently, in working up mixtures of wool and wool

substitutes, cross feed is always employed.

To render the work independent of the care of the mill

hand a lap breaker has been introduced, i.e., a device for

automatically tearing apart the finished lap when a given

length of fleece or a given number of layers has been wound

on the roller.

Fig. 224 shows a diagrammatic vertical section of such

a device.

23
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The fleece, a, combed off the cylinder, P, of the scribbler

by means of the doffer comb, H, is led underneath the wooden

guide and pressure roller, 6, to the lap roller, c, round which

it is wound in numerous layers. The circumference of the

lap roller is equal to the width of the feed creeper of the

corresponding intermediate card, when cross feed is to be

practised, but when the straight-feed method is employed

these rollers should be about as large as the cylinder. It is

fitted with two hinged cheeks, d, which are provided with

toothed quadrants, e, and band studs, /,

During the formation of the lap the cheeks are kept closed

by the action of two springs, but as soon as the desired thick-

ness of lap is attained they fly upwards and tear the lap open

in a direction parallel to the axis of the roller. The lap is

then transferred to the delivery rollers, g, h, which are set in

motion directly the lap is broken, and deliver the lap in folds

into the box, /. The lap breaker is mounted on a portable

frame, k, and can therefore be moved away from the carding

machine when required.

Scribbler ivilh Blamircs Lap Apparatus.

For the treatment of short-staple fibres of low elasticity

and curliness the lap breaker and Martin apparatus just

described are found to be insufficient, since the lap lacks

the necessary firmness and often tears. Consequently several

forms of lap breakers have been designed, which support the

lap at all points during its formation.

Such an apparatus is that of Blamire, which in addition

possesses the advantage of furnishing very long laps and

enables them to be cross-fed to the intermediate card. The

arrangement and method of working can be easily seen from

Figs. 225, 226 and 227, which represent a vertical longitudinal

section, a vertical cross section, and a plan view respectively.
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The fleece, a, combed from the cyhnder, P, of the scribbler

by the doffer comb, H, is carried onwards by the lattice creeper,

b, and passed through the guide rollers, c, d, to the lattice creeper,

e, which is mounted on a carriage, g (running on wheels,/), and

moves slowly backwards in the direction of the arrow, /i\ and

at right angles to the direction of b. At each traverse of the

carriage in the direction of the double arrow, e\ it moves

through a distance equal to the actual working breadth of the

card, whereby the fleece is folded into a thick lap, h, which is

condensed by the mangle rollers, i, k, and is moved towards

the rear under the pressure roller, /, to the lap rollers, m, n,

where it is wound into a lap, o. The carriage runs on rails,

p ; and q is the tension roller of the lattice creeper, e.

Scribbler with Belt Conveyor.

In order to convey the wool in the form of a soft, broad

band, and render this conveyance automatic from card to card

in all kinds and mixtures of wool, use is made of belt conveyors,

by means of which the lap is formed by folding the fleece like

a number of scales on a wide belt. An apparatus of this kind

is shown in Figs. 228, 229 and 230, which represent the Josephy

device for producing and conveying a lap 16 to 20 inches wide.

The fleece, a, combed full width from the cylinder, P, by

the doffer comb, H, is carried upwards by the lattice creeper,

b, and delivered to two swing lattice creepers, e, d, which move

in the direction shown by the arrows and carry it downwards

between them, piling it upon the lattice creeper, e, so as to

form a lap, h, 16 to 20 inches wide, which is condensed by the

mangle rollers,/, g.

This is again carried upwards by the two sloping lattice

creepers, i, k, and transported further by creepers, /, 7n, to be

finally delivered between two oscillating lattice creepers, n, 0,

which carry it downwards and pile it up on the moving feed
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table of the intermediate card in the manner shown in the

drawing, so as to form here a lap equal in width to the working

surface of the card, which lap is then drawn in by the feed

rollers, E, and delivered to the cylinder, T, The fibres lie in

a position parallel to the longitudinal axis of the machine,

both in the lap and in the fleece from which it was produced
;

and therefore the machine differs in this respect from the

Blamire cross feed. A similar machine is often used for feed-

ing the finisher card with lap from the intermediate.

Card with Fleece-returning Device.

Owing to the fact that the properly loosened and

straightened fibres on the carding cylinder sink more deeply

into the clothing than such as are still in a tangled condition,

the latter are more readily removed than the former by the

doffer. To overcome this defect, especially when dealing with

difficult wools, the Schmidt fleece returner has been devised

for attachment to any existing carding machine.

Fig. 231 shows this attachment fitted to a scribbler. The

swinging comb, a, strips the tangled fibres from the last

worker roller. A'-', in the form of a very thin fleece, h. Two
wooden rollers, c, d, seize this fleece and convey it to the

lattice creeper, e, which returns it to the first or second worker

roller whereby the fibres are subjected to a fresh carding, whilst

the straightened fibres on the cylinder are carried onwards to

the doffer, P, and removed by the doffer comb, H.

The lattice creeper, e, above the workers and strippers

forms a kind of cover preventing the escape of dust and fly.

The falling burrs and other fragmentary impurities are caught

in a dirt trough,/, underneath the swinging comb, a.
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Double-doffcr Card.

In place of the fleece-returner the carding machine may
be fitted with double doffers for dealing with inferior materials

and working under forced feed, in which event a single fancy

roller and doffer would be insufficient to properly clear the

cylinder. An arrangement of this kind with two fancy rollers
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1

and two doffers is shown in Fig. 232, but requires no further

description, except that it contains another new feature con-

sisting of a double feed with two bobbins of lap, as practised

in cotton carding.

B.—CONDENSING.

The object of condensing is to convert the full width sheet

of fleece, delivered by the finisher card into a loose, coarse,

untwisted sliver. This work is done by the condensing

machine, which plays a very important part in carded wool

spinning, and the task is divided into three stages :

—

(a) Dividing the fleece into bands by means of dividers

consisting of endless belts of leather or steel bands.

(h) Converting these bands into round slivers by the aid

of rubbers.

(c) Winding the sliver on to bobbins.

A number of these machines have been devised of late

years, but only a very few have made any headway in practice.

Foremost amongst these are the movable belt condensers,,

wherein the dividing organs take the form of endless belts.

Less effective are the steel band condensers dividing the

fleece by the aid of stationary steel bands or springs.

The belt condenser was introduced by a German machinist,

Ernst Gessner of Aue (Saxony), in 1861, although Celestin

Martin of Verviers was the first to fit the machine with the

twisted belts and other improvements that have led to its ex-

tensive adoption in wool spinning since the early "seventies".

I.—Belt Condensers.

These are of two kinds, according as the work of dividing

the fleece is performed by a single endless belt or by a number

of these organs.
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I. The Multiple-belt Condenser.

As a type of this group the machine made by G. Josephy's

Successors, of BieHtz, and illustrated in Fig. 233, will now be

described. In this machine, which is fitted with two sets of

rubbers to deal with 120 slivers, the fleece, a, removed by the

doffer comb, H, from the doffer, P, is divided into a number of

bands (120 in this case) by an equal number of endless belts

which are driven by means of two dividing rollers, 6\ b'^. These

rollers are grooved to fit the belts, and are arranged in such a

manner that the smooth parts (rings) of the one roller corre-

spond to the grooved parts of the other.

Let us first follow the mov^ements of the belt, c'-. From the

groove in the roller, b"^, the belt passes upwards over the corre-

sponding ring on the roller, b^, thence over the guide roller, c\

and, turning downwards, makes its wa}- over the guide roller,

^-, turning thence to the right and over the tension roller,/-;

then twists (the one end of the belt having been turned through

an angle of 180° before joining the two ends together) and

returns under the guide roller, g-, into the groove on b'\ The

belt, c^, follows the same course, only in a reverse direction, viz.,

starting from the groove in ^\ it passes downwards and round

the ring on the roller, ^-, thence over the guide roller, g-, upwards

again, ov^er the guide roller, e\ then turns to the right, round

the tension roller, /\ is twisted and returns under the guide

roller, g^, into the groove on b^.

The fleece, a, delivered under the light tin roller, d, into the

condenser, is divided into bands by the intersection of the belts

at h, which bands are equal in breadth to the belts and are

held between the latter and the dividing roller rings until

delivered to the rubbers, z', r, where they are rolled into the

form of slivers.
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Each set of rubbers consists of two endless leather belts

mounted on rollers and endowed with a double motion, i.e., a

rotary motion in the direction of the arrows, and a reciprocating

lateral motion in order to produce the necessary rounding of
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the sliver, the movement of the upper and lower rubbers being

opposite. The resulting slivers, i, are delivered by the recipro-

cating thread-guide, k, to the winding rollers, /, and finally to

the bobbins, m.

The reciprocating motion of the guide, k, causes the slivers

to wind in crossed layers on the bobbins, this being indispens-

able in view of their subsequent unwinding without damage.

The two end slivers from the edges of the doffer are wound

on special bobbins, being unequal, and are returned to the

carding machine for further treatment instead of being spun

direct.

The machine is mounted on wheels, 11, running on rails, Oy

and can therefore be drawn towards the right, away from the

card in the event of this latter machine having to be cleaned

or repaired, etc. A plush-covered catch roller, p, driven by

rolling contact against the lower rubbing belt, serves to take

up any broken ends of sliver from the upper pair of bobbins

and so prevent them from getting entangled with the lower

slivers.

N.B.—For medium yarns ninety slivers are produced and

are wound on three wooden bobbins (thirty on each). In the

case of coarse yarns forty belts produce an equal number of

slivers, which are then wound on two bobbins holding twenty

apiece.

When short-staple material, poor in curl and severely

handled (like mixtures of mungo and other substitutes difficult

to rub), has to be treated, the foregoing machine requires a

slight modification in two particulars. As may be seen from

Fig. 234, the belts, c", on leaving the grooves in the roller, b~y

turn first to the left upwards and pass round the guide roller, d^

before reaching the upper roller, b^. This arrangement is very

advantageous, since the fleece, which is very tender, is laid on

the belt, c\ without any strain, and is supported thereby and

protected from breakage or distortion. The second alteration
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consists in employing three rubbing belts instead ot two, in

each set, the result of which is to increase the effect on the

bands of fleece and produce sufficiently coherent sliver, an

object otherwise impossible to accomplish. Fig. 234 also

shows the roller, p, for cleaning the fancy roller, V ; and a

catch roller, q.

Belt Condenser ivith Four Sets of Rudders.

In working up long-staple material into sliver in condensers

with only two sets of rubbers, the inconvenience arises that,

owing to the close proximity of the belts in a set, there is a

great tendency of the projecting fibres in adjacent bands to

catch one against another and render the slivers uneven. This

defect also applies to the rubbing belts, adjacent bands easily

becoming united to a single sliver when the belts have a long

side stroke.

The inconveniences are, however, removable by providing

four sets of rubbers, as shown in Fig. 235, from which it can

be seen that, instead of every third band, only one in five is

delivered to each set of rubbers, and consequently they are at

a greater distance apart therein. Furthermore, this arrange-

ment enables narrower belts to be used, so that 180 belts can

be set instead of 120 in the same width of machine, the

result being the production of a larger number of more

uniform and finer slivers.

In place of grooved rollers, pulley rollers maybe employed

for driving the belts, the latter in that case being guided in

such a manner that the empty ones are kept apart from the

full portions on their return to the pulley rollers, and the

twist takes place in the space between the pulleys.
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Fig. 235.—Belt Condenser with Four Sets of Rubbers (vertical section).
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2. Single-belt Condenser.

To obtain bands of equal width from the multiple-belt

condenser two conditions are necessary, vi::., the belts must

be of equal width and kept at an equal tension. Now,

although the first condition is attainable by accuracy in work-

ing, the other is more difficult ; any belt that is tighter than

its neighbours is liable to rob them of part of their less firmly

supported fibre and furnish a stronger band
;
and whilst a

difficulty arises when a single tension roller is made to serve

all the belts in a set—since if one work slack the rest must

be overstrained in order to tighten it—the employment of a

separate tension roller for each belt would complicate the

machinery too much. Consequently, in practice, endeavours

are made to prevent differences of tension by carefully select-

ing the leather, rather than by resorting to a more complex

mechanism.

The difficulty just referred to may be overcome by using

only a single belt, but unfortunately in this case the low

durability of the belt becomes a new disturbing factor.

Nevertheless the single-belt condenser of Bolette (see Fig.

236) cannot be passed over. In this machine, the construction

of which is clearly shown in the drawing, the belt describes a

continuous " figure of eight " movement through i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

8, around the grooved rollers, a\ a^, and the tension rollers,

6\ b^, from one end of the machine to the other, and returns

to the starting point over the guide rollers, c, d. The division

of the fleece, conveyance of the bands to the rubbers, and the

winding of the sliver on to bobbins are effected in the manner

already described.

II.—Steel Band Condenser.

Owing to the rapid wear and short life of the dividing

organs in belt condensers, attempts have been made to find
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Others unattended by these defects. The first to succeed in

this endeavour were Messrs. Bede & Co., of Verviers, who

selected steel bands to replace the leather belts, and, as long

ago as 1872, entered into successful competition with the

Martin condenser by means of their machine, in which

stationary steel bands were employed. Bolette, in particular,

24
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improved on this machine, and his condenser, which has

become a standard type (see Fig. 237), will now be described.

The fleece, a, taken full width from the doffer, P, of the

finisher card, by the doffer comb, H, arrives at the point of

intersection, b, of the steel spring bands, d^, d'\ which are

screwed on to the grooved rollers, c\ c'-. Each steel band, d^,

from the upper roller, c\ passes in a downward direction, while

each, d-, from the lower roller, c"-, is led upwards. The free

ends of the bands are pressed by the small revolving belts, c\ e\

against the larger revolving belts, /\ /-. The division of the

fleece is effected at the point, b, and the resulting bands of

material—indicated by dotted lines in the Fig.—are led up or

down respectively by the aforesaid large belts. As soon as

they have left the ends of the steel bands they are brought

under the influence of the revolving and reciprocating rubbing

belts, o-\
0--J which, in conjunction with the large belts, /\/-,

convert the bands of fibre into rounded slivers, which are

wound in the usual manner (crosswise) b}' means of the

thread guide, li, and the winding roller, /, on to the bobbins, k.

A plush-covered catch roller,^, takes up any broken ends

until the minder notices and repairs the damage. Finally,

mention should be made of the very slow movement imparted

to the rollers, t\ c'-, the result of which is to keep the steel

bands continualK' changing their position, thus presenting

fresh clean surfaces at the point of intersection, and preventing

the accumulation of wool fibres or other dirt there. This

slight motion of the bands has no influence on the division of

the fleece.

C—FINE SPINNING.

Spinning converts the loose, coarse, untwisted sliver into a

firm, fine, more or less strongly twisted finished product, yarn.

This object is attained by the aid of machines, which draw
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^^m^jmmm^^^^^̂ ^̂ j^.

Fig. 237.—The Bolette Sleel Band Condenser (vertical section).
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and attenuate the sliver, and at the same time impart the

necessary twist. The degree of twist depends on :

—

(a) The fineness of the sliver.

(b) The count of yarn to be produced.

(c) The length of staple of the wool.

(d) The draft to which the sliver is subjected.

(e) The purpose for which the yarn is to be used.

As already mentioned in the case of cotton, a whole range

of counts of yarn, within certain limits, can be produced from

a given sliver, though where the difference is extreme the

sliver should be modified to come more into proportion with

the finished product.

The twist should be great enough to ensure that the

friction between the fibres in the thread is greater than the

force required to draw them apart ; it also depends on the

thickness of the yarn and on the purpose thereof, fine yarn

being always harder twisted than coarse, strong yarn than

weak, and warp than weft.

There are two chief types of spinning frames employed

for carded woollen yarn :

—

1. The mule.

2. The water frame or throstle.

I.—The Mule.

This class of spinning frame, which typifies the periodic or

intermittent process, comprises the jenny, the mule-jenny, and

the self-acting mule.

1. The jenny, invented by Hargreaves about the year 1763,

and named by him after his daughter, has now merely a

historical interest, being no longer in u^e.

2. The cylinder, or nitdc-jenny as it is termed, is still used

here and there, but its disappearance is only a question of

time. It differs from the jenny in that only one-half of the
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work, instead of the whole, has to be performed by the

attendant, the remainder being effected automatically.

3. The self-acting mule merits the deepest attention as

being the most perfect type of modern spinning machinery,

and performing the whole of its task automatically with the

power supplied by the motor (steam engine, water wheel or

electromotor), the work of the attendant being restricted to

watching the machine, doffing the filled bobbins, and setting-

on fresh empty ones.

As an example of this class of spinning frame may be

taken the triple-speeded mule shown as a vertical section in

Fig. 238.

Like the cotton mule (q.v.), this machine consists of two

chief parts : a fixed frame and a travelling carriage supporting

the spindles. The former comprises the large headstock

(central framework supporting the main shaft), which is con-

nected by means of two strong walls to the front or small

headstock to form a strong whole
; and the two side frames.

On both sides of the headstock, which contains the greater

part of the driving gear, stretches the cylinder rail with the

delivery rollers, rove bobbins and driving mechanism for same.

The mule is therefore arranged on the central driving plan.

The movable part of the machine, the travelling carnage,

contains the spindles, spindle cylinder, winding mechanism,

and, in the central piece, the rest of the driving gear.

The length of the machine, which depends on the number

and setting of the spindles, is usually adapted to the dimen-

sions of the available space, and is generally 60 to 80 feet.

In the Josephy mule (Fig. 238) the length is calculated by

the formula h = n t + 1700 m. (6y in.), wherein « equals the

number of spindles and / equals the distance, between centres,

of two adjoining spindles.

In order to economise space and lighten the attendance on

the machines, the headstocks are generally set alternately at
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a distance equal to the IctiL^th of a rove bobbin from the actual

centre of the frame.

The depth of the frame is determined by the carriage

traverse, and varies from 5 J, ft. to 8 ft. The space occupied

by two adjoining frames with long traverse and alternating

headstocks is shown in the diagiammatic plan in Figs. 239

and 240. Here a equals the large headstock, b the small

headstock, c the headstock sides, d the frame ends, c the

cylinder rail, / the central part of the carriage, and g the

carriage. In Fig. 238, a equals the rove bobbin, b the un-
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Notwithstanding the complexity of the movements neces-

sary to effect the operation of spinning in the mule frame

—

which is one of the most complicated pieces of machinery

ever devised—a clear idea of its action will be gained b}-

following the kinematic connection of each group of mechanism

shown in Figs. 241, 242, 243, 244, and the uwdiis opcyandi of

the following five principal organs during each stage of the

operation : the delivery rollers, L, the carriage, W, the spindles,

S, the faller wire, A, and the counter faller, G.

First Stage.—Draiving out the Carriage.

1

.

The delivery rollers revolve and draw off a measured

quantity of sliver from the rove bobbins, whereupon they are

thrown out of gear and stopped. The length of sliver unwound

depends on : the thickness of the sliver, the count of yarn to

be spun, the draft or degree to which the sliver is to be

attenuated, and the spinning capacity of the wool. The

carriage draft (gain) is four to five at the maximum, and

therefore much less than in the case of the cotton mule.

2. The carriage runs out away from the delivery rollers,

but not at a uniform rate, the speed being faster during the

first half of the traverse and then reduced ; and attenuates

the sliver to the necessary degree of fineness. The initial

speed of the carriage is only slightly higher than the peripheral

velocity of the delivery roller, in order to prevent the sliver

from hanging slack. When the carriage arrives at the end of

its traverse (5 A or 8 ft., as the case may be) it stops.

3. Tlic spindles revolve and impart twist to the taut sliver,

their speed being lowest (about 1,000 to 2,500 revolutions per

minute) during the time the delivery roller is at work, and

afterwards increasing to the middle speed of 2.500 to 3,500

revolutions, which is again accelerated to 3,500 to 4,500

revolutions (final speed) just before the carriage stops.
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I. Period.

Figs. 241 to 244.—The Four Stages of Spinning on the Mule Frame
(vertical section).
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The rates of speed and the moment of transition from

one to the other depend on the count of yarn, the length

of traverse, the material, and the use for which the yarn is

designed.

4. TJic faller unre remains in its normal position above the

threads.

5. Tlie countcy faller also remains in its normal position

under the threads.

Second Stage.—The Siippleiueiitary Twist.

1. The delivery rollers are at rest.

2. The carriage is stationary, except in the case of very

hard-twisted yarns, when it runs back a short distance to

allow for the shortening effect produced on the yarn by the

extra twisting.

3. The spindles continue to revolve in the same direction

as before, at their highest speed, and impart the necessary final

or supplementary twist to the yarn.

4 and 5. The /a//t'r and counter faller retain their respective

initial positions.

Third Stage.—Backing off.

I and 2. The delivery rollers and carriage remain stationar}'.

3. The spindles revolve slowly in a reverse direction to that

taken in the first and second stages, for the purpose of un-

coiling the steep spiral windings between the tip of each

spindle and the apex of the cop ; thereby relieving the

previous tension on the yarn between the spindle tips and the

delivery rollers.

4. The faller ivire is depressed and brings the thread at

right angles to the spindle axis and opposite the apex of the

cop, i.e., the point whereat the winding process is to com-

mence.
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5. The counter fallcr is lifted and imparts sufficient tension

to the slack threads to enable them to wind properly on the

spindles.

Fourth Stage.—Return of the Carriage.

1. The delivery rollers remain at rest.

2. The carriage returns towards the delivery rollers but not

at a uniform rate, the speed being quick for about the first

half of the traverse, and then slower until the spindles arrive

close up to the delivery rollers.

3. The spindles revolve in the same direction as in the

first and second stages, their speed being proportionate to

that of the carriage, not uniform.

4. The fallcr wire descends rapidly at first to form the

steep descending spirals, and then rises slowly to build the

uniform ascending coils.

5. The counterfalter moves in such a manner as to main-

tain the threads at a proper degree of tension for winding, and

to compensate all irregularities caused by the carriage speed,

etc.

In addition to the frame minder, who usually takes up a

position in front of the small headstock, in order to supervise

the whole machine, two juvenile assistants (piecers) are re-

quired for piecing broken ends—a task performed by laying

the two ends together and holding the join between the finger

and thumb, so that they become reunited by the twist pro-

duced by the spindles. When two frames are set together, as

in Figs. 239, 240, a single minder, with four piecers, can look

after both.

Capacity of the Mule Frame.—The productive capacity of

the mule depends, of course, on the number of the spindles,

the count (and therefore twist) of yarn spun, the quality of

the material, etc., the carriage making two to five or an
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average of three runs—out and in—per minute. The number

•of spindles varies from 240 to 540, and their setting from

if to 2^ inches apart. The yarn is wound either on tin

bobbins, paper shells, or on the bare spindle.

II.—The Throstle Frame.

The throstle, or water frame, typifies the continuous

spinning process, but is of less importance in carded-wool

spinning than for cotton, being suitable only for hard-twisted

warps, since it does not impart to the thread that rough mossy

character necessary for yarns intended for milling. There are

many forms of throstle frames, but the most important is the

ring frame, the particular specimen here described being that

made by Martin, of Verviers (Fig. 245).

The Ring Frame.

The double frame illustrated in the drawing has a row of

120 to 240 spindles mounted on each side and operates in the

following manner :

—

The slow feed rollers, a, b, draw the sliver, c, from the

bobbin, e, which rests on the unwinding roller, d, the neces-

sary draft (ten fold at most) being produced by the drawing

rollers,/, g. Since, however, the distance— 18 to 28 inches

—

between the two sets of rollers far exceeds the average length

of the wool fibres, this draft would be impossible to effect

were it not that a simultaneous temporary twist is given to

the thread by means of a tube, h, which is driven at a speed

of about 2,500 revolutions per minute by a cord, i, passing

over a driving cylinder, k. This temporary twist is afterwards

superseded by the permanent twist imparted by the ring

spindle to which the attenuated thread arrives after passing

through the guide, /, mounted on the hinged rail, in. Here
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Fig. 245.—Double Ring-spinning Frame (vertical section).
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the thread first passes through a h'ght steel loop known as

the traveller, n, and thence to the bobbin, 0. This latter is

a simple wooden tube carried round by a projecting stud, q,

on the revolving spindle,/), which is mounted vertically in the

bolster bearing, r, on the bolster rail, ,s, and in a footstep bear-

ing, t, on the footstep rail, u, and receives motion through the

wharve, v, driven by a plaited cotton band, .v, from the tin

roller, ic. Owing, however, to the high rate of speed—7,000

and more revolutions per minute—this simple form of spindle

is now superseded b}- the more complicated kind? already

described in the section on cotton spinning (q.v.). The

traveller is slipped o\-er the flanged upper edge of the ring, ;:;,

which is mounted on the ring rail, y, and surrounds the bobbin,

; and at each revolution of the spindle, the thread, which

is carried round by the traveller, receives a twist. Were the

draft rollers, /, ,", to remain stationary, the thread would

continue to twist under the influence of the revolving spindle,

but without winding, and would soon break under the strain

of the resulting contraction ; but since the draft rollers con-

tinue to deliver attenuated sliver, the thread is never exposed

to a dangerous tension or contraction. On the contrary, the

tension tends to continuously slacken and the traveller drags

behind the sfnndle. thus effecting the winding of the thread

upon the bobbin.

In order to build the coils of )-arn uniformly on the bobbin,

the ring rail is moved sknvly up and down, the traverse being-

diminished to an extent equal to twice the diameter of the

yarn each time a layer is built on the bobbin.

The tension and draft are controlled by means of a

separate regulator for each thread. The principle on which

this appliance is based is that under an equal degree of twist

a thick thread will contract more than a finer one, and will

consequently be expo.sed to greater tension, so that when a

thickened portion of sliver comes between the delivery rollers
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and twist tube, the degree of twist must be reduced in order

to enable it to be drawn out to the normal degree of attenua-

tion by the draft rollers, whilst at the same time the difference

in twist must be stored up for utilising later on.

TJie Rc<^ulatov.—With this object a small double lever,

pivoted at i, is provided for each thread, c. The front limb

is forked at 2 to carry a thin glass roller, whilst the rear limb,

4, supports a sliding weight, 5, which is adjusted for the

different counts of yarn as required. So long as the sliver

remains of normal thickness, the glass roller holds the thread

a short distance awa}' from a groove in the brake roller, 6
;

but as soon as a thick piece passes through the feed rollers,

the resulting increased contraction causes the lever to swing

inwards and lay the thread in the groove on 6, the result being

to produce a resistance too great for the twisting action of the

tube to overcome, and therefore that part of the thread be-

tween the brake roller and the feed rollers is left practically

untwisted and is merely exposed to the drawing action of the

draft rollers until the thread is attenuated to normal dimen-

sions, whereupon the lever resumes its original position and

the extra twist, meanwhile accumulated on that part of the

thread between the brake roller and the tube, is distributed

over the remainder between 6 and the feed rollers.

Comparison between the Mule Frame and tJie Throstle.

The throstle exhibits the following advantages over the

mule frame :

—

1. Greater simplicity of construction and consequent re-

duction in repairs, and the employment of skilled labour for

supervision.

2. Larger output per spindle, in consequence of the con-

tinuity of working.

3. Greater draft.
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4. Smaller floor space occupied in the absence of the

carriage.

5. Possibility of mounting nearly twice as many spindles

in the same space.

6. Possibility of using rooms, etc., unsuited for the erection

of mule frames.

7. Greater facility for oiling the spindles, and economy of

oil.

8. More uniform strain on the shafting, all the movements

being continuous.

On the other hand, the throstle is inferior to the mule, by

reason of:

—

1. The increased weight of the bobbins, the use of tin or

paper cases being essential.

2. The greater consumption of driving bands, owing to the

heavier bobbins.

3. The greater motive power required for the above reason,,

and in driving the draft rollers and twisting tubes.

4. The more expensive, complicated spindles used.

5. The absence of the mossy character and felting pro-

perties desirable for carded woollen yarns.

6. The difficulty of spinning slack-twisted wefts and yarns

from inferior wool.

Hence it happens that, despite its many undeniable ad-

vantages, the throstle frame was for a long time unable to

make any great headway in this branch of spinning.

D.—SUPPLEMENTARY TREATMENT.

This section comprises all the treatments to which the

spun yarn has, from any cause, to be subjected.

On passing these operations under review it will be seen

that some of them produce no alteration in the yam itself,

their object being solely to classify it according to various
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standards, to wind it, number it, and test it for quality and

suitability ;
whilst others are performed with the object of

producing novel and more effective kinds of yarn. Others

again have an improving, protecting and embellishing effect
;

and, finally, the finished product has to be packed and made

ready for despatching.

I.

—

Supplementary Treatments Leaving the Yarn
Unaltered.

These comprise reeling, numbering, classifying and testing.

I . Reeling.

The object of reeling is to bring the yarn into the condition

of hanks, instead of being coiled on bobbins, and the work is

done by the aid of a reel, viz., a long collapsible frame mounted

on a horizontal axis, rotated by hand or power, and large

enough for twelve to twenty (or more) hanks to be wound at

a time.

The hank is divided, according to custom or given rules,

into a number of smaller parts termed lays or leas, which are

fastened, and at the same time separated from one another by

threads, thus affording the possibility of using as many frac-

tional parts of the hank as may be required.

The chief methods of reeling carded yarn are the English,

metric (or international) and Austrian systems.

In the English method the hank is divided into seven lays

of eighty turns, the total length being 560 yards.

In the Aiistrian method (Viennese reel) the reel has a

circumference of two Viennese ells = r558 metres or 6ri6

inches, and the hank is divided into twenty lays of forty

threads (turns) each, the total length of yarn in the hank

being, therefore, 1,760 Vienna ells = 1,371 metres, or 1,499-4

yards.

25
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In the metric or international method the circumference of

the reel measures 1*37 (53! in.) or r25 metres (49I in.), and

the hank is accordingly divided into ten lays of either seventy-

three turns of i'^7 metres (53! in.) each, or of eighty turns of

r25 metres (49^- in.) each, the total length in either event

being 1,000 metres (1,093 '6 yds.).

In order to be certain of obtaining hanks of uniform length

each reel is fitted with a counting device which rings a bell or

sounds some other audible signal when the right length has

been reeled. The construction of the reel and its appurtenances

has already been fully described in the section dealing with the

reeling of cotton.

2. Niunbering.

The yarn number, as already stated, indicates the number

of units of length going to make up a given weight of yarn.

For carded woollen yarn the systems of numbering comprise

the English, Austrian and international (or metric) methods.

In the English method the yarn number expresses the

number of hanks (of 560 yds.) required to make up a weight

of I lb.

In the Austrian method (Viennese reel) the yarn number

is the number of hanks—of 1,760 Vienna ells—going to one

Viennese pfund = 560 grammes or 1*234 1^,

Example.—A No. 4^ yarn contains 4^ hanks (of 1,760

Vienna ells) or a total length of 4I x 1,760 = 7,920 Vienna

ells (6,747'3 yds.), per one Viennese pfund (r234 lb.).

In the metric method (international reel) the yarn number

expresses the number of 1,000-metre (1,093 "5 yd.) hanks to the

kilogram (2*20 lb.).

Example.—A No. 18 yarn contains eighteen hanks per one

kilogram, or a total length of 18 x 1,000 = 18,000 metres

(19,685-4 yds.).
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The reciprocals for converting the numbers of one system

into those of the others are as follow :

—

English into metric

Metric into English

English into Austrian

Austrian into English

Austrian into metric

Metric into Austrian

Examples :
—

English No.

Metric No.

English No.

Austrian No.

Austrian No.

Metric No.

English No.

Metric No.

English No.

Austrian No.

Austrian No.

Metric No.

1-13 = Metric No.

0-88 = English No.

0-462 = Austrian No.

2-165 = English No.

2-45 = Metric No.

0-41 = Austrian No.

4 X 1-13 = Metric No. .

4^ X 0-88 = English No.

40 X 0-462 = Austrian No.

184 X 2-165 = Enghsh No.

9 X 2-45 = Metric No.

22 X 0-41 — Austrian No

4* (
4-52)

4 (
3-96)

18^ (18-48)

40 (40-052)

22 (22-05)

9 (
9-02)

3. Classifying.

The classification of carded woollen yarn is based on

several considerations, such as quality and kind of material,

the count of the yarn, purpose for which the yarn is required,

kind of frame on which it has been spun, and finally the colour

of the yarn.

On the score of quality, three grades : prime, seconds and

thirds, generally suffice, though sometimes these are again

subdivided.

In respect of the kind of material used, pure woollen yarns

are distinguished from mixed (shoddy) yarns.

With regard to count, these yarns are divided into coarse,

medium, fine and very fine :

—

Very fine = Metric Nos.
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As far as the purpose of the yarn is concerned there are

three classes : warp, weft and medio twist. Weft is generally

made of poorer wool, with left-handed twist, and only half as

strongly twisted as warp yarn, which latter has a right-handed

twist.

As for the kind of spinning frame used, a distinction is made

between throstle yarn, almost exclusively employed as warp,

and mule )'arn preferably used as weft.

4. Yarn Testing.

The tests applied to carded woollen yarn are for the pur-

pose of determining the nature and purity of the material

;

the count, strength, uniformity, smoothness, elasticity, twist

hygroscopicity of the yarn ; the trueness and fastness of the

dye ; and the suitability of the yarn to a given purpose.

(a) Testing the Nature of the Material.—A small piece of

the yarn having been unravelled the fibres are examined under

the microscope for their physical characteristics ; and when a

reliable opinion is wanted they are also subjected to chemical

tests (see chapter on " Wool Fibre ").

(b) Purity of the Material.—Here it is a matter of ascertain-

ing the presence of extraneous admixtures such as whole or

broken burrs, fragments of wood, straw, fodder, leaves, etc.,

as well as nops or grit. For this purpose a long length of

yarn is examined, and, when necessary, unravelled into fibres.

(c) Count of Yarn

(d) Strength of Yarn

(e) Uniformity of Yarn

(/) Smoothness of Yarn

(g) Elasticty of Yarn

[h) Twist of Yarn

The degree of twist is found by untwisting a given length.

The formula for carded yarn is

—

see " Testing Cotton Yarns ".
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V = 2-58 ^/N for warp.

V = 1-29 JN for weft.

V being i inch of yarn and X the (metric) yarn No.

The multipher before the root sign is called the quality

ratio.

The yarn may be untwisted by hand or by means of a

torsiometer.

(i) Hygroscopicity.—-The same measures are adopted as in

conditioning loose wool {q.v.). The permissible limits of

moisture are as follows : pure carded-wool yarn, 17 per cent.
;

mixed wool and cotton yarn, 10 per cent. ; both calculated on

the weight of the dryed yarn.

{k) Triteness to Colour.—a\ properly dyed yarn, true to

colour, should be neither spotty nor exhibit unduly light or

dark patches. The test is applied by the eye, the cops or

hanks being examined narrowly side by side.

(/) Fastness of the Dye.—The various tests have already

been dealt with under the heading of cotton (q.v.).

(m) Suitability of Yarn for its Destined Purpose.—To form

a reliable judgment on this point entails prolonged experience

in observing all the changes undergone by yarns during all

the stages of manufacture they may subsequently have to

pass through, consequently such judgment can only be formed

by a skilled practitioner in the industry,

II.

—

Treatment with a View to Producing Novel
Effects.

The processes here in question are three in number, viz.,

doubling, producing nopped yarns and making fancy yarns.

I. Doubling.

The purpose of this operation is to form a thread of greater

size, roundness, strength, smoothness, uniformity and beauty
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by twisting together 2, 3, 4, 6 or more single yarns either

of uniform or different count, colour or material, and thus

obtaining 2-, 3-, 4-, 6- (or more) ply twists of great variety

of appearance.

The degree of twist employed in doubling is a variable

quantity and depends mainly on the count and ultimate use

of the twist, fine yarns being generally twisted harder than

coarse. Twists for shorn (cropped) cloth and imitation

worsteds are also hard-twisted.

The direction of the twist is usually opposite to that of the

component yarns. When several twists are united by doub-

ling, the twist given must be the reverse of that employed in

producing the primary twists.

Doubling is effected on throstle doubling frames or, more

rarely, mule frames. The former differ from the corresponding

ordinary frames in the absence of drawing rollers, since these

are not required in doubling. Their place is taken by a simple

pair of feed rollers delivering the separate yarns to the doubling

spindles. It will be also evident that no carriage gain is

required in the case of the mule doubler, the speed of the

carriage being, on the contrary, less than the peripheral

velocity of the feed rollers, in order to allow for the contrac-

tion due to the twisting of the component yarns. The

supplementary twisting is also abolished, there being nothing

to hinder the completion of the twisting in the one operation.

Nevertheless, the mule frame is but rarely used for

doubling, this task being mostl}' performed by one or other

of the throstle frames, vi::., the ring frame and the fly frame.

(a) The Ring Doubler.

A vertical cross section of a double-ended ring doubling

frame is shown in Fig. 246.

The four single yarns, a\ a-, d^, a^ to be united to a four-ply
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twist are unwound from cops, b\ b'\ 6^ stuck on spindles mounted

on a broad wooden rail, c, and from cops, b\ mounted on rotary

Fig. 246. -Double Ring Doubling Frame.

spindles, the threads first passing over a plush-covered wooden

guide rail, d, which smoothens and cleans them. From this
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rail they are led downwards through the guide wire eye, e, to

the feed rollers,/ g, and thence through the guide eye, h (on

the hinged rail, i), to the ring spindle, R, where they are

twisted and wound in the usual manner. The simple spindle

may here be advantageously replaced by the Rabbeth spindle

(see "Cotton Spinning").

On the right-hand side of this frame are shown two freely

suspended cross-wound bobbins containing the threads to be

doubled. This method of winding single yarn instead of into

cops is advantageous when the yarn has had to be previously

reeled into hanks, e.g., for dyeing, it being possible in this way

to get a greater length of yarn on to the bobbins than into cops.

To produce these bobbins use is made of the Hill &
Brown bobbin winder shown in Fig. 247. The characteristic

winding organ of this machine is the winding drum, a, which

both drives the bobbin by frictional surface contact and also

guides the yarn backwards and forwards by means of the

double spiral slit in the outer covering of tin. A front view

of this drum is given in Fig. 248.

Taking the left side of the machine first, the yarn, h, to be

wound passes from the stationary cop on the wooden spindle,

c, upwards over the plush-covered cleaning rail, d, then turns

downwards through the guide eye, c, and is again directed

upwards, passing through the slit, 7/, in the tin drum, a, to the

bobbin, /, which with the frame, g, on which it is mounted,

rests on the tin drum. The latter is actuated by a leather

band, h, passing from the driving pulley, i (on the shaft, k), to

the pulley, n, and carries the bobbin round with it at a uniform

speed. At the same time the yarn passing through the slit,

n, in the drum receives a backward and forward motion of the

amplitude shown at /, and is thus coiled in cross windings on

the simple wooden bobbin, /.

The right-hand side of the machine shows the arrangement

used when hanks are to be cross wound on bobbins. As may
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Fig. 247.— Hill & Brown's Double Cross-winding Frame (vertical section).

Fig. 248.—Thread Guide for Hill & Brown's Double Cross-winding Frame
(front view).
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be seen, the reel, o, is loosely mounted in arms, p, and braked

by the weight, V, suspended from a leather band. The yarn,

q, from the reel passes under the rail, r, and thence through

the drum, s, to the bobbin, i; ze' is a thread guide, x a bobbin

tray.

{b) Fly Frame Doubler.

For twining strong twist from coarse singles the fly frame

doubler is preferred to the ring frame.

In this machine (Fig. 249) the arrangements for mounting

the cops or bobbins of single yarn and guiding the threads are

very similar to those on the ring frame, and are marked with

the same letters. The setting and working of the fly spindles

is, however, different. The united threads pass from the guides

h, to the flyer, which is fixed on the spindle, j!), and after making

two or three turns round the one limb, q, of this flyer they pass

through the flyer eye, r, on to the bobbin, s. In the case of

fine twists, where a lower thread tension is essential to success,

the united threads pass direct from h to the flyer eye. The

bobbin is stuck loose on the spindle, its lower flange resting

on the bobbin rail, t, a certain degree of resistance being

consequently opposed to its rotary motion, owing to the friction

between the interposed leather or felt washer, it, and the rail.

The rapid rotation of the spindle twines the single threads

delivered by the rollers,/ g, into a twist, which is then wound

upon the bobbin. Since, however, the spindle has to make

a great many more turns than are required for winding the

twist, it pulls round after it the heavy bobbin, though at

a much slower rate than it is itself moving. Consequently

the thread of twist, which exerts the pull on the bobbin, has

to bear the strain due to the weight of the latter, and to

the friction between the bobbin flange and the rough washer

underneath, and is therefore the more likely to break the finer
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it is. On this account the fly frame cannot be recommended

for doubh'ng very fine counts of twist.

To enable the thread to coil itself in close cylindrical layers

Fig. 249.— Double Fly-frame Doubler (vertical section).

on the bobbin the latter must be moved slowly up and down

over the spindle. This is effected by the rise and fall of the

bobbin rail, t, through a distance equal to that between the

top and bottom flanges of the bobbin.
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Like the ring frame, the fly frame cloubler is provided with

automatic stop motion for throwing the feed rollers out of gear

Avhenever one of the single threads breaks.

The count of a hvo-ply twist is found by means of the

formula :

—

^ _ product of the component 3'arn Nos.

sum of the component yarn Nos.

Thus a two-ply twist made of No. 16 and No. 20 singles will

be No. i|^ = No. 9 (8-8).

Again, a three-ply twist made of Nos. 16, 20 and 24 singles

will be No. 6i, since the two-ply twist from i6's and 20's is

8-88, and a twist from this and 24's will be |;||^|^ = 6-48 (61).

A special crossed twist can be produced by twisting two or

more threads together in one direction, and then twining the

product with another thread, but in the opposite direction.

The effect is of course heightened by using threads of different

colour and material.

2. Noppcd Yarns.

Nopped yarns are produced by twining a thread around a

ground thread in such a manner that small, compactly wound

nops or buttons are formed at regular intervals upon the

latter.

The machines on which this class of twist is made are

throstle (fly or ring) doubling frames, fitted with a special

nopping attachment. In most cases only the one side of the

double frame is fitted for nopping, the other being used for

ordinary doubling, and occasionally the nopping attachment

is only fitted to a few of the spindles.

A typical form of nopper is that of E. Graf, shown in Fig.

250, which acts by feeding the nopping thread to the ground

thread at varying speeds by means of swinging guide rods.

The ground (G) and nopping (K) threads are fed together
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and at the same speed by means of the feed rollers, a.b. The

nopping thread then passes through the eye, c, and over the

guide rod, d, to the twining point, e, thus traversing the angle,

/, c, d ; whilst the ground thread, G, passes first over the guide

Fig. 250.—The Graf Nopping" Attachment to Doubling Frames

(vertical section).

rod, g, then through the eye, /z, and over the guide rod, d, to

the point, e, and thus forms the angle, g, h, d.

By means of the slowly revolving cam, ni, bowl lever, m,

spring, n, and connecting rod, k, the lever, i, and the eyes, c
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and h, are given an irregular swinging motion. When the bowl

on the lever, /, falls into the recesses on the cam, the eye, c,

descends rapidly, and consequently the nopping thread—in

consequence of the increase in its angle,/, c, d—is fed to the

point, e, quicker than the normal speed of the feed rollers.

At the same time the ground thread is raised by the ascent of

the eye, h, and its angle, g, h, d, being reduced, is fed more

slowly to the twining point.

Consequently, the quicker nopping thread becomes lapped,

in close coils, round the ground thread, and the nops are

formed. As the cam slowly raises the bowl, the eye, c, gradu-

ally reascends, and h moves in the opposite direction, the

threads then twisting together in the ordinary manner, until

the bowl once more falls into a recess on the cam, and the

nopping device again comes into action.

3. Fancy Yarns.

Although nopped yarns are frequently classed with the

fancy yarns, the latter term really comprises only certain

special doubled threads of highly novel and often surprisingly

decorative character, e.g., looped and clouded }'arns, produced

by particular methods. See " Fancy Cotton Yarns ".

III.

—

Finishing Yarn.

Though the spun single or doubled yarn is ready for use

in many cases—such as cloth weaving—without any further

treatment, in other instances it requires to be put through

certain supplementary processes for finishing it off and improv-

ing its appearance. Leaving aside the work of washing,

bleaching, dyeing, and printing, as belonging to the domain

of chemical technology, there remains only the operation of

steaming to be mentioned.
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Freshly spun yarn is steamed in closed vessels in order to

remove the tendency to corkscrew ; the yarn may be steamed

either in the form of cops and bobbins or in stretched hanks.

IV.—Packing Yarn.

When not used up on the spot, yarn must be packed for

sale. If sent out in the form of cops or bobbins it is carefully

packed in crates or boxes ; if in hanks it is pressed in a yarn

press (lever or screw, more rarely hydraulic press) to 10 lb.

bundles, which are then tied with string, wrapped in paper,

and labelled, etc.

WORSTED spinning.

Worsted spinning comprises all the operations necessary

for the conversion of combed wool into yarn.

As the product is intended for the manufacture of worsteds

—goods that are not put through the fulling mill, and there-

fore leave the yarns clearly defined (not felted) when finished—^

it requires to be made from wools that are not suitable for

fulling, i.e., long-staple and straight wools, which, as is well

known, are coarse.

However, since in making fine worsteds, it is necessary

to use finer materials, e.g., improved or merino wools, and

occasionally wools that possess undesirable properties (short

staple and curl), for the purpose in view, care has to be taken

to m.inimise or remove these defects by suitable preliminary

treatment. Consequently, the very short fibres are eliminated

from the wool, and the latter is also deprived of the curliness

which is the cause of its felting properties. Moreover, the

operation of spinning is conducted in such a manner as to

produce a smooth round yarn of perfectly parallel fibres, and

therefore one far less capable of felting than a rough mos.sy
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yarn, with less parallelism in the arrangement of the fibres,

like carded yarn.

The manufacture of true worsted yarn, which is admirably

adapted for weaving, is carried on in this manner
;
but if the

combing is omitted, i.e., the fibres are worked up as they are

fed, without reference to their length, then we have to do

with semi-worsted spinning, an operation furnishing yarns for

knitting hosiery and carpet weaving.

The manufacture of true worsted yarn will first be de-

scribed.

PART I.

MANUFACTURE OF TRUE WORSTED YARN.

As in the other branches of spinning, the operations fall

into four groups, viz., preliminary treatment, roving, spinning

and supplementary treatment.

N.B.— In practice the following subdivision is customary :

washing, carding, combing, preparing and spinning. This

arrangement, however, is neither logical nor appropriate, since

combing, for example, comprises not merely the work of

combing properly so called, but also gilling and drawing
;

whereas, on the other hand, the preparation only includes

the drawing and doubling of the slivers, though rightly all

the operations previously to spinning should be classed as

preparatory.

A.-PRELIMINARY TREATMENT.

As in spinning carded yarn, this term comprises all the

operations for the purpose of preparing the wool for actual

spinning, i c, the tasks of cleaning, opening, separating and

otherwise putting the fibres to rights. These are sorting,
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Steeping, washing, rinsing, drying, oiling, carding, first gilHng,

combing, drawing, smoothing, doubling and drawing. It will

thus be seen that willowing and carbonising are omitted, the

former generally, the latter invariably. Thus the operations

liable to injure the valuable properties, viz., long staple and

strength, of the fibre are eliminated and replaced by others

(combing and smoothing), which tend to improve existing

defects in the fibre, and others again (drawing) enable the

fibres to be laid completely parallel.

I.—Sorting.

This operation, the first of the series making up the pre-

liminary treatment of worsted wool, consists in selecting and

classifying the various parts of the fleece so that each can be

worked up for the count of yarn, and to serve the purpose for

which it is best adapted. The work must be done very care-

fully in order to minimise the loss in combings, and therefore

the fleeces are spread out on the sorting table (with an open

top of laths), and the various grades are thrown into the

corresponding baskets—of which there are 4—8 (12)—placed

round the table (see also " Sorting," p. 473).

II.

—

Steeping, Washing and Rinsing.

These tasks are performed in exactly the same manner

and with the same appliances as for carded wool {q.v.).

III.

—

Drying.

This also is performed in the same way as for carded wool.

IV.—Oiling.

Oiling, which is invariably practised on merino wool for

fine worsted yarns, is effected in the oiling machines already

described.

26
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The most usual method of effecting the foregoing opera-

tions of steeping, washing, drying and oih'ng is to arrange

the several machines in series, thus saving time and avoiding

unnecessary labour in carrying the material about. A section

of the plant so arranged is shown in Fig. 251.

The washed wool from the last Leviathan tank, a, is taken

away by the endless belt, b, and passed through the wringer,

c, d, whence it is carried by the creeper, e, and delivered into

the sloping-sparred, wire-gauze-covered cylinder, /—known as

a Mehl's drying cylinder, after the name of the inventor.

This cylinder is provided with hoops, »•, which rest on the rollers,

k, mounted on a slowly revolving axis, and thus cause the

cylinder to turn at a low speed. The wool falls on to

wooden pegs on the lateral spars, and is by them carried up

to the highest point of the cylinder, whence it falls to be again

caught and carried up as before, the operation being repeated

until finally it drops on to the discharging creeper, /, which is

fitted wath side boards, h. The rotary speed of the cylinder is

so calculated that by the time the wool arrives at the further

end it has been thoroughly dried by the hot air ascending

from the conduit, ni. The creeper, /, delivers the wool to the

automatic oiler, wherein the necessary quantity of oil (about

5 per cent, of the weight of wool) constantly drips on to the

periphery of the upper roller, n, from a duct, 0, kept supplied

from the oil tank,/), the oil being distributed by the stationary

brush, q, and transferred to the wool. Finally, the wool is

stripped off the rollers by the quick-running beater rollers, r, s,

and thrown into the truck, /. Whilst in the drying cylinder

the wool is not only dried, but also opened, the result being

to liberate a number of burrs and other impurities, which then

drop out through the apertures in the wire netting.
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V.

—

Carding.

As in carded wool spinning, so also here, the work of

carding has a multifold purpose, including the loosening and

isolation of the fibres, the separation of mechanically adherent

impurities, the elimination of the very short fibres, as well as

straightening and parallelising the separated fibres, uniformly

distributing them and forming them into a sliver.

Nevertheless in this case the process is not so important

as in the case of carded yarn, as may be gathered from the

fact that in place of three carders only two (breaker and

finisher) are used, and indeed very often only one—a double

card—is employed, such as that fitted with a breast cylinder

shown in Fig 252. Here the wool, fed moderately thick by

hand or automatically, on to the lattice creeper, a, is taken up

by the feed rollers, /?, c—the upper one of which is cleaned by

a quicker running roller, d—and presented to the rapid burr

roller, c, whence it passes to the breast cylinder, /, and main

cylinder, T. Any burrs and fragments of wood, straw, etc.,

are knocked off the burr roller by the roller, g, into the burr

box, h, which is emptied at intervals, whilst the fly roller, /,

takes up any fibres or locks dropped by the burr roller and

presents them to the breast cylinder. The main cylinder

takes the wool up to the workers and strippers, A\ W^ . . .

A*^', W", where it is treated, as already described, until the

fibres are completely isolated. The very fast fancy roller, V,

then raises the wool out of the card clothing on the cylinder

ready for easy removal by the doffer, P. The doffer comb, H,

strips it from the latter as a filmy fleece, k, which is condensed

to a firm sliver by drawing it through the trumpet condenser,

n, under the influence of the rollers, /, ui, and is wound in spiral

coils on the bobbin, q, by the revolving and reciprocating

winding roller, 0. This method of winding prevents the
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superimposed coils from sticking together, and also greatly

facilitates subsequent unwinding.

Fig. 253 shows a vertical longitudinal section of a com-

bined breaker and finisher worsted card. The wool passes

from the lattice creeper, a, through the feed rollers, b, c (d is

a cleaning roller) to the burr roller, c, from the surface of which

the burrs are removed by the fast beater roller, g, and forced

into the burr box, /. The first stripper, W^ delivers the wool

to the breaker cylinder, T, which is fitted with the workers

and strippers, A^ Wj . . . A3, W .^.

The doffer, U, transfers the wool to the second cylinder,

To, which carries four sets of workers and strippers, A^ W^ . . .

A4, W4, and the fancy roller, V, brings the carded wool up to

the surface of the cylinder clothing ready for removal by the

doffer, P, which is stripped by the doffer comb, H, the fleece

being delivered full width.

The trumpet, h, condenses the fleece, i, to a rounded sliver,

which is then drawn in by the rollers, k, I, and wound in the

form of a spiral coil bobbin, o (on the wooden bobbin, ;/), by

means of the revolving winding roller, m, which also oscillates

in company with the bobbin carriage.

Woysted Card with Burr Smasher.

The burr rollers and lashers mounted at the feeding end of

the card effect the removal of the hard and more or less hook-

less stony burrs, but do not thoroughly get rid of the fragile

hooked spiral or looped burrs, even though several sets of

rollers and lashers be employed. For this reason mechani-

cal burr smashers have been introduced of late years, these

smashing up the spiral burrs in such a manner that the result-

ing fragments are no longer removed by the doffcrs but fall

away into the combings.
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Figures 254, 255 and 256 show a simple but effectual form

of burr smasher fitted to a worsted card with a doubling

M^.r^m3i
>

m-^'.

-yJ

Fig. 254.—Doubler and Burr Smasher Worsted Card (plan).

Fig. 255.—Doubler and Burr Smasher Worsted Card (vertical section).

apparatus, which latter, by uniting several slivers into one,

yields a ribbon of greater uniformity.
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The fleece, a, combed from the doffer, P,is passed through the

trumpet, b, and drawn in the form of a wide ribbon, c, through

the two pairs of rollers, d, c, and /, g, whence it takes its way

over a guide bar, h, to the conduit, /, where it is united with

the ribbons brought on the endless belt, K, from other carders

situated on the left, and is delivered to the winder. As shown

in the figure, the double ribbons pass under the guide roller, /,

then over the first guide table, ;// ^, between the guide rollers,

ui, 0, thence over the second guide table, ui .-,, and through the

drawing rollers, p, q, i\ s, t, ii, after which they are condensed

to a round sliver in the trumpet, v, drawn onwards to the

rollers, w, x, and finally wound to a lap bobbin, z, on a wooden

bobbin by means of the winding roller, j'.

The burrs are broken by means of the rollers, d, e, f, g, the

upper rollers being fitted with longitudinal steel blades for this

purpose, whilst the lower rollers are smooth. The blades

on the heavily weighted rollers smash the brittle burrs into

numerous small fragments, without injuring the elastic wool

fibre. The upper rollers are cleaned by the brushes, i and 2
;

3 is a tray for emptying bobbins.

VI.—GiLLING.

Although the carding process, when properly performed,

furnishes sliver wherein the wool is fairly regularly distributed

and thoroughly loosened, still the fibres are not yet all straight-

ened out, being to a large extent intermingled and many of

them bent.

In order to minimise the production of waste and retain all

the long fibres in the subsequent operation of combing, it is

necessary to draw the fibres out perfectly parallel to the longi-

tudinal axis of the sliver, and for this reason combing is

preceded by gilling. In the gilling machine several slivers
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are doubled and then drawn, so that this machine discharges

the same functions as in the case of cotton {q.v.).

Generally three or four drawings are given in successive

illing frames or gill boxes, a vertical section of one of which
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is shown in Fig. 257. Here a number of bobbins, c, (generally

four to six) filled with carding sliver are mounted so as to

rotate on upright wooden spindles, b, in the creel, a.

The several slivers, d, pass through a perforated rail, e, over

the feed table, /, and under the pressure roller, g, to the fluted

receiving rollers, h, i, which draw them in at a given speed and

deliver them to the gills, whence they are taken by the quicker

running fluted delivery rollers, /, ;;/, which draw them out longi-

tudinally to the desired extent.

The gills are mounted in the same manner as those in the

gill box used for flax (^/.i-.), and consist of fallers, n (Fig. 258),

which are fitted with two sets of sharp-pointed steel needles

^,i!LikiL„i:;::,!.iidii!;i;ii::Li''^ JMMIIIIIM^^^^^^^^

AiimlJiliiiialilLilul' JlttiiyMiliillLi£

Fig. 258.—Method of Imparting Motion to the Gill Fallers.

set in two rows. The ends of the fallers rest on the guides, 0,

and are slowly moved forward by the screw spindles, p, their

rate of advance being a little faster than the peripheral velocity

of the receiving rollers, but slower than the delivery rollers.

Their quick backward motion is effected by means of the

screw spindles, q, which on this account are provided with a

quicker thread. To ensure the fallers dropping out of the

upper screw threads and into the lower ones on arriving at the

delivery rollers, they are pushed down by means of cams, r,

similar cams, s, being situated near the receiving rollers for the

purpose of lifting the fallers from the lower screws at the end

of their back traverse and holdinu" them on a level with the
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rails, o, until they are caught by the thread of the upper screws

and moved forward again. The attenuated slivers are united

in a funnel, /, and wound in the form of a bobbin, x, by the

rollers, v, 10, on the oscillating bobbin carriage, u.

An endless leather belt, z, kept in tension by the roller, i„

and cleaned by the brush, 2, passes over the lower delivery

roller, /, and prevents the accumulation of fibres which would

otherwise occur on the latter. The upper delivery roller, ;;/, is

kept clean by the flat brush, 3. Finally, 4, is a tray for empty

bobbins.

VII.—COMBIXG.

The machines employed for combing have the following

tasks to fulfil :

—

1. To produce from a given wool, with the smallest ex-

penditure of time and labour, the largest possible quantity of

combed material, and that too in the best condition, so that

all fibres less than a certain length, e.g., one inch, are eliminated

as combings.

2. To also remove all nops, grit, . fragments of burrs,

splinters of wood, bits of straws, etc.

3. They must not diminish either the strength or gloss of

the wool.

4. The combing material must be delivered in the form of

a sliver.

Of the different types of combing machines the following

are of special importance : (fl).the Noble comb, (b) the Holden

comb, (c) the Lister comb, (d) the Heilmann comb, (e) the

Hiibner comb. It would be highly interesting to describe

each of these machines in detail, since each of them performs,

its task in a different, and some in a really clever, manner..

However, owing to limitations of space, the author is obliged

to confine himself to the Heilmann comb, this being the most
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extensively used square-motion comb, inasmuch as it is able

to treat even the finest merino wools in a perfectly satisfactory

manner. The machines of Noble, Holden, Lister and Hiibner

belong" to the group of circular combs and are more suitable

for coarse wool.

The Hcilmann Comb.—The type of Heilmann comb made
by Schlumbergcr is shown in vertical section in Figs. 259 and

260. The bobbins, a (generally sixteen), filled with sliver from

the last gill box, are mounted free to revolve on vertical wooden

spindles, b, on the creel, c, and deliver the slivers over the guide

rods, d, to the perforated rail,/, whence the slivers pass over the

plate, g, and under the pressure roller, h, to the feed grid, i, from

which they are pushed forward at intervals by the open mouth

of the nip k^, k.,. The feed grid is really double, consisting

of two smoothly polished brass grids into which project

the pins of the overhead feed comb, /. When the nip

k^,k.^, is closed, the feed comb, /, being lifted, the grid, 7,

moves backwards for the residual i^livers ; then the comb, /,

descends so that the pins penetrate the sliver, and, the lower

hinge, k, of the nip being opened, a corresponding length of

wool is pushed through the m.outh of the nip, which thereupon

closes and holds the tuft of wool fast until it has been combed

out by the first segment, iii^, of the revolving comb cylinder, n.

The jaws of the nip are fluted, the upper one, k.^, being, in

addition, shod with leather or rubber to ensure the wool being

held tight while it is being combed. The repeated movement

of the segment, ;;z., of the combing c\linder, through the tuft

of wool held by the nip, causes the short fibres (combings) to

remain in the pins on the cylinder. These are then removed

by a quick running roller brush, 0, which strips the combings

from the cylinder as soon as the segment comes within its

reach.

The roller brush deposits the combings on the doffer roller,

p, from which they are stripped as a broad band of fleece, r,
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by the rising and falling doffer comb, q. The combings then

fall into the box, s, and are removed from time to time. Very

short fibres (fly) and dust particles are expelled by the roller

brush and collected in the box, s^. When the tuft of wool

has been combed by the combing segment, ni^, of the cylinder,

n, a projecting comb, t, is pushed into the combed wool, under

which the leather segment, «j, of the cylinder has by this

time arrived. Simultaneously the left carrier roller, v, of the

leather creeper, v-^, has been raised, together with the delivery

roller, ic ; and as the latter presses against the leather segment

and is turned round by the frictional contact it seizes hold of

the front end of the tuft. At this instant the jaws of the nip

are opened and the tuft is released, the descent of the rollers,

V, w, then tearing it away and drawing the rear end through

the comb, t. The combings thus left behind remain hanging

on to the ribbon of wool in the feed grid and are removed

when the ensuing tuft is combed by the action of the comb

segment, ;;?-', of the cylinder, u, which at the same time combs

out the tail end of the first tuft held by the rollers, v, ic. The

combed tufts delivered on to the leather creeper, i\, are

formed into a fleece, x, and condensed in the trumpet, y, to a

loose sliver, which is compressed by the delivery roWers, y^,y,„

and discharged into the can, ;:. The leather creeper is kept

clean by the flat brush, v.,.

At each revolution of the cylinder, n, two combings are

effected, there being two comb segments and two leather

pads, so that, at a speed of 50 tt) 100 revolutions per minute

100 to 200 tufts are combed. However, the newest t\'pe of

comb for finer wools is fitted with only a single comb segment

and one of leather.

The ratio of combed top to combings (noils) can be varied,

within certain limits, by adjusting the working parts so that

all fibres below iths, i Uh, etc., inch pass into the noils. In

27
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the first-named case the smallest proportion of noils will be

produced, the ratio increasing with the longer adjustment and

averaging lo to 35 per cent, of the weight of the wool fed to

the comb.

VIII.—Drawing.

The combed wool forms a more or less open sliver which

cannot be drawn or uncurled further, its tensile strength being

insufficient to stand the strain. Consequently several of these

slivers (seven and more) are united by doubling. For this

purpose they are passed through a drawing frame (Fig. 261)

very similar to the gill box, except that the gill fallers are

here replaced by a porcupine roller. The slivers, b, are drawn

from the cans, a, and passed over polished wooden rollers, c,

to the wooden receiving rollers, d, e, the lateral guide plates,

/, being set so as to guide the slivers in accordance with the

working breadth of the frame. The receiving cylinders draw

the slivers in and deliver them over the creeper, g, to the iron

feed rollers, /;, /, which run at a suitable speed. From this

point the slivers are attenuated by the drawing action of the

quicker running deliver}' rollers, k, I, assisted by the porcupine

roller, ni. The fluted upper delivery roller, /, is surrounded

by an endless leather belt, n^, kept taut by the tension roller,

11, and cleaned by the flat brush, ; whilst the fluted under

roller, k, is cleaned by the flat brush, p. A smooth guide

roller, q, keeps the slivers against the porcupine roller, ni.

The ribbon delivered by the rollers, k, /, is passed over a

guide plate, r, and into the condenser, s, s-^ (consisting of two

endless belts of deerskin), where it is rolled into a round,

compact sliver, and after passing through the narrow trumpet,

t, reaches the oscillating bobbin carriage, u, where it is cross

wound on the wooden bobbin, ic, by the fluted roller, v.
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IX.—Smoothing.

As already mentioned, the object of this treatment is to

take the curl out of the wool ; but the machine employed has

also to effect a secondary purpose, viz., the removal of the oil

added before carding, and this is done by back-washing the

slivers previous to smoothing them.

The Kochlin back-washing and smoothing machine, show^n

in Figs. 262 and 26j, will serve as a type of this class of

apparatus. Here the individual slivers, a, from the (usually

16) bobbins, B^ etc., in the creel, are passed over a guide

rail, b, then through a perforated rail, c, and over a guide

roller, d, to a second perforated rail, e, and finally through

the rollers, f, g, into the suds in the first washing tank, h.

Here they are kept submerged by the hollow brass floating

rollers, i, k. The oil present in the slivers is saponified and

emulsified by the soap solution run into the bath through a

tap, m, from the tank, /. The slivers are next well squeezed

between the wringers, ;z, 0, and deli\-ered over the guide roller,

p, to the second scouring tank, q, where they are kept sub-

merged by the rollers, r, s, and the scouring process is com-

pleted. This second tank, like the first, is kept supplied with

fresh soap solution, the addition being regulated by the tap, t.

Next, the slivers are passed through the copper rollers, u, i\

where they are first squeezed and immediately rinsed by a

stream of clean water flowing from the pipe, w, which water is

directly afterwards expelled by the succeeding wringers, .\',y.

The rinsings are drawn off through the bent pipe, :;, and run

into the steeping tank, which in turn is emptied by the pipe,.

;:\ The slivers, compressed to four broad ribbons by the

guide cams, a^, are afterwards passed o\er the guide roller, 6^

to the heated, polislied copper rollers, c\ which, inasmuch as

each of them runs at a higher speed than its precursor, dry,.
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Stretch and smoother! out the sliver and thereby remove the

curl of the fibres. Finally, the slivers pass over the sloping

guide rod, d^, through a two-head porcupine drawing frame

like the one last described, and are afterwards wound into

bobbins, B^ The upper wringer rollers, n and y, are heavily

loaded by weights, h^, acting on a train of levers and rods,

X,—Drawing and Slubbing.

The objects of drawing and slubbing are to produce an

intimate mixture of several slivers and a more uniform final

sliver by doubling and drawing, and to lay the fibres out

straight and parallel to one another.

This work cannot be completed in a single machine, it

being necessary to effect the drawing by degrees and not too

forcibly. Consequently, the wool must be passed through

several frames (eight to ten in the case of fine wool for high

counts of yarn, and about five for coarse knitting yarns) in

succession. By this means the slivers are doubled two to

fourfold, and attenuated to two to five times their original

length. Each of the machines in a set is fitted with automatic

stop motion in order to arrest the frame in case any of the

ends break or run out. Of course, all of them must be

arranged to yield an equal output. The remarks already

made in an earlier section as to the corresponding operations

in cotton and flax spinning, also apply to worsted.

There are three different drawing and slubbing processes

in us^ : the English, the German, and the Erench, the last of

which alone will be described here, since this is the one most

widely used for producing fine worsted yarns from short-staple

wools. (In the English frames the sliver is attenuated by

gilHng and delivered in the form of a flat ribbon b}^ the first

machine of the .set, but in all the others is twisted to a soft
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slubbing and wound in bobbins, there being various ways of

altering the speed of the latter as the diameter of the bobbin

increases.)

In the French system also there are two kinds of slubbing

frame, viz., those delivering the doubled and drawn sliver

being wound on bobbins in that form, and those fitted with

condensers for producing a rounded but untwisted slubbing.

I. Non-condcnsin^j!; Draxeing Frame.

A sectional view of this type of frame is given in Fig. 264.

The bobbins of sliver, c, are loosely mounted on horizontal

arms, /;, on the creel, a, and the slivers pass first through a

guide comb, d, over the roller, e, the semi-circular guide rod,

/, and through a second comb, g, to the feed rollers, h, i.

From these they pass to the receiving rollers, k, I, and over

the porcupine roller, 0, to the faster delivery rollers, ui, n, by

which they are attenuated to the desired extent, the regularity

of the drawing being assisted by the porcupine roller into the

pins of which the material is pressed by the roller,^. The

lower fluted roller is cleaned by means of the leather band, q,

and brush, r, the upper one by the flat brush, s\ After issuing

from the delivery rollers the slivers are drawn through two

narrow trumpets, t, u, and are cross wound into bobbins, 3, by

the winding rollers, ze-, x, on the movable bobbin carriage, v.

2. Condensing Slubbing Frame.

These differ from the preceding machine in that the

attenuated sliver is rounded and condensed by a set of rubbers

before being wound into bobbins. There are three of these

machines in a set, viz., coarse, intermediate, and fine con-

densers, the principles of construction being the same in all,

though the working parts are progressively finer, and conse-

quently a larger number of slubbings can be dealt with.
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(a) The Coarse Condenser. (Fig. 265.)

In this frame the bobbins, /;, loosely mounted upright in

the creel, a, deliver their slivers over guide rollers, d, whence
they pass through the perforated rail, e, over the bar,/, to the

trumpet, g, and are attenuated by the receiving and delivery

rollers, h, i, k, I, assisted by the porcupine roller, 0, into the

pins of which the material enters, guided by the rollers, ;;/, n.

From the drawing head the slivers pass to the condenser, /),/)p

where they are rounded and condensed, and after traversing

the cast-iron trumpet, q, are wound into bobbins, tt, by the

fluted roller, s, which is mounted on the movable bobbin

carriage, r. The weighted wooden drawing roller, /, which is

covered with felt and parchment paper, is cleaned by the

wooden bar, v.

(b) Iniennediate Condenser. (Fig. 266.)

As a glance at the drawing will reveal, this machine is

similar to the last except that the various working parts are

finer. The description of the one applies equally to the other^

and corresponding parts are marked with the same letters

in both. Further explanation is afforded by a plan view

of two heads in the intermediate frame, the top rollers and

rubbers being removed.

(c) Fi)ie Condenser.

The parts and arrangement are the same as in the inter-

mediate machine, only finer.

N.B.— In all these drawing and condensing frames the

number of slivers formed ranges from 2 to 100, according

to the number of heads in the frame. The term head here

implies each subdivision of the rollers in front of the con-

densing rubbers, and not the bobbins on the bobbin carriage,
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for, although in the coarse and first intermediate condensers,

one head generally corresponds to one bobbin, there are

always two bobbins to each head in the second intermediate

and fine condensers, whilst in the finisher or roving machine

there are always four.
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Generally, non-condensing drawing frames, for simple

doubling, have 4 heads with 4 bobbins
; for four-fold doubling,

10 heads with 10 bobbins
; intermediate condensers for simple

doubling have 25 heads and 50 bobbins ; and fine condensers
for simple doubling have ^6 heads and 72 bobbins.

Fig. 267.—Intermediate Condenser (plan).

Finally, it may be mentioned that one frame (generally

the second) in each set is fitted with a counting device which

stops the machine automatically when a given length of

slubbinghas been produced. The slubbings are then weighed

separately and united in such a manner that when doubled

in the succeeding frame they will yield a uniform product.

This precaution is necessary because the combed slivers are

never of such regularity as the production of a uniform yarn

requires.

When coloured " mixture " )arns are to be produced the

wool is dyed after combing, but great care has to be exercised

in mixing and drawing in order to ensure regularity in the

product. Of late the practice has arisen of forming patterns

by printing the combed top.
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B.—ROVING.

This, the final operation for producing a loose, coarse

rove yarn ready for fine spinning, is conducted on the same

Fig. 268.—Finisher Roving Frame (vertical section).

principles as doubling and slubbing, but differs therefrom

in the manner of winding the product, and in the method of

building the bobbin.
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Thus, whereas hitherto the finished bobbins have had

a cylindrical shape with crossed windings, the rove bobbins

are cylindrical with conical ends, and the coils are in less

steeply pitched spirals. The difference in the manner of

winding is, however, so slight that, as in the case of cotton,

the whole of the drawing, slabbing and roving operations

may be regarded as coming under the last-named category.

Finisher Roving Frame (Fig. 268).—The slubbing bobbins,

b, mounted in the creel, a, deliver the slubbings, c, over the

guide rod, d, through the perforated plate, c, and trumpet, g,

to the receiving rollers, //, /, whence they pass to the quicker

In .a^U

Fig. 269.— Finisher Roving Frame (plan).

running draft rollers, k, I, which effect the desired attenuation,

the slivers being guided by the rollers, ui, n, whilst the fibres

are straightened and laid out parallel by means of the por-

cupine roller, 0, which runs at a velocity intermediate between

that of the receiving and delivery rollers. The attenuated

ribbons are then rounded and condensed in the doeskin

rubbers, p, p^, each of which (see Fig. 269) deals a couple of

them. The rove threads are afterwards twisted round the

thread guides, r, pivoting at q, and led through a terminal

loop thereon to the bobbins, s. The latter rest on fluted

rollers, u, on the bobbin carriage which is moved laterally at
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a rate enabling the thread to be coiled closely in each layer,

the amplitude of motion being varied so as to form tapered

ends, as shown in Fig. 269. The loaded upper delivery

roller, /, is covered with felt and parchment paper, and is

cleaned by the brush, te'.

(In the English method of roving a twist is imparted to

the threads in the winding process.)

C—FINE SPINNING.

The object of this the true spinning process is to convert

the loose, coarse, untwisted or only slightly twisted rove

thread into a fine, solid, more or less hard-twisted yarn, the

finished product.

The work is performed in one of two classes of machine,

the mule frame or the throstle frame.

I.

—

The Worsted Mule Frame.

The chief difference between the worsted mule and the

carded wool mule is that in the former the rove is drawn

out to 5 to 20 times its original length, in a drawing head con-

sisting of a pair of receiving rollers, a pair of delivery rollers,

and two pairs of intermediate guide rollers. The ratch of

the drawing head ranges from 3 to 10 inches, according to

the length of staple of the wool fibre.

The construction and working of the worsted mule (Fig.

270) are very similar to that of the cotton mule (^.<'.). The

spindles run at a speed of 3,000' to 7,000 revolutions per minute,

according to the count of yarn made ; the carriage gain is from

7 to 20 per cent, and facilitates the production of uniform yarn
;

and a slight supplementary twist is usually given, except in

the case of slack-twisted wefts.

The spindle setting (t) varies between i| and i^ inches,

and the number of spindles (7?) ranges from 500 to 600 in a
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frame, so that the length of room (L) occupied by the worsted

mule can be calculated from the formula h = n x (t + a), a

being a value depending on the construction of the headstock

and side frames of the machine.

II.—WoR-STED Throstle Frames.

The throstle frame, furnishing a much smoother yarn than

the mule, plays a very important part in worsted spinning, as

also in the case of cotton, though its use is mainly restricted

to the production of hard-twisted warps, slack wefts being

difficult to spin in this class of frame.

I. The Fly Frame.—Medium and low numbers from coarse

wools are largely spun on the fly frame, of which class a single

frame with spindles on one side only is shown in Fig. 271,

though double frames are more used. The creel and drawing

head resemble those of the mule. On issuing from the delivery

rollers the attenuated rove, n, passes through the guide loop,

0, on the hinged guide rail, p, and enters the hollow head, q^

of the flyer, whence it issues again through r, and then takes

its way down through the hollow arm, s, and eye, t, to the

bobbin, u. The latter is stuck loosely on the spindle, v, so

as to rest on the bobbin rail, w. The winding of the yarn on

the bobbin is effected in the manner already described in

dealing with the cotton and carded wool fly frames {q.v.), the

only difference being the means employed for producing the

drag of the bobbin. For this purpose the lower flange of

the bobbin is shaped like a wharve, around which is slung a

brake cord, x, fastened at one end to the bobbin rail, z, and

supporting at the other a weight, y. The cord is kept in place

by a groove, a^, in the front edge of the bobbin rail. The larger

the surface of the bobbin wharve in contact with the brake

cord the greater the braking force exerted bv the weight, j'.

28
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a

v^^ A

wk^^-

Fig. 271.—Single Worsted Fly Frame (vertical section).
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2. The Ring Fra)ne.—The high development of the ring

frame for cotton spinning has led to its extended employment

in the worsted industry, the continuity of action and high

speed giving a greater output than the mule. Nevertheless,

owing to the greater tension put on the threads, the ring

frame, like the tiy frame, is only advantageous in the case

of hard-twist warp yarns.

A single ring frame for worsted spinning is shown in Fig.

272, fitted with inclined Rabbeth spindles (see " Cotton

Spindles"). The creel and drawing head are the same as in

the fly frame just described, and deliver the attenuated thread

through the guide loops, and p, to the traveller, q, whence it

passes to the paper bobbin, r, which fits tight on the spindle,

s, and rotates therewith. The twisting and winding of the

yarn are effected in the same manner as in cotton spinning

on the ring frame, and therefore need not be again described

in detail.

The employment of humidifiers (see " Cotton Humidifiers")

has latterly been found advantageous in worsted spinning, in

order to render the work independent of atmospheric changes.

At the same time the introduction of moisture into the

spinning-room serves another purpose, viz., to produce a

smoother yarn. The friction set up between the wool fibres

in the act of drawing the threads generates electricity, and

induces mutual repulsion of the loose ends of the fibres, which

therefore project from the yarn and give it a rough appear-

ance. As moist air is a good conductor of electricity the

employment of humidifiers deprives the fibres of this tendency

to mutual repulsion, and therefore enables them to be worked

into a smoother yarn.
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Fig. 272.—Single Worsted Ring Frame (vertical section).
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D.—SUPPLEMENTARY TREATMENT.

I.

—

Processes Leaving the Yarn Unchanged.

These comprise : Reeling, numbering, classifying and

testing.

1. Reeling is performed for the same purposes and in the

same manner as for carded yarns {q.v.). There are two

standard systems of reeling, viz., the English, for hard

worsteds, and the metric, or international, for soft worsteds.

The English reel has a peripheral measurement of ^6 or

54 inches, and the hank consists of y lays of either 8o or 53I

turns, the total length in either case being 560 yards.

The metric reel measures 1-25, 1*37, or 1*5 metres (49I, 54^

or 59 inches), the hank being divided into 10 lays of 80, y^,, or

67 turns, and measuring 1,000 metres (i,093"6 yards).

2. Nlimbering.—The count of worsted yarns is determined

by two methods corresponding to the above systems of

reeling.

The English yarn number expresses the number of 560r

yard hanks going to the lb. of yarn. Thus No. 34 yarn is

one measuring 34 x 560 = 19,040 yards per lb.

The metric international worsted number refers to the

number of 1,000 metre (1,093 "6 yds.) hanks going to the kilo-

gram (2*2 lb.) ; i.e., No. 64 yarn is one containing 64 x 1,000

= 64,000 metres (69,992^ yds.) per kilogram.

The reciprocals are :

—

English No. x i"i3 = Metric No.

Metric No. x 0-886 = English No.

3. Classifying.—The classification of worsted yarns is

conducted on several bases : nature, quality and fineness of

material ; fineness, texture, or purpose of the yarn ; kind of

spinning frame used ; and ply of twist.

Thus, a distinction is drawn between merino yarn and lustre

yarn, the former being produced from fine, curly, short-staple
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merino wools, and the latter from the coarser, longer, sleeker,

but more lustrous English long wools.

In Germany the spinners classify worsted yarns according

to the quality of the material, as AAA, or ^A ; AA, or -A
;

A; B; C; D; E.

In point of fineness the counts are divided into v-ery fine,

fine, medium fine, and coarse.
English No. Metric No.

Very fine worsted yarn - 65 to 105 70 to 120

Fine „ „ - 45 to 65 50 to 70

Medium fine „ „ - 18 to 45 20 to 50

Coarse „ „ - i to 18 i to 20

According to their uses, yarns are classified as warp, weft,

or medio-twist ; also as knitting, passementerie, zephyr,

carpet, tricot yarns, etc.

Distinction is also made between hard and soft worsted

yarns, the former being hard-twisted yarns from long wool,

and used for upholstery fabrics, or as knitting or passementerie

yarns, whilst soft worsteds are slacker twisted, and are used

in making dress materials and suitings.

The terms mule yarn and water or throstle yarn indicate

the class of spinning frame employed.

Doubled yarns are known as 2-, 3-, 4- (etc.) ply twist

according to the number of component single threads used

in their production.

3. Yarn Testing.—The various points on which worsted

yarns are tested are the same as in the case of carded yarns

{q.v.). The quality ratios in connection with the twist of yarn

are, however, different, being as follows :

—

No. of twists per inch = 2"i v No. for hard-twist merino yarns.

„ „ =1*8 V No. „ medio twist.

„ „ = I '5 \/ No. „ soft wefts.

„ „ = n \/ No. „ long-staple knittings.

No. being the metric No.
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In conditioning worsted, the maximum permissible

quantity of moisture in the sample is 18} per cent,, reckoned

on the weight of dry wool.

II.

—

Producing New Types of Yarn.

This group of operations comprises twining and the pro-

duction of nopped and fancy yarns.

Twining. — The purpose of twining, the degree and

direction of twist given, the method of working and of

numbering the twist when formed, are similar to the pro-

cedure adopted for carded yarn twist. The machinery

employed is also very much the same in both cases, as a

glance at the worsted twining frame (Kochlin's type) shown

in Fig. 273 will at once reveal. The cross wound bobbins, a,

mounted upright in the creel, h, deliver the threads, c, over the

guide rods, d, to the feed rollers, c, /, each thread being then

returned round the top roller,/, through the guide rail, g, and

passed through the feed rollers a second time. This arranger

ment is necessitated by the smoothness of the yarn otherwise

preventing the rollers from exercising a sufficient grip thereon.

The threads are next led through the loop, h, on the hinged

guide board, i, to the ring (Rabbeth spindle), R, which twines

them together and winds up the resulting twist in the usual

manner.

Nopped and fancy twists are produced in the same way

as from carded wool yarn.

III.

—

Finishing Worsted Yarn.

Apart from the chemical processes of bleaching, printing

and dyeing, the yarn is treated in various ways to improve

its appearance and impart finish, e.g., by steaming, cleaning,

gassing and lustring.
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I. Sieaining.

Worsted yarn for weaving is steamed in the cops or

bobbins, in order to prevent corkscrewing, and to make it

mm
Fig. 273.—Double Worsted Twining Frame (vertical section).

more supple. The operation is performed in closed boxes or

larger enclosed, bricked and concreted chambers. When-
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ever feasible, the yarn, after steaming, is stored in a moist

atmosphere until sent out for sale.

2. Cleaning.

To clean the yarn of nops and adherent impurities it is

•drawn through a narrow slit in a brass rail, the aperture being

just large enough to allow the clean yarn to pass through.

This device is attached to the reel.

3. Gassing.

Fine worsted yarns for lacemaking, knitting and weaving

into smooth fabrics, are gassed in order to burn off the fine

superficial down. This is done by passing them repeatedly,

and at suitable speed, over small hot gas flames in a gassing

machine.

4. Lustring.

To smooth the surface, impart additional gloss, and often

to improve the softness of worsted yarns, they are lustred

by exposing them to the action of quick-running rotary

wooden beaters in a polishing machine.

IV.

—

Packing.

Cops, or bobbins, are packed in layers in paper-lined boxes

whilst hank yarns are made up in 10 lb. bundles, pressed,

•corded, wrapped in paper and labelled.

PART II.

SEMI-WORSTED YARNS.

This term is applied to the yarns produced from medium-long

staple wool in a similar manner to worsteds, but without the

•expensive process of combing ; or like carded yarns but with-

out cross feed in lap carding.
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Owing to the circumstance that in either case the short

fibres are not eliminated, the yarns are less smooth and solid

than true worsted, though smoother and more lustrous than

carded yarn. They are more largely used for knitting, em-

broidery, tapestry or hosiery j^arns than in weaving.

In preparing semi-worsteds by the first-named process, the

series of operations is as follows : Scouring in the Leviathan,,

rinsing in the machine, centrifugal ising, machine drying, open-

ing in the willow, oiling, carding in a double card with burring

rollers, breast cylinder and slivering mechanism, doubling and

drawing in a draw frame or gill-box, roving and spinning in

throstle frames.

Sometimes the carded sliver is passed through a metal box

traversed by a current of steam, the effect of which is to in-

crease the lustre of the wool, and soften it to such a degree

that most of the natural curl is removed during the subsequent

drawing.

When semi-worsted is made on the carded yarn system,.

minus the cross feed, the scoured, willowed and oiled wool

is put through two double cards with intermediate fleece

conveyor (see Figs. 228-230). The roving is effected in belt

condensers, and the spinning in the mule frame like carded

wool yarn.

The commercial so-called " merino " yarns for knitting and

hosiery, are semi-woollens made of mixed cotton and wool

(the latter preponderating), worked up in the same manner

as all wool.

PART III.

ARTIFICIAL WOOL OR SHODDY SPINNING.

In spinning artificial wool, or wool substitutes, the longest

staple kinds, or shoddy, can, it is true, be used alone for
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coarse wefts, but for the most part they are mixed with

natural wool, though the percentage of the former may be as

high as 90 per cent, and over. The yarns obtained from

material furnished by the disintegration of new cloth cuttings,

old rags, hosiery, knitted goods, shawls and waste from the

spinning and weaving process, render it possible to produce

cheap goods of relatively fine appearance (though truly of

correspondingly poor wearing qualities) for the poorer classes.

Since all waste products are a credit to human inventive

ingenuity and should never be condemned, the shoddy in-

dustry is a perfectably justifiable one, though truly it has in

many places had a depressing influence on the trade in real

woollens, and unfortunately shaken confidence in the genuine-

ness of woollen goods.

Previous to spinning, the first task is the manufacture of

the material, and this will now be described.

A.—SHODDY AND MUNGO MANUFACTURE.

This process comprises the operations of cleaning, sorting,,

trimming, scouring and disintegrating the rags.

I.

—

Cleaning the Rags.

The rough-sorted materials purchased from itinerant rag-

gatherers, or wholesale rag nfierchants, must first of all be

freed from dust and dirt by beating them in a shaker (Fig.

274), consisting mainly of a fast-running drum, a, carrying-

a number of steel pins, b, set in wooden bars, c, and enclosed

in a cover consisting of a fixed upper grid, d, a lower grid,

e, and a door, g, hinged at /. On opening the front door, /,

by lifting the lever, h, the rags in the hopper, k, fall down
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into the machine, whereupon the door, /, is shut and the

beating proceeds, i\n exhaust fan, /, draws the air, laden

with fine dust, out of the machine, through the orifice, m,

which is connected by a pipe, n, with the space above the grid,

</. Heavy dust and dirt particles drop down through the

lower grid, c, or collect at p, and can be removed, as occasion

requires, by opening the slides, q, r. When the rags have

been beaten long enough, the door, g, is opened by means

of the rod, s, and the contents of the shaker are flung out

by the action of the drum.

II.

—

Sorting the Rags.

The rags from the shaker must be sorted, in order to

separate the different classes, the care bestowed on this opera-

tion increasing with the value of the materials. Sorting is

based on several different considerations, thus :

—

1. They are classified, according to the material of which

they are composed, into three kinds : vegetable, animal and

mixed-fibre rags. The vegetable rags are sent to the paper-

maker, whilst those made of animal fibre are subdivided into

woollens and silk rags, the former again being sorted into

fulled and unfulled rags. All wool fulled rags are called

mungo, the unfulled rags being termed shoddy, whilst those

composed of mixed fibre are classed as extract rags.

2. The second basis of classification is according to colour,

the chief classes being : white, black, red, blue and mixed

(variegated). White rags are the most valuable, because the

resulting yarn can be used both in the undyed and dyed

condition. The mixed colours form the lowest class, since

they can only be used up for dark, e.g., brown or black goods.

3. According to quality, rags are classed as good, medium

and poor, or fine, medium and coarse.
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4. Clean rags are separated from dirty ones.

5. Finally they are classed according to their condition as

reo-ards wear, the new being separated from the old, whilst

^^
Fig. 274.—Rag Shaker (vertical section).

such as are very badly worn are thrown out, if this has not

already been done—as it usually has—by the dealer.

III.—Trimming the Rags.

This operation, which always accompanies sorting, consists

in removing the useless portions, together with such parts as
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would retard their subsequent disintegration. The chief care

is bestowed on cutting off buttons, hooks, eyes, loops, cords,

trimmings, button-holes, seams, linings, and in special cases

drawing out silk sewing thread. Frequently the rags are also

cut up into smaller pieces.

IV.

—

Scouring.

The dry cleaning in the shaker removes only the loosely

adherent dirt, but leaves all the dirt that has been fixed by

starch, varnish, resin, wax or fat. However, since to thoroughly

eliminate these latter would entail a severe scouring with strong

alkali, which would be likely to damage the wool fibre, the

rags are usually only rinsed in an oval rinser of the kind used

for scoured wool (Figs. 183 to 187), or scoured in a weak soda

lye, then rinsed and dried on frames or in a drying machine

(Figs. 195 to 199).

Whenever possible scouring should be dispensed with, in

order to save labour, time and expense, and to not unnecessarily

increase the difificulty of disintegration. In the case of mungo
rags scouring is omitted, unless they are very dirty indeed,

this operation causing them to contract and wrinkle up in

drying, and to yield only v'ery short fibres when broken down

V.

—

Disintegration.

The cleaned rags are torn to pieces in an opener or " devil,"

the machine (Fig. 275) employed for hard mungo rags having

a larger number of teeth in the cylinder than the one used on

the softer shoddy rags.

The rags are spread out by hand in a thin layer on the

feed creeper, a, care being taken in the case of mungo that

either the warp or the weft threads are laid parallel to the axis

of the cylinder. The slow, fluted feed rollers, b, c, grip the
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rags and present^them to the teeth of the fast-running cyhnder,

// which carries about five thousand to eight thousand one-inch

teeth of pointed steel. For very short rags a dish-feeding
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arrangement has lately been introduced. The working breadth

of the machine is comparatively narrow (about 20 inches).

The toothed cylinder carries away the torn-off fibres and

fragments of rag, the larger pieces flying against the fast-

running beater roller, /, which at once throws them back on

to the feed table, whilst the others stick to the teeth until

they have passed under the adjustable plate, g, whereupon

they are thrown over the second adjustable plate, h, into the

box, i, which is hung on to the wooden frame, /, of the machine

by means of two hooks, k, and is fitted in the rear with a wire

grating, ni. The lumps of rag are cleared out of this box at

intervals through a door, n, at the side. The loose fibres and

threads are flung off at the bottom of the cylinder and find

their way through a conduit, 0, into a collecting chamber, ;%

about seven feet high, which is fitted with a grating,]!), at the top

and a door, q, at the side. According to the character of the

rags, the material is opened in the dry state, or after oiling or

damping with water.

The chief product furnished by the mungo or shoddy

opener consists of threads, which require to be further reduced

to fibre after oiling (preceded if necessary by drying). This

work is done in the Garnet opener, a machine something like

a carding engine, though more frequently by a thread opener

(droussette), so called because it does excellent service in dis-

integrating waste ends of yarn. Four types of this machine

will now be described, premising that all of them are provided

with strong saw teeth, and can be used separately or in suc-

cession, according to requirements.

One of the simplest is shown in Fig. 276. The material

spread over the feed creeper, a, is taken up by the feed rollers,

b, c (the lower one of which is cleaned by the roller, d), seized

by the licker-in, e, and delivered to the high-speeded cylinder,

T, which carries it upwards for the work of dismemberment

to be effected by the conjoint action of the cylinder and the
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worker rollers, A^ to A^, the opened material being finally

ejected at g by the ((uick-running roller brush,/.

Fig. 276.—Thread Opener, with Eight Worker Rollers (vertical section).

Fig. 277.—Thread Opener, with Workers, Fancy Roller and Roller Brush
(vertical section).

Another type is shown in Fig. 277. Here two sets of feed

rollers, b, c, b^, q, deliver the material to the Hcker-in, which
29
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gives it up to the cylinder, the latter then conveying it to the

workers, A^ to A^, for further disintegration. The quick fancy

roller, V (serving as a stripper) removes the material from A^,

and returns it to the cylinder, whilst / acts as a doffer and

throws the separated fibres out at g. Liberated particles of

dust and dirt escape through a grid, /, and fall to the ground,

and the fly from the fancy roller is caught by the roller, /z, and

returned to the main cylinder.

Fig. 278.—Thread Opener, with Workers, Fancy Roller and Doffer

(vertical section).

Fig. 278 represents a more efficient opener than either of

the foregoing, since it contains a larger number of rollers, and

therefore a larger area of working surface. The opened

material, instead of being flung out loose by a roller brush, is

removed as a coherent fleece by the action of an oscillating

doffer comb.

Latterly, double openers (Fig. 279) resembling double

carding engines have come more into favour. The fancy

rollers are fitted with coarse card clothing, and all the others

with saw teeth. No further description is necessary.
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B.—EXTRACT WOOL.

Extract rags consist of mixed fibre rags containing wool

along with cotton, flax, and other vegetable fibres, and serve

as the raw material for the manufacture of extract wool or

alpaca. The operations required in this process include shak-

ing, scouring, carbonising and opening.

I.

—

Shaking.

The bulk of dust and loose dirt is removed by passing

the rags through a shaker, as in the treatment of mungo and

shoddy rags.

II.

—

Scouring.

This is omitted unless the rags be very dirty indeed.

III.

—

Carbonising.

The object of this operation is the destruction and removal

of any vegetable admixtures—chiefly cotton and flax fibres

—

present by the aid of chemical reagents, such as are used in

carbonising burrs in wool (q.v.X The substance mostly em-

ployed is sulphuric acid, others, such as gaseous hydrochloric

acid, aluminium chloride, magnesium chloride, and zinc

chloride, being less frequently used. As is well known, the

destruction of vegetable matters by these chemicals is due to-

their conversion of the solid cellulose at high temperatures

into brittle hydrocellulose, which is reduced to powder in the

opening machine and removed in the form of dust, leaving the

animal fibre (wool) untouched.

In carbonising with sulphuric acid the following operations

are necessary : acidifying, centrifugalising, drying, opening,

neutralising the acid, and a final drying.
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1. Acidifying.—The rags are placed in wooden or lead-

lined vats and left for several hours to steep in a suitably

concentrated solution of sulphuric acid.

2. Centrifugalising or draining is effected by means of a

hydro-extractor with lead-lined or nickel-plated casing.

3. Drying.—This is performed in a carbonising stove,

either by laying the material on frames which are slid on to

supports in a hot air chamber, or by using endless open

creepers placed one above the other, so that the wool in

descending meets the ascending current of hot air.

4. Opening.—The carbonised rags are placed whilst still

warm, and before they have had time to absorb any moisture,

hi a spiral opener with crusher feed rollers, in order to pul-

verise the destroyed fibres and remove the dust.

5. Neutralising.—The opened rags are treated with a

dilute solution of soda and then rinsed out with clean water,

in order to neutralise the residual acid which otherwise would

unfavourably influence the wool fibre in the dyeing process

and corrode the clothing of the carding engine.

6. Drying is effected in machines similar to the carbonis-

ing stoves already described.

IV.—Disintegration.

The extract rags are torn to pieces and reduced to fibre

in the same manner as mungo and shoddy.

II.

SPINNING SHODDY AND OTHER WOOL SUBSTITUTES.

The modus operandi and the machinery used are practically

the same as for carded wool yarn. Short-staple shoddy and

mungo, however, have to be first mixed with natural wool,

the whole being oiled and passed through a coarse breaker
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card. Great care is, however, required, owing to the ease

with which short mungo clogs in lumps, which are then very

difficult to incorporate with the wool. The set of shoddy-

carding plant in up-to-date works consists of two double

(worsted) cards fitted with fleece returners (q.v.). The first

card is provided with a self-feeder and spreader, and the

fleece is conveyed to the second machine by a vertical belt

conveyor. The ribbon is slubbed in a belt condenser and

spun into yarn in the mule frame.

SECTION IV.

SPINNING WASTE SILK.

The waste silk, consisting of strusi and cocoons that cannot

be unwound (see " Silk ") is spun into chappe silk (florette or

filoselle), whilst the waste from this process is in turn spun into

bourette silk, thus forming a second branch of this industry.

Chappe Silk.

The spinning process is divisible into four stages : preli-

minary treatment, roving, spinning and finishing.

A.—PRELIMINARY TREATMENT.

Before the waste silk is ready for spinning it has to be

prepared, loosened and cleaned by the following processes :

sorting, steeping, macerating, scouring and beating, drying,

sprinkling, beating, opening, combing, spreading, doubling

and drawing.

I.—Sorting.

When several grades of chappe silk are to be spun, the

sorting of the various classes of waste silk must be performed

with great care ; but if the manufacture is confined to one kind
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of yarn, all that is necessary is to throw out useless or injurious

admixtures and impurities.

II.

—

Steeping.

This is seldom necessary, except to provisionally and

superficially cleanse very dirty parcels of waste.

III.

—

Maceration.

This operation is performed on all waste silk, except

cocoons, and destroys the sericin or gum enveloping the

true silk fibre (fibroin), and gluing together the windings of

fibre in the parchment-like cocoon skins left after reeling.

Otherwise it would be impossible to isolate the fibres. Neither,

without this chemical treatment, would mechanical handling

furnish a product so beautifully white, lustrous, elastic and

soft as that obtained by maceration. The process is carried

on in tanks or bricked pits provided with a false bottom, on

which the open crates containing the waste silk are laid and

covered with warm water. Under the false bottom is a steam

coil, by means of which the water is kept at about 70° C. for

the first few days. Afterwards the temperature is allowed to

recede to about 20° C, samples being drawn at intervals to

enable the operation to be arrested before immoderate putre-

faction has set in. Usually four to eight days are sufficient,

according to the material.

IV.

—

Scouring' and Beetling.

The macerated waste is transferred, whilst still warm, to

the warm scouring machine, where it is exposed to the

mechanical action of wooden beetles for some time, being

placed on a false bottom and treated with a very dilute warm

solution of soap. It is then beetled in presence of clear, cold
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water in the cold scouring machine, and finally rinsed in a

strong jet of clean water.

v.—Drying.

After being drained on frames the scoured waste silk is

passed through a hydro-extractor and dried in airy, shaded

sheds, warmed and well-ventilated rooms, or in special drying

machines.

VI.

—

Sprinkling.

In order to increase the softness, suppleness and elasticity

of the dried silk, it is sprinkled over with dilute soap solution

and packed in boxes until the moisture has diffused through-

FiG. 280.— Sprinkling Machine (vertical section).

out the whole mass. Though still occasionally performed by
hand, a machine (Fig. 280) is generally used for sprinkling.

The weak soap solution contained in the bowl, /;, is taken up

by the revolving roller, a, from which it is driven off in the

form of spray by the roller brush, c, on to the material which

is fed to the lattice creeper,/, at d, and carried in the direction

of the arrow, e. The creeper is supported by a board, g.
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VII.

—

Beating.

The cocoons (which are not macerated) are sprinkled and

then treated by beating them—usually in a machine of the

type shown in Fig. 281 (Brenier, Neyret & Co., of Grenoble).

Here the cocoons and hard, dirty waste, from reeling and

throwing, are laid on the circular sifting table, a, the heavy

iron crown, /;, having first been lifted and the strips, d, turned

up on their hinges, c. When the table has been charged with

material the strips are turned down again, and held in place

by the crown, I?—sometimes this is replaced by suspended

Aveights—the material being thus held in place on the table.

The latter, mounted on the vertical shaft, /:, is set in

gradual motion by means of the worm wheel, c, worm,/, pulley,

/j, and belt, g, from the pulley, h, of the quick-running shaft, i,

which is driven from shafting by the pulley, /, and belt, in.

The main shaft, i, also carries a broad pulley, n, and the

secondary shaft, 0, a pulley, p, over which runs the endless belt,

r, carrying the beaters, q, which strike with considerable force

on the material on the circular table. In this manner the

cocoons, etc., are loosened and opened, so that the dust and

any fragments of pupa cases present can drop out. The belt,

r, is enclosed by a sheet-iron hood, s, and the force of the

blow delivered by the beaters can be modified by vertically

adjusting the pad, t. As a rule, the material is passed twice

under the beaters and then turned, the other side being

treated in like manner.

VIII.—Opening.

The opening or isolation of the fibres is effected in 3. filling

machine, in the case of strusi, whereas for cocoons a cocoon

opener (nappense) is used. There are two kinds of filling

machines, small and large (see Figs. 282, 283). In the small
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machine the chief working organ is a fast cylinder, b, fitted

with three rows of spiked combs, a, the pins of which are

nearly tangential to the circumference of the cylinder, and

measure li-io inches in length, the diameter at the butt

being |-Jth inch. The material spread by hand on the feed

creeper, c, is drawn in by the feed rollers, d, e, and taken up b}^

the quicker-running worker roller, /, which presents it to the

J
®

^Mmy.W,>i )̂}Mim
Fig. 282 -Small Filling Machine (vertical section).

combs, a. These comb out the already opened fibres still

further, and carry away such' as are not retained by the

worker. When the cylinder is filled with the combed out

fibres, the machine is stopped and the nap torn through with

a dull knife blade in front of each comb, in a direction parallel

to the axis of the cylinder. A stick is then dipped in soap

solution and laid lengthwise on the lower edge of one of the

cut sections
; the fibres adhere to the sticky surface and can
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be removed from the drum by twisting the stick on its own
axis. In this way the other sections of nap are also removed,
the] sticks and their burden being placed in a box until

transferred to the dressing machine. The worker roller,/, is

kept clean Iby the roller bru.sh, g, which also smoothes out the

fibres in the nap. The empty sticks for removing the nap are

laid on a pair of arms, h, mounted on the cast-iron frame, i.

The large filling machine (Fig. 283) differs from the small

one but slightly in principle and method of working. The

main cylinder, b, however, carries a larger number (12 to 16) of

combs, a, and the feed creeper and rollers are replaced by a

pair of toothed creepers, c, d. A roller brush cleans the upper

creeper and strokes the fibres to and into the combs on the

cylinder. When the latter is filled, the flap,/, is raised, and

the nap is removed as already described.
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The cocoon opener for converting the loosened cocoons into

a nap of isolated parallel fibres is shown in Fig. 284. A
weighed quantity of material is spread out moderately thick

on the feed table, a, and is drawn in by the feed rollers, b, c

(d being a stripper cleaning the lower one), from which it is

taken in turn by the swift, hooked cylinder, e. The opposite

setting of the clothing on the cylinder and feed rollers causes

the fibres to be loosened, and the dust and fragments of pupa

cases liberated. To increase the effect a worker, f, and

Fig. 284.—Cocoon Opener (vertical section).

stripper, g, are also provided. When the charge has been

worked up, the machine is stopped, and the flap, h, opened, the

nap being then cut open by a dull knife, and one end laid

between the fluted roller, /c, and the creeper, /, whereupon,

by setting the latter in motion by turning a handle, the nap

is drawn off the cylinder (the latter being slowly reversed

for that purpose),

IX.—Dressing.

As in the case of worsted spinning, the object of this

operation is to remove all fibres below a given length, as also
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all tangled portions, fragments of pupa cases, etc., and to

straighten out the remaining fibres parallel.

The nap formed in the above-described filling machine
and twisted under the sticks, is in a good condition for

dressing
; not so, however, the nap from the cocoon opener.

Consequently, the latter must first be treated on a small or
large filling machine to bring it into suitable condition.

; \Licliine (vertical section).

L

The dressing is performed in a dressing machine, the best

type of which is that manufactured by Brenier, Ne}Tet & Co.,

of Grenoble, and shown in Fig. 285.

The principal working organ is the slow cylinder, a, which

is fitted with five sets of clamps to hold the charged sticks

from the filling machine.
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The method of placing these rods, b^ between the clamp

blocks, c, is shown in Fig. 286, which represents two blocks

(open and closed), and when finished the naps and sticks are

removed (from the point, e) by the attendant standing on the

platform, d, as the cylinder is slowly revolving
;
the opening

and closing of the wooden clamp blocks is effected automatic-

ally by the machine. The blocks are shown open at e, ready

for the insertion of a stick. As the cylinder moves round in

the direction of the arrow, /, the projecting front ends of nap,

g, come in contact with the first doffer roller, /?, which combs

them and removes the noils, i.e., the very short loose fibres,

gritty, tangled pieces, fragments of pupa cases, etc., the roller

Fig. 286.—Clamp for Dressing Machine (vertical section).

brush, i, stroking the noils well into the doffer clothing.

Further on the naps are again combed by the second doffer,

k, with roller brush, /, and on arriving at the point, g, the sticks

are taken out and turned, so that the other half of each tuft

of nap is exposed for combing. In starting to work, only half

of the clamps are charged with sticks, the remainder being

inserted at the second turn. In this manner half of the tufts

are combed at the one end, the other half at the other end.

In taking out the tufts from the machine use is made of a linen

cloth, m (Fig. 287), one side of which is fastened like a flag on

to the stick, «, which latter is of sufficient length to project

beyond the sides of the machine, and enable the attendant to

handle it with ease. The clamps being opened, the stick, n,
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is laid parallel to the axis of the cylinder, in front of the first

tuft, the cloth being spread over the whole set. The end of

the first tuft is then gripped between the stick and the cloth,

whereupon the stick is turned in the direction of the arrow, 0,

and at the same time it is moved towards p, so that the whole

of the tufts are collected as a loose, thick fleece within the

rolled up cloth. The fleece is next carefully unrolled, in-

spected, and picked over ; then weighed and classified accord-

ing to length and character of the fibres. Finally it may be

mentioned that q is a protective handrail for the platform, d,

and r is an iron ladder leading to the latter. A reserve of

sticks laden with nap is placed on the table, s. The first draft

a
'-^ a

Fig. 287.—Set of Clamps on Dressing Machine (vertical section).

obtained in this machine is the longest, and contains fibres ot

an average length of 6 inches. The noils collected on the

doffer rollers are stripped by hand in the form of a coherent

fleece, and are then put through the filling machine for con-

version into tufts of nap, the last-named being again dressed

and yielding a second draft, the average length of which is

4 inches. By repeating these operations a third and fourth

draft of about 3 and 2 inches in length respectively can be

obtained. The final residual combings left in the doffer con-

stitute the so-called silk tow (bourette or stumba) which is

utilised for spinning into bourette yarn—the commonest

quality of waste silk yarn.
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X.

—

Spreading.

The object of spreading is to convert the separate fleeces

from the dressing machine into a broad ribbon, and also to

Fig. 289.—Ribbon Former (vertical longitudinal section).

mix together the various drafts. This is effected by first

passing them through a spreader (Fig. 288), and afterwards

through a ribbon former (Fig. 289).

30
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In the first-named machine the fleeces, pressed between

layers of cardboard, are spread on the feed creeper, a, whence

they are drawn by the feed rollers, b, c. A rubber belt, h,

which passes round the upper roller, c, and then under the

guide rollers, d, e,f, and the tension roller, g, presses the material

into the porcupine rollers, i, k, /, whereby the fibres are straight-

ened out and laid parallel. After leaving the porcupine rollers

the ribbon is seized by the drawing rollers, ni, n, and attenuated,

whereupon it is carried onwards by the endless leather belt, o,

and finally wound as a lap on the large wooden cylinder, p.

The belt, o, runs over the rollers, q, r, s, t, u, v, and passes round

the lower half of the cylinder, p, thus serving at the outset to

carry the ribbon, and then to compress it to a coherent lap on

the lap cylinder. When the lap is of sufficient thickness, it is

torn off along a line parallel to the cylinder axis, and is then

rolled up. A leather belt, w, prevents the accumulation of

fibres on the lower drawing roller, iii.

The lap is next fed on to the creeper, a, of the ribbon

former (Fig. 289), a kind of gill box, the material being taken

up by the two pairs of feed rollers, b, c, and drawn out to

twelve to fifteen times its original length by the drawing rollers,

d, e. The lap is supported and the attenuation rendered more

uniform by the gills and fallers,/ which are of the same type

as those used for worsted (Fig. 257). After condensing to

a narrow ribbon, h, through a trumpet, g, the product is

delivered by the rollers, i, k, into the rectangular conduit, /,

fitted with a hinged lid, m. The ribbon folds in the conduit,

and on overcoming the pressure of the lid issues therefrom

and falls, in irregular coils, into the can, n. The object of this

arrangement is to render the ribbon more supple, and enable

it to coil more closely in the can than it would do if allowed

free exit from the machine. The lower drawing roller, d, is

kept clean by the leather belt, 0, and the feed creeper, a, is

supported by a board, p.
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XI.

—

Doubling and Drawing.

The ribbons formed in the last-named machine are doubled

and drawn three or four times to mix, attenuate and regularise

them, so that they are fit for conversion into rove. The

waste-silk drawing frame employed for this purpose resembles

the preceding gill box, and also the corresponding machines

used for worsteds. This will be evident from a glance at

Figs. 290 and 291, the former showing a gill box without

condensing rubbers, and the latter a drawing frame fitted

with these attachments.

/ / / ^1

Fig. 290.—Gill Box for Waste Silk (vertical longitudinal section).

In Fig. 290 the ribbons, 6, from the cans, a (about sixteen),

are passed over a guide frame, c, then under a guide roller, d,

to the receiving rollers, e,f, g, and thence through the gills, h,

to the drawing rollers, i, k, the draft being about twenty-fold.

After traversing the condensing trumpet, /, and the delivery

rollers, in, n, the ribbons are discharged through the conduit,

(with lid, p), into the can, q. They are subsequently passed

through tvv^o other gill boxes or drawing frames, and finally

treated in the condenser (Fig. 291).
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Here the ribbons, h (about twelve in number), are drawn,

part over the guide rod, c, and the rest through the first

perforated rail, d, to the second rail, c, whence they are taken

by the receiving rollers and attenuated about sixteen-fold by

the drawing rollers, h, i, k, the fibres being straightened and

aid parallel by the porcupine rollers, /, in, n, against which the

Condenser for Waste Silk (vertical longitudinal section).

ribbons are pressed by the rollers, o, p. The resulting finer

ribbons are rounded and condensed by the condenser rubbers,

q, then compressed in the trumpet, r, and finally wound by the

roller, s (on the oscillating bobbin carrier, t), as cross-wound

bobbins, v, on the wooden cores, ic.

B.—SLUBBING AND ROVING.

The transformation of the ribbons into a loose, slack-

twisted rove is performed in fly frames of the type employed

for cotton (q.v.), but in the present instance only two, a coarse

(slubbing) frame and a fine (roving) frame are used, instead of

three to five, as in the case of cotton.
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A slubbing frame for waste silk is shown in Fig. 292, the

bobbins, a, from the condenser being mounted upright on

wooden spindles, /;, in the creel, c, and delivering their contents,

•if, over guide rods, e, whence the ribbons pass to the collector,

/, and are drawn out about tenfold in the gill drawing head,

^, h, i, X', /, //;. Thence they traverse a guide rail, 0, and arrive

at the fl}'er consisting of the upright steel spindle, p, and the

flyer arms, q. Entering the flyer head, s, at r, and passing

down the hollow left-hand limb the thread reissues at t and

passes on to the bobbin, 11. While the spindle and flyer are

driven at a constant speed by the cone-wheels, x, y, the bobbin

has to move at differential speed, with which purpose it engages

with a pin projecting from a cone-wheel, v, which is loosely

mounted on the spindle and receives motion from the so-called

differential-motion gear, the velocity imparted to the bobbin

varying with the increasing diameter of the cop. The building

of the latter is effected by the rise and fall of the bobbin rail,

s; and the speed of the latter is also governed by the differential

motion, so that the vertical traverse is effected more slowly as

the bobbin fills up.

A roving frame with 42 spindles, for simple doubling and

attenuating the slubbings from the last frame, is shown in

Fig. 293. The only difference between the two is in the

drawing head, which in the present case has no gills, these

being replaced by guide rollers ui-^, m.^. The loaded upper

draft roller, /, is covered with rubber, to ensure firm, elastic

pressure.

C.-FINE SPINNING.

Both mule and throstle frames are used, the latter more

frequently, mule frames being only suitable for spinning loose

florette yarns. Fig. 294 shows a 300-spindle, double ring

frame, with Rabbeth spindles, but requires no further explana-

tion, the parts having been already fully described.
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Fig. 292.—Slubbing Frame (vertical section).
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aj

Fig. 293.—Roving Frame for Waste Silk (vertical section).
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Fig. 294.—Double Ring Spinning Frame for Waste Silk (vertical section).
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D.—SUPPLEMENTARY OPERATIONS.

I.

—

Operations Leaving the Yarn Unaltered.

Reeling.— Except in England, where the cotton reel is

taken as the standard, chappe silk is reeled on a machine

measuring 1-25 m. (49 in.), and the hank has four lays of

100 threads, the total length being therefore 500 metres

(546-8 yds.).

Numbering.—The yarn No. of chappe silk (except in

li!ngland, see above) expresses the number of 500-metre

hanks going to the ^ kilo, (it lb.), or of double hanks to the

kilogram.

Sorting.—The bases of classification are similar to those

applied to worsted yarns {q.v.).

Testing.—The tests also are the same as for worsted,

except that, in conditioning, the permissible limit of moisture

is fixed at 10 per cent, (on dry weight), or intermediate

between flax and cotton.

In point of twist chappe silk is always given a right-hand

twist, except when it is to be afterwards doubled by twining.

II.

—

Producing New Forms of Yarn.

Twining.—The objects, etc., of twining have already been

discussed under carded yarn, and all that is now necessary is

to describe the twining machines used for making chappe silk

twist. These are the more important because the greater

part of the chappe silk manufactured is made up into twist

for weaving, knitting, etc., the demand increasing every year.

Throstle frames, both of the flyer and ring type, are

exclusively used for this purpose.

Fig. 295 represents a double fly frame for twining. The

bobbins, a, are loo.sely mounted on wooden spindles, /;, and
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deliver the single threads, c-^, c, (two in this case, the object

being to form a 2-ply weaving twist), under the bars, d, thence

through the guide loop, e, over the horizontal glass rod,/, and

between the receiving cylinders, g, h. From here they pass

over the upper leather-covered roller, back to the upright

glass rod, i, and again through the rollers, g, h, over the glass

rod, k, through the loop, I (on the hinged guide rail, ;»), and,
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finally, to the flyer. A detailed view of the thread guide is

given in Fig. 296.

Fig.

n h „ i\£".^^l

-Thread Guide for Chappe Silk Twiner (view from above).

run

^^mmmmj^immm wm^^^yrnkMrn^MMm^- ' '^^m

Fig. 297.—Double Ring Twining Frame for Chappe Silk (vertical Section).
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A double ring twining frame, with Rabbeth spindles, is

shown in Fig. 297. The threads (in this case three) pass

from the loosely mounted bobbins, c, over the bar, d, under

the rail, c, then between the rollers,/, g, and back round the

upper one, over the iron finger, h, whence they return through

the rollers, and, passing over the rail, i, and through the loop,

i', finally arrive at the spindle, R, where they are twisted and

wound in the usual manner.

III.—Finishing Off Chappe Silk.

I. Cleaning.

Chappe silk twists (especially the poorer grades) contain

a lot of neps, which spoil the look of the yarn, and have

therefore to be cleaned, by hand or by machine. Even in the

latter event, the yarns have to be looked over afterwards by

careful workwomen to see that they have been properly cleaned

A view of a double friction cleaner for chappe silk yarn is

given in Fig. 298. The twist, d, from the bobbin, a (which is

stuck on a short wooden spindle), passes first through the

large guide ring, c, then over the iron bar, d, round the solid

glass rod, e, and small revolving rollers, i to 7, and

finally through the loop, /, of the rising and falling guide

carriage, g, to the bobbin, h. The latter rests on a ledge, i, of

the spindle, /', and is carried round by a small stud, / (which

fits into the bobbin flange), when the spindle is set in motion

by the tin roller, ni, driving band, 11, and wharve, 0. The

rollers, i to 7 are grooved, thus increasing the friction

between the threads. The yarn leaves the machine smooth

and glossy, but the high tension rather impairs its elasticity.

For exposing the yarn to still greater friction use is made

of the machine shown in Fig. 299, wherein the rotary cleaning

rollers also have a rapid up-and-down motion for the purpose
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of intensifying their action. The thread passes from the

bobbin, a, over the guide rods, d, c, d, then around the rollers,

I to 8, on the rising and falling frame, e, after which they go

under the rod, /, and over the slowly rising and falling guide

Fig. 299.—Double Cleaner, with Swinging Rollers.

^^amm^m

.

rail, ^if, to the bobbin, h. The oscillating movement of the

frame, c, is effected by the crank disc, ;/, which is driven by a

belt, q, from the pulley, 0, on the main shaft, and actuates the

linked rods, / and k, the latter being guided by the frames, i.

The spindle, r, is driven by cone wheel gearing.
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2. Gassing.

To remove the fine downy ends of fibre projecting from

the yarn the latter is put through a gassing machine, which

Fig. 300.—Double Gauging Machine for Chappe Silk Yarns (vertical section).

may be either a separate appliance, such as is used for woollen

yarns, or fitted as an attachment to the cleaning machine. A
combination of this kind is shown in Fig. 298, the right-hand

side of the machine being fitted with a number of gas jets,

over which the yarns are passed on their way to the cleaning
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rollers. Gassing further reduces the elasticity of the thready

and makes it stiff and brittle, but improves the lustre.

The lower grades of chappe silk yarn are gone over b}-

hand after reeling, and defective portions are excised ; but the

better class yarns are put through a gauging machine, which

enables the attendant to sort out unduly thick and otherwise

defective parts. A double machine for this purpose is shown

in Fig. 299. Here the thread, c, from the bobbin, b, passes

upwards between the guide rods, d, e, then through a lateral

[izii^^^Qj

Figs. 301-302 -Details of the Thread Gauging Machine (vertical section

and view from above).

slit,/, in the steel plate, g (see Figs 301-302), and between the-

edge, g^, of this plate and the lever, i (which pivots at h),

passing thence over the two glass rods, k, I, and turning down-

wards under the guide stud, m (on the lever pivoted at n), to

the bobbin, 0. The latter instead of being mounted direct on

the shoulder plate, p, of the spindle, q, rests on the flanged

tube, s, the lower flange of which is seated on p. As the

spindle revolves, the tube, s, and bobbin, 0, are carried round

by friction until the stud, u, is brought into contact with a stop
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arm. This contact is invariably produced whenever a thick

part of the yarn arrives at the narrow space between the broad

end, ^^ (of the lever /), and the edge, g-^, of the plate, g. The

width of this space is just sufficient to admit the passage of

the normal thickness of the yarn without lifting the lever
;

but a thick place in the yarn lifts the end, i^, thus depressing

the other end, i.^, of the lever, and releasing the left arm of the

lever, w, in consequence of which the weighted right arm of

this lever falls on to the plate, t, and stops the stud, «. Mean-

while the thread has moved upwards a little, so that the thick

place in the same has reached the guide rod, h, where it is at

once visible to the attendant, and can be cut out. The

machine is extremely sensitive, and can be set for any count

of yarn by the set screw, x, which adjusts the width of the

space between the plate edge, g-^, and the lever finger, «\.

The lever, i, is supported by the screw, y.

3. Sizing.

Many chappe silks, especially such as require to have a

special gloss and stiffness (e.g., sewing silks), are sized by

drawing them through a dilute solution of gum or glue, and

then drying.

IV.

—

Packing.

Chappe silk yarns are always sold in hanks tied up and

packed in paper. Dyed silks are also offered reeled on

polished wooden spools.

PART II.

BOURETTE SPINNING.

In spinning chappe silk a waste product of combings, or

stumda, is left, consisting of short fibres (averaging i| to 2|
31
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inches) much entangled, and full of neps and fragments of

pupa cases. This forms the raw material for bourette spinning,

which therefore yields the very lowest of all grades of waste

silk yarns.

The first step is to suitably mix the waste stnniba from

different drafts, after which the mixture is freed from dust,

etc., and opened, by passing it through an opener similar to

those used for cotton {q.v.). A fleece is then produced in a

machine like the cocoon opener shown in Fig. 284, and is

next carded in a carding engine fitted with a breast cylinder

and 4 to 6 pairs of workers and strippers, where it is converted

into ribbons and delivered to the Heilmann or Lister comb,

after passing through two or three doubling frames. The

combed tops are then formed into a broad ribbon on a

spreader and reduced to narrow ribbon, doubled and drawn

5 to 6 times in gill boxes, and reduced to a slubbing. This

being coiled on bobbins is roved on a fly frame and spun in

a fly or ring frame, the yarn usually receiving a left-hand

twist rather harder than that given to chappe silk yarn. For

low numbers the full-width fleece doffed from the card is

converted into slubbing on a belt condensing machine.

For twining (usually 3 to 6 ply) bourette twist the ordinary

machines are used, a right-hand twist being given. In all

cases the yarn (single or twist) requires careful cleaning on a

small roller machine, followed by gassing and hand picking.

The reeling and numbering are the same as for chappe silk

yarn.
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African cotton, 13.

Alkali test for raw materials, 104.

Aloe fibre, 49.

Alpaca, 81.

— wool, 84.

American clippers, 75.— process for flax, 21.

Amianth, 4.

Ammonium carbonate 294.

Angora rabbit fur, 85.

— wool, 82.

Animalised cotton, 15.

Animal raw materials, 56.

spinning of, 291.
— and vegetable fibres, differentiation

of, 105.
— wool and hair, 56.

Anti-ballooning attachment, log.

Arrangement of fibres, iii.

Artificial cotton, 15.— horsehair, 87.
— retting process, 20.

— silk, 57, 100.

characteristics of, 107.

combustion test, 107.

detection of, in silk fabrics, no.
microscopic appearance of, 107.— wool, 80, 106.

spinning, 442.
Asbestos, 3, 4.— applications, 5.

— chemical composition of, 4.— occurrence of, 4.— properties of, 4.— treatment of, 4.

Asclepias, 9, 16.

— properties of, 16.

— uses of, 17.

Australasian cotton, 13.

Australian wool, 62.

Austrian method of numbering yarn,

385, 386.

Automatic throw-oft gear, 136.

B.

Bacinella, 93.
Baden hemp, 38, 40.

Badger hair, 86.

Bale breaker, 121, 122.
— wrappers, 289, 290.
Balling machines, 277.
Bamboo, 53.
Baser metals, wire from, 6.

Bast hemp, 35.
Batching of jute, 42.

Bead yarn, 215.

Beater willow for waste cotton, 224, 225.
Beating machine for waste silk, 458.— of flax, 31.

Beaver fur, 85, 86.

Belt condensers, 361.
— condenser with four sets of rubbers,

366, 367.
Bengal cotton, 15, 223.

Blamire's lap apparatus, 354, 355.
Bleaching powder, 104.

Bohle feed and breast cylinder, 351, 352.
Boiling of flax, 31.

Bolette's steel band condenser, 369, 371.
Bologna hemp, 40.

Bombas malabaricus, 16.

Bombax, 9, 16.

— wool, properties of, 16.

— — uses of, 16.

Bombyx mori, 88.

Bottles of caoutchouc, 55.
Bourette silk, 454.— spinning, 96, 481.— yarns, uses for, 97.
Brass wire, 6.
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Breaker card, 152.

with cross lap apparatus, 235,
236.

lap cylinder, 233, 234.
Breaking machine, 21.

— of flax, 21.

— of hemp, 35.
Breast cylinder in scribbler card, 347.
Brenier,Neyret&Co.'s beating machine,

457-
dressing machine, 462.

Brilliant wool, i.

— yarn, 7.

Bristles, 87.

Bulrush fibre, 9, 17.

Burr extracting machine, 320, 321, 324.— extraction, 320.
— — by carbonising, 323, 324.
Burring cylinder, saw-toothed clothing

on, 322.

Burrs, 320.

Byssus silk, 87, loi.

detection of, in silk fabrics, no.

c.

Camel hair, 79.— wool, 83.

Cane, 50, 53.

Cannabis sativa, 33.
Can system of carding cotton, 229.

Caoutchouc, 50, 53.
-— collecting of, 54.— properties of, 54.— uses of, 55.
Carbonising process, 81.

of removing burrs, 323.— stove, 324.
Card clothing, action of, 149, 151.

cleaning, 164.

grinding, 165.

manufacturing, 144.
numbering, 143.

Carded cotton yarn mule, 243.— woollen yarn, spinning of, 291.

Carding, 151.— of cotton, 142.

waste cotton, 229.

wool, 339.
object of, 339.

worsted yarn, 404.— pins, 142.— waste, 79, 169.
— wool, 61.

Card, setting of, 168.

Cashmere wool, 82.

Cat fur, 85.

Cayenne cotton, 15.

Cellulose, 7.

Central American cotton, 12.

Centrifugal humidifier, 221.

Chappe silk, 96, 454.
beating, 457.
cleaning, 476.
doubling and drawing, 467.
dressing, 461.
drying, 456.
fine spinning, 469.
gassing, 479.
maceration, 455.
numbering, 473.
opening, 457.
packing, 481.

reeling, 473.
scouring and beetling, 455.
sizing, 481.
slubbing and roving, 469.
sorting, 455, 473.
spreading, 465.
sprinkling, 456.
steeping, 458.
testing, 473.
twining, 473.

Chardonnet, silk, 100.

Chemical retting, 21.

China grass, 44.
Chloride of lime, 104.

Choquettes, 96.

Civet fur, 86.

Clothing for jute breaker card, 283.

Cloth wool, 61.

Cocoa bast, 50.

Cocoanut fibre, 50.

Cocoon opener, 457, 461.

Cocos nucifera, 50.

Coiling cans, 159, 160.

Coir, 50.

Cold water retting, 20.

Combination card, 163.

Combined preparatory machines, 136.

Combing of cotton, 169.

worsted yarn, 413.
Combustion test for raw materials, 103.

Common nettle fibre, 44.

Compression cans, 159, 160.

Condenser for waste silk, 468.
— coarse, for worsted, 425, 426.

Condensing machine, 361, 366, 367.— slubbing frame, 423.
Conditioning wool, method of, 71.

Copper wire, 6.

Cosmos fibre, 79.— wool, 46.

Corchorobastose, 41.

Corchorus capsularis, 40.

Cotton, 8, 79.
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Cotton, boll, g.— bolls, picking of, 10.

— carder with double doffer, 232, 233.— characteristics of, 105.

— colour of, 14.— combing machines, 169.
— detection in linen fabrics, 108.
— silk fabrics, 109.

— woollen fabrics, 108.

— fibre, 9.— fineness of, 14.

— grass, 9, 17.— hygroscopicity of, 15.— length of fibre, 14.

— microscopic structure of, 13, 105.

— mill, installation of, 217.
— mixing of, 121.

— "opener," 125, 126.

— opening and cleaning of, 123.

— origin and distribution of, 9.— packing of, 12.

— plant, character of, 9.— plasticity of, 15.— properties of, 14.

— reel, 202, 203, 204.
— roving frames, 173.

Cottonseed cakes, 11.

— oil, II.

Cotton, solvents for, 105.
— spinning, 120.

preparatory processes of, 120.

— tensile strength of, 15.

— uses of, 15.

— varieties of, 12.

— yarns, classifying of, 206.

— yarn, conversion to new forms, 213.

doubling of, 214.

dynamometer, 208, 209.

fineness of, 206.

finishing of, 200.

gassing of, 216.

glazing of, 216.

numbering of, 205.

packing of, 216.

quality of, 206.

steaming of, 216.

strength of, 208.

testing, 207.
— elasticity of, 210.

fastness of dye, 211.

— hygroscopicity of, 210.

twist of, 210.

uniformity of, 210.

Count of two-ply twist in woollen yarn

396-

Cow hair, 85.

Crighton opener, 129, 130, 139.

Crossed twist in woollen yarns, 396.

Cross lap system, 230.

Crotolaria juncea, 45.
Crushing of hemp, 35.— — jute, 421.

Cutting of hemp, 35, 36.

Cylinder, 372.
Cyprian thread, 7.

Dead cotton, 14.

Deer hair, 86.

Deiss method of fixing clothing, 146,

147.

Demeuse leviathan, 296, 297.

Demoulin centrifugal humidifier, 222.

Derby doubler, 152, 153.

Deru leviathan, 299, 300.

Deru's wool drying machine, 319.

Detergents for wool, 293.

Devil, 228, 446.
Dew retting, 20.

Dobson and Marsh spindle, 188.

Doffer roller, 168.

— comb, 168.

DoUond eriometer, 66.

Domingo hemp, 49.

!
Double-beater opener, 325.

i

Double cleaner and gasser for chappe
silk, 476, 477.

with swinging rollers, 478.
— Crighton opener, 131.

— doffer card, 360.

Doubled yarns, 214.

Double fly frame, 183.

doubler, 395.
twining machine for chappe

silk, 474.— gauging machine for chappe silk,

479-
Doubler and burr smasher worsted card,

408, 409.

Double ring doubling frame, 391.

frame, 185.

spinning frame, 381.

for waste silk, 472.

twining frame for chappe silk,

475- 476-— scutcher and lap machine, 133.

— thread opener, 450, 451.— worsted twining frame, 439, 440.

Doubling of cotton, 170.

Down sheep, 61.

Drawing frame, 170, 171, 419.

automatic stop motion, 172.

back sliver stop motion, 172.

can stop motion, 173.
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Drawing Frame, for flax, 251.
front sliver stop motion, 173.

•— of fibres, in.
— — of cotton, 170.
Dressing of flax, 31.— technology of, i.

Drum system of carding waste cotton,
229.— willow, 225, 226.

Dust catcher, for grinding machine, 166.
Dyes, behaviour of animal and vegetable

fibres towards, 105.

East Indian cotton, 13.

Ebonite, 54.
Electoral breed of sheep, 76.
Emery board, 165.— cloth, 165.— rollers, 165.

Endless conveyer, 121, 122.

English drawing and slabbing, 422.— long-woolled sheep, 63.— method of numbering yarn, 385, 386.— yarn number, 438.
for flax, 262.

Eria silk, gg.
Esparto grass, 53.
European cotton, 13.

Ewe wool, 79.
Exhaust opener, 137, 138, 139.
Express card, 228.
— carder, 140, 141.

Extract rags, 444.— wool, 81, 452.
carbonising, 452.
disintegration, 453.— — scouring, 452.
shaking, 452.

Fagara silk, 99.
Fancy-roller clothing, 147, 148.
Fancy woollen yarns, 398.— worsted yarn, 429.— yarns, 215.
Feed regulator, 136.

Fell wool, 60.

Female hemp, 40.

Fibroin, 89.

Filanda, 93.
Fillet clothing, 144, 145.
Fillets of clothing, 143.
Filling machine, 457, 458, 460,

Filoselle, 454.— silk, 96.
Fine condenser, 426.— spinning, 113, 114, 181, 254.

wool, 370.
Finisher card for wool, 341, 347.

with double doffer, 239.
single doffer, 23S.

for waste cotton, 237.— lap machine, 134.— roving frame, 429, 430.
Finishing, technology of, i.

Five-roller scrubber, 342.
Flat carding machine, 155.
Flax, 4, 8, 17.— characteristics of, 106.— colour of, 32.— dry spinning frame, 255, 256.— fibre, preparation of, ig.

— fineness of, 33.— gill box, counting mechanism, 250.— gilling machine, 247.— harvesting of, 18.

— hygroscopicity of, 33.— strength of, 32.

— lily, 47-— line doubling frame, 263, 264.— flyer, 264.
— — numbering of, 267.

reeling of, 261.

sorting of, 262.

testing of, 262.— lustre of, 33.— microscopic structure of, 32, 106.— origin and occurrence of, 17.— plant, structure of, 18.— properties of, 32.— roving, 252.

frame, 252, 253.— semi-wet spinning frame, 257.— solvents for, 106.
— spinning, 245.
Flax-stripping machine, 24.

Flax, tensile strength of, 33.— uses of, 33.— wet spinning frame, 258, 25g.
!

— yarn, drying wet spun, 260.

Flier of slubbing spindle, 177.
Flock, 79.
Florette, 454.

[

— silk, 88.

I

— yarn, uses of, 96.

]

Flyer of flax roving frame, 254.
! Fly frame, 174, 182.

j doubler, 394.

j

— spindles, 165.

I

French drawing and slubbing, 423.
' Fruit fibres, 8, 50.
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Garnet opener, 448.
Gauze, 6.

German drawing and slabbing, 422.
— merino sheep, 62.

Gessner, Ernst, 361.
Gill box for waste silk, 467.— fallers, 412.

mechanism actuating, 249.
Gilling frame, 411.
— machine, 246, 247.— of worsted yarn, 410.
Ginning, 10.

Glass, 3, 5.— applications, 5.— chemical composition of, 5.— properties of, 5.

Goat hair, 79.— wool, 81.

Gold wire, 6.

Gossypium, 9.

Graf nopping attachment to doubling
frames, 396, 397.

Grass retting, 20.

Grege, 92.

Grinding machine, 166.

— with emery rollers, 165.

Grinnell sprinkler, 219.

Guanoco wool, 84.

H.

Hackled hemp spinning, 272.
— jute, 44.

Hackling of hemp, 35, 38.

flax, 26.

Haircloth, 87.

Hand breaker, 21.

— card cleaner, 164.

— hackler, 27.

— mule, 190.

Hand-hackling plant, plan of, 28.

Hand oiling, 337.— spindle, 112.

— spun yarns, 112.

Hare fur, 79, 85.

Hargreaves, 372.
Hargreaves' hand mule, 190.

Heilmann comb, 169, 413, 414, 415, 416,

482.

Hemp, 8, 17, 33.— chemical treatment of, 34,— colour of, 37.— crusher, plan of, 36.

— fineness of, 39.— hygroscopicity of, 39.— length of, 39.

Hemp, lustre of, 39.— mechanical treatment of, 35.— microscopic structure of, 38, 39.— origin and occurrence of, 33.— plant, 40.

character of, 34.
pulling of, 34.— preparatory treatment of, 34.— resistance to moisture, 39.— spinning, 272.

grooved pulleys of, 37.— tensile strength of, 39.— tow, breaker card for, 274.
spinning, 273.— uses of, 39.

Hemp-tearing machine, 37.
Hill and Brown's bobbin winder, 392.

• — double cross winding frame,

397-
Hill sheep, 61.

Hog bristles, 81.

Holden comb, 413.
Hopper-feeder, 128.

Hopper-feed opener, 127.

Horizontal opener, 139, 140.

Horsehair, 86.

Horsfall roller, 167, 168.

Hot water retting, 21.

Hiibner comb, 413.
Humidifiers, 219.

Humile, 18.

Hydro-extractor, 307.— overhead gearing, 308, 309, 3T0..

— rope driven, 313.— with belt driving gear, 312.

bottom driving gear, 311.

Hydrogen peroxide, 104.

Illuminating gas, 301.

Improved Rabbeth spindle, 189.

Intermediate fard with Martin lap

former, 345, 346.— — for wool, 341, 345.— condenser, 426, 427, 428.— frame for roving, 175, 178, 179.

International yarn number, 205.

Iron wire, 6.

Italian marzolano straw, 51.

J.

Jack frame, 175.

Jenny, 190, 372.— output of, 191.

Jew's mallow, 40.

Josephy belt condenser for short staple,

365.
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Josephy condenser, 237, 241.— mule, 373.— multiple belt condenser, 363.— scubbler, 347, 348.

Jute, 8, 17, 40.— breaker card, 280.
— capacity for absorbing dye stuffs, 41— carding waste, 290.— chain gilling machine, 283, 284.— colour of, 41.— crushing machine, 42, 43.— doubling frame, 288.

of, 284, 288.
— drawing frame, delivering slivers

285.

of, 284.— dry spinning frame, 287.— fibre, preparation of, 40.— fineness of, 41.— finisher card, 281, 282.— harvest of, 40.— hygroscopicity of, 41.— length of, 41.— line yarns, 44.
yarn spinning, 278.— lustre of, 41.

— microscopic structure of, 41.— origin and characteristics of, 40.— packing of, 289.— preparation of, for spinning, 42.— resistance to weather, 41.— roving, 284.

machine, 284, 285.— spinning, 278.— teaser, 279, 280.
— tensile strength of, 41.— tow, carding of, 280.

fine spinning of, 286.

yarn spinning, 278.— uses of, 43.— waste, utilising of, 289.
— worm gilling machine, 284.
— yarn, numbering of, 288.

Keratin, 63.

Kid wool, 82.

Knickerbocker yarn, 215.

Kochlin's back washer and smoother,

420, 421.
Korting injector, 298.

L.

Lamb's wool, 76.

Lap breaker, 353.— doubling machine, 135, 136.— system of carding waste cotton, 229.

Lattice creeper, 121, 122.

Leaf fibres, 8, 46.

Leblanc soda, 294.
Lemaire automatic feed, 349.
Levantine cotton, 13.

Leviathan, 395.— rinser, 304, 305, 306.

Licker-in filler clothing, 145, 146.

Line hemp spinning, 222.

Linen fabrics, detection of cotton in,

108.

microscopical examination, 108.

oil test for, 108.

tearing test, 108.

Linseed, 18.

Linum usitatissimum, 18.

Lister comb, 413, 482.
Llama wool, 83, 84.

Long Georgia cotton, 15.

Looped yarn, 215.
Lord's feed regulator, 136.

Louisiana cotton, 15.

Lowland sheep, 62.

Lyons wire thread, 6.

M.

Machinery for spinning, 112.

Machine spun yarn, H2.
MacCarthy machine, 11.

MacNaught's wool-drying machine,

315-
Madras hemp, 45.
Mako cotton, 15.

Male hemp, 39.
Mandarin test for raw materials, 103.

Manila hemp, 47.
gathering of fibres, 48.— — origin of plant, 47.
properties of, 48.

uses of, 48.

Marshland sheep, 63, 76.

Martin hair, 86.

— Celestin, 361.

Martin's oiling willow, 337, 338.— throstle frame, 380.

Medium cotton, 14.

Mehl's drying cylinder, 403.
Merchantable cotton, 14.

Merino, 61.

— sheep, 61.

— wools, 399.
" Merino " yarns, 442.
Metals, 3, 6.

Metric international worsted number,

438.— method of measuring yarn, 386.
— yarn number for flax, 262.
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Mexican grass, 49.
Microscopic appearance of silk, 90.— structure of cotton, figure of, 13.

flax, 32.

hemp, 38, 39.— jute, 41.

Mineral raw materials, 3.

characteristics of, 102.

Mixed retting, 21.— yarns, production of, 289.
Mohair wool 82.

Moorland sheep, 63, 76.

Mounting preparatory machinery, 140.

Mule, 115, 372.— comparison with ring frame, 199.— frame, 116, 182, 190, 390.
comparison with throstle, 383.
for carded woollen yarn, 374.
illustration of four stages, 376,

377-
Mule-jenny, 372.
Multiple-belt condenser, 362.
Mungo, 80, 444.— manufacture, 443.— opener, 446, 447.— spinning, 453.
Musa textiles, 47.
Musk rat fur, 86.

N.

Natural retting process, 20.— silk, 87, 88.

Negrette breed of sheep, 76.

Nettle, 8.— fibre, 17.— fibres, 44.
New Orleans cotton, 15.

New Zealand hemp, 47.
Noble comb, 413.— metals, wire from, 6.

Non-condensing drawing frame, 423,
424.

Nopped worsted yarn, 439.— yarns, 215, 396.
North American cotton, 12.

Norton's wool-drying machines, 316,

317. 318.

Numbering cotton yarns, 205.— woollen yarns, 386.

Oilcake, 19.

Oiling by hand, 337.
machine, 337.— machine with double oil duct, 339,

340.

Oleic acid, 337.
Olive oil, 335.
Omra cotton, 223.

Opener, 446.— for waste cotton, 226.
— with automatic feed, 127.

Ordinary cotton, 14.

— German sheep, 61.
-— goat wool, 82.

Organzine, 95.
Otter fur, 86.

Oral rinser, 446.
— wool rinser with beaters, 302, 303.

Paper mulberry, 53.
Peat fibre, 46, 79.
Pernambuco cotton, 15.

Picric acid test for raw materials, 183.

Pineapple fibre, 49.
Pita hemp, 49.
Pneumatic opener, 137.
Poodle hair, 79, 85.

Poplar, 9, 17.

Popp's spiral beater willow, 330, 331.
Potash, 301.

Power hackling machine, 29, 30.

Prime cotton, 14.

Pyroxylin, 100.

Quillaya extract, 294.

R.

Rabbeth spindle, 187, 392, 439.
Rabbit fur, 85.

Rag cleaning, 443.— disintegration, 446.— scouring, 446.— shaker, 443, 445.— sorting, 444.— trimming, 445.
Ramie fibre, 45.
Raphia, 53.
Raw materials of textile industry, 3.— silk, doubling of, 95.

thread, structure of, 92.

treatment of, 92.

Reeds, 53.

Reeling of yarn, 201, 385.
Retting of hemp, 34.— chemical, 21.

— cold water, 20.

— mixed, 21.

— process for flax, 20.
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Revolving flat carder, 157, 158.
Rhea fibre, 45.
Ribbon former, 465.
Ring doubler, 390.
Ring frame, 182, 184, 380.

advantage over fly frame,
— spindles, 115.

Rippling comb, illustration of, it

Roller card, 161, 162.

Roller-feed willow, 327.
Roller grinding machine, 166.

Rosemary oil, 336.
Rota friction frame, 181.

Rotary drum willow, 225.
Roving, 113.

— frame, 175, 252, 253.
for waste silk, 471.— of cotton, 173.

Rubber tree, 53.
Runners, 46.

Rushes, 53.

Sable hair, 86.

Saw-gin, plan of, g, 10.

Saw-toothed clothing on burring cylin-

der, 322.
Schenk process, 21.

Schimmel's double-feed roller willow,

329, 330.
Schlieper's detergent, 294.
Schliess flax, 18.

Schmedt fleece returner, 358.
Scinde cotton, 223.

Scotch long-woolled sheep, 63.
Scubbler card for wool, 341.— with automatic feed, 349.

belt conveyer, 356.
Blamire's lap apparatus, 356.
breast cylinder, 347.— — fleece-returning device, 358, 359.
lap breaker, 353.
rotary burr stripper, 344.

Scroop 91, 107.

Scrubbing of flax, 31.

Scutcher, 228.

Scutching block, 24, 25.— knife, 25.— machine, 25, 26, 131.— of flax, 24.

Second cotton, 14.

Seed fibres, 8, 9.

Self-acting mule, 192, 194, 195, 196,

373-
frames for carded woollen yarn,

375-
Semi-worsted yarns, 441.

Sericin, 89.

Serrated card clothing, 148, 149.
Sheep, races of, 61.

— shearing, 74.— shears, illustration of, 75.— washing, 73.
Sheep's wool, 58.

characteristics of, 106.

microscopic structure of, 63, 64,,

156.— — origin, 58.

solvents for, 107.

Sheet clothing, 143, 146.

for flats, 146.

Shell breaker card for hemp tow, 274.
Shives, 22.

Shoddy, 81, 444.— manufacture, 443.— spinning, 442, 453.
Short Georgia cotton, 15.

Sieve fabrics, 6.

— plates, 52.

Silk, 87.
— artificial, 57, 100, 107, no.
— capacity of absorbing dye, 91.— chemical composition of, 89.

— cocoons, sorting of, 92.

winding of, 93.— colour of, 90.
— croop, 91.
— durability of, 91.
— ductility of, 91.— elasticity of, 91.
— fabrics, alkali test, 109, no.

ammoniacal copper oxide test,.

109.
— — combustion test, no.

detection of artificial silk, no.
byssus, no.
cotton in, 109.— wool, 109.

heat test, 109.

lead oxide test, 109.

— — microscopical examination, 109.
— fineness of, 90.
— hygroscopicity of, 91.

— lustre of, 91.

— microscopic appearance of, 90.
— preparation of, 92.
— properties of, go.

— reel, illustration of, 94.— softness of, gi.

— shoddy, 97.— tensile strength of, go.

— uses of, g6.

— wadding, g7.

Silkworm, 88.

— breeding, 89.
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Silkworm pupae, killing of, 92.
Silver wire, 6.

Single-belt condenser, 368, 369.
Single Crighton opener, 129.— scutching machine, 131.
Single worsted fly frame, 434.

ring frame, 436.
Sisal hemp, 49.
Slaughterhouse wool, 60.

Slubbing frame, 175, 176.
for waste silk, 470.— of waste cotton, 237.

Solway soda, 294.
Sorge's wool classifier, 67.
South American cotton, 12.

Spanish cane, 53.— sheep, 61.

Spent scour in wool washing, 301.
Spindles, construction of, 115.
Spinning, iii.

— florette, 96.— frame, 112.

— operations, iii.
— technology of, i.

— waste cotton, 223.
Spiral vane willow, 331, 332.— beater willow, 330, 331.
Splitter, 37.
Spreader lor waste silk, 465.
Spring flax, 18.

Sprinkling machine, 456.
Spun silk, 95.
Squirrel hair, 86.

Staple, 59.
Steel-band condenser, 368.
Stem fibres, 8, 17.

Straw, 50.— origin and preparation of, 51.
— uses of, 52.

String, 275.— polishing machine, 275, 276.

Stripped hemp, 38.

Stripping machine, 22.

Strumba, 96, 481.

Strusa, 96, 454, 457.
Suint, 293, 294.
Sulphuric acid test for raw materials

184.

Sulphurous acid, 104.

Sunn hemp, 17, 45.
Surat cotton, 15.

T.

Tatham feeder and weigher, 350, 351.
Technology of spinning, iii.

Tenterhook willow, 333.

I

Tenterhook willow, with box feed and

i

dust cage, 334, 335.
Testing cotton yarn, 207,— woollen yarns, 388.
Textile fabrics, determining constituents

of, 108.

Textile raw materials, conversion to

yarn, iii.

detection and estimation of,,

lOI.

— technology, definition of, i.

Thibet wool, 83.

Third cotton, 14.

Thread gauging machine, 480.— opener, 449, 450.— properties of, 116.

— sifter, 229.

Throstle, comparison with mule, 383.—
• doubling frame, 396.— frame, 182, 380, 390.

Tinsel, 7.

Torsiometer, 389.
Tow, 44.— beating of, 266.
— card, bell signal, 271.

— carding of, 266.

— card, with gill drawing head, 269.— porcupine drawing head, 268.

silver plate, 270.
— doubling of, 271.
— drawing of, 271.
— fine spinning of, 272.
— gill spinning frame, 272, 273.— roving of,. 272.
— shaking of, 266.
— spinning, 265.

Tram, 95.
Tree cotton, 79.

Triple-beater opener, 326.

True silk, 88.

acid test, 100.

alkali test, no.
— — characteristics of, 107.

fabrics, detection of wild silk, io9»

— — microscopic appearance of, 107.

microscopical examination, log.

^^ solvents for, 107, no.
— worsted yarn, 400.

Tube frame, 181.

Tussah silk, 99.
Twisting of fibres, 112.

U.

Union card, 163.
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Vegetable raw materials, 7.

separation from animal, 102.

spinning of, 120.
— silk, 8, 9.— wool, 49.
Vertical belt conveyer, 357.— opener and bale-breaker, 137.
Vicuna wool, 84.

W.

Warm water retting, 21.

Warp yarn, 117.

Waste cotton carder, 230, 231.

carding of, 229.

fine spinning, 242.
yarn, 223.— silk, recovery of, 46.— —

- spinning, 454.
Water frame, 116, 182.

— spindles, 115.

Wattled goods, 52.

Weaving, technology of, i.

Wether wool, 76.

Wild silk, 88, 98.— — advantages of, 98.

detection in true silk, 109.

drawbacks of, 98.

Willow, 327.— machine, 124, 337.— with dish feed, 328.

piano dish feed, 329.
Winding of fibres, 112.

Wire from baser metals, 6.

— — noble metals, 6.

— uses of, 6, 7.

Wood, 50, 52.— origin and preparation of, 52.— uses of, 52.

— wool, 46.

Wool blending, 78.

— carding, 339.— card with double doffers, 360.
— classifier, 67.— colour of, 64.— combings, 78.—

• condensing, 361.
— conditioning apparatus, 70, 71.— curliness of, 65.

— detection in silk fabrics, 109.
— drying, 315.— ductility of, 69.— elasticity of, 67, 69.
— fat, 293, 294, 301.— felting or shrinking power of, 69.— fibres, 301.

Wool, fineness of, 65.— flexibility of, 68.

— hygroscopicity of, 69.— length of, 65.
— lustre of, 68.

— mixing, 78.
— oiling, 336.— opening, 325.— preliminary treatment of, 73.— properties of, 64.— rinser with forks, 303, 304.— rinsing, 301.— scouring and washing of, 293.

machinery, 295.— softness of, 68.

— sorting, 77.— tensile strength of, 69.— uniformity of, 69.— washing and draining, 306.
duration of, 294.
liquor, temperature of, 294.— wringer, 306, 307.

Woollen fabrics, alkali test, 108.

detection of cotton, 108.

microscopical examination, 108.
— yarn, classifying of, 387.

doubling of, 389.
fastness of dye, 389.
hygroscopicity of, 389.
numbering, 385, 386.

packing, 399.
reeling, 385.
steaming, 398.
testing of, 388.

trueness to colour, 389.
Worsted card, combined breaker and

finisher, 407.— carder with breast cylinder, 404, 405.— card with burr smasher, 406.
— fly frame, 433.— mule, 431, 432.— ring frame, 435.— spinning, 399.— throstle frames, 433.— wool-washing, drying and oiling

machine, 402.
— yarn carding, 404.

classifying, 438.
cleaning, 441.— — combing, 413.
drawing, 418.

and slubbing, 422.

fine spinning, 431.
gassing, 441.
gilling, 410.

lustring, 441.

I

numbering, 437.

I

packing, 441.
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Worsted yarn preliminary treatment,

401.

reelmg, 437.
roving, 429.

English method, 431.
smoothing, 120.

steaming, 440.
testing, 438.
twining, 439.

Yamamai, 100.

Yarn number, 117.

Yarn, cotton, numbering, 205.
— — testing, 207.
— woollen, numbering, 386.

— Austrian methed, 386.

English method, 386.
testing, 388.— strength of, 118.

Yearling wool, 76.

Yield of wool, 76.

Zackel sheep, 63.

Zawiercie cleaner, 226, 227, 228.
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THE PRACTICAL COMPOUNDING OF OILS, TAL-
LOW AND GREASE FOR LUBRICATION, ETC.
By An Expert Oil Refiner. 100 pp. 1898. DemySvo. Price 7s. 6d.

;

India and Colonies, 8s. ; Other Countries, 8s. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Chapters I., Introductory Remarks on the General Nomenclature of Oils, Tallow and

Greases suitable for Lubrication.— II., Hyrocarbon Oils.— III., Animal and Fish Oils.—
IV., Compound Oils.—V., Vegetable Oils.—VI. Lamp Oils.—VII., Engine Tallow,
Solidified Oils and Petroleum Jelly.—VIII., Machinery Qreases: Loco and Anti=
friction.— IX., Clarifying and Utilisation of Waste Fats, Oils, Tank Bottoms,
Drainings of Barrels and Drums, Pickings Up, Dregs, etc.—X., The Fixing and
Cleaning of Oil Tanks, etc.—Appendix and Qeneral Information.

Press Opinions.
"This work is written from the standpoint of the oil trade, but its perusal will be found very

useful by users of machinery and all who have to do with lubricants in any way."

—

Colliery
Guardian.

"The properties of the different grades of mineral oil and of the animal and vegetable non-
drying oils are carefully described, and the author justly insists that the peculiarities of the
machinery on which the lubricants are to be employed must be considered almost before every-
thing else. . . . The chapters on grease and solidified oils, etc., are excellent."

—

The Ironmonger.

SOAPS. A Practical Manual of the Manufacture of Domestic,
Toilet and other Soaps. By George H. Hurst, F.C.S. Illustrated

with Sixty-six Engravings. 390 pp. 1898. Price 12s. 6d. ; India and
Colonies, 13s. 6d. ; Other Countries, 15s.; strictly net.

Contents.
Chapters I., Introductory.^II., Soap=maker's Alkalies.— III., Soap Fats and Oils.

—

IV., Perfumes.—v., Water as a Soap Material.—VI., Soap Machinery.—VII., Tech =

nology of Soap=making.—VIII., Glycerine in Soap Lyes.— IX., Laying out a Soap
Factory.—X., Soap Analysis.—Appendices.

Press Opinions.
" We think it is the most practical book on these subjects that has come to us from England

so far."

—

A mcrican Soap Journal.
"Much useful information is conveyed in a convenient and trustworthy manner which will

appeal to practical soap-makers."

—

Chemical Trade Journal.
" Works that deal with manufacturing processes, and applied chemistry in particular, are

always welcome. Especially is this the case when the material presented is so up-to-date as
we find it here."

—

Bradford Observer.
"The best and most reliable methods of analysis are fully discussed, and form a valuable

source of reference to any works' chemist. . . . Our verdict is a capitally produced book, and
one that is badly needed."

—

Birmingham Post.

ANIMAL FATS AND OILS: Their Practical Production,
Purification and Uses for a great Variety of Purposes. Their Pro-
perties, Falsification and Examination. A Handbook for Manufacturers
of Oil and Fat Products, Soap and Candle Makers, Agriculturists,

Tanners, Margarine Manufacturers, etc., etc. By Louis Edgar Andes.
Sixty-two Illustrations. 240 pp. 1898. DemySvo. Price 10s. 6d.

;

India and Colonies, lis. ; Other Countries, 12s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Introduction. Occurrence, Origm, Properties and Chemical Constitution of Animal Fats

Preparation of Animal Fats and Oils. Machinery. Tallow-melting Plant. Extraction Plant.

Presses. Filtering Apparatus. Butter; Raw Material and Preparation, Properties, Adul-
terations, Beef Lard or Remelted Butter, Testing. Candle-fish Oil. Mutton-Tallow. Hare
Fat. Goose Fat. Neatsfoot Oil. Bone Fat: Bone Boiling, Steaming Bones, Extraction,

Refining. Bone Oil. Artificial Butter: Oleomargarine, Margarine Manufacture in France,
Grasso's Process, " Kaiser's Butter," Jahr & Miinzberg's Method, Filbert's Process, Winter's
Method. Human Fat. Horse Fat. Beef Marrow. Turtle Oil. Hog's Lard : Raw Material,

Preparation, Properties, Adulterations, Examination. Lard Oil. Fish Oils. Liver Oils.

Artificial Train Oil. Wool Fat: Properties, Purified Wool Fat. Spermaceti: Examination
of Fats and Oils in General.



Press Opinions.
"The descriptions of technical processes are clear, and the book is well illustrated and

should prove useful."

—

Manchester Guardian.
" It is a valuable work, not only for the student, but also for the practical manufacturer of

oil and fat products."

—

Journal of the American Chemical Society.
" The work is very fully illustrated, and the style throughout is in strong contrast to that

employed in many such treatises, being simple and clear."—Shoe and Leather Record.

"An important handbook for the 'fat industry,' now a large one. The explanation of the

most scientific processes of production lose nothing of their clearness in the translation."—

Newcastle Chronicle.
" The latest and most improved forms of machinery are in all cases indicated, and the many

advances which have been made during the past years in the methods of producing the more
common animal fats—lard, tallow and butter—receive due attention."—G^fls^otf Herald.

VEGETABLE FATS AND OILS : Their Practical Prepara-
tion, Purification and Employment for \'arious Purposes, their Proper-

ties, Adulteration and Examination. A Handbook for Oil Manufacturers

and Refiners, Candle, Soap and Lubricating Oil Makers, and the Oil

and Fat Industry in General. Translated from the German of Louis
Edgar Andes. 94 Illustrations. 320 pp. 1897. Demy 8vo. Price

10s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, lis. ; Other Countries, 12s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Statistical Data. General Properties of the Vegetable Fats and Oils. Estimation of the

Amount of Oil in Seeds. Table of Vegetable Fats and Oils, with French and German
Nomenclature, Source and Origin and Percentage of Fat in the Plants from which they are

Derived. The Preparation of Vegetable Fats and Oils : Storing Oil Seeds ;
Cleaning the Seed.

Apparatus for Grinding Oil Seeds and Fruits. Installation of Oil and Fat Works. Ex-
traction Method of Obtaining Oils and Fats. Oil Extraction Installations. Press Moulds.

Non-drying Vegetable Oils. Vegetable drying Oils. Solid Vegetable Fats Fruits Yielding

Oils and Fats. Wool-softening Oils. Soluble Oils. Treatment of the Oil after Leaving the

Press Improved Methods of Refining with Sulphuric Acid and Zinc Oxide or Lead Oxide.

Refining with Caustic Alkalies, Ammonia, Carbonates of the Alkalies, Lime. Bleaching Fats
and Oils. Practical Experiments on the Treatment of Oils with regard to Refining and
Bleaching. Testing Oils and Fats.

Press Opinions.
''Concerning that and all else within the wide and comprehensive connection involved,

this book must be invaluable to every one directly or indirectly interested in the matters it

treats of."

—

Commerce.
"The proprietors of the Oil and Colourman's Journal have not only placed a valuable .and

highly interesting book of reference in the hands of the fats and oils industry ingeneral, but

have rendered no slight service to experimental and manufacturing chemists."

—

Manujactiirin;^

Chemist.

IRON - CORROSION, ANTI - FOULING AND ANTI-
CORROSIVE PAINTS. By Louis Edgar AxDES. 62 Illus-

trations. 275 pp. Translated from the German. DemySvo. 1900. Price

10s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, lis. ; Other Countries, 12s. ;
strictly net.

Contents.
Ironrust and its Formation—Protection from Rusting by Paint—Grounding the Iron with

Linseed Oil, etc.—Testing Paints—Use of Tar for Painting on Iron—Anti-corrosive Paints-
Linseed Varnish—Chinese Wood Oil—Lead Pigments— Iron Pigments—Artificial Iron Oxides
—Carbon—Preparation of Anti-corrosive Paints—Results of Examination of Several Anti-

corrosive Paints—Paints for Ship's Bottoms—Anti-fouling Compositions—Various Anti-cor

rosive and Ship's Paints—Official Standard Specifications for Ironwork Paints—Index.

Press, Opinions.
"This is a very valuable book, translated from the German, discussing in detail anti-fouling

and anti-corrosivo paints."

—

British Mercury.
"Will be of great service to paint manufacturers, engineering contractors, ironfounders,

shipbuilders and others."

—

Engineer and Iron Trades Advertiser.
"The book before us deals with the subject in a manner at once practical and scientific, and

is well worthy of the attention of all builders, architects and engineers."

—

The Builder.

"The book is very readable and full of valuable information, and bearing in mind the

importance of the subject treated, it is one which engineers will be well advised to procure at

an early date."

—

Raihvay Engineer.
"The author goes fully into his subject, and the translator has been successful in repro-

ducing in another language what he has to say. There are given in the text nurnerous

illustrations of the rusting of iron, prepared in the course of a series of personal experiments
on the formation of rust."

—

Journal of Gas Lighting.
"This work is a very elaborate and useful record of the various phenomena in connection

with the corrosion of iron and its protection against corrosion. . . . The book is an exceed-

ingly useful record of what has been done in connection with iron preservation, and will

undoubtedly prove to be of much value to railway engineers, shipowners, etc."

—

Fairplay.



" Herr Andes' book, written purely from a scientific standpoint, will be particularly useful
to iron manufacturers, shipbuilders and shipowners. . . . The book is beautifully prmted on
good paper, and its appearance does credit to the publishers ; the work of translation has been
remarkably well done, the language bearing none of those irritating traces of Teutonism which
disfigure so many English versions of German technical works."

—

The Ironmonger.
" This knowledge is conveyed with characteristic German thoroughness in this useful work

of Herr Andes, which loses nothing of clearness in Mr. Salter's excellent translation. The
causes of rust formation are examined, the proper methods of cleansing the ironwork detailed,
and the constitution and application of suitable preventative coverings explained. . . . The
book is a welcome contribution to technological literature, and will be found worthy of the
careful study of all who are professionally engaged in the arrangement or superintendence of
the class of work dealt with."

—

Western Daily Mercury.
"The author explains the nature of rust and its formation, and the text is illustrated from

about fifty photographs. .An immense amount of carefully arranged information follows as to
the best methods of applying anti-corrosive substances and the various pigments most effi-

cacious for use under all circumstances. The author has evidently thoroughly investigated and
mastered the subject of iron corrosion, its cause and its prevention ; and we regard his book as
of the greatest importance to bridge-builders and makers and users of structural iron and
steel. The book is illustrated throughout and is admirably indexed and arranged."

—

Iron and
Steel Trades Journal.

THE MANUFACTURE OF ALUM AND THE SUL-
PHATES AND OTHER SALTS OF ALUMINA AND
IRON. Their Uses and Applications as Mordants in Dyeing
and Calico Printing, and their other Applications in the Arts, Manufac-
tures, Sanitary Engineering, Agriculture and Horticulture. Translated
from the French of Lucien Geschwind. 195 Illustrations. Nearly
400 pp. Royal 8vo. 1901. Price 12s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 13s. Bd.

;

Other Countries, 15s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Part I., Theoretical Study of Aluminium, Iron, and Compounds of these Metals.

—Chapters I., Aluminium and its Compounds.— II., Iron and Iron Compounds.
Part II., Manufacture of Aluminium Sulphates and Sulphates of Iron,—Chapters III.,

Manufacture of .Aluminium Sulphate and the Alums.— IV., Manufacture of Sulphates of Iron.

Part III., Uses of the Sulphates of Aluminium and Iron.—Chapters V., Uses of
Aluminium Sulphate and Alums—Application to Wool and Silk—Preparing and using Aluminium
Acetates—Employment of Aluminium Sulphate in Carbonising \Vool—The Manufacture of
Lake Pigments— .\lanufacture of Prussian Blue—Hide and Leather Industry—Paper Making

—

Hardening Plaster—Lime Washes— Preparation of Non-inflammable \\'ood, etc.— Purifica-

tion of Waste Waters.—\^I., Uses and Applications of Ferrous Sulphate and Ferric
Sulphates.—Dyeing—.Manufacture of Pigments—Writing Inks—Purification of Lighting Gas
—.Agriculture — Cotton Dyeing — Disinfectant — Purifying Waste Liquors— .Manufacture of
Nordhausen Sulphuric .Acid—Fertilising.

Part IV., Chemical Characteristics of Iron and Aluminium.—Analysis of Various
Aluminousor Ferruginous Products.—Chapter VII., .Aluminium.—Analysing: Aluminium
Products.—Alunite Alumina—Sodium Aluminate—Aluminium Sulphate. Chapter VIII., Iron.
—Analytical Characteristics of Iron Salts—Analysis of Pyritic Lignite—Ferrous and Ferric
Sulphates—Rouil .Mordant—Index.

MANUAL OF AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY. By
Herbert Ingle, F.I.C, Lecturer on Agricultural Chemistry, the
Yorkshire College; Lecturer in the Victoria University. [In the press.

Contents.
Chapters I., Introduction.— II., The Atmosphere.—III., The Soil.—IV., The Reactions

occurring in Soils.—V., The Analysis of Soils.—VI., Manures, Natural.—VII., Manures (con-
tinued).—VIII., The Analysis of Manures.— IX., The Constituents of Plants.—X., The Plant.—
XL, Crops.—XII., The Animal.

LUBRICATING OILS, FATS AND GREASES: Their
Origin, Preparation, Properties, Uses and Analj'ses. A Handbook for

Oil Manufacturers, Refiners and Merchants, and the Oil and Fat
Industry in General. By George H. Hurst, F.C.S. Second Edition.

Si.xty-five Illustrations. 313 pp. Demy 8vo. 1901. Price 10s. 6d.

;

India and Colonies, lis. ; Other Countries, 12s.; strictly net.

Contents.
i Chapters I., Introductory. Oils and Fats, Fatty Oils and Fats, Hydrocarbon Oils, Uses

of Oils.—II., Hydrocarbon Oils. Distillation, Simple Distillation, Destructive Distillation,

Products of Distillation, Hydrocarbons, Paraffins, Olefins, Napthenes.—III., Scotch Shale
Oils. Scotch Shales, Distillation of Scotch Oils, Shale Retorts, Products of Distilling Shales



Separating Products, Treating Crude Shale Oil, Refining Shale Oil, Shale Oil Stills, Shale
Naphtha Burning Oils, Lubricating Oils, Wax.— IV'., Petroleum. Occurrence, Geology, Origin,
Composition, Extraction, Refining, Petroleum Stills, Petroleum Products, Cylinder Oils,
Russian Petroleum, Deblooming .Mineral Oils.—\'., Vegetable and Animal Oils. Intro-
duction, Chemical Composition of Oils and Fats, Fatty Acids, Glycerine, Extraction of Animal
and Vegetable Fats and Oils, Animal Oils, Vegetable Oils, Rendering, Pressing, Refining,
Bleaching, Tallow, Tallow Oil, Lard Oil, Neatsfoot Oil, Palm Oil, Palm Nut Oil, Cocoanut
Oil, Castor Oil, Olive Oil, Rape and Colza Oils, Arachis Oil, Niger Seed Oil, Sperm Oils,
Whale Oil, Seal Oil, Brown Oils, Lardine, Thickened Rape Oil.—VI., Testing- and Adultera=
tion of Oils. Specific Gravity, Alkali Tests, Sulphuric Acid Tests, Free Acids in Oils, Vis-
cosity Tests, Flash and Fire Tests, Evaporation Tests, Iodine and Bromide Tests, Elaidin
Test, IVlelting Point of Fat, Testing Machines.—VII., Lubricating Greases. Rosin Oil,
Anthracene Oil, .Making Greases, Testing and Analysis of Greases.

—

VIII., Lubrication.
Friction and Lubrication, Lubricant, Lubrication of Ordinary Machinery, Spontaneous Com-
bustion of Oils, Stainless Oils, Lubrication of Engine Cylinders, Cylinder Oils.

—

Appendices.
A. Table of Baume's Hydrometer— B. Table of Thermometric Degrees—C. Table of Specific
Gravities of Oils

—

Index.
Press Opinions.

" The book is well printed, and is a credit alike to author, printer and publisher."

—

Textile
Mercury.

" It will be a valuable addition to the technical library of every steam user's establishment."—Machinery Ma rket.
" Mr. Hurst has in this work supplied a practical treatise which should prove of especial

value to oil dealers, and also, though in a less degree, to oil users."

—

Textile Manufacturer.
" This is a clear and concise treatment of the method of manufacturing and refining lubri-

cating oils. . . . The book is one which is well worthy the attention of readers who are users
of oil."

—

Textile Recorder.
" We have no hesitation in saying that in our opinion this book ought to be very useful to

all those who are interested in oils, whether as manufacturers or users of lubricants, or to
those chemists or engineers whose duty it may be to report upon the suitability of the same
for any particular class of work."

—

Engineer.
" The author is widely known and highly respected as an authority on the chemistry of oils

and the technics of lubrication, and it is safe to say that no work of similar interest or equal
value to the general oil-selling and consuming public has heretofore appeared in the English
language."

—

Drugs, Oils ami Paints, U.S.A.
" This valuable and useful work, which is both scientific and practical, has been written

with a view of supplying those who deal in and use oils, etc., for the purpose of lubrication,
with some information respecting the special properties of the various products which cause
these various oils to be of value as lubricants."

—

Indiistries and Iron.
" A mere glance at the table of contents is sufficient to show how various are the conditions

to which these materials have to be applied, how much knowledge is required for the selection
of the right kind for each particular purpose, and how by processes of mixture or manufacture
the requisite qualities are obtained in each case."

—

Manchester Guardian.

AMMONIA AND ITS COMPOUNDS : Their Manufacture
and Uses. By Camille Vincent, Professor at the Central School of
Arts and Manufactures, Paris. Translated from the French by M. J.

Salter. Royal 8vo. 113 pp. 1901. Thirty-two Illustrations. ' Price
5s. ; India and Colonies, 5s. 6d. ; Other Countries, 6s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Chapters I.. General Considerations: Sections 1. Various Sources of Ammoniacal

Products; 2. Human Urine as a Source of Ammonia. II., Extraction of Ammoniacal
Products from Sewage: Sections I. Preliminary Treatment of Excreta in the Settling
Tanks—The Lencauchez Process, The Bilange Process, The Kuentz Process ; 2. Treatment of
the Clarified Liquors for the Manufacture of Ammonium Sulphate—The Figuera Process and
Apparatus, Apparatus of Margueritte and Sourdeval, The Lair Apparatus, Apparatus of Sintier
and Muhe, Apparatus of Bilange, The Kuentz Process, Process and Apparatus of Hennebutte
and De Vaureal : 3. Treatment of Entire Sewage—Chevalet's Apparatus, Paul Mallet's
Apparatus, Lencauchez's Apparatus. III., Extraction of Ammonia from Gas Liquor:
Sections 1. Clarification of Gas Liquor; 'I. Manufacture of Ammonium Sulphate—A. Mallet's
Apparatus, A. Mallet's Modified Apparatus, Paul Mallet's Apparatus, Chevalet's Apparatus,
Griineberg's Apparatus ; 3. Concentration of Gas Liquor—Solvay's Apparatus. Kuentz's
Apparatus, Gruneberg's Apparatus. IV., Manufacture of Ammoniacal Compounds from
Bones, Nitrogenous Waste, Beetroot Wash and Peat : Sections I. Ammonia from Bones

:

2. Ammonia from Nitrogenous Waste Materials; 3. Ammonia from Beetroot Wash (Vinasse);
4. Ammonia from Peat—Treatment of the Ammoniacal Liquors. V., Manufacture of
Caustic Ammonia, and Ammonium Chloride, Phosphate and Carbonate: Sections I.

Manufacture of Caustic Ammonia; 2. Manufacture of Ammonium Chloride—From Fermented
Urine, Process of the Lesage Company, Kuentz's Process ; From Gas Liquor, English Process,
Kuentz's Process ; From the Dry Distillation of Animal Matter; From Ammonium Sulphate,
Sublimation; 3. Ammonium Phosphates; 4. Carbonates of Ammonium—Sesquicarbonate from
Animal Matter. English Process, Uses. VI., Recovery of Ammonia from the Ammonia=
Soda Mother Liquors : Sections 1. General Considerations; 2. Apparatus of Schloesing and
Rolland ; 3. Apparatus of the Soci^t^ Anonyme de I'Est.

—

Index.



THE MANUFACTURE OF VARNISHES, OIL RE-
FINING AND BOILING, AND KINDRED INDUS-
TRIES. Describing the xManufacture of Spirit Varnishes
and Oil Varnishes ; Raw Materials : Resins, Solvents and Colouring
Principles ; Drying Oils : their Properties, Applications and Prepara-
tion by both Hot and Cold Processes; Manufacture, Emplo\ment and
Testing of Different Varnishes. Translated from the French of Ach.
LiVACHE, Ingenieur Civil des Mines. Greatly Extended and Adapted
to English Practice, with numerous Original Recipes. By John
Geddes McIntosh, Lecturer on Oils, Colours and Varnishes, Regent
Street Polytechnic. Twenty-seven Illustrations. 400 pp. Demy 8vo.
1899. Price 12s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 13s. 6d. ; Other Countries,
15s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
1. Resins: Gum Resins, Oleo Resins and Balsams, Commercial Varieties, Source, Collec-

tion, Characteristics, Chemical Properties, Physical Properties, Hardness, Adulterations.
Appropriate Solvents, Special Treatment, Special Use.— II. Solvents: Natural, Artificial,

Manufacture, Storage, Special Use.— III. Colouring : Principles, (1) Vegetable, (2) Coal Tar,

(3) Coloured Resmates, (4) Coloured Oleates and Linoleates.—Gum Running: IFurnaceo,
Bridges, Flues, Chimney Shafts, Melting Pots, Condensers, Boiling or Mixing Pans, Copper
Vessels, Iron Vessels (Cast), Iron Vessels (Wrought), Iron Vessels (Silvered), Iron Vessels
Enamelled), Steam Superheated Plant, Hot-air Plant.—Spirit Varnish Manufacture: Cold
Solution Plant, Mechanical Agitators, Hot Solution Plant, Jacketted Pans, Mechanical
\gitators, Clarification and Filtration, Bleaching Plant, Storage Plant.—Manufacture, Char-
icteristics and Uses of the Spirit Varnishes yielded by : .\mber. Copal, Dammar, Shellac,

Mastic, Sandarac, Rosin, Asphalt, India Rubber, Gutta Percha, Collodion, Celluloid, Resin-
ates, Oleates.—Manufacture of Varnish Stains.—Manufacture of Lacquers.—Manufacture of
Spirit Enamels.—Analysis of Spirit Varnishes.—Physical and Chemical Constants of Resins.
—Table of Solubility of Resins in different Menstrua.—Systematic qualitative Analysis of
Resins, Hirschop's tables.—Drying Oils: Oil Crushing Plant, Oil Extraction Plant, Individual
Oils, Special Treatment of Linseed Oil, Poppyseed Oil, Walnut Oil, Hempseed Oil, Llamantia
Oil, Japanese Wood Oil, Gurjun Balsam, Climatic Influence on Seed and Oil.—Oil Refining :

Processes, Thenard's, Liebig's, Filtration, Storage, Old Tanked Oil.—Oil Boiling : Fire Boil-

ng Plant, Steam Boiling Plant, Hot-Air Plant, Air Pumps, Mechanical Agitators, Vincent's
Process, Hadfield's Patent, Storer's Patent, Walton's Processes, Continental Processes, Pale
Boiled Oil, Double Boiled Oil, Hartley and Blenkinsop"s Process.— Driers: Manufacture,
Special Individual Use of (1) Litharge, (2) Sugar of Lead, (3) Red Lead, (4) Lead Borate,

(5) Lead Linoleate, (6) Lead Resinate, (7) Black Oxide of Manganese, (8) Manganese Acetate,

(9) Manganese Borate, (10) Manganese Resinate, (11) Manganese Linoleate, Mixed Resinates
and Linoleates, Manganese and Lead, Zinc Sulphate, Terebine, Liquid Driers.—Solidified

Boiled Oil.—Manufacture of Linoleum.—Manufacture of India Rubber Substitutes.—Printing
Ink Manufacture— Lithographic Ink Manufacture.—Manufacture of Oil Varnishes.—Running
and Special Treatment of Amber, Copal, Kauri, Manilla.—Addition of Oil to Resin.—Addition
of Resin to Oil.—Mixed Processes.—Solution in Cold of previously Fused Resin.— Dissolving
Resins in Oil, etc., under pressure.—Filtration.—Clarification.—Storage.—Ageing.—Coach-
makers' Varnishes and Japans.—Oak Varnishes.—Japanners' Stoving Varnishes.—Japanners'
Gold Size.—Brunswick Black.—Various Oil Varnishes.—Oil-Varnish Stains.—Varnishes for
" Enamels ". - India Rubber Varnishes.—Varnishes Analysis : Processes, Matching.—Faults in

Varnishes : Cause, Prevention.—Experiments and Exercises.

Press Opinions.
"There is no question that this is a useful book."

—

Chemist and Druggist.
" The different formulae which are quoted appear to be f^gr more ' practical ' than such as

are usually to be found in text-books : and assuming that the original was published two or
three years ago, and was only slightly behindhand in its information, the present volume gives

a fair insight into the position of the varnish industry."

—

The Ironmonger.

Letter from the Teacher of a Technical Class.
"As a teacher I have often been consulted as to the best work on V'arnish Manufacture

and kindred industries, and have been at a loss in recommending a really practical one. It is

therefore with pleasure that I can now testify as to the merits of the book on these subjects
by A. Livache and J. G. Mcintosh recently published by Messrs. Scott, Greenwood & Co. In
my opinion no varnish maker ought to be without it ; moreover, it is the best text-book that
could be put into the hands of trade students or beginners. It has also the merits of being
thoroughly up-to-date and of possessing a remarkably comprehensive index. I can conscien-
tiously recommend it to my students and trade friends."—Charles Harrison, Lecturer on
the .Manufacture of Painters' Oils, Colours and Varnishes, Borough Polytechnic, Borough
Boad, S.E.

"WrdMay. 1899
•'



THE MANUFACTURE OF LAKE PIGMENTS FROM
ARTIFICIAL COLOURS. By Francis H. Ji:.\mson,
F.I.C. PCS. Sixteen Coloured Plates, showing Specimens of

Eig:hty-nine Colours, specially prepared from the Recipes g:iven

in the Book. 136 pp. Demy 8vo. 1900. Price 7s. 6d. ; India and
Colonies, Ss. ; Other Countries, Ss. (id. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Chapters I., Introduction.— il., The Groups of the Artiticial Colouring .Matters.—III., The

Nature and .Manipulation of Artificial Colours.—IV., Lake-forming Bodies for Acid Colours.

—

v., Lake-forming Bodies" Basic Colours.—VI., Lake Bases.—VII., The Principles of Lake
Formation.—VI 11., Red Lakes.—IX., Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Violet and Black Lakes.

—

X., The Production of Insoluble Azo Colours in the Form of Pigments.—XL, The General
Properties of Lakes Produced from Artificial Colours.—XII., Washing, Filtering and Fin-
ishing.^XIII., Matching and Testing Lake Pigments.—Index.

Press Opinions.
"It is evidently the result of prolonged research, and cannot but prove a valuable con-

sulting work to those engaged in the industry."

—

Derby Meicury.
" The practical portion of the volume is the one which will especially commend itself, as

that is the part of the subject which most readers would buy the book for."

—

Chemist and
Druggist.

"This work just issued is a very valuable treatise on the manufacture of lake pigments of

the coal-tar series principally. The plan adopted by the author in writing up the subject

enables the manufacture to be very readily understood. . . . The general properties of lakes

produced from artificial colours, washing,' filtering and finishing, and matching and testing

lake pigments are well and exhaustively described, so that no manufacturer or user of lake

pigments can well afford to be without this work."

—

Chemical Trade Journal.
"This is undoubtedly a book which will occupy a very high place amongst technical works,

and will prove of exceptional value to all whom it immediately concerns. We have no
hesitation in recommending it as one of the best works of its class we have ever read. .Mr.

Jennison has set about his task with a lucid style, and with a complete mastery of his subject.

. . We do not think students of the technical side of the paint and colour industry can
possibly spend 7s. 6d. in a more profitable way than by buying this publication."

—

Eastern
Morning News.

THE TESTING AND VALUATION OF RAW MATE-
RIALS USED IN PAINT AND COLOUR MANU-
FACTURE. By M. W. Jones, F.C.S. A Book for the
Laboratories of Colour Works. 88 pp. Crown 8vo. 1900. Price 5s. ;

India and Colonies, 5s. 6d. ; Other Countries, 6s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Aluminium Compounds. China Clay. Iron Compounds. Potassium Compounds. Sodium

Compounds. Ammonium Hydrate. Acids. Chromium Compounds. Tin Compounds. Cop-
per Compounds. Lead Compounds. Zinc Compounds. Manganese Compounds. Arsenic
Compounds. Antimony Compounds. Calcium Compounds. Barium Compounds. Cadmium
Compounds. Mercury Compounds. Ultramarine. Cobalt and Carbon Compounds. Oils

Index.

Press Opinions.
'Though this excellent little work can appeal only to a limited class, the chemists in colour

works, yet it will appeal to them very strongly indeed, for it will put them on the track of

short, rapid, and yet approximately, accurate methods of testing the comparative value of
competing samples of raw material used in paint and colour manufacture."

—

Xorth British

Daily Mail.
"This little text-book is intended to supplement the larger and more comprehensive works

on the subject, and it embodies the result of Mr. Jones' experiments and experiences, extend-
ng over a long period. It gives, under separate headings, the principal ingredients and im-
purities found in the raw materials, and is a handy work of reference for ascertaining what is

valuable or detrimental in the sample under examination."

—

Blackburn Times.
"There is no attempt at literary adornment nor straining after literary effect, but the

lessons are imparted in simple and concise language. This is just what a text-book should
be. . . . The treatise is certainly most useful, and bears internal evidence of being the results

of actual work in a busy manufactory and not of ephemeral cramming in a technical school.

The chapter arrangement is good, the index satisfactory, and the book is altogether one which
the practical chemist should keep as accessible to his crucibles and filter paper."

—

Manchester
Courier.



THE CHEMISTRY OF ESSENTIAL OILS AND ARTI-
FICIAL PERFUMES. By Erxest J. Parry, B.Sc.
(Lond.), F.I.C., F.C.S. Illustrated with Twenty Engravings. 400 pp.
1899. Demy Svo. Price 12s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 13s. 6d. ; Other
Countries, 15s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Chapters I., The General Properties of Essential Oils.— II., Compounds occurring:

in Essential Oils.—III., The Preparation of Essential Oils.— IV., The Analysis of
Essential Oils.— \'., Systematic Study of the Essential Oils.—\'I., Terpeneless Oils —
VII., The Chemistry of Artificial Perfumes.—Appendix : Table of Constants.

Press Opinions.
"There can be no doubt that the piibhcation will take a high place in the list of scientific

text-books."

—

London Aif^tis

"We can heartily recommend this volume to all interested in the subject of essential oils
from the scientific or the commercial stundpoint."—British mid Colonial Dnifjgist.

" Mr. Parry has done good service in carefully collecting and marshalling the results of the
numerous researches published in various parts of the world."

—

Pharinacetitical Journal.
" At various times monographs have been printed by individual workers, but it may safely

be said that Mr. Parry is the first in these latter days to deal with the subject in an adequate
manner. His book is well conceived and well written. . . . He is known to have sound practi-
cal experience in analytical methods, and he has apparently taken pains to make himself an fait
with the commercial aspects of the subject."

—

Chemist and Druggist.
" Mr. Parry's reputation as a scientist is fully established, and we can therefore accept any

work emanating from his pen as being of the greatest practical value. .We have perused the
work before us with much care, and are convinced that the contents will be found most service-
able and its publication most opportune. . . . He avoids unnecessary details, but includes
everything that is essential to systematic treatment, while he attempts no more 'than to give
an outline of the principles involved*. . . . We congratulate Mr. Parry on the scientific value
of his work, and hope that if the progress of the colonies in the manufacture of essential oils

and perfumes equals what we are justified in expecting, it will become an Australian hand-book,
everywhere appreciated."— T/je A ustralian Breicers' Journal.

DRYING OILS, BOILED OIL AND SOLID AND
LIQUID DRIERS. By L. E. Andes. A Practical Work
for Manufacturers of Oils, Varnishes, Printing Inks, Oilcloth and Lino-
leum, Oilcakes, Paints, etc. Expressly Written for this Series of Special
Technical Books, and the Publishers hold the Copyright for English and
Foreign Editions. Forty-two Illustrations. 360 pp. 1901. Demy Svo.
Price 12s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 13s. 6d. ; Other Countries, 15s.

;

strictly net.

Contents.
Chapters I., General Chemical and Physical Properties of the Drying Oils ; Cause of the

Drying Property: Absorption of Oxygen; Behaviour towards .Metallic Oxides, etc.—II., The
Properties of and Methods for obtaining the Drying Oils.— III., Production of the Drying Oils
by Expression and Extraction ; Refining and Bleaching ; Oil Cakes and Meal : The Refining
and Bleaching of the Drying Oils ; The Bleaching of Linseed Oil.—IV., The Manufacture of
Boiled Oil; The Preparation of Drying Oils for Use in the Grinding of Paints and Artists'

Colours and in the .Manufacture of Varnishes by Heating over a Fire or by Steam, by the Cold
Process, by the .4ction of Air, and by Means of the Electric Current ; The Driers used in

Boiling Linseed Oil; The .Manufacture of Boiled Oil and the Apparatus therefor ; Livache's
Process for Preparing a Good Drying Oil and its Practical Application.—V., The Preparation
of Varnishes for Letterpress, Lithographic and Copperplate Printing, for Oilcloth and Water-
proof Fabrics; The .Manufacture ofThickened Linseed Oil, Burnt Oil, Stand Oil by Fire Heat,
Superheated Steam, and by a Current of .Air.—VI., Behaviour of the Drying Oils and Boiled
Oils towards .Atmospheric Influences, Water, Acids and .Alkalies.—VII., Boiled Oil Substitutes.
—VIII., The .Manufacture of Solid and Liquid Driers from Linseed Oil and Rosin; Linolic
Acid Compounds of the Driers.—IX., The Adulteration and Examination of the Drying Oils
and Boiled Oil.

REISSUE OF CHEMICAL ESSAYS OF C. W.
SCHEELE. First Published in English in 1786. Trans-
lated from the Academy of Sciences at Stockholm, with Additions. 300

pp. Demy Svo. 1901. Price 5s.; India and Colonies, 5s. 6d. ; Other
Countries, 6s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
.Memoir : C. W. Scheele and his work (written for this edition).—Chapters I., On Fluor

Mineral and its .•Xcid.— II., On Fluor .Mineral.— III., Chemical Investigation of Fluor Acid,

with a View to the Earth which it Yields, by .Mr. Wiegler.—IV., Additional Information
Concerning Fluor Minerals.—V., On Manganese, .Magnesium, or .Magnesia Vitrariorum.
—VI., On Arsenic and its Acid.—VII.. Remarks upon Salts of Benzoin —VIII., On Silex,

Clay and .Alum.— IX., Analysis of the Calculus Vesical.—X., Method of Preparing .Mercurius



Dulcis Via Humida.—XI., Cheaper and more Convenient Method of Preparinj^ Pulvis
Algarothi.—XII., Experiments upon iVlolybdasna.—XIII., Experiments on Plumbago.—XIV.,
Method of Preparing a New Green Colour.—XV., Of the Decomposition of Neutral Salts by
Unslaked Lime and Iron.—XVI., On the Quantity of Pure Air which is Daily Present in our
Atmosphere.—XVII., On Milk and its Acid.—XVIII., On the Acid of Saccharum Lactis.—
XIX., On the Constituent Parts of Lapis Ponderosus or Tungsten.—XX., Experiments and
Observations on Ether.

GLUE AND GLUE TESTING. By Samuel Rideal, D.Sc.
Lond., F.I.C. Fourteen Engravings. 144 pp. Dem}' 8vo. 1900. Price

10s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, lis. : Other Countries, 12s.; strictly net.

Contents.
Chapters I., Constitution and Properties: Definitions and Sources, Gelatine, Chondrin

and Allied Bodies, Physical and Chemical Properties, Classification, Grades and Commercial
Varieties.—II., Raw Materials and Manufacture : Glue Stock, Lining, Extraction, Washing
and Clarifying, Filter Presses, Water Supply, Use of .Alkalies, Action of Bacteria and of

Antiseptics, Various Processes, Cleansing, Forming, Drying, Crushing, etc., Secondary Pro-
ducts.—III., Uses of Glue : Selection and Preparation for Use, Carpentry, Veneering,
Paper-iSIaking, Bookbinding, Printing Rollers, Hectographs, Match Manufacture, Sandpaper,
etc.. Substitutes for other Materials, Artificial Leather and Caoutchouc.—IV'., Gelatine :

General Characters, Liquid Gelatine, Photographic Uses, Size, Tanno-, Chrome and Formo-
uelatine, Artificial Silk, Cements, Pneumatic Tyres, Culinary, .Meat Extracts, Isinglass, .Medi-

cinal and other Uses, Bacteriology.—V., Glue Testinj? : Review of Processes, Chemical
Examination, Adulteration, Physical Tests, Valuation of Raw .Materials.—VI., Commercial
Aspects.

Pi-ess Opinions.
"This work is of the highest technical character, and gives not only a full and practical ac-

count of the raw materials and manufacture of glues, gelatines and similar substances, but
gives many hints and information on the use of such substances in veneering, carpentry and
many other purposes. Many tests are given for glue in different stages of the progress of its

manufacture, and the commercial value of a commodity so much in general use is exemplified
by statistics and figures. It is certainly a valuable treatise upon an article for which very
little literature in any form has previously been obtainable."

—

Carpenter and Builder.
" Books on the art of glue rnaking are more than usually scarce, and users of that article,

as well as those who may be tempted to embark in the industry, should therefore welcome
this book by Dr. Samuel Rideal, a Fellow of the Institute of Chemistry, and a leading authority.
In this bools he has collected the more important facts connected with the manufacture of glue
and allied products, and stated the experience he has gained in examining various commercial
samples during the past ten years. . . . Dr. Rideal's book must be regarded as a valuable con-
tribution to other technical literature, which manufacturers, merchants and users may study
with profit."

—

British Trade Journal.
"This volume is the latest addition to the excellent series of special technical works for

manufacturers and professional and commercial men issued by the well-known publishers of
The Oil and Colounnan's Jotirnul. The volume in every way fully maintains the high standard
of excellence of the whole series, and deals with the subject of glue making and glue testing in

a thoroughly exhaustive manner. Chapters are given on the constitution and properties, and
raw material and manufacture, and of the uses of glue, and in this latter respect it will doubtless
be information to many readers to lear« to what extent glue enters into the manufacture of
many commercial products not apparently associated with glue. Exhaustive chapters on the
processes and methods of glue testing, and on its commercial aspects, complete this useful and
most carefully prepared volume."

—

Carriage Builders' Journal.

TECHNOLOGY OF PETROLEUM : Oil Fields of the
World—Their Histoi-y, Geography and Geology—Annual Production
and Development—Oil-well Drilling—Transport. By He.nry Neu-
BERGER and Henry Noalhat. Translated from the French by J. G.
MclNTOSH. 550 pp. 153 Illustrations. 26 Plates. Royal Svo. 1901. Price

21s. ; India and Colonies, 22s.] Other Countries, 23s. 6d. : strictly net.

Contents.
Part I., Study of Ithe Petroliferous Strata—Chapters I., Petroleum—Definition.— II.,

The Genesis or Origin of Petroleum.— III., The Oil Fields of Galicia, their History.—IV.,

Physical Geography and Geology of the Galician Oil Fields.—V., Practical Notes on Galician
Land Law—Economic Hints on Working, etc.—VI.. Roumania—History, Geography, Geology.
—VII., Petroleum in Russia—History.—VIII., Russian Petroleum (eontiuued)—Geography and
Geology of the Caucasian Oil Fields.—IX., Russian Petroleum (continued).—X.,The Secondary-
Oil Fields of Europe, Northern Germany, Alsace, Italy, etc.—XI., Petroleum in France.—XII.,

Petroleum in Asia—Transcaspian and Turkestan Territory—Turkestan—Persia—British
India and Burmah— British Burmah or Lower Burmah—China—Chinese Thibet—Japan,
Formosa and Saghalien.—XIII., Petroleum in Oceania—Sumatra, Java, Borneo—Isle of
Timor—Philippine Isles—New Zealand.—XIV'., The United States of .America—History.

—

XV., Physical Geology and Geography of the United States Oil Fields.—XVI., Canadian and
other North .American Oil Fields.—XVII., Economic Data of Work in North America.

—

XVIII., Petroleum in the West Indies and South America.—XIX., Petroleum in the French
Colonies.
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Part II., Excavations.—Chapter XX., Hand Excavation or Hand Digging of Oil Wells.
Part III., Methods of Boring.—Chapters XXI., Methods of Oil-well Drilling or Boring.

—XXII., Boring Oil Wells with the Rope.—XXIII., Drilling with Rigid Rods and a Free-fall-
Fabian System.—XXIV., Free-fall Drilling by Steam Power.—XXV., Oil-well Drilling by the
Canadian System.—XXVI., Drilling Oil Wells on the Combined System.—XXVa I., Com-
parison between the Combined Fauck System and the Canadian.—XXVIII., The American
System of Drilling with the Rope.—XXIX., Hydraulic Boring with the Drill by Hand and
Steam Power.—XXX., Rotary Drilling of Oil Wells, Bits, Steel-crowned Tools, Diamond
Tools—Hand Power and Steam Power—Hydraulic Sand-pumping.—XXXI., Improvements
in and different Systems of Drilling Oil Wells.

Part IV., Accidents.—Chapters XXXII., Boring Accidents—Methods of preventing them
—Methods of remedying them.—XXXI II., Explosives and the use of the "Torpedo" Leviga-
tion.—XXXIV., Storing and Transport of Petroleum.—XXXV., General Advice—Prospecting,
Management and carrying on of Petroleum Boring Operations.

Part v., General Data.—Customary Formulfe.—Memento. Practical Part. General
Data bearing on Petroleum.—Glossary of Technical Terms used in the Petroleum Industry.

—

Copious Index.

A DICTIONARY OP CHEMICALS AND RAW PRO-
DUCTS USED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF
PAINTS, COLOURS, VARNISHES AND ALLIED
PREPARATIONS. By George H. Hurst, F.C.S. Demy
Svo. 3S0 pp. 1901. Price 7s. 6d. ; India and Colonies. 8s.; Other
Countries, 8s. 6d. ; strictly net.

"contents.
The names of the Chemicals and Raw Products are arranged in alphabetical order, and

the description of each varies in length from half to eight pages. The following are some of
the articles described and explained : Acetates—Acetic Acid—Acidimetry—Alcohol—Alum^
Ammonia—Amber—Animi—Arsenic—Beeswax—Benzol—Bichromates of Potash and Soda

—

Bleaching Powder—Bone Black—Boric Acid—Brunswick Green—Cadmium Yellow—Car-
bonates—Carmine—Carnauba Wax—Caustic Potash and Soda—Chrome Colours—Clay—Coal
Tar Colours—Copal—Dammar—Drying Oils—Emerald Green—Gamboge—Glue—Glycerine

—

Gums—Gypsum—Indian Red—Japanese Lacquer—Lac—Lakes—Lamp Black—Lead Com-
pounds—Linseed Oil—Magnesia—Manganese Compounds—Mica— Nitric Acid—Ochres

—

Orange Lead—Orr's White—Paraffin—Prussian Blue—Rosin Oil—Sepia—Sienna—Smalts

—

Sodium Carbonate—Sublimed White Lead—Sulphuric Acid—Terra Verte—Testing Pigments
—Turpentine—Ultramarine—Umbers—Vermilionettes—White Lead—Whiting—Zinc Com-
pounds.—.Appendix : Comparison of Baume Hydrometer and Specific Gravity for Liquids
Lighter than Water—Hydrometer Table for Liquids Heavier than Water^Comparison of
Temperature Degrees—Tables for Converting French Metric Weights and Measures into
English—Table of the Elements—etc., etc.—Copious Index.

Press Opinions.
" This treatise will be welcomed by those interested in this industry who have not secured

the full advantage of a course of scientific training."

—

Chemical Trade Journal.
" In concise and lucid terms almost every ingredient used in paint and colour manufacture

is described, together with the methods of testing their intrinsic and chemical value."

—

Pontefrad Express.
" Such a book of reference for paint, colour and varnish manufacturers has long been

needed, and in .Mr. Hurst the publishers have secured a compiler who is not only a well-known
authority and expert, but who has the gift of communicating his knowledge in a concise and
lucid form."—Manchester Courier.

PURE AIR, OZONE AND WATER. A Practical Treatise
of their Utilisation and \'alue in Oil, Grease, Soap, Paint, Glue and
other Industries. By \V. B. Cowell. Twelve Illustrations. 1900.

Price 5s. ; India and Colonies, 5s. 6d. ; Other Countries, 6s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Chapters I., Atmospheric Air; Lifting of Liquids: Suction Process; Preparing Blown Oils;

Preparing Siccative Drying Oils.— II., Compressed Air; Whitewash.— III., Liquid Air; Retro-
cession.—IV., Purification of Water; Water Hardness.—V., Fleshings and Bones.—VI., Ozon-
ised Air in the Bleaching and Deodorising of Fats, Glues, etc. ; Bleaching Textile Fibres.

—

Appendix: Air and Gases: Pressure of Air at V^arious Temperatures; Fuel; Table of Com-
bustibles; Saving of Fuel by Heating Feed Water; Table of Solubilities of Scale Making
Minerals ; British Thermal Units Tables ; Volume of the Flow of Steam into the Atmosphere ;

Temperature of Steam.—Index.

Press Opinions.
'This is a valuable work in little space. ... In arrangement it is a commendable work,

and its value is increased by the index which brings the little volume to a close."

—

Newcastle
Daily Journal.

"The book is written solely for manufacturers, who, without doubt, will find it exceedingly
practical and useful. The volume contains an appendix \\ herein is given a great many tables,
etc., which manufacturers in the trades referred to will find of inestimablp value "

—

Rinrkhum
Times.
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Contents.
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'"^P'^f.'^^^ts in the Manufacture of Fat, Glue, AnimalUai coal Size Gelatine and Manures. By Tho.mas La.mbert Techni-cal and ConsLilting Chemist. Illustrated'by Twenty-one PlanSandDiagrams. 162 pp. demy Svo. 1901. Price 7s. (Sd. ; Ind"a andColonies, 8s.

; Other Countries, 8s. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
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System—Sewage Manure—Green Manures.—VII., Artificial Manures—Bones—Boiled and
Steamed Bones— .Mineral Phosphates—English Coprolites—French and Spanish Phosphorites
—German and Belgian Phosphates—Basic Slag—Guanos Proper—Guano Phosphates.—VIII.,
Mineral Manures—Common Salt—Potash Salts—Calcareous .Manures—Prepared Nitrogenous
Manures—Ammoniacal Compounds—Sodium Nitrate—Potassium Nitrate—Organic Nitro-
genous Matters—Shoddy—Hoofs and Horns—Leather Waste—Dried .Meat—Dried Blood

—

Superphosphates—Composition—.Manufactuie—Section of .Manure-Shed—First and Ground
Floor Plans of Manure-Shed—Quality of Acid Used—.Mi.xings—Special .Manures—Potato
Manure—Dissolved Bones—Dissolved Bone Compound—Enriched Peruvian Guano—Special
Manure for Garden Stuffs, etc.—Special .Manure for Grass Lands—Special Tobacco .Manures—Sugar-Cane Manure—Compounding of Manures—Valuation of Manures.—IX., Analyses of
Raw and Fmished Products—Common Raw Bones—Degreased Bones—Crude Fat^Refined
Fat—Degelatinised Bones— .Animal Charcoal—Bone Superphosphates—Guanos—Dried Animal
Products—Potash Compounds—Sulphate of Ammonia—Extraction in Vacuo—Description of a
Vacuum Pan—French and British Gelatines compared.— Index.

Press Opinion.
" We can with confidence recommend the perusal of the book to all persons interested in

the manufacture of artificial manures, and also to the large number of farmers and others who
are desirous of working their holdings on the most up-to-date methods, and obtaining the best
possible results, which scientific research has placed within thei'' reach."

—

Wigan Observer.

ANALYSIS OF RESINS AND BALSAMS. Demy 8vo.
340 pp. 1901. Price 7s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 8s. ; Other Countries,
8s. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Part I., Definition of Resins in General—Definition of Balsams, and especially the Gum

Resins—External and Superficial Characteristics of Resinous Bodies—Distinction between
Resinous Bodies and Fats and Oils—Origin, Occurrence and Collection of Resinous Sub-
stances—Classification—Chemical Constituents of Resinous Substances—Resinols—Resinot
Annols—Behaviour of Resin Constituents towards the Cholesterine Reactions—Uses and
Identification of Resins—Melting-point—Solvents—Acid Value— Saponification Value—Resin
Value—Ester and Ether Values— Acetyl and Corbonyl Value—Methyl Value—Resin Acid

—

Systematic Resume of the Performance of the Acid and Saponification Value Tests.
Part II., I^alsams— Introduction—Definitions—Canada Balsam—Copaiba Balsam—Angos-

tura Copaiba r.alsam— Babia Copaiba Balsam — Carthagena Copaiba Balsam — Maracaibo
Copaiba Halsum— Matiu-in Copaiba Balsam—Gurjum Copaiba Balsam—Para Copaiba Balsam
—Surinam Copaiha Balsam—West African Copaiba Balsam—Mecca Balsam—Peruvian
Balsam—Tolu Balsam—Acaroid Resin—Amine—Amber—African and West Indian Kino

—

Bengal Kino—Labdanum— Mastic—Pine Resin—Sandarach^Scammonium—Shellac—Storax
—Adulteration of St\rax Liquidus Crudiis— Purified Storax—Styrax Crudus Colatus—Taca-
mahac—Thapsia Resin — Turpentine—Chios Turpentine — Strassburg Turpentine^Turpeth
Turpentine. Gum Resins—Ammoniacum—Bdellium—Euphorbium — Galbanum—Gamboge
—Lactucarium— .Myrrh—Opopanax—Sagapenum—Olibanum or Incense—Acaroid Resin

—

Amber—Thapsia Resin.—Index.

MANUFACTURE OF PAINT. A Practical Handbook for

Paint Manufacturers, Merchants and Painters. Bj' J. Cruickshank
Smith, B.Sc. Demy 8vo. 1901. 200 pp. 60 Illustrations and 1 Large
Diagram. Price 7s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, Ss. ; Other Countries,
8s. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Part I.. Chapters I., Preparation of Raw .Material.— II., Storing of Raw .Material.— III.,

Testing and Valuation of Raw Material—Paint Plant and Machinery.
Part II., Chapters V., The Grinding of White Lead.—VI., Grinding of White Zinc—VII.,

Grinding of other White Pigments.—VIII., Grinding of Oxide Paints.—IX., Grinding of Stain-

ing Colours.— X., Grinding of Black Paints.—XI., Grinding of Chemical Colours—Yellows.

—

XII., Grinding of Chemical Colours—Blues.—XIII., Grinding Greens.—XIV., Grinding Reds.
—XV., Grinding Lakes.—XVI., Grinding Colours in Water.—XVII., Grinding Colours in

Turpentine.
Part III., Chapters XVIII., The Uses of Paint.—XIX., Testing and .Matching Paints.—

XX., Economic Considerations.—Index.

THE CHEMISTRY OF PIGMENTS. By Ernest J. Parry,
B.Sc, F.I.C., F.C.S., and J. H. Coste, F.I.C, F.C.S. [In the press.

Contents.
Chapters I., Introductory—Composition of White Light—Theory of Colour, etc.— II., The

Application of Pigments—Artistic, Decorative, Protective Methods of Applying Pigments.—
III., White Pigments.—IV., Inorganic Coloured Pigments.—V., Organic Pigments.
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NOTES ON LEAD ORES : Their Distribution and Properties.
B\ Jas. Fairie, F.G.S. Crown 8vo. 1901. 64 pages. Price 2s. 6d.

;

Abroad. 3s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Chapters I., Definitions— Properties—Occurrence.— II., Galena—Johnstonite—Cerussite

—

Ceruse (White Lead)—Alinium—Red Lead.— III., Pyromorphite—Mimetene—Hediphane

—

Crocoise—W'ulfenite.—Vanadinite— 1\^, Bleiglatte—Anglesite—Caledonite—Linarite—Lanark-
ite—Leadhillite — Susannite— Clausthalite— Cotunnite.^V., Mendipite — Matlockite— Crom-
fordite—Nagyagite—Altaite— .Vlelanochroite — Vauguelinite — Scheeletine.—VI., Plattncrite

—

Tilkcrodite—Raphanosmite—Deckenite—Descloezite—Dufrenaysite — Bleinierite — Moffrasite
—Geocrom'te — Kilbrechenite — Schulzite—Boulangcrite — Heteromorphite — Meneghinite

—

Jamesonite — Plagionite — Zinkenite.—VII., Kobellite — Bournonite— Selenkupferblei—Nus-
sierita—Percyhte—Wolchite—Polysphracrite—Miesite.— Index.

THE RISKS AND DANGERS OF VARIOUS OCCUPA-
TIONS AND THEIR PREVENTION. By Leonard
A. Parry, M.D., B.S. (Lond.). 196 pp., demy 8vo. 1900. Price 7s. 6d.

;

India and Colonies, 8s. ; Other Countries, Ss. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Chapters I., Occupations which are Accompanied by the Generation and Scattering of

Abnormal Quantities of Dust.—^11., Trades in which there is Danger of Metallic Poisoning.

—

III., Certain Chemical Trades.—IV., Some Miscellaneous Occupations.—V., Trades in which
Various Poisonous Vapours are Inhaled.—VI., General Hygienic Considerations.—Index.

This book contains valuable information for the following trades—Atirated Water Manu-
facture, Alkali .Manufacture, Aniline Manufacture, Barometer Making, Brass Founders, Bromine
Manufacture, Bronze .Moulders, Brush .Making, Builders, Cabinet Makers, Calico Printing,
Chloride of Lime .Manufacture, Coal .Miners, Cocoa-nut Fibre Making, Colour Grinders,
Copper iMiners, Cotton Goods .Manufacture, Cotton Yarn Dyeing, Cutlery Trades, Dry Clean-
ing, Electricity Generating, Electroplaters, Explosives Manufacture, File Making, Flint
Milling, Floor Cloth .Makers, Furriers, Fustian Clothing .Making, Galvanised Iron Manufacture,
Gassing Process, Gilders, Glass .Making, Glass Paper Alaking, Glass Polishing and Cutting,
Grinding Processes, Gunpowder .Manufacturing, Gutta-percha Manufacture, Hat Makers,
Hemp Manufacture, Horn Goods .Making, Horse-hair .Making, Hydrochloric Acid Manufacture,
India-rubber .Manufacture, Iodine .Manufacture, Ivory Goods .Making, Jewellers, Jute Manu-
facture, Knife Grinders, Knife Handle .Makers, Lace Makers, Lacquering, Lead Melters, Lead
Miners, Leather Making, Linen Manufacture Linoleum .Making, Lithographic Printing and
Bronzing, Lithographing, .Masons, .Match .Manufacture, Melanite Making, .Mirror Making,
Needle Grinders, Needle .Making, Nitro-benzole .Making, Nitro-glycerine .Making, Paint
Makers, Paper .Making, Philosophical Instrument .Makers, Photographers, Picric .\cid Making,
Portland Cement .Making, Pottery .Manufacture, Printers, Quicksilver .Mining, Rag Pickers,
Razor Grinders, Red Lead .Making, Rope .Making, Sand Paper Making, Saw Grinders, Scissors
Grinders, Shoddy .Manufacture, Shot .Making, Silk .Making, Silver .Mining, Skinners, Slag, Wood
Manufacture, Steel .Makers, Steel Pen .Making, Stereotypers, Stone .Masons, Straw Hat Makers,
Sulphuric Acid .Manufacture, Sweeps, Table-knife Grinders, Tanners, Telegraphists, Textile
Industries, Tin .Miners, Turners, Type Founders, Umbrella Makers, Wall Paper Making,
White Lead Making, Wood Working, Woollen .Manufacture, Wool Sorters, Zinc Oxide
Manufacture, Zinc Working, etc., etc.

Press Opinions.
"The language used is quite simple, and can be understood by any intelligent person en-

gaged in the trades dealt with."—The Clarion.
"This is an appalling book. It shows that there is scarcely a trade or occupation that has

not a risk or a danger attached to it."

—

Lofal Government Journal.
" Dr. Parry has not only pointed out the ' risks and dangers of various occupations '

; he has
suggested means for their prevention. The work is primarily a practical one."

—

Colliery
Manager.

"This is a most useful book which should be in the hands of all employers of labour,
foremen, and intelligent workmen, and is one of great utility to sanitary inspectors, and even
on occasion to medical men."

—

Health.
"The writer has succeeded in collecting a large amount of information, and though one

could wish he had presented it in a rather more attractive style, he has certainly condensed it

into a very small space."

—

Physician and Surgeon.
"The little book before us is one which will be found exceedingly useful to manufacturers

and even factory inspectors. . . . No attempt is made to show how diseases when originated
are to be cured, but, acting on the sound principle that prevention is better than cure, means
are stated how to avoid the harm."

—

Bristol Mercury.
" The author has endeavoured to treat the question in simple rather than in technical lan-

guage, and he has lucidly catalogued the most dangerous trades and their symptoms, and in

each case specified the best methods of dealing with them. ... To those for whom the volume
is specially designed. Dr. Parry's treatise should be a useful handbook."—Sheffield Independent,
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"A very useful manual for employers of labour, foremen, intelligent workmen, and, m spite
of the author's modesty, for medical men. We have the peculiar risks and dangers of all the
dangerous trades carefully described; the mode of action of various chemicals, etc., used in

different industries given, with full directions how to minimise unavoidable risks."

—

Leeds
Mercury.

"Most of the trades in the country are alluded to, and upon those that are dangerous the
necessary attention is bestowed, and means are recommended whereby danger may be pre-
vented or lessened. The author has evidently studied his subject with care, and has made full

use of the experience of others who have had a larger insight into the industries of the country,"
—British Medical Journal.

"The work is well written and printed, and its verbiage such as to be comprehensible to the
workman no less than to the master. The careful and general perusal of a work of this nature
cannot but be attended by beneficial results of a far-reaching nature, and we therefore heartily
recommend the book to our readers. Medical Officers of Health and Sanitary Inspectors
especially should find the work of great interest."

—

Sanitary Record.
" It is written in simple language, and its instructions can be easily followed. . . . There

are some employers, at any rate, who are more ignorant of, than indifferent to, the slow murder
of their workpeople, and if the facts so succinctly set forth in this book were brought to their
notice, and if the Trade Unions made it their business to insist on the observance of the better
conditions Dr. Parry described, much might be done to lessen the workman's per\\."—Weekly
Times and Echo.

PRACTICAL X RAY WORK. By Frank T. Addyman,
B.Sc. (Lond.), F.I.C., Member of the Roentgen Society of London;
Radiographer to St. George's Hospital; Demonstrator of Physics and
Chemistry, and Teacher of Radiography in St. George's Hospital
Medical School. Demy 8vo. 12 Plates from Photographs of X Ray
'Work. 52 Illustrations. 200 pp. 1901. Price 10s. 6d. ; India and
Colonies, lis.; Other Countries, 12s.; strictly net.

Contents.
Part I., Historical—Chapters I., Introduction.— II., Work leading up to the Discovery of

the X Rays.— III., The Discovery.
Part II., Apparatus and its Management—Chapters I., Electrical Terms.— II., Sources

of Electricity.— III., Induction Coils.—IV., Electrostatic .Machines.-V., Tubes.—VI., Air
Pumps.—VII., Tube Holders and Stereoscopic Apparatus.—VIII., Fluorescent Screens.

Part III., Practical X Ray Worit—Chapters I., Installations.— II., Radioscopy.— III.,

Radiography.— IV'., X Rays in Dentistry.—V., X Rays in Chemistry.—VI., X Rays in War.

—

Index.

List of Plates.
Frontispiece—Congenital Dislocation of Hip-Joint.— I., Needle in Finger.— II., Needle in

Foot.— III., Revolver Bullet in Calf and Leg.— IV., A Method of Localisation.—V., Stellate
Fracture of Patella showing shadow of "Strapping".—VI., Sarcoma.—VII., Six-weeks'-old
Injury to Elbow showing new Growth of Bone.—VIII., Old Fracture of Tibia and Fibula
badly set.— IX., Heart Shadow.—X., Fractured Femur showing Grain of Splint.—XI., Bar-
ren's Method of Localisation.

DRYING BY MEANS OF AIR AND STEAM. Explana-
tions, Formula:, and Tables for Use in Practice. Translated from the
German of E. Hausbrand. Two Diagrams and Thirteen Tables, Demy
8vo. 1901. 72 pp. Price 5s.; India and Colonies, 5s. 6d. ; Other
Countries, 6s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Preface.— British and Metric Systems Compared—Centigrade and Fahr. Thermometers.

—

Chapters I., Introduction.— II., Estimation of the Maximum Weight of Saturated Aqueous
Vapour which can be contained m I kilo, of .4ir at Different Pressure and Tempera-
tures.— III.. Calculation of the Necessary Weight and Volume of Air, and of the Least
Expenditure of Heat, per Drying Apparatus with Heated Air, at the Atmospheric Pressure:
.-1, With the Assumption that the Air is Completely Saturated with Vapour both before Entry
and after Exit from the Apparatus.—B, When the Atmospheric Air is Completely Saturated
before entry, but at its exit is only I, § or J Saturated.— C, When the .Atmospheric Air is not

Saturated with Moisture before Entering the Drying Apparatus.— IV., Drying Apparatus, in

which, in the Drying Chamber, a Pressure is Artificially Created, Higher or Lower than that
of the Atmosphere.—V., Drying by Means of Superheated Steam, without .4ir.—VI., Heating
Surface, Velocity of the Air Current, Dimensions of the Drying Room, Surface of the Drying
Material, Losses of Heat.—Index.
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Leather Trades,
THE LEATHER WORKER S MANUAL. Being a Com-

pendium of Practical Recipes and XN'orking Formuhu for Curriers,

BootmaUers, Leather Dressers, Blaciiing Manufacturers, Saddlers,

Fancy Leather Workers, and all Persons engaged in the Manipulation
of Leather. By H. C. Standage. 165 pp. 1900. Price 7s. 6d.

;

India and Colonies, 8s. ; Other Countries, 8s. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Chapters I., Blackings, Polishes, Glosses, Dressings, Renovators, etc., for Boot and Shoe

Leather.—II., Harness Blackings, Dressings, Greases, Compositions, Soaps, and Boot-top
Powders and Liquids, etc., etc.— III., Leather Grinders' Sundries.—IV., Currier's Seasonings,
Blacking Compounds, Dressings, Finishes, Glosses, etc.—V., Dyes and Stains for Leather.—
VI., Miscellaneous Information.—VII., Chrome Tannage.—Index.

Press Opinions.
"The book being absolutely unique, is likely to be of exceptional value to all whom it con-

cerns, as it meets a long-felt want."

—

liiiDunf^luiin Gazette.

"This is a valuable collection of practical receipts and working formulae for the use of those

engaged in the manipulation of leather. We have no hesitation in recommending it as one of

the best books of its kind, an opinion which will be endorsed by those to whom it appeals."

—

Liverpool Mercury.
"We think we may venture to state, so far as the opinion of the leather trade under the

Southern Cross is concerned, that it will be one of approval. As practical men, having a long

and wide experience of the leather trade in Australia, we are certain that there are many
tanners and curriers carrying on business in remote townships of the colonies to whom such a

manual of practical recipes will be invaluable. . . . This manual is not a mere collection of re-

cipes for the various purposes to which they may be applied, but it is also replete with instruc-

tions concerning the nature of the materials recommended to be used in making up the recipes.

. . . We think every intelligent leather man should avail himself of the manual. It is un-

doubtedly a valuable contribution to the technology of the leather trade."

—

Australian Leather

Journal and Boot and Shoe Recorder.

PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE LEATHER IN-
DUSTRY. By A. M. Villon. A Translation of Villon's
" Traite Pratique de la Fabrication des cuirs et du Travail des Peaux ".

By Frank T. Addyman, B.Sc. (Lend.), F.I.C., F.C.S. ; and Corrected

by an Eminent Member of the Trade. 500 pp., royal 8vo. 1901. 123

Illustrations. Price 21s.; India and Colonies, 22s.; Other Countries,

23s. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Preface—Translator's Preface—List of Illustrations.

Part I., Materials used in Tanning— Chapter I., Skins: I., Skin and its Structure; II.,

Skins used in Tanning; III., Various Skins and their Uses—Chapter II., Tannin and Tanning
Substances: I., Tannin: II., Barks (Oak); III., Barks other than Oak; IV., Tanning
Woods; v.. Tannin-bearing Leaves; VI., Excrescences; VII., Tan-bearing Fruits; VIII.,

Tan-bearing Roots and Bulbs; IX., Tanning Juices ; X., Tanning Substances used in Various
Countries; XL, Tannin Extracts; XII., Estimation of Tannin and Tannin Principles.

Part II., Tanning—Chapter I., The Installation of a Tannary: I., Tan Furnaces; II.,

Chimneys, Boilers, etc.; III., Steam Engines—Chapter II., Grinding and Trituration of

Tanning Substances: I., Cutting up Bark; II., (grinding Bark; III., The Grinding of Tan
Woods"; IV., Powdering Fruit, Galls and Grains; V., Notes on the Grinding of Bark—Chap-
ter III., Manufacture of Sole Leather: I., Soaking; II., Sweating and Unhairing; III.,

Plumping and Colouring; IV., Handling; V., Tanning; VI., Timniim i:icph;ints' Hides;
VII., Drying; VIII., Striking or Pinning—Chapter IV., Manufacture ..I Mussing Leather:

I., Soaking; II., Depilation ; III., New Processes for the Depilation ..t SKm,; IV., Tanning;
v.. Cow Hides; VI., Horse Hides; VII., Goat Skins; Manufacture of Spht Hides—Chap
ter v.. On Various .Methods of Tanning: I., Mechanical Methods; II., Physical Methods;
III., Chemical .Methods; IV., Tanning with Extracts—Chapter VI., Quantity and Quality:

I., Quantity; II., Net Cost; III., Quality of Leather—Chapter VII., Various Manipulations
of Tanned Leather: I., Second Tanning; II., Grease Stains; III., Bleaching Leather; IV.,

Waterproofing Leather; V., Weighting Tanned Leather; VI., Preservation of Leather-
Chapter VIII., Tanning Various Skins.

Part III., Currying—Chapter I., Waxed Calf: I., Preparation; II., Shaving; III.,

Stretching or Slicking; IV., Oiling the Grain ; V., Oiling the Flesh Side ; VI., Whitening and
Graining; VII., Waxing; VIII., Finishing; IX., Dry Finishing; X., Finishing in Colour;

XL, Cost—Chapter II., White Calf: I., Finishing in White—Chapter III., Cow Hide for

Upper Leathers: I., Black Cow Hide; II., White Cow Hide; III., Coloured Cow Hide.—
Chapter IV., Smooth Cow Hide—Chapter V., Black Leather—Chapter VI., Miscellaneous

Hides: I., Horse; II., Goat; III., Waxed Goat Skin; IV., Matt Goat Skin—Chapter VII.,

Russia Leather: I., Russia Leather; II.. Artificial Russia Leather.
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Part IV., Enamelled, Hungary and Chamoy Leather, Morocco, Parchment, Furs
and Artificial Leather—Chapter I., Enamelled Leather: I., Varnish Manufacture; IL,
Application of the Enamel; IIL, Enamelling in Colour—Chapter IL, Hungary Leather: L,

Preliminary; IL, Wet Work or Preparation; III., Aluming; IV., Dressing or Loft Work;
v., Tallowing; VI., Hungary Leather from Various Hides—Chapter III., Tawing: I., Pre-
paratory Operations; II. , Dressing; IIL, Dyeing Tawed Skins; IV., Rugs—Chapter IV.,

Chamoy Leather—Chapter V., Morocco: I., Preliminary Operations; II. , Morocco Tanning;
III., Mordants used in Morocco Manufacture; IV., Natural Colours used in Morocco
Dyeing; V., Artificial Colours ; VI. Different Methods of Dyeing; VII., Dyeing with Natural
Colours; VIII. , Dyeing with Aniline Colours; IX., Dyeing with Metallic Salts; X., Leather
Printing; XL, Finishing Morocco; XII., Shagreen; XIII., Bronzed Leather—Chapter VI.,

Gilding and Silvering: I., Gilding; IL, Silvering; III., Nickel and Cobalt—Chapter VII.,

Parchment—Chapter VIII.. Furs and Furriery: I., Preliminary Remarks; II. , Indigenous
Furs; IIL, Foreign Furs from Hot Countries; IV. Foreign Furs from Cold Countries; V.,

Furs from Birds' Skins; VI., Preparation of Furs; VII., Dressing; VIIL, Colouring; IX.,

Preparation of Birds' Skins; X., Preservation of Furs—Chapter IX., Artificial Leather: I.,

Leather made from Scraps; II. , Compressed Leather; IIL, American Cloth; IV., Papier
Mache; V., Linoleum; VI., Artificial Leather.

Part v.. Leather Testing and the Theory of Tanning—Chapter I., Testing and Analysis
of Leather: I., Physical Testing of Tanned Leather; II. , Chemical Analysis—Chapter IL,
The Theory of Tanning and the other Operations of the Leather and Skin Industry: I.,

Theory of Soaking; II. , Theory of Unhairing; IIL, Theory of Swelling; IV., Theory of
Handling; V. Theory of Tanning; VI., Theory of the Action of Tannin on the Skin; VII.,
Theory of Hungary Leather Making; VIIL, Theory of Tawing; IX., Theory of Chamoy
Leather Making; X., Theory of Mineral Tanning.

Part VI., Uses of Leather—Chapter I., Machine Belts: I., Manufacture of Belting; IL,
Leather Chain Belts; IIL, Various Belts, IV., Use of Belts—Chapter II. , Boot and Shoe-
making: I., Boots and Shoes; IL, Laces—Chapter IIL, Saddlery: I., Composition of a
Saddle; IL, Construction of a Saddle—Chapter IV., Harness: I., The Pack Saddle; IL,
Harness—Chapter V., Military Equipment—Chapter VI., Glove Making—Chapter VII.,
Carriage Building—Chapter VIIL, Mechanical Uses.

Appendix, The World's Commerce in Leather— I., Europe; II. , America; III., Asia;
IV., Africa; Australasia—Index.

Press Opinions.
"The book is well and lucidly written. The writer is evidently a practical man, who also

has taken the trouble to make himself acquainted with the scientific and technical side of his

trade. . . . French methods differ largely from our own ; sometimes we think our ways the
best, but not always. The practical man may pick up many useful hints which may help him
to improve his methods."

—

.^hoc Manu/acttticrs' Monthly Journal.
"This book cannot fail to be of great value to all engaged in the leather trades. . . . The

British may believe that the French can teach them nothing in the work of leather tanning
generally, but a comparison of the methods of the two countries will certainly yield a few
wrinkles which may lead to advantageous results. Only a man understanding the science and
technique of the trade could have written the book, and it is well done."

—

Midland Free Press.
" Gives much useful and interestmg information concerning the various processes by which

the skins of animals are converted into leather. Written by a French Chemist after five

years of constant study and application : it shows all that detail of analysis which we are
accustomed to find in scientists, and which the practical tanner is too much in the habit of
ignoring, sometimes to his own loss."

—

Leeds Mercury.
" Nor can there be much doubt that this expectation will be fully justified by the result.

Thanks to the conspicuous painstaking with which Mr. Addyman has discharged his duty, and
the 123 illustrations by which the text is elucidated, the volume can hardly fail to prove a very
valuable standard work of its class. It can thus be confidently recommended to all who are
more or less practically interested in the technology of a verj- important subject."

—

Leicester
Post.

" This is, in every respect, an altogether admirable, practical, clear and lucid treatise on
the various and numerous branches of the great leather industry, of which it deals in an ex-
haustive, highly intelligent, workmanlike and scientific manner. . . . It is a handsome addition
to every man's knowledge of his trade, whether he be a leading director of a large public com-
pany, or an industrious employee in the works, wishing to improve his services by the addition
of his brains to his work."

—

Shoe and Leather Trader.
" M. Villon writes as one having a very full knowledge of all branches of the subject, and in

days when foreign competition has enforced on English manufacturers the importance of no
longer being content with rule-of-thumb methods which have come down to them from their

forefathers it certainly should be worth the while of English tanners to see what lessons they
can learn from French practice, and French practice, we should imagine, could hardly have a
better exponent than the author of this large volume."

—

Western Daily Press and Bristol Times.
" At a time when all or nearly all our British industries are to a greater or less extent

hampered by the pressure of continental and American competition, any hints that can be
obtained as to the methods pursued by competitors must necessarily be of value. . . . That it

will be of interest and value, not merely to English tanners, but to those associated with many
kindred industrial branches, goes without saying. ... As a work of reference the volume will

be extremely useful m the trade, and where leisure affords siiFHcient opportunity a careful

perusal and study of it would afford ample reward."

—

Kittt:iiiL; ducUtlian.

"This is a very handsomely got up and elaborate work just issued by this well-known
technical book-publishing firm. . . . When we say that the work consists of over 500 large
pages with about 120 illustrations, and almost innumerable tables, it will be seen at once that
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we cannot attempt anything liUe an exhaustive risumi of its contents, and even if we did the

details would be of little interest to our general readers, while those who are engaged in the

leather industry will probably obtain the booU for themselves—at least they would do well to

do so. . . . Altogether the 'Treatise' has evidently been very carefully prepared, and by a man
who thoroughly knows the subject, and hence it will be a very valuable technical book for

English firms and workers.' —IKa/sri// Observer.

Books on Pottery, Bricks,
Tiles, Glass, etc.

THE MANUAL OF PRACTICAL POTTING. Revised
and Enlarged. Third Edition. 200 pp. 1901. Price 17s. 6d.; India

and Colonies, ISs. 6d. ; Other Countries, 20s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Introduction. The Rise and Progress of the Potter's Art.—Chapters I., Bodies. China

and Porcelain Bodies, Parian Bodies, Semi-porcelain and Vitreous Bodies, Mortar Bodies,

Earthenwares Granite and C.C. Bodies, Miscellaneous Bodies, Sagger and Crucible Clays,

Coloured Bodies, Jasper Bodies, Coloured Bodies for Mosaic Painting, Encaustic Tile Bodies,

Body Stains, Coloured Dips.—II., Glazes. China Glazes, Ironstone Glazes, Earthenware
Glazes, Glazes without Lead, Miscellaneous Glazes, Coloured Glazes, .Majolica Colours.

—

III.,

Gold and Cold Colours, Gold, Purple of Cassius, Marone and Ruby, Enamel Coloured
Bases, Enamel Colour Fluxes, Enamel Colours, Mixed Enamel Colours, Antique and Vellum
Enamel Colours, Underglaze Colours, Underglaze Colour Fluxes, Mixed Underglaze Colours,

Flow Powders, Oils and Varnishes.— IV., Means and' Methods. Reclamation of Waste
Gold, The Use of Cobalt, Notes on Enamel Colours, Liquid or Bright Gold.—V., Classification
and Analysis. Classification of Clay Ware, Lord Playfair's Analysis of Clays, The Markets
of the World, Time and Scale of Firing, Weights of Potter's Material, Decorated Goods
Count.

—

W., Comparative Loss of Weight of Clays.—VII., Ground Felspar Calculations.

—

VIII., The Conversion of Slop Body Recipes into Dry Weight.—IX., The Cost of Prepared
Earthenware Clay.—X., Forms and Tables. Articles of Apprenticeship, Manufacturer's
Guide to Stocktaking, Table of Relative Values of Potter's Materials, Hourly Wages Table.

Workman's Settling Table, Comparative Guide for Earthenware and China Manufacturers in

the use of Slop Flint and Slop Stone, Foreign Terms applied to Earthenware and China
Goods, Table for the Conversion of Metrical Weights and Measures on the Continent of South
America. Index.

CERAMIC TECHNOLOGY : Being some Aspects of Tech-
nical Science as Applied to Pottery Manufacture. Edited by Charles
F. BiNNS. 100 pp. 1897. Price 12s. 6d.; India and Colonies, 13s. 6d. ;

Other Countries, 15s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Preface.—Introduction.—Chapters I., The Chemistry of Pottery.— II., Analysis and Syn-

thesis.— III., Clays and their Components.—IV., The Biscuit Oven.—V., Pyrometry.—VI.,
Glazes and their Composition.—VII., Colours and Colour-making.—Index.

RECIPES FOR FLINT GLASS MAKING. By a British

Glass .Master and Mixer. Sixty Kecipes. Being Leaves from the

Mixing Book of several experts in the Flint Glass Trade, containing

up-to-date recipes and valuable information as to Crystal, Demi-crystal

and Coloured Glass in its many varieties. It contains the recipes for

cheap metal suited to pressings blowing, etc., as well as the most costly

crystal and ruby. British manufacturers have kept up the quality of

th'is glass from the arrivals of the Venetians to Hungry Hill, Stour-

bridge, up to the present time. The book also contains remarks as

to the result of the metal as it left the pots by the respective metal
mixers, taken from their own memoranda upon the originals. 1900.

Price for United Kingdom, 10s. 6d. ; Abroad. 15s. ; United States, S4 ;

strictly net.
Contents.

Ruby—Ruby from Copper—Flint for using with the Ruby for Coating

—

\ German Metal

—

Cornelian, or Alabaster—Sapphire Blue—Crysophis—Opal—Turquoise Blue—Gold Colour-
Dark Green—Green (common)—Green for Malachite—Blue for Malachite—Black for Mela-
chite—Black—Common Canary Batch—Canary—White Opaque Glass—Sealing-wax Red-
Flint—Flint Glass (Crystal and Demi)—Achromatic Glass—Paste Glass—White Enamel-
Firestone—Dead White (for moons)—White Agate—Canary—Canary Enamel—Index.
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COLOURING AND DECORATION OF CERAMIC
WARE. By Alex. Broxoxiart. With Notes and Additions
by Alphonse Salvetat. Translated fVi)m the French. 200 pp. 1898.

Price 7s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 8s. ; Other Countries. 8s. 6d. ;

strictly net.

Contents.
The Pastes, Bodies or Ceramic Articles Capable of being Decorated by VitriHable Colours

—The Chemical Preparation of Vitrifiable Colours—Composition and Preparation of Vitrifiable

Colours—The Oxides—Preparation of O.sides—Preparation of Chromates—Preparation of
other Colours—Composition and Preparation of Fluxes—Muffle Colours—Recipes for Colours
—Use of Metals^Lustres—Preparation and Application of Colours—Composition of Coloured
Pastes—^Underglaze Colours—Colours in the Glaze—Overglaze Colours—Painting in Vitri-

fiable Colours—Gilding—Burnishing—Printing—Enlarging and Reducing Gelatine Prints

—

Muffle Kilns for Vitrifiable Colours—Influence of the Material on the Colour—Changes Re-
sulting from the Actions of the Fire—Alterations Resulting from the Colours—.\lterations in

Firing.

HOW TO ANALYSE CLAY. Practical Methods for Prac-
tical Men. By Holden M. Ash by, Professor of Organic Chemistry,
Harvey Medical College, U.S.A. Twenty Illustrations. 1898. Price
2s. 6d. ; Abroad, 3s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
List of Apparatus—List of Atomic Weights—Use of Balance, and Burette, Sand Bath, and

Water Bath—Dessicator—Drying Oven— Filtering—Fusion—Determination of Water, Organic
Matter, Iron, Calcium, Alkalies, Limestone, Silica, Alumina, Magnesium, etc.—Mechanical
Analysis—Rational Analysis—Standard Solutions—Volumetric Analysis—Standards for Clay
Analysis—Sampling.

ARCHITECTURAL POTTERY. Bricks, Tiles, Pipes, Ena-
melled Terra-cottas, Ordinary and Incrusted Quarries, Stoneware
Mosaics, Faiences and Architectural Stoneware. By Leon Lefevre.
With Five Plates. 950 Illustrations in the Text, and numerous estimates.
500 pp., royal 8vo. 1900. Translated from the French by K. H. Bird,
M.A., and W. Moore Binns. Price 15s.; India and Colonies, 16s.;

Other Countries, 17s. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Part I. Plain Undecorated Pottery.—Chapter I., Clays: § 1, Classification, General Geo-

logical Remarks.—Classification, Origin, Locality : § 2, General Properties and Composition

:

Physical Properties, Contraction, Analysis, Influence of Varibus Substances on the Properties
of Clays; >; 3, Working of Clay-Pits—I. Open Pits : Extraction, Transport, Cost—II. Under-
ground Pits—Mining Laws. Chapter II., Preparation of the Clay : Weathering, Mixing,
Cleaning, Crushing and Pulverising—Crushing Cylinders and Mills, Pounding Machines

—

Damping: Damping Machines—Soaking, Shortening, Pugging: Horse and Steam Pug-Mills,
Rolling Cylinders—Particulars of the Above Machines. Chapter III., Bricks: § 1, .Manufacture
—(1) Hand and Machine Moulding.— I. Machines Working by Compression : on Soft Clay, on
Semi-Firm Clay, on Firm Clay, on Dry Clay.^II. Expression Machines: with Cylindrical Pro-
pellers, with Screw Propellers—Dies—Cutting-tables—Particulars of the Above Machines

—

General Remarks on the Choice of Machines—Types of Installations—Estimates—Plenishing,
Hand and Steam Presses, Particulars—(2) Drying, by Exposure to Air, Without Shelter, and
Under Sheds—Drying-rooms in Tiers, Closed Drying-rooms, in Tunnels, in Galleries—De-
tailed Estimates of the Various Drying-rooms, Comparison of Prices—Transport from
the Machines to the Drying-rooms, Barrows, Trucks, Plain or with Shelves, Lifts—(3) Firing
—I. In Clamps—II. In Intermittent Kilns. .-1, Open: a, using Wood; b Coal; b', in Clamps;
b", Flame

—

B, Closed: c. Direct Flame; c'. Rectangular; t". Round; d, Reverberatory

—

III.

Continuous Kilns: C, with Solid Fuel: Round Kiln, Rectangular Kiln, Chimneys (Plans and
Estimates)—£), With Gas Fuel, Fillard Kiln (Plans and Estimates), Schneider Kiln (Plans and
Estimates), Water-gas Kiln—Heat Production of the Kilns; § 2, Dimensions, Shapes, Colours,
Decoration, and Quality of Bricks—Hollow Bricks, Dimensions and Prices of Bricks, Various
Shapes, Qualities—Various Hollow Bricks, Dimensions, Resistance, Qualities; |! 3, Applications
—History—.Asia, Africa, .America, Europe : Greek, Roman, Byzantine, Turkish, Romanesque,
Gothic, Renaissance, Architecture—Architecture of the Nineteenth Century: in Germany,
England, Belgium, Spain, Holland, France, America—Use of Bricks—Walls, Arches, Pavements,
Flues, Cornices—Facing with Coloured Bricks—Balustrades. Chapter IV., Tiles: S I, His-
tory; S 2, Manufacture—(1) Moulding, by Hand, by Machinery: Preparation of the Clay, Soft
Paste, Firm Paste, Hard Paste—Preparation of the Slabs, Transformation into Flat Tiles, into

Jointed Tiles—Screw, Cam and Revolver Presses—Particulars of Tile-presses—(2) Drying

—

Planchettes, Shelves, Drying-barrows and Trucks—(3) Firing—Divided Kilns—Installation of
Mechanical Tileworks—Estimates ; S 3, Shapes, Dimensions and Uses of the Principal Types
of Tile—Ancient Tiles: Flat, Round, Roman, Flemish—Modern Tiles—With Vertical Inter-

rupted Join: Gilardoni's, Martin's; Hooked, Boulet's Villa; with Vertical Continuous Join;
Muller's. Alsace, Pantile—Foreign Tiles—Special Tiles—Ridge Tiles, Coping Tiles, Border
Tiles, Frontons, Gutters, -Antefixes, .Membron, Angular—Roofing Accessories: Chimney-pots,
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Mitrons, Lanterns, Chimneys—Qualities of Tiles—Black Tiles—Stoneware Tiles—Particulars
of Tiles. Chapter V., Pipes: I. Conduit Pipes— Manufacture— Moulding: Horizontal
.Machines, Vertical Machines, Worked by Hand and Steam—Particulars of these Machines
—Drying—Firing—II. Chimney Flues—Ventiducts and " Boisseaux," " Waggons "—Particulars
of these Products. Chapter VI., Quarries: 1, Plain Quarries of Ordmary Clay; 2, of Cleaned
•Clay—.Machines, Cutting, Mixing, Polishing—-Drying and Firing^Applications—Particulars of
Quarries. Chapter VII., Terra-cotta : History—Manufacture—Application : Balustrades,
Columns, Pilasters, Capitals, Friezes, Frontons, Medallions, Panels, Rose-windows, Ceilings
—Appendix : Official Methods of Testing Terra-cottas.

Part II. Made=up or Decorated "Pottery.—Chapter I., General Remarks on the Deco-
ration of Pottery : Dips—Glazes : Composition, Colouring, Preparation, Harmony with
Pastes—Special Processes of Decoration—Enamels, Opaque, Transparent, Colours, Under-
glaze, Over-glaze—Other Processes : Crackling, Mottled, Flashing, Metallic Iridescence,
Lustres. Chapter II., Glazed and Enamelled Bricks—History: Glazing^Enamelling—Appli-
cations: Ordinary Enamelled Bricks, Glir/ed Stoneware, Enamelled Stoneware—Enamelled
Tiles. Chapter III., Decorated Q.uirrhs: I. P;iving Quarries— I, Decorated with Dips—2,
'Stoneware: A, Fired to Stoneware; ,

>( SI.il; I'.ase—.4pplications ; b, of Melting Clay

—

Applications

—

B, Plain or Incrusted StoncxN .uc ; ,>, of Special Clay (Stoke-on-Trent)—Manu-
facture—Application

—

b, of Felspar Base—Colourmg, Manufacture, Moulding, Drying, Firing
—Applications.—II. Facing Quarries^!, in Faience—.4, of Limestone Paste

—

B, of Silicious
Paste—C, of Felspar Paste—Manufacture, Firing—2, of Glazed Stoneware—3, of Porcelain-
Applications of Facing Quarries.— III. Stove Quarries—-Preparation of the Pastes, Moulding,
Firing, Enamelling, Decoration—Applications—Faiences for Fireplaces. Chapter IV., Archi-
tectural Decorated Pottery: S 'i Faiences; S 2, Stoneware; § 3, Porcelain. Chapter V.,
Sanitary Pottery: Stoneware Pipes : Manufacture, Firing—.Applications—Sinks—Applications
—Urinals, Seats and Pans—.\pplications— Drinking-fountains, Washstands. Index.

A TREATISE ON THE CERAMIC INDUSTRIES. A
Complete Manual for Pottery, Tile and Brick Woi'ks. By Emile
BouRRY, Ingenieur des Ai-ts et Maniifactiii-es. Translated from the
French by Wilton P. Rix, Examiner in Pottery and Porcelain to the
City and Guilds of London Technical Institute, Pottei-y Instructor to
the Hanley School Board. Royal 8vo. 1901. Over 700 pp. Price
21s. ; India and Colonies, 22s. ; Other Countries, 23s. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Part I., General Pottery IVIethods. Chapters I., Definition and History. Definitions

and Classification of Ceramic Products—Historic Summary of the Ceramic Art.—II., Raw
Materials of Bodies. Clays : Pure Clay and Natural Clays—Various Raw Materials : Analogous
to Clay—Agglomerative and Agglutinative—Opening—Fusible—Refractory—Trials of Raw
Materials.—III., Plastic Bodies. Propertiesand Composition—Preparation of Raw Materials:
Disaggregation—Purification-Preparation of Bodies: By Plastic Method—By Dry Method—
By Liquid Method.—IV., Formation. Processes of Formation : Throwing—-Expression

—

JMoulding by Hand, on the Jolley, by Compression, by Slip Casting—Slapping—Slipping.—V.,
Drying. Drying of Bodies—Processes of Drying : By Evap'oration^By Aeration—By
Heating—By Ventilation—By Absorption.—VI., Glazes. Composition and Properties—Raw
Materials—Manufacture and Application.—VII., Firing. Properties of the Bodies and Glazes
during Firing—Description of the Kilns—Working of the Kilns.—VIII., Decoration. Colouring
Materials—Processes of Decoration.

Part II., Special Pottery Methods. Chapters IX., Terra Cottas. Classification:
Plain Ordinary, Hollow, Ornamental, Vitrified, and Light Bricks—Ordinary and Black Tiles

—

Paving Tiles—Pipes—Architectural Terra Cottas—Vases, Statues and Decorative Objects-
Common Pottery—Pottery for Water and Filters—Tobacco Pipes—Lustre Ware—Properties
iind Tests for Terra Cottas.—X., Fireclay Goods. Classification: Argillaceous, Aluminous,
Carboniferous, Silicious and Basic Fireclay Goods—Fireclay Mortar (Pug)—Tests for Fireclay
Goods.—XL, Faiences. Varnished Faiences^Enamelled Faiences—Silicious Faiences—Pipe-
clay Faiences—Pebble Work—Feldspathic Faiences—Composition, Processes of Manufacture
and General Arrangements of Faience Potteries.—XII., Stoneware. Stoneware Properly So-
called: Paving Tiles—Pipes—Sanitary Ware—Stoneware for Food Purposes and Chemical
Productions—.'Architectural Stoneware—Vases, Statues and other Decorative Objects—Fine
Stoneware.—XIII., Porcelain. Hard Porcelain for Table Ware and Decoration, for the Fire,
for Electrical Conduits, for .Mechanical Purposes; Architectural Porcelain, and Dull or Biscuit
Porcelain—Soft Phosphated or English Porcelain—Soft Vitreous Porcelain, French and New
Sevres—Argillaceous Soft or Seger's Porcelain—Dull Soft or Parian Porcelain—Dull Felds-
pathic Soft Porcelain.

—

index.

THE ART OF RIVETING GLASS, CHINA AND
EARTHENWARE. By J. Howarth. Second Edition.
1900. Price Is. net; by post, home or abroad, Is. Id.

Contents.
Tools and Materials Required—Wire Used for Rivets—Soldering Solution—Preparation

for Drilling—Commencement of Drilling—Cementing—Preliminaries to Riveting—Rivets to
iMake—To Fix the Rivets—Through-and-through Rivets—Soldering—Tinning a Soldering-iron
—Perforated Plates, Handles, etc.—Handles of Ewers, etc.—Vases and Comports—Marble
and Alabaster Ware—Decorating—How to Loosen Fast Decanter Stoppers—China Cements.
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NOTES OF POTTERY CLAYS. Their Distribution, Pro^
perties, Uses and Analyses of Ball Clays, China Clays and China
Stone. By Jas. Fairie, F.G.S. 1901. 132 pp. Crown 8vo. Price
3s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 4s. ; Other Countries, 4s. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Definitions—Occurrence—Brick Clays—Fire Clays—Analyses of Fire Clays.

—

Ball Clays—
Properties^Analyses—Occurrence—Pipe Clay—Black Clay—Brown Clay—Blue Clay^Dor-
setshire and Devonshire Clays.

—

China Clay or Kaolin—Occurrence—Chinese Kaolin—Cornish
Clays—Hensbarrow Granite— Properties, Analyses and Composition of China Clays

—

Method of Obtaining China Clay—Experiments with Chinese Kaolin—Analyses of Chinese
and Japanese Clays and Bodies—Irish Clays.^Chinese Stone—Composition—Occurrence

—

Analyses.—-Index.

PAINTING ON GLASS AND PORCELAIN ANI>
ENAMEL PAINTING. A Complete Introduction to the
Preparation of all the Colours and Fluxes used for Painting on Porce-
lain, Enamel, Faience and Stoneware, the Coloured Pastes and Col-
oured Glasses, together with a Minute Description of the Firing of

Colours and Enamels. On the Basis of Personal Practical E.xperience
of the Condition of the Art up to Date. By Feli.x Hermann, Technical
Chemist. With Eighteen Illustrations. 300 pp. Translated from the
German second and enlarged Edition. 1897. Price 10s. 6d. ; India
and Colonies, lis.; Other Countries, 12s.; strictly net.

Contents.
History of Glass Pamting.—Chapters I., The Articles to be Painted : Glass, Porcelain,.

Enamel, Stoneware, Faience.— II., Pigments: 1, Metallic Pigments: Antimony Oxide, Naples
Yellow, Barium Chromate, Lead Chromate, Silver Chloride, Chromic Oxide.— III., Fluxes:
Fluxes, Felspar, Quartz, Purifying Quartz, Sedunentation, Quenching, Borax, Boracic Acid,.
Potassium and Sodium Carbonates, Rocaille Flux.— IV., Preparation of the Colours for Glass
Painting.—v.. The Colour Pastes.—VI., The Coloured Glasses.—VII., Composition of the
Porcelain Colours.—VIII., The Enamel Colours: Enamels for .Artistic Work.— IX., .Metallic
Ornamentation: Porcelain Gilding, Glass Gilding.—X., Firing the Colours: I, Remarks on
Firing: Firing Colours on Glass, Firing Colours on Porcelain; 2, The Muffle.—XI., .Accidents-
occasionally Supervening during the Process of Firing.—XII., Remarks on the Different
Methods of Painting on Glass, Porcelain, etc.—Appendix: Cleaning Old Glass Paintings.

Press Opinions.
" Mr. Hermann, by a careful division of his subject, avoids much repetition, yet makes-

sufficiently clear w hat is necessary to be know n in each art. He gives very many formulse ;

and his hints on the various applications of metals and metallic lustres to glass and porcelains
will be found of much interest to the atnnteur."—Art Amatcv.i, New York.

" For the unskilled and amateurs the name of the publishers will be sufficient guarantee tor
the utility and excellence of Mr. Hermann's work, even if they are already unacquainted with
the author. . . . The whole cannot fail to be both of service and interest to glass workers and
to potters generally, especially those employed upon high-class work."

—

Staffoidshivc Sentinel.
" In Painting on Glass ami Porcelain the author has dealt very exhaustively with the

technical as distinguished from the artistic side of his subject, the work being entirely devoted
to the preparation of the colours, their application and firing. For manufacturers and students
it will be a valuable w ork, and the recipes which appear on almost every page form a very
valuable feature. The author has gained much of his experience in the celebrated Sevres
manufactory, a fact which adds a good deal of authority to the work."

—

Builders Journal.
"The compiler displays that painstaking research characteristic of his nation, and goes at

length into the question of the cliemical constitution of the pigments and fluxes to be used in
glass-painting, proceeding afterwards to a description of the methods of producing coloured
glass of all tints and shades. . . . Very careful instructions are given for the chemical and
mechanical preparation of the colours used in glass-staining and porcelain-painting; indeed,
to the china painter such a book as this should be of permanent value, as the author claims to
have tested and verified every recipe he includes, and the volume also comprises a section de-
voted to enamels both opaque and translucent, and another treating of the firing of porcelain,
and the accidents that occasionally supervene in the furnace."

—

Daily Chronicl-.

A Reissue of

THE HISTORY OF THE STAFFORDSHIRE POTTER-
IES : AND THE RISE AND PROGRESS OF THE
MANUFACTURE OF POTTERY AND PORCELAIN.
With References to Genuine Specimens, and Notices of Eminent Pot-
ters. Bv Simeon Shaw. (Originally Published in 1829.) 265 pp.
1900. Demy Svo. Price 7s. 6d. ; India and Colonies. 8s. : Other
Countries, 8s. 6d. ; strictly net.
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Contents.
Introductory Chapter showing the position of the Pottery Trade at the present time

1899).—Chapters I., Preliminary Remarlvs.— 11., The Potteries, comprisinij Tunstall,
Brownhills, Greenfield and New Field, Golden Hill, Latebrook, Green Lane, Burslem, Long-
port and Dale Hall, Hot Lane and Cobridge, Hanley and Shelton, Etruria, Stoke, Penkhull,
Fenton, Lane Delph, Foley, Lane Hnd.— 111., On the Origin of the Art, and its Practice
among the early Nations.—1\^, Manufacture of Pottery, prior to 1700.—V., The Introduc-^
don of Red Porcelain by jMessrs. Elers, of Bradwell, 1690.—VI., Progress of the Manu =

acture from 1700 to Mr. Wedgwood's commencement in 1760.—Vll. Introduction of Fluid
Glaze.—Extension of the Manufacture of Cream Colour.—Mr. Wedgwood's Queen's Ware.

—

Jasper, and Appointment of Potter to Her Majesty.—Black Prmting.—VI 11., Introduction
of Porcelain. Mr. W. Littler's Porcelain.—Mr. Cookworthy's Discovery of Kaolin and
Petuntse, and Patent.—Sold to Mr. Champion—resold to the New Hall Com.—Extension of
Term.—IX., Blue Printed Pottery. Mr. Turner, Mr. Spode (1), Mr. Baddeley, Mr. Spode
(2), Messrs. Turner, Mr. Wood, Mr. Wilson, Mr. Minton.—Great Change in Patterns of Blue
Printed.—X., Introduction of Lustre Pottery. Improvements in Pottery and Porcelain
subsequent to 1800.

Press Opinions.
" There is much curious and useful information in the work, and the publishers have rendered

the public a service in reissuing it."

—

Burton Mail.
"Copies of the original work are now of considerable value, and the facsimile reprint now-

issued cannot but prove of considerable interest to all interested in the great industry."

—

Derby
Mercury.

" The book will be especially welcomed at a time when interest in the art of pottery manu-
facture commands a more widespread and general interest than at any previous time."

—

Wolverhampton Chronicle.
"This work is all the more valuable because it gives one an idea of the condition of affairs

existing in the north of Staffordshire before the great increase in work and population due to
modern developments."

—

Western Morning News.
. . The History gives a graphic picture of North Staffordshire at the end of the last and

the beginning of the present century, and states that in 1829 there was ' a busy and enterprising
community ' in the Potteries of fifty thousand persons. . . . We commend it to our readers as
a most entertaining and instructive publication. "^67(!//<:/;(fs/!»'C Sentinel.

A Reissue of

THE CHEMISTRY OF THE SEVERAL NATURAL
AND ARTIFICIAL HETEROGENEOUS COM-
POUNDS USED IN MANUFACTURING POR-
CELAIN, GLASS AND POTTERY. By Simeon Shaw.
(Originally published in 1837.) 750 pp. 1900. Royal 8vo. Price 14s. ;

India and Colonies, 15s. ; Other Countries, 16s. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
PART I., ANALYSIS AND MATERIALS.—Chapters I., Introduction : Laboratory and

Apparatus; Elements: Combinative Potencies, Manipulative Processes for Analysis and
Reagents, Pulverisation, Blow-pipe Analysis, Humid Analysis, Preparatory Manipulations,
General Analytic Processes, Compounds Soluble in Water, Compounds Soluble only in Acids,
Compounds (Mixed) Soluble in Water, Compounds (Mixed) Soluble in Acids, Compounds
Mixed) Insoluble, Particular .4nalytic Processes.

—

II., Temperature : Coal, Steam Heat for
Printers' Stoves.

—

III., Acids and Alkalies: Boracic Acid, Muriatic Acid, Nitric Acid, Sul-
phuric Acid, Potash, Soda, Lithia, Calculation of Chemical Separations.—IV., The Earths :

Alumine, Clays, Silica, Flint, Lime, Plaster of Paris, Magnesia, Barytes, Felspar, Grauen (or
China Stone), China Clay, Chert.—V., iVletals : Reciprocal Combinative Potencies of the Metals,
Antimony, Arsenic, Chromium, Green Oxide, Cobalt, Chromic Acid, Humid Separation of
Nickel from Cobalt, Arsenite of Cobalt, Copper, Gold, Iron, Lead, Manganese, Platinum, Silver,
Tin, Zinc.

PART II., SYNTHESIS AND COMPOUNDS.—Chapters I., Sketch of the Origin and
Progress of the Art.— II., Science of Mixing: : Scientific Principles of the Manufacture, Com-
binative Potencies of the Earths.— III., Bodies: Porcelain—Hard, Porcelain—Fritted Bodies,
Porcelain—Raw Bodies, Porcelain—Soft, Fritted Bodies, Raw Bodies, Stone Bodies, Ironstone,
Dry Bodies, Chemical Utensils, Fritted Jasper, Fritted Pearl, Fritted Drab, Raw Chemical
Utensils, Raw Stone, Raw Jasper, Raw Pearl, Raw Mortar, Raw Drab, Raw Brown, Raw Fawn,
Raw Cane, Raw Red Porous, Raw Egyptian, Earthenware, Queen's Ware, Cream Colour, Blue
and Fancy Printed, Dipped and Mocha, Chalky, Rings, Stilts, etc.—IV., Glazes: Porcelain-
Hard Fritted, Porcelain—Soft Fritted, Porcelain—Soft Raw, Cream Colour Porcelain, Blue
Printed Porcelain, Fritted Glazes, Analysis of Fritt, Analysis of Glaze, Coloured Glazes, Dips,
Smears and Washes: Glasses: Flint Glass, Coloured Glasses, Artificial Garnet, Artificial

Emerald, Artificial Amethyst, Artificial Sapphire, Artificial Opal, Plate Glass, Crown Glass,
Broad Glass, Bottle Glass, Phosphoric Glass, British Steel Glass, Glass-Staining and Painting,
Engraving on Glass, Dr. Faraday's Experiments.—V., Colours : Colour Making, Fluxes or
Solvents, Components of the Colours; Reds, etc., from Gold, Carmine or Rose Colour,
Purple, Reds, etc., from Iron, Blues, Yellows, Greens, Blacks, White, Silver for Burnishing,
Gold for Burnishing, Printer's Oil, Lustres.
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PART 111., TABLES OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF CHEMICAL SUB-
STANCES.—Preliminary Remarks, Oxygen (Tables), Sulphur and its Compounds, Nitrogen
ditto, Chlorine ditto, Bromine ditto. Iodine ditto, Fluorine ditto. Phosphorous ditto. Boron ditto.

Carbon ditto. Hydrogen ditto. Observations, Ammonium and its Compounds (Tables), Thorium
ditto, Zirconium ditto. Aluminium ditto. Yttrium ditto, Glucinum ditto. Magnesium ditto,

Calcium ditto. Strontium ditto. Barium ditto. Lithium ditto. Sodium and its Con-.pounds
Potassium ditto, Observations, Selenium and its Compounds (Tables), .Arsenic ditto, Chromium
ditto, Vanadium ditto. Molybdenum ditto. Tungsten ditto. Antimony ditto. Tellurium ditto,

Tantalum ditto. Titanium ditto, Silicium ditto. Osmium ditto. Gold ditto, Iridium ditto. Rhodium
ditto, Platinum ditto. Palladium ditto, Mercury ditto. Silver ditto. Copper ditto. Uranium ditto,

Bismuth and its Compounds, Tin ditto. Lead ditto, Cerium ditto. Cobalt ditto. Nickel ditto.

Iron ditto, Cadmium ditto. Zinc ditto, Manganese ditto. Observations, Isomorphous Groups,
Isomeric ditto, Metameric ditto. Polymeric ditto, Inde.x.

Press Opinions.
"This interesting volume has been kept from the pencil of the modern editor and reprinted

in its entirety by the enterprising publishers of The Pottery G(7;e//e and other trade journals.
. . . There is an excellent historical sketch of the origin and progress of the art of pottery
which shows the intimate knowledge of classical as well as (the then) modern scientific litera-

ture possessed by the late Dr. Shaw ; even the etymology of many of the Staffordshire place-

names is given."

—

Glasgow Herald.
"The historical sketch of the origin and progress of pottery is very interesting and instruc-

tive. The science of mixing is a problem of great importance, and the query how the natural
products, aluinina and silica can be compounded to form the best wares may be solved by the
aid of chemistry instead of by guesses, as was formerly the case. This portion of the book may
be most suggestive to the manufacturer, as also the chapters devoted to the subject of glazes,

glasses and'colours."

—

Birmingham Post.

"Messrs. Scott, Greenwood & Co. are doing their best to place before the pottery trades
some really good books, likely to aid the Staffordshire manufacturers, and their spirited enter-
prise is worthy of encouragement, for the utility of technical literature bearing upon the

I
ractical side of potting goes without saying. . . . They are to be congratulated on their

enterprise in republishing it, and we can only hope that they will meet with the support they
deserve. It seems to be a volume that is worth looking through by both m.anufacturers and
operatives alike, and all local institutions, at any rate, should secure copies."

—

Staffordshire
Sentinel.

Paper Making.
THE DYEING OF PAPER PULP. A Practical Treatise for

the use of Papermakers. Paperstainers, Students and others. By
Julius Erfurt, Manager of a Paper Mill. Translated into English
and Edited with Additions by Julius Hubner, F.C.S., Lecturer on
Papermaking at the Manchester Municipal Technical School. With
Illustrations and 157 patterns Of paper dyed in the pulp. Royal
8vo, 180 pp. 1901. Price 15s.; India and Colonies, 16s.; Other
Countries, 20s. ; strictly net. Limited edition.

Contents.
1., Behaviour of the Paper Fibres during: the Process of Dyeing, Theory of the

Mordant—Cotton: Flax and Hemp; Esparto; Jute; Straw Cellulose; Chemical and Mechani-
cal Wood Pulp; Mixed Fibres; Theory of Dyeing.— II., Colour Fixing IVIediums (Mordants)
—Alum; Aluminium Sulphate; Aluminium Acetate; Tin Crystals (Stannous Chloride); Cop-
peras (Ferrous Sulphate); Nitrate of Iron (Ferric Sulphate) ; Pyrolignite of Iron (Acetate of
Iron); .Action of Tannic .Acid; Importance of Materials containing Tannin; Treatment with
Tannic .\cid of Paper Pulp intended for dyeing; Blue Stone (Copper Sulphate) ; Potassium
Bichromate; Sodium Bichromate; Chalk (Calcium Carbonate); Soda Crystals (Sodium Car-
bonate) ; .Antimony Potassium Tartrate (Tartar Emetic).

—

III., influence of the Quality of
the Water Used.—IV., Inorganic Colours— 1. .Artificial Mineral Colours; Iron Buff; Man-
ganese Bronze; Chrome Yellow (Chromate of Lead); Chrome Orange (Basic Chromate of
Lead); Red Lead; Chrome Green; Blue with Yellow Prussiate : Prussian Blue; Method for

Producing Prussian Blue free from Acid; Ultramarine—2 Natural Mineral Colours (Earth
Colours);" Yellow Earth Colours; Red Earth Colours; Brown Earth Colours; Green, Grey and
Black Earth Colours; White Earth Colours; White Clay (China Clay); White Gypsum;
Baryta; Magnesium Carbonate; Talc, Soapstone.—V., Organic Colours— 1. Colours of
Vegetable and Animal Origin: (a) Substantive (Direct Dyeing) Colouring Matters: .Annatto;
Turmeric ; Safflower ; (6) A djective (Indirect Dyeing) Colouring Matters : Redwood ; Cochineal

;

Weld: Persian Berries; Fustic Extract ; Quercitron: Catechu (Cutch); Logwood Extract—2.

Artificial Organic (Coal Tar) Colours; Acid Colours; Basic Colours; Substantive (Direct
Dyeing) Colours; Dissolving of the Coal Tar Colours; Auramine°°; Naphthol Yellow S";
Quinoline Yellow^: Metanil YellowO; Paper Yellow" ; Azoflavine RS°, S° ; Cotton Yellow
Qxx and Rxx

; Orange 11°: Chrysoidine A°°, RL°°; Vesuvine Extra°° ; Vesuvine BC°° ; Fast
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Brown -.Naphthylamine Brown° ; Water Blue IN° ; Water BlueTB'^ ; Victoria Blue B^= : Methy-
lene Blue MD°^; Nile Blue R°°; New Blue S°° ; Indoine Blue BB=°; Eosine 442 Nv; Phloxine
BBN ; Rhodamine B^°; Rhodamine 6G°°; Naphthylamine Red G^ ; Fast Red A° : Cotton
Scarlet^; Erythrine RR '; Erythrine X° ; Erythrine P° ; Ponceau 2 R^: Fast Ponceau G and
B-; Paper Scarlet P"-°; SafFranine PP°^: Magenta Powder A°- ; Acetate of Magenta'°

;

Cerise D 10°°; Methyl Violet BB'--"; Crystal VioletO=; Acid Violet 3 BN^ 4 R^; Diamond
Green B=°; Nigrosine WL^; Coal Black°^: Brilliant Black B°.—VI., Practical Application
of the Coal Tar Colours according to tlieir Properties and their Behaviour towards
the Different Paper Fibres—Coal Tar Colours, which rank foremost, as far as their fastness

to light is concerned ; Colour Combinations with which colourless or nearly colourless Back-
water is obtained : Colours which do not bleed into White Fibres, for Blotting and Copying
Paper Pulp ; Colours which produce the best results on Mechanical Wood and on Unbleached
Sulphite W'ood : Dyeing of Cotton, Jute and Wool Half-stuff for Mottling White or Light
Coloured Papers; Colours suitable for Cotton; Colours specially suitable for Jute Dyeing;
Colours suitable for Wool Fibres.—VII., Dyed Patterns on Various Pulp Mixtures-
Placard and Wrapping Papers; Black Wrapping and Cartridge Papers; Blotting Papers;
Mottled and Marbled Papers made with Coloured Linen, Cotton and Union Rags, or with

Cotton, Jute, Wool and Sulphite Wood Fibres, dyed specially for this purpose; Mottling with
Dark Blue Linen ; Mottling with Dark Blue Linen and Dark Blue Cotton ; Mottling with Dark
Blue Cotton ; Mottling with Dark Blue and Red Cotton ; Mottling with Dark Red Cotton

;

Mottling of Bleached Stuff, with 3 to 4 per cent, of Dyed Cotton Fibres ; .Mottling with Dark
Blue Union (Linen and Wool or Cotton Warp with Wool Weft); Mottling with Blue Striped

Red Union ; Mottling of Bleached Stuff with 3 to 4 per cent, of Dyed Wool Fibres ; Mottling
of Bleached Stuff wi'^th 3 to 4 per cent, of Dyed Jute Fibres: Mottling of Bleached Stuff with
3 to 4 per cent, of Dyed Sulphite Wood Fibres; Wall Papers: Packing Papers.—VIII.,
Dyeing to Shade—Index.

Press Opinions.
" The book is one that is of value to every one connected with the colouring of paper."

—

Paper Trade Journal.
"The great feature of the volume is undoubtedly the series of actual patterns of dyed

papers, 157 in all—twelve of which, made in England, have been added to the original German
series. Detailed formulae are given for the preparation of the pulp for each, and the tints of

the samples practically form a key, by means of which the accuracy of the student's or
practitioner's experiments can be tested. ... On the whole the publication is one of distinct

importance to the trade, and will no doubt speedily become a standard work of reference
amongst papermakers, both in the 'lab.' and the office, as well as being an excellent text-book
for the use of students in the increasing number of technical institutes in which papermaking
is taught."

—

World's Paper Trade Review.

Enamelling on Metal.
ENAMELS AND ENAMELLING. An Introduction to the

Preparation and Application of all Kinds of Enamels for Technical and
Artistic Purposes. For Enamel Makers. Workers in Gold and Silver,

and Manufacturers of Objects of Art. By Paul Randau. Translated
from the German. With Sixteen Illustrations. 180 pp. 1900. Price
10s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, lis. ; Other Countries, 12s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
I., Introduction.—II., Composition and Properties of Glass.

—

III., Raw Materials for the
Manufacture of Enamels.—IV., Substances Added to Produce Opacity.—V., Fluxes.—VI., Pig-
ments.—VII., Decolorising Agents.—VIII., Testing the Raw Materials with the Blow-pipe
Flame.—IX., Subsidiary Materials.—X., Preparing the Materials for Enamel Making.—XI.,
Mixing the .Materials.

—

XII., The Preparation of Technical Enamels, The Enamel Mass.

—

XIII., Appliances for Smelting the Enamel .Mass.—XIV., Smelting the Charge.—XV., Com-
position of Enamel Masses.

—

XVI., Composition of Masses for Ground Enamels.—XVII.,
Composition of Cover Enamels.—XVI 1 1., Preparing the Articles for Enamelling.—XIX.,
Applying the Enamel.—XX., Firing the GroQnd Enamel.—XXL, .Applying and Firing the
Cover Enamel or Glaze.—XXII., Repairing Defects in Enamelled Ware.—XXIII. , Enamelling
Articles of Sheet Metal.—XXIV., Decorating Enamelled Ware.—XXV., Specialities in Ena-
melling.—XXVI., Dial-plate Enamelling.—XXVI 1., Enamels for Artistic Purposes, Recipes
for Enamels of Various Colours.—Index.

Press Opinions.
" Should prove of great service to all who are either engaged in or interested in the art of

enamelling."—/<;ii'e//e)S and Watchmakers' Trade Advertiser.
" I must inform you that this is the best book ever I have come across on enamels, and it is

worth double its cost."'-J. Minchin, Jr., Porto, Portugal, 2'indjuly, 1900.

"This is a very useful and thoroughly practical treatise, and deals with every branch of the
enameller's art. The manufacture of enamels of various colours and the methods of their

application are described in detail. Besides the commoner enamelling processes, some of the
more important special branches of the business, such as cloisonne work are dealt with. The
work is well got up, and the illustrations of apparatus are well executed. The translator is

evidently a man well acquainted both with the German language and the subject-matter of the
book."

—

Invention.
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"This is a most welcome volume, and one for which we have long waited in this country.
For years we have been teaching design applied to enamelling as well as to several other
crafts, but we have not risen to the scientific side of the question. Here is a handbook dealing
\\ ith the composition and making of enamels for application to metals for the most part, but
also for other allied purposes. It is written in a thoroughly practical way, and its author

—

Paul Randau—has made its subject a very particular study. The result, like almost all things
which come from the German chemical expert, is a model of good workmanship and arrange-
ment, and no one who is in search of a handbook to enamelling, no matter whether he is a
craftsman producing his beautiful translucent colours on gold, silver and copper, or the hollow-
ware manufacturer making enamelled saucepans and kettles, can wish for a more useful
practical manual."

—

Birminf^ham Gazette.

THE ART OP ENAMELLING ON METAL. By W.
NoR.MAN Brow.n. Twenty-eight Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 60 pp.
1900. Price 2s. 6d. ; Abroad. 3s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Chapters I., History—Cloisonne—Champs Leve—Translucent Enamel—Surface Painted

Enamels.—II., Cloisonne—Champs Leves—Translucent— Painted.—HI., Painted Enamel

—

Apparatus—Furnaces and Muffles for Firing.— IV., The Copper Base or Plate—Planishing

—

Cloisons—Champ Leve Plates.—V., Enamels—Trituration—Washing—Coating a Plate with
Enamel—Firing Ordinary Plaques for Painting—Designing—Squaring off.—VI., Designs for
Cloisonne—Designs for Painted Enamels—Technical Processes—Brushes, etc.,—Colours

—

Grisaille—Full-coloured Designs.

Press Opinion.
"The information conveyed in The Art of Enamellint^ on Metal is as complete as can be ex-

pected in a manual of ordinary length, and is quite ample in all respects to start students in a
most interesting branch of decorative art. .\\\ necessary requisites are fully described and
illustrated, and the work is one, indeed, which any one may pursue with interest, for those who
are interested artistically in enamels are a numerous body."

—

Haniicare Metals and Machinery.

Books on Textile and Dyeing
Subjects.

THE TECHNICAL TESTING OF YARNS AND TEX-
TILE FABRICS. With Reference to Official Specifica-
tions. Translated from the German of Dr. J. Herzfeld. Second
Edition. Si-\ty-nine Illustrations. 200 pp. Demy Svo. 1901. Price
10s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, lis. ; Other Countries, 12s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Yarn Testing. III., Determining thp Yarn Number.—IV., Testing: tiie Length of

Yams.—v.. Examination of the bxternal Appearance of Yarn.—VI., Determining the
Twist of Yarn and Twist.—VII., Determination of Tensile Strength and Elasticity.—
VIII., Estimating the Percentage of Fat in Yarn.— IX., Determination of Moisture
(Conditioning).

—

Appendix.
Press Opinions.

"It would be well if our English manufacturers would avail themselves of this important
addition to the extensive list of German publications which, by the spread of technical infor-

mation, contribute in no small degree to the success, and sometimes to the supremacy, of
Germany in almost every branch of textile manufacture."—.UiJiit/ies/rc Courier.

"This is probably the most exhaustive book published in English on the subject dealt with.
. . . We have great confidence in recommending the purchase of this book by all manu-
facturers of textile goods of whatever kind, and are convinced that the concise and direct way
in which it is written, which has been admirably conserved by the translator, renders it

peculiarly adapted for the use of English readers."

—

Textile Recorder.
" .\ careful study of this book enables one to say with certainty that it is a standard work on

the subject. Its importance is enhanced greatly by the probability that we have here, for the
first time in our own language, in one volume, a full, accurate, and detailed account, by a prac-
tical expert, of the best technical methods for the testing of textile materials, whether in the
raw state or in the more or less finished product."

—

Olaxcoz^ Herald.
"The author has endeavoured to collect and arrange in systematic form for the first time

all the data relating to both physical and chemical tests as used throughout the whole of the
textile industry, so that not only the commercial and textile chemist, who has frequently to
reply to questions on these matters, but also the practical manufacturer of textiles and his

subordinates, whether in spinning, weaving, dyeing, and finishing, are catered for. . . . The
book is profusely illustrated, and the subjects of these illustrations are clearly described."

—

Textile Manufacturer.
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DECORATIVE AND FANCY TEXTILE FABRICS.
With Designs and Illustrations. By R. T. Lord. A Valuable Book for
Manufacturers and Designers of Carpets, Damask, Dress and all Textile
Fabrics. 200 pp. 189S. DemySvo. 132 Designs and Illustrations. Price
7s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, Ss. ; Other Countries, 8s. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Chapters I., A Few Hints on Designing Ornamental Textile Fabrics.—II., A Few Hints on

Designing Ornamental Textile Fabrics (continued).— III., A Few Hints on Designing Orna-
mental Textile Fabrics (continued).—IV., A Few Hints on Designing Ornamental Textile
Fabrics (continued).—V., Hints for Ruled-paper Draughtsmen.—VI., The Jacquard Machine.

—

VII., Brussels and Wilton Carpets.—VIII., Tapestry Carpets.—IX., Ingrain Carpets.—X.,
Axminster Carpets.—XI., Damask and Tapestry Fabrics.—XII., Scarf Silks and Ribbons.

—

XIII., Silk Handkerchiefs.—XIV., Dress Fabrics.—XV., Mantle Cloths.—XVI., Figured Plush.
—XVII., Bed Quilts.—XVIII., Calico Printing.

Press Opinions.
" The book can be strongly recommended to students and practical men."

—

Textile Colouvist.
"Those engaged in the designing of dress, mantle tapestry, carpet and other ornamental

textiles will find this volume a useful work of reference."

—

Leeds Mercury.
"The bosk is to be commended as a model manual, appearing at an opportune time, since

every day is making known a growing desire for development in British industrial art."

—

Dundee Advertiser.
" Designers especially, who desire to make progress in their calling, will do well to take the

hints thrown out in the first four chapters on 'Designing Ornamental Textile Fabrics '."

—

Nottingham Daily Guardian.

POWER-LOOM WEAVING AND YARN NUMBERING,
According to Various Systems, with Conversion Tables. An Auxiliary
and Text-book for Pupils of Weaving Schools, as well as for Self-

Instruction and for General Use by those engaged in the Weaving
Industry. Translated from the German of Anthon Gruner. With
Twenty-Six Diagrams in Colours. 150 pp. 1900. Crown 8vo. Price
7s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 8s. ; Other Countries, 8s. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
I., Power=Loom Weaving in General. Various Systems of Looms.—II., Mountings

and Starting- the Power=Looni. English Looms.—Tappet or Treadle Looms.—Dobbies.

—

III., General Remarks on the Numbering, Reeling and Packing of Yarn.—Appendix.—
Useful Hints. Calculating Warps.—Weft Calculations.—Calculations of Cost Price in Hanks.

Press Opinions.
" A long-felt want in the weaving industry has been suppliediby the issue of a cheap volume

dealing with the subject."

—

Belfast Evening Telegraph.
"The work has been clearly translated from the German and published with suitable

illustrations. . . . The author has dealt very practically with the subject."

—

Bradford Daily
Telegraph.

"The book, which contains a number of useful coloured diagrams, should prove invaluable
to the student, and its handy form will enable it to become a companion more than some cum-
brous work."

—

Cotton Factory Times.
" The book has been prepared with great care, and is most usefully illustrated. It is a capital

text-book for use in the weaving schools or for self-instruction, while all engaged in the weaving
industry will find its suggestions helpful."

—

Northern Daily Telegraph.
"The various systems are treated in a careful manner; also the different looms and their

manufacture, as well as the whole processes of"the work. Yarn numbering according to various
systems, with conversion tables and numerous coloured diagrams, materially assist to a clear
comprehension of the subject."

—

Northern Whig.
"The ' inside ' managers of our textile mills in which the work is complex or greatly varied,

and where yarns of different materials are in use, will find this work convenient for reference in

case of novelty or difficulty. We may also say the same in relation to the textile student. Its
description of the parts of the loom and their functions will be of use to the latter, being of the
most elementary kind."

—

Textile Mercury.
"The author attempts to fill a gap in weaving literature caused by the neglect of many

obscure points connected with the industry. A short review is given of the power-loom as a
whole, followed by a description of the different parts of the machinery with their advantages
and defects. . . . The book is severely technical, but must on that account be very valuable to
the pupil who is determined to master this industrial art."

—

Cheshire County News.
"It is clear and concise, and gives just that knowledge in quality and amount which any

student of the weaving industry ought to consider as a minimum necessary for his thorough
comprehension of his future profession. The handiness and variety of the information com-
orised in Section III., dealing with the numbering and reeling of yarns employed in the various
TBtems in different countries, struck us as particularly useful "

—

North British Daily Mail.
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" This work brings before weavers who are actually engaged in the various branches of
fabrics, as well as the technical student, the different parts of the general run of power-looms in

such a manner that the parts of the loom and their bearing to each other can be readily under-
stood. . . . The work should prove of much value, as it is in every sense practical, and is put
before the reader in such a clear manner that it can be easily understood."

—

Textile Industries.

"The book under notice is intended as an instructor to those engaged in power-loom weaving,
and, judging by its compilation, the author is a thorough master of the craft. It is not over-
loaded with details, and he manages to compress in a book of some 150 pages all that one can
possibly wish to know about the different parts of the machinery, whether of English or foreign
make, and for whatever kind of cloth required. A comprehensive summary is also included of
the various yarns and methods of numbering them, as well as a few useful hints and a number
of coloured diagrams for manUann weavings. The book is printed in bold, legible type, on
good paper, has a copious index, and is well and strongly bound."

—

Ashton-under-Lyne Herald.
"In dealing with the complicated parts of various classes of power-looms, the writer, who is

one of the professors at the Royal Weaving School of Asch, brings to the work a thorough
knowledge of the subject, and, what is of great value, he has the gift of communicating his
knowledge in a way which is easily understood. The smallest details of loom-setting are
entered into, and a full explanation of problems, which are a source of anxiety to many en-
gaged in overlooking, is given. Students will find the vvork an admirable text-book, and all

who are interested in weaving will see in it a valuable addition to the literature on this subject.

. . The book is in small compass, and is crowded with valuable information."

—

Bradford
Observer.

COLOUR: A HANDBOOK OP THE THEORY OP
COLOUR. By George H. Hurst, F.C.S. With Ten
Coloured Plates and Seventy-two Illustrations. 160 pp. Demy 8vo.

1900. Price 7s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 8s. ; Other Countries, 8s. 6d.

;

strictly net.

Contents.
Chapters I., Colour and Its Production. Light, Colour, Dispersion of White Light

Methods of Producing the Spectrum, Glass Prism and Diffraction Grating Spectroscopes, The
Spectrum, Wave Motion of Light, Recomposition of White Light, Hue, Luminosity, Purity
of Colours, The Polariscope, Phosphorescence, Fluorescence, Interference.— II., Cause of
Colour in Coloured Bodies. Transmitted Colours, Absorption Spectra of Colouring
Matters.—III., Colour Phenomena and Theories. Mixing Colours, White Light from
Coloured Lights, Effect of Coloured Light on Colours, Complementary Colours, Young-
Helmholtz Theory, Brewster Theory, Supplementary Colours, .Maxwell's Theory, Colour
Photography.— IV., The Physiology of Lig:ht. Structure of the Eye, Persistence of Vision,

Subjective Colour Phenomena, Colour Blindness.—V., Contrast. Contrast, Simultaneous
Contrast, Successive Contrast, Contrast of Tone., Contrast of Colours, Modification of Colours
by Contrast, Colour Contrast in Decorative Design.—VI., Colour in Decoration and
Design. Colour Harmonies, Colour Equivalents, Illumination and Colour, Colour and
Textile Fabrics, Surface Structure and Colour.—VII., Measurement of Colour. Colour
Patch Method, The Tintometer, Chromometer.

Press Opinions.
" This useful little book possesses considerable merit, and will be of great utility to those for

-whom it is primarily intended."

—

Birmingham Post.
" It will be found to be of direct service to the majority of dyers, calico printers and colour

mixers, to whom we confidently recommend it."

—

Chemical Trade Journal.
" It is thoroughly practical, and gives in simple language the why and wherefore of the many

colour phenomena which perplex the dyer and the colourist."

—

Dyer and Calico Printer.
" We lia\ e found the book very interesting, and can recommend it to all who wish to master

the diffLix-m iisp.Lts of colour theory, with a view to a practical application of the knowledge so
gained." --( hf::n -t dad Druggist.

" All-. Hin-.st's II cindbook on the Theory of Colour will be found extremely useful, not only to

the art student, but also to the craftsman, whose business it is to manipulate pigments and
dyes."—Nottingham Daily Guardian.

TEXTILE RAW MATERIALS AND THEIR CON-
VERSION INTO YARNS. (The Study of the Raw
Materials and the Technology of the Spinning Process.) Text-book for

Textile, Trade and Higher Technical Schools. By Julius Zipser.
Translated from German by Charles Salter. 302 Illustrations.

480 pp. Demy 8vo. 1901. Price 10s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, lis.;

Other Countries, 12s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Raw Materials: Cotton—Wool—Flax—Hemp—Jute—Hair—Shearing Sheep—Goat

Wool—Silk—Detection and Estimation of Textile Raw Materials in Yarns and Fabrics—Tests.
—The Technology of Spinning. Cotton Spinning : Bale Breakers—Carding—Combing
—Roving— .Mule Frames-Yarn Testing— Humidifiers. Flax Spinning: Tow Spinning-
String Spinning— Carded Woollen Yarn— Belt Condenser—Fine Spinning—Yarn Numbering.-
Manufacture of True Worsted Yarn : Semi-Worsted Yarns.—Artificial Wool or
Shoddy Spinning: Spinning Shoddy.—Index.
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THE COLOUR PRINTING OF CARPET YARNS. A
Useful Manual tor Colour Chemists and Textile Printers. By David
Paterson, F.C.S. Seventeen Illustrations. 132 pp. Demy 8vo. 1900.

Price 7s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 8s. Other Countries, 8s. 6d. ; strictly

net. Contents.
Chapters I., Structure and Constitution of Wool Fibre.— II., Yarn Scouring.— III., Scouring

Materials.—IV., Water for Scouring.—V., Bleaching Carpet Yarns.—VI., Colour Making for
Yarn Printing.—VII., Colour Printing Pastes.—VIII., Colour Recipes for Yarn Printing.—
IX., Science of Colour Mixing.—X., Matching of Colours.—XI., "Hank" Printing.—XII.,
Printing Tapestry Carpet Yarns.—XIII., Yarn Printing.—XIV., Steaming Printed Yarns.—
XV., Washing of Steamed Yarns.—XVI., Aniline Colours Suitable for Yarn Printing.—XVII.,
Glossary of Dyes and Dye-wares used in Wood Yarn Printing.—Appendix.

Press Opinions.
" The book is worthy the attention of the trade."— IVoicestey Herald. ,

"The treatise is arranged with great care, and follows the processes described in a manner
at once clear and convincing."

—

Glasgow Record.
"A most useful manual dealing in an intelligible and interesting manner with the colour

printing of carpet yarns."

—

Kidderminster Times.
" An eminent expert himself, the author has evidently strained every effort in order to make

his work the standard guide of its class."

—

Leicester Post.
" The book, which is admirably printed and illustrated, should fulfil the need of a practical

guide in the colour printing of carpet yarns.

—

Nottingham Express.
" The subject is very exhaustively treated in all its branches. . . . The work, which is very

well illustrated with designs, machines, and wool fibres, will be a useful addition to our textile

literature."

—

Northern Whig.
" It gives an account of its subject which is both valuable and instructive in itself, and likely

to be all the more welcome because books dealing with textile fabrics usually have little or
nothing to say about this way of decorating them."

—

Scotsman.
"The work shows a thorough grasp of the leading characteristics, as well as the minutse of

the industry, and gives a lucid description of its chief departments. . . . As a text-book in

technical schools where this branch of industrial education is taught,jthe book is valuable, or
it may be perused with pleasure as well as profit by any one having an interest in textile in-

dustries."

—

Dundee Courier.
"The book bears every mark of an extensive practical knowledge of the subject in all its

bearings, and supplies a real want in technical literature. Chapters IX. and X., on the science
of colour mixing and colour matching respectively, are especially good, and we do not remem-
ber to have seen the bearing of various kinds of light, and of the changes from one kind of light

to another on the work of the colourist, so well treated elsewhere."

—

Dyer and Calico Printer,
" It is thoroughly practical, and contains much information which has not hitherto appeared

in book form. It is pleasing to note that the practical part is not crowded out with purely
' practical recipes '. A few typical examples are given, and the rest is left to the common sense
and judgment of the printer or works' chemist. Another pleasing feature is the accounts given
here and there of the author's own researches on the subject. The work will be of interest to
printers of wool generally, and to those engaged in the dyeing of this fibre."

—

Journal of the

Society of Dyers mid Colourists.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE BLEACHING OF
LINEN AND COTTON YARN AND FABRICS. By
L. Tailfer, Chemical and Mechanical Engineer. Translated from the
French by John Geddes McIntosh, Lecturer on Chemical Technology,
London. Demy 8vo. 1901. Price 12s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 13s. 6d ^

Other Countries, 15s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Chapter I. General Considerations on Bleaching. Chapter II. Steeping. Chapter III

Washing: Its End and Importance—Roller Washing Machines—Wash Wheel (Dash Wheel)

—

Stocks or Wash Mill—Squeezing. Chapter IV. Lye Boiling—Lye Boiling with Milk of Lime
—Lye Boiling with Soda Lyes—Description ol Lye Boiling Keirs—Operations of Lye Boiling

—Concentration of Lyes. Chapter V. Mather and Piatt's Keir—Description of the Keir

—

Saturation of the Fabrics—Alkali used in Lye Boiling—Examples of Processes. Chapter VI.
Soap—Action of Soap in Bleaching—Quality and Quantity of Soaps to use in the Lye—Soap
Lyes or Scalds—Soap Scouring Stocks. Chapter VII. Bleaching on Grass or on the Bleach-
ing Green or Lawn. Chapter VIII. Chemicking—Remarks on Chlorides and their De-
colourising Action—Chemicking Cisterns—Chemicking—Strengths, etc. Chapter IX. Sours
—Properties of the Acids—Effects Produced by Acids—Souring Cisterns. Chapter X.
Drying—Drying by Steam—Drying by Hot Air—Drying by Air. Chapter XI. Damages to

Fabrics in Bleaching—Yarn Mildew—Fermentation—Iron Rust Spots—Spots from Contact
with Wood—Spots incurred on the Bleaching Green—Damages arising from the Machines.
Chapter XII. Examples of Methods used in Bleaching—Linen—Cotton. Chapter XIII. The
Valuation of Caustic and Carbonated Alkali (Soda) and General Information Regarding these
Bodies—Object of Alkalimetry—-Titration of Carbonate of Soda—Comparative Table of
Different Degrees of Alkalimetrical Strength—Five Problems relative to Carbonate of Soda
—Caustic Soda, its Properties and Uses—Mixtures of Carbonated and Caustic Alkali—Note
on a Process of Manufacturing Caustic Soda and Mixtures of Caustic and Carbonated Alkali

(Soda). Chapter XIV. Chlorometry—Titration—Wagner's Chlorometric Method—Prepara-
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tion of Standard Solutions—Apparatus for Chlorine Valuation—AlUali in Excess in De-
colourising Chlorides. Chapter XV. Chlorine and Decolourising Chlorides—Synopsis

—

Chlorine—Chloride of Lime—Hypochlorite of Soda—Brochoki's Chlorozone—Various De-
colourising Hypochlorites—Comparison of Chloride of Lime and Hypochlorite of Soda.
Chapter XVL Water—Qualities of Water—Hardness—Dervaux's Purifier^Testing the
Purified Water—Different Plant for Purification—Filters. Chapter XVII. Bleaching of
Yarn—Weight of Yarn—Lye Boiling—Chemicking—Washing—Bleaching of Cotton Yarn.
Chapter XVIII. The Installation of a Bleach Works—Water Supply—Steam Boilers—Steam
Distribution Pipes—Engines—Keirs—Washing Machines—Stocks—Wash Wheels—Chemick-
ing and Souring Cisterns—Various— Buildings. Chapter XIX. Addenda—Energy of De-
colourising Chlorides and Bleaching by Electricity and Ozone—Energy of Decolourising
Chlorides—Chlorides—Production of Chlorine and Hypochlorites by Electrolysis—Lunge's
Process for increasing the intensity of the Bleaching Power of Chloride of Lime—Trilfer's

Process for Removing the Excess of Lime or Soda from Decolourising Chlorides—Bleaching
by Ozone.

THE SCIENCE OP COLOUR MIXING. A Manual in-

tended for the use of Dyers, Calico Printers and Colour Chemists. By
David Patrrson, F.C.S. Forty-one Illustrations, Five Coloured Plates,
and Four Plates showings Eleven Dyed Specimens of Fabrics. 132

pp. Demy 8vo. 1900. Price 7s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, Ss. ; Other
Countries, Ss. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Chapters I., Colour a Sensation; Colours of Illuminated Bodies; Colours of Opaque and

Transparent Bodies; Surface Colour.— II., Analysis of Light; Spectrum; Homogeneous
Colours; Ready Method of Obtaining a Spectrum.—III., Examination of Solar Spectrum;
The Spectroscope and Its Construction; Colourists' Use of the Spectroscope.—IV.. Colour by
Absorption ; Solutions and Dyed Fabrics; Dichroic Coloured Fabrics in Gaslight.—V., Colour
Primaries of the Scientist veisiis the Dyer and Artist; Colour Mixing by Rotation and Lye
Dyeing; Hue, Purity, Brightness; Tints; Shades, Scales, Tones, Sad and Sombre Colours.

—

VI., Colour Mixing; Pure and Impure Greens, Orange and Violets; Large Variety of Shades
from few Colours; Consideration of the Practical Primaries; Red, Yellow and Blue.—VII.,
Secondary Colours; Nomenclature of Violet and Purple Group; Tints and Shades of Violet;
Changes in Artificial Light.—VIII., Tertiary Shades ; Broken Hues; Absorption Spectra of
Tertiary Shades.—Appendix: Four Plates with Dyed Specimens Illustrating Text.—Index.

Press Opinions.
"The work has evidently been prepared with great care, and, as far as we can judge, should

be very useful to the dyer and colourist."

—

Halifax Courier.

"The volume, which is clearly and popularly written, should prove of the utmost service to
all who are concerned with the practical use of colours, whether as dyers or painters."

—

Scotsman.
"To the practical colourist, and also to technical students, Mr. Paterson's new work will be

very welcome We are often asked to recommend books on different subjects, and have no
hesitation in advising the purchase of the present volume by dyers and calico printers, as con-
taining a mass of most useful information at a nominal price."

—

Irish Textile Journal.
"Mr. Paterson's work not only clearly deals with the theory of colour, but supplies lucid

directions for the practical application of the theory. His work will be found exceedingly
helpful, not only to the practical colourist, but also to students in our textile colleges, by
forming a useful complement to their class lectures. There are several exquisitely coloured
plates and a large number of other illustrations of theory and practice in colour blending, and
also a series of plates with specimens of dyed fabrics attached, in explication of the author's
views.-'— Wakefield Express.

" Mr. Paterson has little to say upon the experimental aspect or on its aesthetics, but much
upon the theory of colour, especially as it bears upon the question—an all-important one to

dyers, calico printers and artists, who have to produce such a variety of shades and tints—of
the admixture of one colour upon another. . . . The author is a dyer, and in his concluding
chapters keeps well before him the special wants and requirements of dyers. He writes
pleasantly and lucidly, and there is no difficulty in following him, although here and there a
lapse into ambiguousness occurs. The book is well printed, generously supplied with coloured
plates, very nicely if not brightly got up ; and the dyed patterns at the end enhance the value
of the book to the dyer.''

—

Textile Mercury.
" For some time the proprietors of The Oil and Colournian's Journal have been engaged in

the publication of a series of practical handbooks intended for the use of those interested in

certain branches of technology, and the present volume is the latest addition to their list.

The feature which the works have in common—and it is an all-important one in treatises of
this sort—is their eminently practical character. The primary aim of the publishers is to

provide scientific text-books which will be helpful to those who are either actively engaged in

the practice of the arts in question, or who are studying with that immediate end in view. . . .

Mr. Paterson speaks with that assured knowledge of an expert, and in the present volume, as
in that which he has already contributed to the same series, he sets forth the true foundation
of the art of colouring in a manner at once comprehensive and judicious. . . . For dyers,
calico printers and colourists in general, whose desire it is to work with accuracy in their

respective branches, the treatise will prove an invaluable guide-book, provided the principles

and methods it describes are studied with intelligence and care. To this end, every encourage-
ment has been given that well-chosen examples, carefully executed plates and diagrams, and
an exhaustive index can supply."

—

Glasgoti> Herald.
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COLOUR MATCHING ON TEXTILES. A IManual in-

tended for the use of Students of Colour Chemistry, Dyeing and
Textile Printing. By David Paterson, F.C.S. Coloured Frontis-

piece. Twcntj'-nine Illustrations and Fourteen Specimens of Dyed
Fabrics Illustrating Text. Demy 8vo. 132 pp. 1901. Price 7s. 6d.

;

India and Colonies, 8s. ; Other Countries, Ss. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Chapters I., Colour Vision and Structure of the Eye—Perception of Colour—Primary

and Complementary Colour Sensations.— II., Daylight for Colour Matching—Selection of a
Good Pure Light— Diffused Daylight, Direct Sunlight, Blue Skylight, Variability of Daylight,

etc., etc.— III., .Matching of Hues—Purity and Luminosity of Colours—Matching Bright Hues
—Aid of Tinted Films—.Matching Difficulties Arising from Contrast.—IV., E.xamination of

Colours by Reflected and Transmitted Lights— Effect of Lustre and Transparency of Fibres

in Colour Matching.—V., .Matching of Colours on Velvet Pile—Optical Properties of Dye-
stuffs, Dichroism, Fluorescence.—VI., Use of Tinted Mediums—Orange Film—Defects of the

Eye—Yellowing of the Lens—Colour Blindness, etc.—VII., Matching of Dyed Silk Trimmings
and Linings and Bindings—Its Difficulties—Behaviour of Shades in Artificial Light—Colour
Matching of Old Fabrics, etc.—VIII., Examination of Dyed Colours under the Artificial Lights
—Electric .4rc, Magnesium and Dufton, Gardner Lights, Welsbach, Acetylene, etc.—Testing
Qualities of an Illuminant.—IX., Influence of the Absorption Spectrum in Changes of Hue
under the .Artificial Lights—Study of the Causes of .Abnormal Modifications of Hue, etc.

Reissue of

THE ART OF DYEING WOOL, SILK AND COTTON.
Translated from the French of .M. Hellot, M. Macouer and M. LE
PiLELR D"Apligny. First Published in English in 1789. Six Plates.

Demy 8vo. 446 pp. 1901. Price 5s. ; India and Colonies, 5s. 6d. ;

Other Countries, 6s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Part I., The Art of Dyeing Wool and Woollen Cloth, Stuffs, Yarn, Worsted, etc. :

Introduction.^Chapters I., Of the Vessels and Utensils used in Dyeing.— II., Of the Fixed
ind Fugitive, commonly called Great and Little Dye.— III., Of Colours in Grain. Dyeing
Wool : IV., Of Blue.—v.. Of the Pastel Vat—Directions for the Proper .Management of the

Vat—Indications when the Vat has Suffered by too much or too little Lime, the two extremes
which ought carefully to be avoided—The Preparations of Indigo for the Pastel Vat.—VI.,
Of the Woad Vat.—VII., Of the Indigo Vat.—VIII., Of the Cold Indigo Vat with Urine—

A

Hot Indigo Vat with Urine—To Reheat a Urine Vat.—IX., A Cold Indigo Vat without Urine.

—X., Of the .Method of Dyeing Blue.—XI., Of Red.—XII., Of Scarlet in Grain, or Venetian
Scarlet.—XIII., Of Fire Scarlet.—XIV., Of Crimson.—XV., Of Gum Lac Scarlet.—XVI., Of
the Coccus polomcus. a Colouring Insect.—XVII., Of .Madder Red.—XVIII., Of Yellow.—XIX.,
Of Brown or Fawn Colour.—XX., Of Black.—XXI., Of the Colours obtained from a Mixture of

Blue and Red.—XXII., Of the .Mixture of Blue and Yellow.—XXIII.. Of the .Mixture of Blue
and Fawn Colour.—XXI V., Of the Mixture of Blue and Black.—XXV., Of the .Mixture of Red
and Yellow.—XXVI., Of the .Mixture of Red and Fawn.—XXVII., Of the .Mixture of Red and
Black.—XXVIII., Of the Mixture of Yellow and Fawn Colours.—XXIX., Of the .Mixture of

Yellow and Black.—XXX., Of the Mixture of Fawn Colour and Black.—XXXI., Of the Prin-

cipal Mixtures of the Primitive Colours by Three and Three.—XXXII., The Method of Blending
Wool of Different Colours for mixed Cloth or Stuffs.—XXXIII., The .Method of Preparing
Felts for Trial.—XXXIV., The .Method of Dyeing Woollens False Colours.—XXXV., Of Flock
or Goats' Hair.—XXXVI., Of Archil, and the Method of Using It.—XXXVII., Of Logwood.—
XXXVIII., Of Brazil Wood.—XXXIX., Of Fustic—XL., Roucou.—XLI., Of French Berries.

—XLIL, Of Turmeric.—XLIII., Instructions for the Proof Liquor for Wool and Woollen
Stuffs.

Part II., The Art of Dyeing Silk : Ungumming and Boiling for White.—For Boiling of

Silks Intended to be Dyed.—Observations on Ungumming and Boiling.—Of White.—Of Whiten-
ing.—Sulphunng.—Observations on Whitening and Sulphuring.—Of Aluming.—Remarks on
Aluming.—Of Blue.—Remarks on the Blue of Indigo.—Of Yellow.—Remarks on Yellow.

—

Aurora, Orange, .Mordore, Gold Colour and Chamois.—Red and Crimson.—Remarks on
Crimson.—Of False Crimson or the Red of Brazil.—Remarks on the Red, or Crimson of Brazil

Wood.—Of Scarlet, Orange, Red and Cherry Colour.—Preparation of the Carthamus or
Bastard Saffron.—Remarks on the Dye of Carthamus or Bastard Saffron.—Of the False
Poppy or Fire Colour Produced with Brazil Wood.—False Rose Colour.—Of Green.

—

Remarks.—Of Olives.—Remarks.—Of Violet.—Of Fine Violet, or Violet in Grain.—Of False
or Common Violets or Lilac.—Of the Violet of Logwood.—Remarks.—Violet of Logwood and
Verdigris.—Violets of Brazil and Logwood.—Remarks.—Violets from Brazil Wood and Archil.

—Of Purple, Gillyflower, and of Fine Cochineal or Purple.—Of False Purple.—Of .Maroons,
Cinnamons and White Lees.—Remarks.—Of Nut Greys, Thorn Greys, Black and Iron Greys
and others of the same Species.—Of Black.—Softening of Black.—Black in the Raw.—Remarks
on Black.—Particular Process Communicated by M. Hellot.—Genoa Crimson, a Process
Proved in .May, 1743.—Violet Crimson of Italy.— Half Violet.—Genoa Black for Velvets.

Part III., The Art of Dyeing Cotton and Linen Thread, together with the Method
of Stamping Silks, Cottons, etc. : Of Dveing in General.—Inquiry concerning Wool, Silk,

Cotton and Flax.—Of Wool.—Of Silk.—Of Cotton.—Of Flax.—Conclusion from the Examina-
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tion of Substances Commonly Dyed.—Of Bleaching.—Preparation for Stuffs to be Dyed.

—

Astringents.—Theory of Dyeing Stuffs Prepared with Alum.—Of Colouring Substances.

—

Of Cochineal and Colouring Insects.—Of Madder.—Of Vegetables Furnishing a Yellow Dye.

—

Of the Colouring Drugs Used in Dyeing without .Astringents.—Of Indigo.— Of Substances
Used in Dyeing Fawn and Root Colour.—Of Carthamus, Roucou, etc.—Of Black. Of Dyeing
of Cotton Thread : Of Cleansing.—Of the Colours Employed for the Dyeing of Cotton
Thread.—Of Blue.—Of Red.—Adrianople Red.—Observations on this Dye.—Of Yellow.—Of
Green.—Of Violet.—Of Red Cinnamon.—Of Black.—Black for Linen and Cotton Thread by a
Combination of Colours.—Of Grey.—Of More Durable Greys.—Of Musk Colour.— Olive and
Duck Greens.—Of Browns, Maroons, Coffee Colours, etc.—Of Silk Stuffs Dyed of Several
Colours.—The Manner of Stamping Silk, etc., in Europe.—Of a Linen with a Blue Ground
and White Pattern.—Of Saxon Blue.—Observations on this Dye.

—

Indexes.

THE DYEING OF COTTON FABRICS: A Practical
Handbook for the Dyer and Student. By Franklin Beech, Practical
Colourist and Chemist. 272 pp. Forty-four Illustrations of Bleaching
and Djeing Machinery. Demy 8vo. 1901. Price 7s. 6d. ; India
and Colonies, 8s. ; Other Countries, 8s. fid. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Chapters I., Structure and Chemistry of the Cotton Fibre.— II., Scouring and Bleaching of

Cotton.

—

III., Dyeing Machinery and Dyeing Manipulations.— IV., Principals and Practice of
Cotton Dyeing— 1, Direct Dyeing; 2, Direct Dyeing followed by Fixation with Metallic Salts;

3, Direct Dyeing followed by Fixation with Developers; 4, Direct Dyeing followed by Fixation
with Couplers; 5, Dyeing on Tannic Mordant; 6, Dyeing on .Metallic .Mordant; 7, Production
of Colour Direct upon Cotton Fibres ; 8, Dyeing Cotton by Impregnation with Dye-stuff Solu-
tion.—V.. Dyeing Union (.Mixed Cotton and Wool) Fabrics.—VI., Dyeing Half Silk (Cotton-
Silk, Satin) Fabrics.—VII., Operations following Dyeing—Washing, Soaping, Drying.—VIII.,
Testing of the Colour of Dyed Fabrics.— IX., Experimental Dyeing and Comparative Dye
Testing.—Index.

The book contains numerous recipes for the production on Cotton Fabrics of all kinds of a
great range of colours, thus making it of great service in the Dyehouse, while to the Student it

is of value in that the scientific principles which underlie the operations of dyeing are clearly

laid down.

COTTON SPINNING (First Year). By Thomas Thornley,
Spinning Master, Bolton Technical School. 160 pp. 84 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo. 1901. Price 3s. ; Abroad, 3s. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Syllabus and Examination Papers of the City and Guilds of London Institute.—Chapters

I., Cultivation, Classification, Ginning, Baling and Mixing of the Raw Cotton.— II., Bale-
Breakers, .Mixing Lattices and Hopper Feeders —III., Opening and Scutching.—IV., Carding.
—Index to Illustrations.—General Index.

COTTON SPINNING (Intermediate, or Second Year). By
THOiMAS Thornley. 180 pp. 70 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 1901.

Price 5s. ; India and British Colonies, 5s. 6d. ; Other Countries, 6s.
;

strictly net.

Contents.
Syllabuses and Examination Papers of the City and Guilds of London Institute.—Chapters

I., The Combing Process.— II., The Drawing Frame.— III., Bobbin and Fly Frames.—IV., Mule
Spinning.—V., Ring Spinning.—Index to Illustrations.—General Index.

COTTON SPINNING (Honours, or Third Year). By Thomas
Thornley. 216 pp. 74 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 1901. Price 5s.

;

India and British Colonies, 5s. 6d. ; Other Countries, 6s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Syllabuses and Examination Papers of the City and Guilds of London Institute.—Chapters

I., Cotton.— II., The Practical Manipulation of Cotton Spinning Machinery.— III., Doubling
and Winding.— IV., Reeling.—V., Warping.—VI., Production and Costs.—VII., Main Driving.
—VIII., Arrangement of Machinery and .Mill Planning.—IX., Waste and Waste Spinning.

—

Index to Illustrations.—General Index.

Books for Mining Engineers
and Steam Users.

RECOVERY WORK AFTER PIT FIRES. A Description
of the Principal Methods Pursued, especially in Fiery Mines, and of

the Various Appliances Employed, such as Respiratory and Rescue
Apparatus, Dams, etc. By Robert Lamprecht, Mining Engineer and
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Manager. Translated from the German. Illustrated by Six large

Plates, containing Seventy-six Illustrations. 175 pp., demy 8vo. 1901.

Price 10s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, lis.; Other Countries, 12s.;

strictly net. Contents.
Preface.

—

I., Causes of Pit Fires: l, Fires Resulting from the Spontaneous Ignition of
Coal; 2, Fires Caused by Burning Timber; 3, Fires Caused by Fire-damp Explosions.

—

II.,

Preventive RegfUlations : 1, The Outbreak and Rapid Extension of a Shaft Fire can be
most reliably prevented by Employing little or no Combustible Material in the Construction of
the Shaft ; 2, Precautions for Rapidly Localising an Outbreak of Fire in the Shaft ; 3, Pre-
cautions to be Adopted in case those under 1 and 2 Fail or Prove Inefficient Precautions
against Spontaneous Ignition of Coal. Precautions for Preventing Explosions of Fire-damp
and Coal Dust. Employment of Electricity in Mining, particularly in Fiery Pits. Experiments
on the Ignition of Fire-damp Mixtures and Clouds of Coal Dust by Electricity.— III., Indica==

tions of an Existing or incipient Fire.—IV., Appliances for Working in Irrespirable
Gases : 1, Respiratory Apparatus; 2, Apparatus with Air Supply Pipes, (a) The Bremen Smoke
Helmet, (b) The Miiller Smoke Helmet, (V) The Stolz Rescue Mask; 3, Reservoir Apparatus;
4, Oxygen Apparatus. The Schwann Respiratory Apparatus. The Fleuss Respiratory Ap-
paratus. The Improved Walcher-Giirtner Pneumatophor, (a) The Single Bottle Apparatus,
Instructions for Using the Pneumatophor, Taking to Pieces and Resetting the Apparatus
ready for Use; (6) Two Bottle Apparatus (Shamrock Type). The Neupert Rescue Apparatus
(The Mayer-Pilar System).—V. Bxtinguislling Pit Fires : (<?) Chemical Means; (b) Extinction
with Water. Dragging down the Burning Masses and Packing with Clay; (c) Insulating the
Seat of the Fire by Dams. Dam Building. Dam Work in the Fiery Pits of Southern Hungary ;

{a) Cross-dams of Clay; (b) Masonry Dams, Gallery Linings. Wagner's Portable Safety Dam.
Analyses of Fire Gases. Isolating the Seat of a Fire with Dams: Working in Irrespirable
Gases ("Gas-diving ") : 1, Air-Lock Work (Horizontal Advance) on the Mayer System as Pur-
sued at Karwin in 1894 ; 2, Air-Lock Work (Horizontal Advance) by the Mauerhofer Modified
System. Vertical Advance. Mayer System. Complete Isolation of the Pit. Flooding a
Burning Section isolated by means of Dams. Wooden Dams: {a) Upright Balk Dams; (6)

Horizontal Balk Dams ; (c) Wedge Dams, Masonry Dams. Examples of Cylindrical and Dome-
»haped Dams. Dam Doors : Flooding the Whole Pit.—VI., Rescue Stations : {a) Stations
ibove Ground; (6) Underground Rescue Stations.—VII., Spontaneous Ignition of Coal in
Bulk.—Index.

Illustrations.
Sheet I., Respiratory and Rescue Appliances—Precautions against Fire. Figs. I,

Smoke Helmet; 2, Miiller's Smoke Helmet: 3, Low-pressure Respiration Apparatus; 4, High-
pressure Respiration Apparatus; 5, The Stolz Mask for Rescue Work; 6, Precautions against
Fire.—Sheet II., Respiratory and Rescue Apparatus. Figs. 1, Recovery Work with
Miiller s Smoke Helmet after a Fire; 2-8, The Fleuss Respiration Apparatus; 9, The Walcher-
G.'irtner Pneumatophor: 10-12, Pneumatophor (Shamrock Type).—Sheet III., Respiratory
and Rescue Apparatus—Stretchers. Figs. l-S, Rescue Apparatus manufactured by O.
Neupert 's Successor (Mayer-Pilar System) ; 1, Front View ; 2, Section through Bag and Mask ;

3, Rear View ; 4, Apparatus and Mask laid out Flat (view from above) ; 5, Apparatus and Mask
laid out Flat (view from below) ; 6, Locking Device for Closing Bag ; 7, Apparatus Complete,
Mounted for Rescue Work; 8, Improved Valve in the Respiration Tubes; 9-12, Stretchers.
Fig. 9, Stretcher Covered with Brown Canvas; 10, Stretcher Covered with Brown Canvas,
fitted with Adjustable Head-rest; 11, Folding Stretcher Covered with Brown Canvas; 12,

Rupprecht's Stretcher Covered with Brown Canvas; 13, Dr. Riihlmann's Stretcher.—Sheet
IV., Dams. Figs. 1-7, R. Wagner's Portable Safety Dam.—Sheet V., Signalling Appliances
—Dam Construction—Cable Laying. Figs. 1-3, Signalling Appliances; 1, Small Induction
Apparatus for Pit Work; 2, Bell Signal for Pit Work; 3, Pit Telephone; 4-18, Dam Con =

Struction ; 4, 5, Upright Timber Dam ; 6, 7, Timber Dam with Wooden Door ; 8, 9, Dome-
shaped Dams ; 10, 11, Dome-shaped Dam with Iron Door; 12, 13, The Wenker and Berninghaus
Locking Device for Dam Doors; 14-17, Dam Construction ; 18, Damming a Gallery Lined with
Iron ; 19, Support for Cable.—Sheet VI., Working with Diving Gear in Irrespirable Gases
—Gallery Work. Figs. 1-4, Air-Lock Work (Mayer System); 5-7, Air-Lock (Mauerhofer's
Modification of the Mayer System): 8-11, Construction of Dams at the Pluto Shaft.—Sheet
VII., Working with Diving Gear in Irrespirable Gases (Mayer System)—Appliances in
the Shaft. Figs. 1, 2, Sections of Shaft and Air Apparatus; 3, Salzmann Reducing Valve for
Reserve Air Supply ; 4, 5, L. v. Bremen's Respiration Apparatus with Karwin Reserve Ap-
pliance ; 6, Cross Section of the Franziska Shaft ; 7, Method of Supplying Air to Main Pipe
and Winding same on Drum ; 8, Clamp.

Press Opinions.
" A work of this extremely valuable character deserves to be made widely known amongst

colliery managers and mining engineers at home and abroad."

—

Coal and Iron.
"This book is, in a manner, unique. The literature of mining accidents is fairly extensive,

but it consists largely of departrnental Blue Books:'—Sheffield Daily Telegraph.
"A concise and lucid description of the principal methods pursued, especially in fiery

mines, and of the various appliances employed, such as respiratory and rescue apparatus,
dams, etc."

—

Staffs Advertiser.
"The prevention of spontaneous combustion in collieries and the extinction of underground

fires are duties that fall heavily on many colliery managers. They should, therefore, welcome
this translation of Mr. Lamprecht's German treatise."

—

Ironmonger.
"The book under notice supplies the needed full description, drawings, and mode of using

these new appliances in actual fires, and should be studied by every colliery manager, seeing
that even our best managed collieries have not been free from fires, more or less disastrous
to life and property.

—

Colliery Manager.
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THE PREVENTION OF SMOKE. Combined with the
Economical Combustion of Fuel. By \V. C. Popplewell, M.Sc,
A.M.Inst.. C.E., Consulting Engineer. 46 Illustrations. 190 pp.
1901. Demy 8vo. Price 7s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 8s.; Other
Countries, 8s. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Introductory.—Chapters I., Fuel and Combustion.— II., Hand Firing in Boiler Furnaces.

—

III., Stoking by Mechanical Means.—IV., Powdered Fuel.—V., Gaseous Fuel.—VI., Efficiency
and Smoke Tests of Boilers.—VII., Some Standard Smoke Trials.—VIII., The Legal Aspect
of the Smoke Question.—IX., The Best Means to be adopted for the Prevention of Smoke.

—

Index.

GAS AND COAL DUST FIRING. A Critical Review of
the V'arious Appliances Patented in Germany for this purpose since
1885. By Albert Putsch. 130 pp. Demy Svo. 1901. Translated
from the German. With 103 Illustrations. Price 7s. 6d. ; India and
Colonies, Ss. ; Other Countries, 8s. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Generators—Generators Employing Steam—Stirring and Feed Regulating Appliances

—

Direct Generators—Burners—Regenerators and Recuperators—Glass Smelting Furnaces

—

Metallurgical Furnaces—Pottery Furnace—Coal Dust Firmg.—Index.

Press Opinions.
" The work is worthy of perusal by all consumers of fuel. It is exceedingly well printed

and illustrated."—C/;f"!ic<:i/ Trade Journal.
" The book will appeal with force to the manufacturer as well as to the technical student,

whilst It is also of far more than average interest to the general reader."

—

Halifax Guardian.
"The importance that gas and coal dust firing have attained of recent years, and especially

the great interest attaching of late to the question of coal dust firing, makes the appearance
of the present volume most opportune."

—

Iron and Coal Trades Review.
"The German author has long followed the development of various systems of gas firing,

and in the present treatise he discusses the merits of appliances patented since 1S85. His text
and the numerous illustrations indispensable to it will be found useful by all who are engaged
in practical work in the same field."— A'orth British Daily .Mail.

Books on Plumbing, Decorating,
Metal Work, etc., etc.

EXTERNAL PLUMBING WORK. A Treatise on Lead
Work for Roofs. By John \\'. Hart, R.P.C. 180 Illustrations. 270

pp. Demy 8vo. 1896. Price 7s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 8s. ; Other
Countries, 8s. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Chapters I., Cast Sheet Lead.—II., Milled Sheet Lead.— III., Root Cesspools.—IV., Socket

Pipes.—v.. Drips.—VI., Gutters.—VII. , Gutters (continued).-VIII., Breaks.—IX., Circular
Breaks.—X., Flats.—XL, Flats (continued).—XII., Rolls on Flats.—XIIL, Roll Ends.—XIV.,
Roll Intersections.—XV., Seam Rolls.—XVI., Seam Rolls (continued).—XVIL, Tack Fixings.

—XVIII., Step Flashings.—XIX., Step Flashings (continued).—XX., Secret Gutters.—XXI.,
Soakers.—XXII., Hip and Valley Soakers.—XXIII., Dormer Windows.—XXIV., Dormer
Windows (continued).—XXV., Dormer Tops.—XXVI., Internal Dormers.—XXVI I., Skylights.

—XXVIII., Hips and Ridging.—XXIX., Hips and Ridging (continued).—XXX., Fixings for

Hips and Ridging.—XXXL, Ornamental Ridging.—XXXII. , Ornamental Curb Rolls.—XXXIIL,
Curb Rolls.—XXXIV., Cornices.—XXXV., Towers and Finials.—XXXVL, Towers and Finials
(continued).—XXXVII.,TowersandFinials(continued).—XXXVIII., Domes.—XXXIX., Domes
(continued).—XL., Ornamental Lead Work.—XLL, Rain Water Heads.—XLIL, Rain Water
Heads (continued).—XLIIL, Rain Water Heads (continued).

Press Opinions.
"This is an eminently practical and well-illustrated volume on the management of external

ead work."

—

Birmingham Daily Post.

"It is thoroughly practical, containing many valuable hints, and cannot fail to be of great
benefit to those who have not had large experience."

—

Sanitary Journal.
" Works on sanitary plumbing are by no means rare, but treatises dealing with external

plumbing work are sufficiently scarce to ensure for Mr. Hart's new publication a hearty recep-

tion."

—

The Ironmonger.
"With Mr. Hart's treatise in his hands the young plumber need not be afraid of tackling

outside work. He would do well to study its pages at leisure, so that he may be ready for it

when called upon."

—

Ironmongery.
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HINTS TO PLUMBERS ON JOINT WIPING, PIPE
BENDING AND LEAD BURNING. Third Hdition,
Revised and Corrected. By John \\'. Hart, K.P.C. 184 Illustrations.

313 pp. Demy Svo. 1901. Price 7s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 8s.:
Other Countries, 8s. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Introduction.—Chapters I., Pipe Bending.— II., Pipe Bending (continued).—III., Pipe

Bending (continued).—IV., Square Pipe Bendings.—V., Half-circular Elbows.—VI., Curved
Bends on Square Pipe.—VII., Bossed Bends.—VIII., Curved Plinth Bends.—IX., Rain-water
Shoes on Square Pipe.—X., Curved and Angle Bends.—XI., Square Pipe Fixings.—XII., Joint-
wiping.—XIII., Substitutes for Wiped Joints.—XIV., Preparing Wiped Joints.—XV., Joint
Fixings.—XVI., Plumbing Irons.—XVII., Joint Fixings.—XVIII., Use of "Touch" in Solder-
ing.—XIX., Underhand Joints.—XX., Blown and Copper Bit Joints.—XXI., Branch Joints.

—

XXII., Branch Joints (continued).—XXIII., Block Joints.—XXIV., Block Joints (continued).—
XXV., Block Fixings.—XXVI., Astragal Joints—Pipe Fixings.—XXVII., Large Branch
Joints.—XXVIII., Large Underhand Joints.—XXIX., Solders.—XXX., Autogenous Soldering
or Lead Burning.—Index.

Press Opinions.
"Rich in useful diagrams as well as in hints."

—

Liverpool Mercury.
"The papers are eminently practical, and go much farther into the mysteries they describe

than the title ' Hints' properlj^ suggests."

—

Scotsiuan.
" The articles are apparently written by a thoroughly practical man. As a practical guide

the book will doubtless be of much service."

—

Glnsgo-a^ Herald.
" So far as the practical hints in this work are concerned, it will be useful to apprentices and

students in technical schools, as it deals mainly with the most important or difficult branches
of the plumber's craft, I'l;:., joint wiping, pipe bending and lead burning. . . . 'Hints' are the
most useful things to an apprentice, and there are many in this work which are not to be found
in some of the text-books."

—

English .Mechanic.
"22 Prvme Street, Hull, 24th November, 1894.

" Gentlemen,—Your books to hand for which accept my best thanks, also for circulars. I

myself got one of J. W. Hart's books on Plumbing from your traveller, and having looked
through the same I can safely recommend it as being the best book I have seen. Mr. J. W.
Hart treats exhaustively upon soldering and pipe bending, which are two of the most essential
branches in the plumbing trade."

THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OP DIPPING,
BURNISHING, LACQUERING AND BRONZING
BRASS WARE. By W. Nor.max Browx. 35 pp. Crown
8vo. 1900. Price 2s. ; Abroad, 2s. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Chapters I., Cleansing and Dipping; Boiling up and Cleansing; Dipping.— II., Scratch-

brushing and Burnishing; Polishing; Burnishing.—III., Lacquering; Tools; Lacquers.

—

IV., Bronzing; Black Bronzing; Florentine Red Bronzing; Green Bronzing.—Index.
Press Opinions.

" Mr. Brown is clearly a master of his craft, and has also the immense advantage of being
able to convey his instructions in a manner at once clear and concise."

—

Leicester Post.
"A thoroughly practical little treatise on the subject in all its branches, and one which

should be in the hands of every tradesman or amateur who has lacquering to do."

—

Ii ish Builder.

WORKSHOP WRINKLES for Decorators, Painters, Paper-
hangers and Others. By \\'. N. Brown. Crown Svo. 128 pp. 1901.
Price 2s. 6d. ; Abroad, 3s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Parts I., Decorating.—II., Painting.^III., Paper-hanging.—IV., Miscellaneous.
Arranged in alphabetical order.

HOUSE DECORATING AND PAINTING. By W.
Norman Brown. Eighty-eight Illustrations. 150 pp. Crown Svo.
1900. Price 3s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 4s. ; Other Countries, 4s. 6d.
strictly net. Contents.

Chapters I., Tools and Appliances.— II., Colours and Their Harmony.—III., Pigments and
Media.—IV., Pigments and Media.—V., Pigments and Media.—VI., Pigments and Media.

—

VII., Preparation of Work, etc.—VIII., Application of Ordinary Colour.—IX., Graining.—
X., Graining.-XI., Graining.—XII., Gilding.—XIII., Writing and Lettering.—XIV., Sign
Painting.—XV., Internal Decoration.—Index.

Press Opinion.
"The author is evidently very thoroughly at home in regard to the technical subjects he has

set himself to elucidate, from the mechanical rather than the artistic point of view, although
the matter of correctness of taste is by no means ignored. Mr. Brown's style is directness
itself, and there is no tyro in the painting trade, however mentally ungifted, who could fail to
carry away a clearer grasp of the details of the subject after going over the performance."—
Building Industries.
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A HISTORY OF DECORATIVE ART. By W. Norman
Brown. Thirty-nine Illustrations. 96 pp. Crown 8vo. 1900. Price
2s. 6d. ; Abroad, 3s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Chapters I., Primitive and Prenistoric Art.— II., Egyptian Art.— III., Assyrian Art.—IV.,

The Art of Asia Minor.—V., Etruscan Art.—VI., Greek Art.—VII., Roman Art.—VIII.,
Byzantine Art.—IX., Lombard or Romanesque Art.—X., Gothic Art.—XL, Renaissance Art.

—

XII., The Victorian Period.—Index.
Press Opinion.

" In the course of a hundred pages with some forty illustrations Mr. Brown gives a very
interesting and comprehensive survey of the progress and development of decorative art. It

cannot, of course, be pretended that in the limited space named the subject is treated ex-
haustively and in full detail, but it is sufficiently complete to satisfy any ordinary reader ;

indeed, for general purposes, it is, perhaps, more acceptable than a more elaborate treatise."

—

Midland Countii-s Herald.

A HANDBOOK ON JAPANNING AND ENAMELLING
FOR CYCLES, BEDSTEADS, TINWARE, ETC. By
William Norman Brown. Price 2s. net. [Ready.

Contents.
A Few Words on Enamelling—Appliances and Apparatus—Japans or Enamels—To Test

Enamel for Lead—Japanning or Enamelling Metals—Japanning Tin, such as Tea Trays, and
similar Goods—Enamelling Old Work—Enamel for Cast Iron—Enamel for Copper Cooking
Utensils—The Enamelling Stove—Enamelling Bedsteads, Frames and similar large pieces-
Paints and Varnishes for Metallic Surfaces—Varnishes for Ironwork—Blacking for Iron

—

Processes for Tin Plating—Galvanising—Metal Polishes—Colours for Polished Brass—

A

Golden Varnish for Metal—Painting on Zinc—Carriage Varnish—Japanese Varnish and its

Application.— Index.

THE PRINCIPLES OF HOT WATER SUPPLY. By
John \V. Hart, R.P.C. With 129 Illustrations. 1900. 177 pp., demy
8vo. Price 7s. 6d. ; India and CoKinies, 8s. ; Other Countries, 8s. 6d.

;

strictly net.

Contents.
Chapters I., Water Circulation.— II., The Tank System.- III., Pipes and Joints.—IV., The

Cylinder System.—V., Boilers for the Cylinder System.—VI., The Cylinder System.—VII., The
Combined Tank and Cylinder System.—VIII., Combined Independent and Kitchen Boiler.

—

IX., Combined Cvlinder and Tank System with Duplicate Boilers.—X., Indirect Heating and
Boiler Explosions.—XL, Pipe Boilers.—XIL, Safety Valves.—XIII., Safety Valves.—XIV., The
American System.—XV., Heating Water by Steam.—XVI., Steam Kettles and Jets.—XVII.

,

Heating Power of Steam.—XVIIL, Covering for Hot Water Pipes.—Index.

Press Opinion.
" If all plumbers were to read this book, and if they followed the instructions given, there

would, we are sure, be fewer accidents from household boiler explosions, and many lives might
be saved. No doubt the majority of householders know or care little about the subject, but
any one who wishes to adopt the most up-to-date system of supplying hot water throughout
his house will be able to do so if he reads Mr. Hart's book and follows the instruction given.
It is a work that all who have charge of domestic water supply should study. It is a practical
and profitable book."

—

Wi'^ar Observer.

Brewing and Botanical.
HOPS IN THEIR BOTANICAL, AGRICULTURAL

AND TECHNICAL ASPECT, AND AS AN ARTICLE
OF COMMERCE. By Emmanuel Gross, Professor at
the Higher Agricultural College, Tetschen-Liebwerd. Translated
from the German. Seventy-eight Illustrations. 1900. 340 pp. Demy
Svo. Price 12s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 13s. 6d. ; Other Countries,

15s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
PART L, HISTORY OF THE HOP.
PART II., THE HOP PLANT. Introductory.—'I'he Roots.—The Stem and Leaves.—

Inflorescence and Flower: Inflorescence and Flower of the Male Hop; Inflorescence and
Flower of the Female Hop.—The Fruit and its Glandular Structure : The Fruit and Seed.

—

Propagation and Selection of the Hop.—Varieties of the Hop : (a) Red Hops ; (b) Green Hops;
(c) Pale Green Hops.—Classification according to the Period of Ripening: 1. Early August
Hops; 2. Medium Early Hops; 3. Late Hops.—Injuries to Growth : Malformations; Diseases
Produced by- Conditions of Soil and Climate: 1. Leaves Turning Yellow, 2. Summer or Sun-
brand, 3. Cones Dropping Off, 4. Honey Dew, 5. Damage from Wind, Hail and Rain ; Vegetable
Enemies of the Hop: Animal Enemies of the Hop.—Beneficial Insects on V.z ~
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PART III., CULTIVATION. The Requirements of the Hop in Respect of Climate, Soil

and Situation : Chmate : Soil; Situation.—Selection of Variety and Cuttings.—Planting a Hop
Garden: Drainage; Preparing the Ground; Marking-out for Plantmg ; Planting; Cultivation

and Cropping of the Hop Garden in the First Year.—Work to be Performed Annually in the

Hop Garden: Working the Ground; Cutting; The Non-cutting System; The Proper Per-

formance of the Operation of Cutting : I. Method of Cutting : Close Cutting, Ordinary Cutting,

The Long Cut, The Topping Cut; 11. Proper Season for Cutting: Autumn Cutting, Spring

Cutting; Manuring; Training the Hop Plant: Poled Gardens, Frame Training; Principal

Types of Frames: Pruning, Cropping, Topping, and Leaf Stripping the Hop Plant; Picking,

Drying and Bagging.—Principal and Subsidiary Utilisation of Hops and Hop Gardens.—Life
of a Hop Garden ; Subsequent Cropping.—Cost of Production, Yield and Selling Prices.

PART IV.—Preservation and Storage.—Physical and Chemical Structure of the Hop Cone.

—Judging the Value of Hops.
P.ART v.—Statistics of Production.—The Hop Trade.— Index.

Press Opinions.
" The subject is dealt with fully in every little detail ; consequently, even the veriest tyro can

take away some useful information from its pages."

—

hish Fannint; World.
" Farmers are but little given to reading; but nowadays brewers have to study their trade

and keep abreast of its every aspect, and as far as regards our trade, to them this book
especially appeals, and will be especially useful."

—

Licenseil I'lctualh-ys' (ia::ette.

" Like an oasis in the desert comes a volume upon the abo\e subject, by the Professor at

the Higher Agricultural College, Tetschen-Liebwerd, Germany, who has been fortunate

enough to obtain an excellent translator from the German in the person of Mr. Charles

Salter. The paucity of works upon the history and cultivation of hops is surprising con-

sidering the scope it gives for an interesting and useful work."

—

Hereford Times.
" We can safely say that this book deals more comprehensively and thoroughly with the

subject of hops than any work previously published in this country. . . . No one interested in

the hop industry can fail to extract a large amount of information from Professor Gross's

pages, which, although primarily intended for Continental readers, yet bear very closely on
what may be termed the cosmopolitan aspects of the science of hop production."

—

South
Eastern Gazette.

"This is, in our opinion, the most scholarly and exhaustive treatise on the subject of hops,

their culture and preservation, etc., that has been published, and to the hop grower especially

will its information and recommendations prove valuable. Brewers, too, will find the chapter
devoted to 'Judging the Value of Hops' full of useful hints, while the whole scope and tenor of

the book bear testimony to the studious and careful manner in which its contents have been
elaborated."

—

Preiacrs Jonrual.
"Considering the extent to which this country draws its hop supplies from abroad, this

translation of Professor Gross's volume will prove an interesting and instructive addition to

the library of any brewer or brewers' chemist, the more so as the work of translation has been
admirably carried out in simple and vigorous English. . . . The volume is one of a valuable
series of special technical works for trades and professions the publishers are issuing, and is

the first so far dealing with the brewing industry."

—

Burton Mail.

"A work upon the above subject must be welcomed if for no other reason than the dearth
of books dealing with so interesting a theme, but fortunately apart from this the book will

afford excellent reading to all interested in hops and their culture. Professor Gross takes one
over the whole field, by commencing with the earliest history of the plant—so far back as the
days of ancient Greece—and from both practical, theoretical and scientific standpoints, deals
with the cultivation, classification and formation of the hop. ... In speaking of the produc-
tion of new varieties sound information is given, and should be of value to those who are
always in search of improvements."

—

Hereford Journal.
"This work is, without doubt, the most thorough and extensive compilation on hops ever

yet offered to the public, and for this reason should be warmly welcomed and appreciated by
men interested in the subject. Although primarily written for those engaged in the industry
abroad, and mainly Continental in theory and practice, it nevertheless appeals to those con-
nected with the hop growing and brewing business in England, not only by way of a com-
parison, but also as "an instruction. The volume is at once practical and scientific, is well
got up, and teems with illustrations and statistics. In a word, it is a book that should find

its way into the hands of all who are occupied in hop production and distribution at home
;

and it also contains valuable information and suggestions for the brewers themselves."

—

Brewers' Guardian.

Public Libraries,
BRITISH LIBRARY YEAR BOOK, 1900-1901. A Record

of Library Progress and Work. 54 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 345 pp.
1900. Edited by Thomas Greenwood. Price 3s. ; abroad, 3s. 6d.

;

strictly net.

Contents.
Notes for Library Committees. Contributed Articles : The Library Rate. Some Points in

Library Planning—Mr. Burgoyne. Library Classification—Mr. Jast. Developments in Lib-
rary Cataloguing—Mr. Quinn. Children and Public Libraries—Mr. Ballinger. Fire Prevention
and Insurance—Mr. Davis. The Educational Work of the Library Association—Mr. Roberts.
The Library Assistants' Association—Mr. Chambers. British Municipal Libraries established
under the various Public Libraries or Special Acts, and those supported out of Municipal Funds
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giving particulars of Establishment, Organisation, Staff, Methods and Librarians. Table
showing the Rate, Income, Work and Hours of the Rate-supported Libraries. Statistical
Abstracts. British non-Municipal Libraries, Endowed, Collegiate, Proprietary and others
showing date of Establishment, number of Volumes, Particulars of Administration, and Lib-
rarians. Library Associations and Kindred Societies.

Press Opinions.
"This is a handbook which tells the reader everything about public libraries, great and

small, in the United Kingdom.
. . . The book is decidedly one of the best arranged volumes ever

published, and there is no doubt that the editor has been at great pains to obtain the latest
and most accurate information from all places. County, district and parish councils,
ministers of religion, and schoolmasters everywhere should make themselves acquainted with
its contents. Its perusal cannot fail to serve the ends of the library movement. The illustra-
tions, of which there is a large number, are very good."— Western (Cardiff) Mail.

WORKS IN PREPARATION.
PRINCIPLES OF SIDEROLOGY (The Science of Iron).

Translated from the German of Hanns Freiherr v. Zuptner.

STAINED GLASS (Ancient and Modern) and FRET LEAD
GLAZING. By E. R Suffling.

TREATISE ON CLOTH FINISHING. By Robert
Beaumont, of Yorkshire College, Leeds.

INDIA-RUBBER: GUTTA PERCHA.
EVAPORATION, CONDENSATION AND COOLING.

Calculations of Dimensions of Apparatus. By E. Hausbrand.
Tables. For Chemists, Chemical and Mechanical Engineers.

THE CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY OF TEXTILE
FIBRES. Spinning, Washing, Bleaching, Dyeing, Printing
and Finishing. By Dr. G. von Georgievics. [/h tlic Pi'css,

WEAVING MACHINERY. Three Vols. By Harry Nisbet.
COLOUR TERMS : THEIR PROPER USE AND

MEANING. By D.avid P.aterson.

LEAD AND ITS COMPOUNDS. By Thos. Lambert.

COTTON COMBERS AND THE COMBING PROCESS.
By Thos. Thorn ley. [In the Pnss.

TIMBER. Its Physical and Chemical Properties, Description,
Distribution throughout the World, Forests, Preservation of Timber,
and Applications. From the French of Paul Charpentier. 179 Illus-

trations. About 500 pp.

USE OF WATER IN THE INDUSTRIAL ARTS. Com-
position— Influences— Residual Water— Purification—Analysis. From
the French of H. de la Coux. 135 Illustrations. About 500 pp.

DYERS" MATERIALS : An Introduction to the Examination,
Evaluation and Application of the Most Important Substances Used
in Dyeing, Printing, Bleaching and Finishing. By Paul Heermann,
Ph.D. Translated by Arthur C. Wright, M.A. (O.xon.), B.Sc.
(Lond.l. [III tin Press.

HANDY GUIDES TO THE CHOICE OF BOOKS.
Vol. I. PROSE FICTION.
Vol. II. TECHNICAL, TRADE AND COMMERCIAL

BOOKS.
Others to follow. [In Preparation.

Tlic Publishers will advise when any of the above books are

ready to firms sending their addresses.
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